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The Dependent Nature of the Phenomenal World* 

Sue Hamilton 

“According to Buddhism, the object of higher knowledge is not a higher reality, but 

the phenomenal world. This excludes the possibility of any metaphysical reality 

which serves as the ultimate ground of existence, no matter under what name it is 

introduced...”. 2 These sentences were written by Professor Karunadasa in a paper in 

which he argues against those who think that “...Buddhism believes in a Self which 

is noUdentical with any of the constituents (khandhas) of the empiric individuality- 

taken severally or collectively, but which transcends them at both levels.”3 Such a 

view, Professor Karunadasa suggests, is a result either of a misguided application of 

Vedantic thought to Buddhist teachings or of a belief in a ‘perennial philosophy 

based on the transcendental unity of all religions’. In this paper, I would like to 

show that though I wholeheartedly agree with Professor Karunadasa that ‘according 

to Buddhism, the object of higher knowledge is not a higher reality, but the 

phenomenal world’, I do not agree that it follows from such a statement that ‘this 

excludes the possibility of any metaphysical reality which serves as the ultimate 

ground of existence’. And I would like to suggest that my standpoint is arrived at 

entirely from within the teachings of the Buddha himself4, making no reference 

either to Vedanta or to any perennial philosophy. 

In the paper from which I am quoting, Professor Karunadasa supports his view that 

the object of higher knowledge, according to the Buddha, is the phenomenal world 

with a consideration of various ambiguous passages in Pali material on self-hood, 

drawing on both the doctrine of cmattd and the analysis of the person in terms of the 

khandas. His focus on such passages was no doubt determined by the specific claims 

he was seeking to refute. In this paper I will show how I have arrived at the same 

view via a different, and also more comprehensive, route. My approach was initially 

suggested to me by some words of Professor Richard Gombrch. In his Louis H. 

Jordan seminar papers, Professor Gombrich said, in a discussion about the way early 

Buddhist meditative states are associated with cosmological levels, on the one hand...” 

surely these subjective states had some objective correlate?”, and on the other hand 

the Buddha was not really interested in what existed ‘out there’”.5 These two 



quite different quotations illustrate the ‘discussion’ nature of Professor Gombrich’s 

paper: he was drawing out and considering the diversity of some of the references to 

the subject in the canonical material rather than offering an interpretation. They also 

highlight an important subject about which there has been little or no clarity or 

consensus of interpretation: the nature of the phenomenal world. It is this that is the 

main theme of my paper. And I hope to show that if one follows this route, it not 

only becomes clear that it is the nature of the phenomenal world that is the object of 

higher knowledge, but that in the'cohtext of theihbst central teachings of the Buddha 

it is also implicit that there must actually be some metaphysical reality other than the 

phenomenal world. 

In order to make these points, I will draw together for consideration the central 

orientation of the Buddha’s teachings, taken as a whole; a look at how the term loka 

(world) is used in the relevant Pali material; and the metaphysical implications of 

the doctrines of ancittd/paticcasamuppada in this context. 

First, then, the central orientation of the Buddha’s teachings. What I want to do 

here is to present the teachings in such a way as to draw out what seems to me to be 

their notable person-centeredness. Furthermore, I particularly want to suggest that 

what is striking in this is that it is not that we are given a detailed anthropology, but 

that we are consistently directed towards a study of subjective (person -centrad) 

experience. In the last part of my paper, I will also suggest that understanding the 

person-centeredness of the teachings in this way is crucial if one is to understand 

their wider implications. 

Given that there is no specific place where a discussion of the Buddha’s teachings 

must begin, I shall start by referring to the way in which the Buddha responds to the 

classical ‘ unanswered questions’. This is an appropriate starting point for my paper 

for two reasons; not only are the first two of these questions concerned with my 

theme of the phenomenal world, but I would also suggest that the way the Buddha 

responds to them is an active clue to how he wanted his teachings to be approached. \ 

The classical unanswered questions are fwhether or not the universe is eternal,^whether 

or not the universe is finitefwhether or not that which is the vital principle (Jiva) is 

diflerent from the body (in effect this is a question about the soul), ancKvhether after 



death a tathagata (and the implication is that iyneans any liberated being) exists or 

not Whether s/he exists and does not exist, or whether s/he neither exists nor does 

not exist. To these are added, in certain contexts, a large number of other questions 

in similar vein; focussing mainly on the world and the soul6. They are all very much 

the sorts of questions that are frequently asked of religious teachers, @l'ffnd^g3Mh;ejf 

sorts of questions that virtually all religious teacH^^^han-th^Buddh^pgall^ ^ . ^ 
t answer: most of the world’s religions actively concern themselves with explaining 

the nature of the soul, its relationship with the body, its status after liberation, and 

the nature of the world. 

It is well-known and often related that the Buddha repeatedly states that he will not 

answer these questions on the grounds that to do so would be irrelevant and/or 

misleading?. Indeed, this is why they are simply referred to as the ‘unanswered’ 

questions. What is less well-known and rarely related is that in some contexts where i 

he gives no reply to the questions, he nevertheless goes on to state that what he does 

teach, and what the questioner should concern himself with instead of such questions; 

is the reality of the human experience of dukkha\ its cause, the possibility of its 

cessation, and the path leading to its cessation*1. It seems to me that what he is doing 

here is deliberately transferring attention away from objective questions about what 

things are to the understanding of the subjective experience of samsarci. And that it 

is subjectivity that is intended here is emphasized when the Buddha explicitly defines 

dukkha in terms of the khandhasV. As the khandhas (to which I will return) in effect 

constitute the earthly life of an individual, this clearly indicates that dukkha is not' ^ 

merely a descriptive term but is, rather, the intrinsic nature of the human experience.' ^ 

It is this subjective experience that is both the problem which needs solving, and the 

process which needs understanding. 

And this is the clue. It seems to me that this epitomizes the Buddha’s approach not 

just to the way he gives his teachings but to his own spiritual life also. We read in the 

texts that he embarked on his spiritual quest because the experience of being human 

was problematic; it was manifestly unsatisfactory. He wanted to understand both 

why this was the case and also how to change it for something better. It goes without 

saying that according to the perspective of his world view he also believed that the 

experience of being human would be repeated in a series of lives, and it was in order 

not to have these repeated unsatisfactory experiences that he sought to understand 



their nature. In the religious milieu in which he lived in north India in the fifth 

century BCE the Buddha was not alone in such a quest .‘ What makes him different 

from most of his contemporaries is that in solving the problem, and in teaching 

pthefs&ho.Wtto. acluey^t^^p^splution, he did not extend his frame of reference „ 

\ beyond subjective; expejienpp-f Indeed, it is this very contrast that is exemplified in 

the questioning of him by so many others to which I am referring here, and in his 

refusal to answer those questions. 
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The canonical descriptions of the Buddha’s Enlightenment also importantly indicate 

the consistency of the Buddha’s concern with subjective experience. I am constantly 

surprised at the lack of scholarly interest in these descriptions - indeed, in their total 

absence from most academic books on Buddhism. My surprise is simply because 

they are so relevant to understanding what he subsequently taught JO. His 

Enlightenment is described entirely in experiential terms. Specifically, he is able to 

understand why the experience of being human is unsatisfactory in the way that it is, 

and he realizes that in understanding it one can solve the problem of its continuity! i. 

The texts describe the Buddha having three insights. First, he is able to see all his 

former lives: where and how and why he was reborn as he was. Second, he is able to 

see other beings being bom and reborn in different conditions and why they are so 

reborn. In effect, what this means is that he could see the mechanics of the law of 

karma - how actions have consequences, and that what happens is qualitatively 

conditioned by what occurred previously: this is both the how and the why of any 

given individual history. Third, he is able to see how to uproot the deepest of the 

tendencies which bind one to continued rebirth. In understanding the mechanics of 

continuity, he is able to do something about bringing his own personal cyclical 

experience to an end. The asavas are the deepest of the ‘continuity tendencies’, and 

these are given as sensual desire, the desire for continued becoming, ignorance, and, 

in one context, the holding of false ‘ views’12. And immediately prior to turning his 

mind to the uprooting of these asavas, the texts state that the Buddha ‘understood 

human experience (stated as dukkha) as it really is, its cause, that it can cease, and 

how to bring about its cessation’, which is precisely what he tells his listeners they 

should concern themselves with rather than asking all the questions to which I have 

referred above. 

* 

It is this formula, of course, that he gives in his so-called first sermon as the Four 
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Noble Truths*3. famy^dfewit is 

I make this point specifically because I have noticed a tendency to use the term 

asmmsa 
t ^mym for samsara (and in my viewitrmrequal^$^^ thoj 

sense not of the subjective experience of the individual but of the ‘world’ in which ^ 

one has that subjective experience: that is, to describe what is ‘out there’. However, 

not only does the Buddha separately define dukkha in terms of the khandhas, as 

mentioned above, but its subjective meaning is perhaps more importantly indicated 
*i 

in the context in which the Truths are first taught*4. Here the Noble Truth of dukkha., 

is described in terms of birth, old age, disease and death; of our relationships witl# 

what is dear to us and with fulfilling our desires; in short, it states, of the khandhfM 

The Noble Truth of the origin of dukkha is explicitly associated with subjective 

cravings and desires. The Noble Truth of the possibility of the cessation of dukkha i# 

given as the stopping of those subjective cravings and desires. And the Noble Truth* 

giving the path to follow to achieve that cessation is one of a variety of subjective^ 

disciplines. 

A' 

Another teaching of the Buddha confirms the subjective nature of the Four Noble 

Truths as a whole: his teaching on karma. In common with his contemporaries, he 

accepted that actions have consequences.This, indeed, is the underlying rationale of 

the Vedic sacrificial religion: the verbal and physical actions of the sacrificial ritual 

have the consequence of bringing about what the sacrifice is for, whether it be sons, 

wealth, crops, rain, or the very maintenance of the cosmos. The point was that if 

actions are performed correctly, they have the ‘ right ‘ consequences. In the Upanisads 

this rationale was extended to the human being in the sense that if one performed all 

one’s conjoined actions correctly one would be reborn in favorable circumstances. ^ x 

The Buddha, by contrast, introduced a qualitative - and therefore profoundly 

individually subjective - notion to the way karma works. He stated that what j t'"'""" 

determines the consequence of any action, its consequence-producing part, is the 

intention behind it. It is not a matter of doing things correctly according to a given 

conjoined code, but of the qualitative state of mind by which the action is conditioned. 

And it is these ‘intentions’ that constitute the desires and cravings which cause the 

continuity of the experience of dukkha, as stated in the second Noble Truth. 

Furthermore, it is understanding the mechanics of how this works, insight into which 

is described as part of the experience of Enlightenment, that enables an individual to 

i 
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set about uprooting I^^^^EiiFiueFc'ontiniiity.' 

The fact that one of the asavas is ignorance indicates why it is that one goes on 

fuelling continuity with cravings and desires. And it is profoundly associated with ^ 

the need to understand dukkha in the sense that if is /Aaf experience, the experience £ 

’ of Beinga human being; that is perpetuated because one is ignorant! It is not enough 

to know objectively how continuity is brought about, one has to understand ^ 

subjectively why one goes on perpetuating the status quo of human experience. Why 

do we keep craving/ desiring/ having intentions? It is the elevating of this question 

to the level of an asava (if I may so put it), and therefore associating the understanding ^ 

oMt with liberation, that distinguishes the Buddha’s teachings from the Vedic ^ 

teachings^ In the latter, it is because of their objective understanding of the process 

that the priests/sacrificers continue to perform particular actions in pedicular ways 

with the aim of maintaining the status quo. According to the Buddha, it is all and any 

of one’s actions, defined as intentions, that perpetuate the very status quo that presents 

the problem; and so a change in one’s subjective experience can be brought about 

by understanding why we act as we do. 

The Buddha starts from what one might call normal human experience - it is this that 

is unsatisfactory, or dukkha. And he states that the way we normally think of ourselves 

and therefore behave is from a standpoint of ignorance. In particular, it is implicit in 

our ‘normally’ having cravings/desires/intentions that we assume some degree of 

permanence and autonomy about ourselves and everything we experience. But, he 

states, that is not the way things, and in this context he explicitly means the factors of 

human experience! 5, really are. In the same way that according to the law of karma : 

any given state of affairs or experience is conditioned by one’s previous actions, so 

the way things are is not that they are permanent or autonomous: they are conditioned, '■ 

they are dependent on their originating circumstances. And as such they cannot be 

permanent or independently autonomous in the way we normally think things are. 

Put differently, our thinking that we experience permanence and independent 

autonomy is what our ignorance is the conditioning factor of. And in thinking in f- 

such a way we continue to behave as independent desirers, having independent desires 

about independent objects of desire. In other words, we understand the factors of our 

experience in terms of their separateness. And another way of putting this is in terms 

of their independent self-ness. Non-separateness, or self-lessness, impermanence 
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and unsatisfactoriness (each characteristic following from its predecessor) are taught 

V5 
t as described here are specifically 

origination (paticcasamuppada)^, and on the selflessness (anattata) of all things. 

The way the latter teaching is commonly given is in connection with the analysis of 

the human being in terms of five khandhas: the body (rupa)\gf||$ngs (vedana), 

apperception and conception (sahild), volitional activities (samkhara) and 

consciousness (vihhana) '8. The Buddha states that none of these aspects of human 

experience should be separately identified by us as constituting yourself (atta). 

I have argued elsewhere'9 that interpreting the Buddha’s doctrine oi anatta zs simply ' V 

stating ‘there is no self, misses the point. I will not rehearse my arguments here 

1 ’ ^(though it is tempting to ask rhetorically why, if this were his meaning, he did not 

just say so in reply to all the questions he did not answer about the nature of the 

soul), but will simply state that it seems to me, rather, that its meaning is that it refers A 

to the way we erroneously superimpose independent separateness onto all the aspects ^ 

of our experience, including ourselves as experiences. Because of the frequency^ 

with which he is questioned about the soul, though, the Buddha has to establish that] > 

in giving the analysis of the person in terms of the five khandhas he is not introducing 

an answer to any of such questions. In associating the khandhas explicitly with anatta, 

he is in my view doing no more than stating that they - along with everything else - 

are dependently originated. And I would go so far as to say that I think that what he 

means by this is how they work: each works in a process of dependent origination as 

does everything else - from karma to the continuity of the individual. This view is 

supported in the texts where the Buddha states that understanding dependent 

origination means that one will no longer ask questions about individual existence, 

past, future, or present, such as “Am 1, or am I not? What am I? How am I? This ‘ 

being’ that is ‘I’, where has it come from, where will it go?”.20 In my view, this is 

another passage deserving far greater attention than it commonly receives, as it is 

highly relevant to understanding the implications of the teachings as a whole. 

5i< ^ 

I think the significance of this context in which anatta is most frequently referred to, 

that is in association with the khandhas, is that in being conditioned by our ignorance 

the process of experiencing independent separateness is subjectively imposed. It is 

by understanding this subjective process, by means of understanding how the 
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khandhas work, that one can see dukkha - the experience of being human - as it 

really is21. Specifically, one understands how experiential data are consciously 

assimilated, coordinated and identified. And for so long as one is operating from a 

standpoint of any degree of ignorance, one also superimposes ‘manifoldness’ (i.e. 

separateness) onto experiential data22. And it is because we impose this separateness 

that we continue to behave as separate desirers, thus perpetuating our experience of 

dukkha. In other words, what the Buddha is saying is that we have the experience 

that we do because our cognitive process works in a certain way, based on ignorance. 

And that experience can be changed if we understand how that cognitive process 

works and if we then, as it were, ‘direct it aright’. One frequently comes across 

analogies associating human beings with computers, usually given by philosophers 

trying to understand what human beings are: are we hardware plus software plus 

electricity, and so on. I have my own analogy associating human beings with 

computers: if you want to use a computer properly and/or differently you don’t need 

to know what it is, but you do need to know how it works: what it will do and how it 

does it. And to this end, what we identify its component factors as being is no more 

useful to us than the knowing of their names is (unless the knowing of their names 

also conveys to us what they do). What we need to be aware of is the way the 

component factors relate to each other; and it is the effect they have on one another 

that is significant, not what they are in themselves as separate constituents. This is, 

in my view, precisely what the Buddha was saying about the human being23. 

y> 

Whether or not I am correct in this last point, and I have to say that I think the 

evidence in support of it is compelling, I think it is clear that the Buddha’s so-called 

‘doctrinal’ teachings24, and the way in which they are given, are notably person 

centred and that they focus on human experience. This orientation is highly significant 

when it comes to looking at the way the term loka is used in the early Pali texts. In 

common with so many of the key terms of early Buddhism, it is used in a wide 

variety of contexts. Of relevance to my theme in this paper is its specific usage as a 

metaphor for the life of an individual human being26. This metaphorical usage of 

loka is one of the correlates of the centrality of human experience to the Buddha’s 

teachings. I will return shortly to this metaphor, but will first discuss the better- 

known metaphorical correspondence between levels of meditation and different 

cosmological levels (or ‘ worlds’-the term loka is used), thus producing what is called 

a psychological cosmology26. It was to this psychological cosmology that Richard 
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Gombrich referred in his Jordan Lectures Seminar Paper which I mentioned in my 

- introduction, and about which he speculated “...surely these subjective states had 

some objective correlate?”. It was not until the Abhidhamma that this metaphorical 

link between meditative attainment and cosmological level was formally established, 

and since then the Buddhist tradition has accepted the cosmological aspect of the \ 

correspondence as reflecting the ‘external’ world in all its complexity. In the earliest ^ 

' material* However, the correspondence between subj ective state and cosmological ° 

level is^ at/best unsystematically/implicit For example, the attainment of certain 

meditative states is sometimes said to be a prerequisite either of being reborn into or ^ 
-iUrfr f 

of contacting other beings in corresponding ‘worlds’.27 And it is made clear that no 

matter how good such a world might be, even if it is a ‘completely happy world’ 

(ekcintasiikho loko), it is to beieschewed in favour of attaining Nirvana^. It is 

commonly assumed that such unsystematic references are the embryonic form of the 

later more detailed metaphorical structure29. 

In fact in the earlier texts it is as a metaphor for the entire life of the individual 

human being that loka is more specifically used. This is most clearly indicated in the 

Khandha Samyutta, which is primarily concerned with the analysis of the individual 

in terms of the five khandhas. Here we read that the five Ichandhas together comprise 

a “phenomenon which is a world in the world”.30 The context is one in which the 

Buddha states that he has no quarrel with the world (naham lokena vivadami) or 

with some of the teachings of other teachers in the world (loke pandita). But he 

wants to establish a teaching which is not given by those other teachers, that of the 

five khandhas?which he has thoroughly penetrated and realized (abhisambujjhati 

abhisameti). This passage is making the point that the world with which the Buddha 

is concerned is the subjective world of experience. 

Similarly, loka is sometimes used interchangeably with dukkha, itself identified by 

the Buddha as referring to the individual’s subjective experience when he defined it 

in terms of the five khandhas, as I have already discussed. The Buddha’s teachings 

are aimed at no longer being subject to rebirth, and frequently this is expressed as the 

“ceasing of all the khandhas which are dukkha”.31 This means to the point where the 

individual, who persists with five khandhas being reborn, achieves liberation. In the 

Nidcina Samyutta of the Samyatta Nikaya, two consecutive suttas are the same save 

for the fact that in the second sutta loka is substituted for dukkha. In these suttas, the 

tyi I A- \\ Ur 
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Buddha states: “I will teach you, bhikkhus, how dukkha/loka arises and how it ceases 

... Visual consciousness arises because of sight and (visible) objects (and so on 

through all the senses); contact is the combination of the three; feeling is conditioned 

by contact; craving is conditioned by feeling. This, bhikkhus, is the arising of dukkha/ 

loka”.32 The cessation of dukkhalloka comes about when the craving which is 

normally conditioned by feeling no longer occurs: when craving utterly fades away 

and ceases, then grasping, becoming, birth, and cyclic samsaric existence ceases.' 

Again, the central point to extract from these passages is that one’s subjective 

experience is so much the cardinal factor in the Buddha’s teaching that its importance 

can be metaphorically stated in terms of the ‘world’.33 

vo£>^la[ 

This same central point is made elsewhere it is stated that “It is these five types of 

sensual desire that are called the world in the discipline of the noble one”.34 The 

bhikkhu is to become detached from sensual desire and practise appropriate 

meditation. And when he eventually sees that his asavas are completely destroyed, 

he “is said to have come to the end of the world, he lives at the end of the world, he 

has overcome attachment in the world”.35 And again where we read: “Bhikkhus, I 

declare that the end of the world is not to be learned, seen, or dukkha can be made 

without attaining the end of the world”.36 Later in the same sutta, the individual’s 

‘world’ is again defined in terms of the senses. The relevance of the senses in these 

contexts is that all our incoming experiential data come through our senses. It is 

because we cognitively process that incoming data as we do that we continue to have 

cravings; and it is because of such cravings that our ‘world’ has continued existence: 

this is how the individual continues. And it is this - this particular ‘world’ of 

experience-that the Buddhist disciple seeks to understand. 

In my view, such metaphors serve to emphasize the extent to which the Buddha, in 

consistently drawing attention away from the ‘external’ world to the subjective world 

of experience, was, as Richard Gombrich stated, “not interested in what existed ‘out 

there’”. In discussing such examples elsewhere, 1 have gone on to suggest that the y',< si c< 

whole notion of Buddhist cosmology is underpinned by the metaphor of the spiritual 1'f 

path of the individual: that all cosmological references are in fact metaphors for 

different stages on the spiritual path37. According to the Pali, this is not incompatible^ 

with those contexts where meditative attainments are referred to in terms of‘world’, 

the contexts which are considered to be the embryonic stages of the psychological 
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cosmology to which I have referred above. At MN. II. 37, for example, the ‘completely 

happy world’ (ekantasukho lolco) is described in terms of being ‘realized’ or ‘seen’ 

or ‘experienced’ (sacchikata), none of which need have a spacial interpretation. The 

Buddha is clearly using metaphors when in the same context he states that in order to 

experience the completely happy world the disciple ‘enters and abides in’ 

(upasampajja viharati) the fourth jhana. No-one would suggest that this refers to 

anything other than an altered state of mind; and I suggest the metaphor extends to 

include the ‘completely happy world’ as that state of mind38. 

My view is (and I think my reasons will become clear below) that the metaphor 

should be taken as the ‘norm’, and passages which apparently refer to cosmological 

. levels in spacial terms should be interpreted metaphorically39. It is significant in this 

respect that there is no cosmological level associated with Nirvana40, and that the 

famous Udana passage about the sphere where there is neither earth, nor water, nor 

heat nor wind, ends by saying: “It is this that is the end of dukkha" Though if 

taken literally this passage is open to spacial interpretation, it clearly also lends itself 

to metaphorical interpretation if dukkha is understood as the subjective experience 

of the individual. Put differently, if worldly existence is characterized in terms of the 

four elements (which it is 42),then this passage is metaphorically referring to the 

subjective experience of Nirvana, or dukkhanirodha (the cessation of dukkha) in 

terms of lokanirodha, or the absence of what characterizes worldly existence^. I 

suggest the terms lokiya, worldly, and lokuttara, beyond the world, which are used 

to refer to, in the former case, the disciple on the early stages of the path, and, in the 

latter case, the disciple who is nearing the end of the path, are in fact correspondingly 

metaphorical along the same lines. 
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Again, whether or not I am correct in the extent of my interpretation, the Buddha’s (V-... I 

concern with the subjective experience of the individual is clear not just from thej 

way in which he gives his teachings -deliberately drawing attention away from 

externals to internals, so to speak -but also from his metaphorical use of the term 

lokci, world, to refer to that individual subjective experience. 

In turning now to the metaphysical implications of the doctrines of anatta and 

paticcasamuppada, I would like, and no doubt this will be unsurprising, to suggest 

that these doctrines should be interpreted subjectively also. From what we have seen 

286 
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so far, the Buddha’s teachings can clearly be stated in terms of the subjective 

superimposition, because of one’s ignorance, of separateness (we make manifold - 

papaficeti) onto incoming experiential data. In doing so we attribute varying degrees 

of permanence and independence to those manifold things. The point here is that we 

do all this subjectively. The Buddha’s teachings on dependent origination, 

impermanence and selflessness can lead one to think that there are ‘things’ that are 

external to us that are dependently originated from or by other things, and that all 

those things are therefore impermanent and therefore selfless. The tilakkhana formula, 

for example, states “all conditioned [i.e. dependently originated] things (samkham) 

are impermanent; all conditioned things (samkhara) are [therefore] unsatisfactory; 

all things (dhamma) are selfless”. Until recently I myself would have endorsed the 

view that this describes how ‘things’ are, and that the mistake we make is not to see 

that ‘they’ are like that. 

But this is in fact remaining in the perspective of reifying what we see as external to 

us but conceding that we fail to see the dependent originatedness of what we take to 

be its independent/separate parts.And though this might be a profoundly different 

way of understanding the world from our ‘normal’ way, it is nevertheless still 

“mistak[ing] epistemological entities for ontological ones”.44 My view now is that 

what the doctrines of dependent origination and selflessness specifically mean is 

not just that the things that we experience are not as separate'as we think they are, 

but that what all of what we experience is dependently originated in is our subjective 

processing faculties. The early texts clearly describe the way incoming data is 

received, by way of the senses (which are called ‘doors’45), assimilated and 

coordinated, recognized and made manifold46. Thus all the things we see are 

impermanent,and therefore unsatisfactory, because they are conditioned by us-not 

because they are in themselves conditioned: by each other, so to speak. While I may 

be drawing this point out in my own particular way, I actually do not think I am 

saying anything new here, though it would perhaps sound more familiar in the 

context of Mahayana Buddhism47. But it is so radically different from,or, the Buddha 

would say, ‘goes against the stream of how we think that it is all too easy to miss 

the implication of it. 

The implication is that the furthest one can go in terms of what anything with which 

we are familiar is- its ontological status, in other words-is that it depends for its 
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existence as that on our subjective cognitive processes. And this includes not just 

the things ‘in’ the world as we conceive of it, but ‘the world’ itself in its totality. The 

only world there is, in any sense in which it remains the world as we mean that 

term,is the world of experience; what we mean by ‘the world’ is not other than 

experience. In the light of Richard Gombrich’s comments quoted in my introduction 

, the point needing to be drawn out here is that while subjective states have objective 

correlates, it is inappropriate to think of such correlates in terms of ‘out there’ in any 

reified-or ‘other’- sense. While the subjective cognitive constructing process does 

indeed involve objectivity, it does not at all follow that such objectivity corresponds 

to what is externally real: the notion of the polarity of the internal ‘me’ in the external 

‘world’ is part of the construction of manifoldness48. 

I hardly need to point out at this stage the extent to which this fits in with the Buddha’s 

emphasis on the need to understand ‘the world’ subjectively, and why he showed no 

interest in what existed ‘out there’. And it clearly explains the famous expression 

“In this fathom-long living body lies the world, the arising of the world, and the 

cessation of the world”.4? Furthermore, it ties in with my suggestion that the analysis 

of the person as khandhas should be understood in terms of their constituting the 

subjective cognitive process: because our experience of the world is as it is because 

of the way we process incoming experiential data, then what we need to understand 

is that process. 

By extension from this last point, I suggest that in describing Enlightenment as seeing 

things ‘as they really are’ (yathdbhutam), the Buddha was referring to the 

understanding of the cognitive process which is so instrumental in fuelling the 

continuity of our experience: to the seeing of the human situation as it really is. And 

it follows from this that, as Professor Karunadasa puts it, the object of higher 

knowledge is not a higher reality but the phenomenal world. As such, it is 

understandable-indeed, obvious-why the Buddha so consistently directed his teachings 

towards that and nothing other than that. 

But in considering the nature of the phenomenal world in the light of the teachings 

of the Buddha, it is nevertheless legitimate to draw out a further subject for 

consideration. Do the teachings of the Buddha described and interpreted as above 

have the further implication that the world is not real or that nothing really exists? 
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And if the object of higher reality is the phenomenal world, and that phenomenal 

world, as we know it, is dependent on our subjective cognitive processes, does it 

indeed follow that the possibility of any metaphysical reality which serves as the 

ultimate ground of existence is excluded, as Professor Karunadasa suggests? The 

issues involved in such questions, many of which were, and still are, hotly debated 

with regard to Mahayana Buddhist teachings, have been elaborated and systematized 

by philosophers. A full and proper discussion of such issues would require a paper 

of its own 50, and I will here just draw attention to the points which I consider to be 

most relevant to my theme and consistent with the teachings of the Buddha as given 

in the earliest Pali material. 

First, then, with regard to the reality of the experiential world, it is because “the 

whole world of experience is precisely what it seems”5i that that world requires 

investigating. In insisting on the primacy of experience, the Buddha is very specifically 

confirming the reality of the experiential world: it is because the world of experience 

is real that it constitutes the problem needing to be solved, in the Buddha’s terms52. 

Second, from saying that the 'world’(as we mean that particular term) is in fact a 

world of experience, it does not follow that therefore ‘in Reality’ (capital ‘R’) nothing 

exists: that however much one acknowledges the reality of experience, by being 

experiential there is some ‘absolute’ sense in which nothing exists. Far from it. Not 

only is this clearly stated to be a ‘wrong view’ in the texts: “Having the view that 

nothing exits... this is tainted fare”.53 But, far more importantly and convincingly, it 

is because the phenomenal world of experience is dependently originated, and 

therefore dependent-period, that there must be something else. If there were not, the 

phenomenal world, the world of experience, would have to be autonomous, which 

the Buddha’s teachings both implicitly and explicitly state is not the case. It is the 

common human experience of such Reality that constitutes the phenomenal world, 

and it is the understanding of the mechanics of this process that is liberating. In 

itself, such Reality is clearly not, and cannot be, part of our experience. So it in no 

way constitutes the object of the higher knowledge that is the goal of the Buddhist 

disciple. Furthermore, to refer to it in terms of Self is to project phenomenal conceptual 

categories beyond the boundaries of their meaningful reference. But we nevertheless 

can have the experience that we do only because it is there54. 1 have come to think 

this is precisely the meaning of the famous (and famously ambiguous) Uclana passage: 

“There is, bhikkhus, an unborn, an unbecome, an unconstructed, an unconditioned, 



without which, bhikkhus, the resultant born, become, constructed, conditioned could 

not be known [experienced]. But because there is, bhikkhus, an unborn, an unbecome, 

an unconstructed, an conditioned, the resultant born, become, constructed, conditioned 

can be known [experienced].”55 And it is striking that the meaningfulness, of this 

statement does not lie in its position of entities, things, the ‘what’-ness of the world. 

Rather, it lies in its indicating the significance of the relatedness of Reality, the 

phenomenal world, and experience. 

Within the confines of the Buddha’s teaching, the problem he set himself to solve 

does not, as he repeatedly makes clear, require any interest in anything other than 

how the interactive subjective-objective processes of the experiential world operate: 

anything else is both tangential to the solving of the problem and inconceivable from 

the standpoint of ignorance. And I have myself previously regarded ontological 

speculation to be misplaced in a Buddhist context56. So I would be the first person to 

acknowledge that in some respects I might be skating on thin ice in coming to the 

conclusion that I have. But in other respects it is not an illegitimate enterprise to 

attempt to unravel the implications of the Buddha’s teachings for oneself: he himself 

suggested that we should ‘be lamps for ourselves and use the clhamma as a lamp’.57 

Furthermore, as I have pointed out elsewhere58, the principal criterion in the very 

early stages of the Buddhist tradition for acceptance of material as canonical was 

compatibility. According to this criterion, I believe my conclusion is at least possible 

since it is compatible with what the Buddha taught. 

In summary, I am suggesting that all the Buddha’s teachings are person-centred in 

the specific sense of focussing on human experience, and that that experience is not 

separate from the phenomenal world. It is because they are not separate that 1 stated 

above that the wider implications of the teaching are best understood in the light of 

this person-centredness. And with regard to questions about that nature of the 

phenomenal world, the non-separateness of the world and experience means not 

only that what we can know about the world cannot be separated from experience, 

but that in understanding experience one does understand the world: “Bhikkhus, 1 

declare that the end of the world is not to be learned, seen, or attained by going to the 

end of the world. Nor do I declare, bhikkhus, that the end of dukkha [i.e.understanding 

experience] can be made without [my italics] attaining the end of the world”.59 It is 

for this very reason that the Buddha diverts attention from the ‘external’ world to the 
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subjective world of experience, using loka metaphorically for the life of the individual 

in the way he does. His ‘know thyself, teaching implicitly involves knowledge of the 

objective world also: the two are inseparable and correlated. And it is precisely this 

tliat underlies the metaphor in the sense of the later more elaborated psychological 

cosmology: as the objective correlate of Subjective states, the entire cosmos is in an 

ontological sense associated with experience60. 

The object of higher knowledge for the Buddhist disciple is, then, undoubtedly the 

phenomenal world and not a higher reality. But it seems also undoubtedly the case 

that the dependent nature of the phenomenal world implies that there must actually 

be a higher reality which serves as the ground of that phenomenal world. 
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Notes 

1 This paper is an adaptation of a paper entitled “The ‘External World’: its Status and 

Relevance”, given at The Buddhist Forum at the School of Oriental and African Studies, 

University of London, in November 1995, to be publishedd in its original form in a forthcoming 

volume of papers from The Buddhist Forum. 

2 Professor Y. Karunadasa, “The Buddhist Doctrine of Non-Self and the Problem of the 

Over-Self’ in The Middle Way, Vol. 69, No.2, August 1994, p. 116. 

3 ibid, p. 107. 

4 I rely for my interpretation on the early doctrinal teachings given by the Buddha as found in 

the Nikdycis of the Pali Canon. 

5 Richard Gombrich, Louis H. Jordan Lectures Seminar Paper 2, Metaphor, allegory, satire 

(publication forthcoming), p.l 1 and p.13 respectively. 

6 cf. in particular the Brahmajcila Sutta (DN,Vol 1) and the Pdsddika Suttanta (DN,Vol III) 

for the more extensive range of questions. All references to Pali texts are to Pali Text Society 

editions. All translations from the Pali are my own unless otherwise stated. 

7 cf., for example, SN.II.223, V.418; MN.I.395; DN.I, sutta l,III.134ff. cf. also MN.I.157, 

426ff, 483ff; SN.IV.374ff. The way the Buddha puts it is that it would not be conducive to 

“good...to insight, Enlightenment, Nirvana". Throughout the Brahmajcila Sutta (DN sutta 1), 

and at MN.I.487, the Buddha also states that answers to such questions cannot meaningfully 

be explained: they have to be understood through insight. 

8 cf., for example, DN.III.136; MN.1.431; SN.II.223,V.418. 

9 Scimkhittena pane' updddnakkhandhd dukkhd: e.g. SN. V.421; MN.I.48; AN.1.177. cf. also 

SN.III. 158: Katamah ca hhikkhave dukkhamm ?pane ’ updddmakkhanddhd ti ‘ssa vacciniycim; 

Dhammapada 202; n ’atthi khandhddisd dukkhd ; and Vin.I.9f, referred to below, where the 

first Noble Truth of dukkha is summarised as the khandhas . On the significance of updddna 

in association with khcindhd, cf. my Identity and Experience : the Constitution of the Human 

Being according to Early Buddhism , Luzac Oriental, London, 1996, p.9, and R.M.L. Gethin 

“The five Khandhas : their treatment in the Nikdycis and early Buddhisim” in Journal of 

Indian Philosophy , 14, 1986, p.41. 

19 I made this point, as well as one or two others referred to in the first part of this paper, in a 

lecture entitled “Metaphysical and methodological implications of the central orientation of 

the Buddha’s teachings” given at the European Centre for oriental Philosophy in November 

1995. 

' i MN. I. 22f; AN. IV. 178f; Vin.III.4. 

12 Vin.III.4 gives the four dscivas. 

13 SN.V.420f; Vin.I.9f. 

14 The following detail is given only in the Vinayu version. 

15 Coming to know dukkha as it really is leads to knowing the dscivas , including ignorance, 

as they really are: cf., for example, AN.IL210, IV. 178; Vin.I.9f. 
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16 AN. I. 286; Dhammapada 5-1, 277-279; cf. also MN.1.336; DN.II.157. 

\i SN.I1.25 and throughout the Niduna Samyutta. 

i s There are numerous references to this throughout the Khandha Vagga of the Samyutta 

Nikdya. 

19 “Anattd : A Different Approach” in The Middle Way , Vol 70.1, May 1995. 

20 SN.U.21:...aham nu kho smi, na mi fcho xmi; kirn nu kho smi; katham nit kho smi; ahum mi 

kho sat to kuto dgato so kuhimgdmi hhavissati ti. 

21 This suggestion is elaborated in my book Identify and Experience , op. cit. 

22 MN.I. Ill: Yam sahjdndti tarn vitakketi, yam vitakketi tarn papahceti. 

23 This suggestion, put differently, is a key point in my paper “Anattd : A Different Approach”, 

op. cit. 

24 That is the Four Noble Truths, the tilakkhana formula, paticcasamuppdda, anattd and the 

khandha analysis. I shall return to paticcasamuppdda arid anattd in more detail below. 

25 It is a metapor that pre-dates the Buddha’s teaching, cf. my Identity and Experience, p. 

xxvif; J. Gonda, Loka : World and Heaven in the Veda, Amsterdam, N.V. Noord Hollandsche 

Uitgers Maatschappif, 1966, p. 110 and passim ; and Steven Collins, Selfless Persons, 

Cambridge University Press, 1982, p. 45ff. 

26 The cosmology itself is described in R.F. Gombrich/’Ancient Indian 

Cosmology” in C. Blacker and M. Loewe (eds ). Ancient Cosmologies , London, George 

Allen & Unwin, 1975. The correspondence is discussed in Steven Collins, Selfless Persons , 

op. cit., p. 217, and Peter Masefield “Mind/Cosmos Maps in the Pali Nikdyas ” in N. Katz 

(ed.), Buddhist and Western Psychology, Boulder, Prajna Press, 1983, p.78. 

27 cf„ for example, AN.II. 126-130; MN. 11.37, 194f. 

2X MN.II.37. 

29 cf. the entry for loka in Nyanatiloka’s Buddhist Dictionary (Kandy, Buddhist Publication 

Society, 1980, p. 1080, which reflects the commonly accepted view: “Though the term loka 

is not applied in the Suttas to those ... worlds ... there is no doubt that the teaching about the ... 

worlds belongs to the earliest, i.e. Sutta period of the Buddhist scriptures ... .” 

30 SN.III. 139: Lake lokadhammo . 

31 Evam etassa kevalassa dukkhakkhandhassa nirodho hoti, found frequently throughout the 

Niddna Samyutta. 

32 SN.lI.71tf: Dukkhassa/lokassa hhikkhave samudayahea attahgamanca desissdmi ... . 

Cakkhum ca pa ticca rape ca uppujjati cakkhuvinhdnam tinnum sahgati phasso phassapaccavd 

vedand vedandpaccayd tiinhd. Avam kho hhikkhave dukkhassa/lokassa samudayo. Tanhdya 
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33 I have argued in my Identity and Experience, op. cit. (p.xxvii), that such passages should 

not be construed to mean ‘the world is, or is in, (my) mind’ - that is, idealism (or solipsism) as 

it is usually understood. 

34 AN.IV.430: Panca’ imc ... kdnuigunu ariyassa vinaya loko ti vuccati. 

33 AN.lV.43f: Bhikkhu ... pahhdya c’assa disvd dsavci parikkhina honti. Ayam vuccati... 

Bhikkhu lokassa an tarn dgamma tokassa ante viharati tinno lake visattikan it. 

36 SN.IV.93: Ndham bhikkhave gumanena lokassa antam hdtayvam datthayyam pattayyun ti 

vaddmi. Na ca panciham bhikkhave apatvdi lokassa antam dukkhassa antakiriyam vaddmi ti. 

37 At each of these stages, moreover, the individual exists in a correspondingly different way, 

ranging through degrees of density and subtlety to formlessly. cf. my Identity and Experience, 

op. cit., p.99 and chapter VII. 

3s Though for brevity and convenience 1 translate sukha as ‘happy’, in fact I think that as the 

converse of dukkha it is most properly understood metaphorically - as the absence of the ‘ dis¬ 

ease’ (dttkkha ) of ignorance. 

36 In this l disagree with Peter Masefield (op. cit), who sees “no reason why we should not 

take such [spacial] expressions quite literally” (p. 81; and cf. also p. 83). 

40 Richard Gombrich’s reference (Jordan Seminar Paper, op. cit, p. 5) to the ‘unboundedness’ 

of the Buddhist universe reflects this. 

41 Udana 80: Es ev’ onto dukkhassa 'it. 

42 cf. my Identity and Experience, p. cit., chapter 1. Briefly, the elements correspond to the 

way our worldly experience is characterised by solidity, fluidity, heat (temperature) and motion. 

43 Peter Masefield (op. cit. , p. 81) states that Nirvana is “spoken of as a place as often as it 

is a state of mind”. But the examples he gives (island/r/i/M, ca\dlena, shelteritdnam, refuge/ 

saranam, etc.) are to my mind all clearly metaphors. It would not be considered odd if in daily 

life one were to refer to having experienced an ‘island’ or ‘oasis’ of calm in a busy day. But 

we would not (certainly not necessarily) expect such reference to island or oasis to be taken 

literally. Rather, we would mean having found some ‘mental space’ in a day when the mind 

was cluttered with many other things. 

44 Bryan Magee On Blindness , Oxford University Press, 1995, p. 19; and cf. also Bryan 

Magee The Philosophy of Schopenhauer, Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1983, p.83. 

45 cf. my Identity and Experience, op. cit. , chapter 1. 

46 MN.J.lll. 

47 cf., for example, Paul Griffiths “Pure Consciousness and Indian Buddhism” in Robert 

K.C. Forman (ed.). The Problem of Pure Consciousness , Oxford University Press, 1990, p. 
Q~lf. Ac nntc it- ‘ '.n-r> frpp frnm mnStrLlCti Ve 



activity see this entire [cosmos], just as it has been described,as nothing but construction’ 

....all the ways we have of describing things, of dividing the word into subjects and predicates, 

are the product of the constructive activity of the mind.” (Griffiths’ expression ‘dividing the 

world into’ illustrates how easy it is to imply the reification, however unwittingly, of ‘the 

world’.) 

48 In modern philosophical terms, this is, in effect, stating that transcendental realism is 

wrong. 

49 AN.IL.48ff. 

50 Some of the issues are discussed in the original version of this paper, “The External World’: 

its Status and Relevance”, op. tit. 

51 Bryan Magee, The Philosophy of Shopenhauer, op .tit., p. 84. 

52 Thomas Kochumuttom’s much-neglected book A Buddhist Doctrine of Experience (Delhi, 

Motilal Banarsidass, 1982) interprets Vasubandhu and the so-called ‘mind-only’ school in 

these terms, refuting the more common idealistic interpretation. 

53 Sutra Nipdita 243: natthikaditthi... esdmagandho . This is K.R. Norman’s translation. 

54 In philosophical terms, this is known as transcendental idealism, cf. Bryam Magee, The 

Philosophy of Schopenhauer, op. tit. , p.85:”... the transcendentally ideal and the empirically 

real are complementary, the two components of total reality, and without the former the latter 

could not exist.” 

55 Udcina 80f: Atthi bhikkhave ajdtam ahhutam akatam asamkhatam, no ce tarn bhikkhave 

ahhavissa ajatam ahhutam akatam asamkhatam, na yidha jdtasa hhutassa katassa samkhatassa 

nissaranam pahhdyetha. Yasmd ca kho bhikkhave atthi ajdtam ahhutam akatam asamkhatam 

, tasmd jdtassa bhutassa katassa samkhatassa nissaranam pahhdyati 'ti My phrasing does 

not overlook the genitives: it merely makes more sense of the passage in English. In order to 

support his spacial understanding of Nirvana , Masefield (op. tit. p.83) translates these 

genitives as ablatives: that one ‘escapes from’ the born ‘to’ (spacially) the unborn. 

56 Particulary in the Introduction to my Identity and Experience , op. tit. 

57 DN.II.100. 

58 “Anattci: A Different Approach”, op. tit. , p. 55. 

59 SN.IV.93 Ndham hhikkhave gamanena lokassa antam hatayyam datthayyam pattavyan ti 

vaddmi. Na ca pandham bhikkhave apatvd lokassa antam dukkhassa antakiriyam vaddmi ti. 

6» And the fact that we are happy to acknowledge that there arc vast areas of worldly complexity 

about which we are at present ignorant even as to their nature suggests that we should be 

correspondingly willing to accept the likelihood of there being subjectively correlated 



Wrong View (miccha-ditthi) and Right View (samma-ditthi) 

in the Theravada Abhidhamma 

Rupert Gethin 

Despite the fact that the Buddhist tradition has often accorded it an exalted status, 

the Abhidharma has received relatively little attention from modem scholars. Those 

working on the Pali materials tend to concentrate their efforts on the Nikayas in the 

endeavour of elucidating the nature of the earliest phase of Buddhist thought, while 

for scholars working with the Sanskrit, Chinese and Tibetan materials it is the 

Mahayana philosophical schools—the Madhyamaka and to a lesser extent the 

Yogacara—that have most consistently captured the imagination. There have, of 

course, been notable exceptions, such as Louis de La Vallee Poussin’s monumental 

work of scholarship, his annotated French translation of Hsuan-tsang’s translation 

of Vasubandhu’s Abhidharmakos-a-bhdsya or Erich Frauwallner’s 

Abhidharmastudien1. 

In any review of works of modem scholarship concerned with Abhidharma studies, 

Professor Kamnadasa’s study of rupa must be counted as one of the significant 

contributions2. One of the things that makes this an important contribution is Professor 

Kamnadasa’s commitment to dealing with the materials relevant to rupa in both the 

Theravada and Sarvastivada-Vaibhasika Abhidharma systems. In the task of charting 

the evolution of Buddhist thought, the clarification of issues in the development of 

the Abhidharma thought is of paramount importance. As is becoming clearer, it is 

only in the context of Abhidharma discussions that the Mahayana systems of thought 

of Madhyamaka and Yogacara can be properly understood. The present article 

represents an attempt to further the comparative understanding of issues in the study 

of the Theravada and Sarvastivada-Vaibhasika Abhidharma in the manner exemplified 

by Professor Kamnadasa. 

The particular focus of the present article is the Abhidharma understanding of ‘views’ 

(ditthi/drsti). My starting point is an article by Padmanabh S. Jaini, a scholar who 

has made an important contribution to our understanding of especially the Vaibhasika 

Abhidharma. In 1977 Professor Jaini contributed a paper to a volume in honour of 



Edward Conze entitled, 1 Prajna and drsti in the Vaibhasika Abhidharma’.3 This 

paper pointed out that contrary to what some might have expected, the understanding 

of Prajna and drsti reflected in the Vaibhasika Abhidharma coincided in certain 

important respects with the understanding of the Prajnaparamita literature: the highest 

wisdom is free from all views including significantly ‘right view’ (samyag-drsti). In 

passing Professor Jaini contrasted the Prajnaparamita and Vaibhasika understanding 

of Prajna and drsti with that found in the Theravada Abhidhamma. The present 

paper owes much to Professor Jaini’s insights, but his comments on the Theravada 

Abhidhamma understanding of panna and ditthi seem to me misleading in certain 

respects, and I would like to try to explore the Theravada treatment further. 

First let me try to summarise more fully the account of the Vaibhasika understanding 

of drsti that Professor Jaini presents in his article. He points out that drsti is not listed 

as one of the seventy-five dharmas of the Vaibhasika Abhidharma. This is because 

it is understood not to be a dharma in its own right, but rather as a particular mode of 

occurrence of another dharma, namely prajha/mati, one of the ten caittas common 

to all occurrences of citta (Abhidh-k-bh n 24); drsti in fact constitutes one of two 

basic subclasses of prajna: prajna that involves ‘judgement’ (santirika) as opposed 

to prajna that is free from or beyond judgement (asantirika) (pp. 407-8). The latter 

subclass in fact consists of the two kinds of pure anasrava knowledge that occur at 

the moment of the attainment of Arhatship, knowledge of the destruction of the 

asravas and knowledge of their nonarising, together with the prajhci that arises in 

association with the five kinds of immediate sense consciousness^; all other 

occurrences ofprajna fall into the former class (Abhidh-k-bh i 41c-d, vn 1) and are 

thus instances of drsti. But this primary subclass of prajhci itself falls into two further 

subclasses: wrong or false views (mithya-drsti) and right views (samyag-drsti). Wrong 

or false view, then, is not understood, as one might have perhaps expected, as some 

sort of manifestation of delusion (moha, avidyd), but counter-intuitively as a form of 

‘wisdom’ or prajna—albeit a form conditioned by delusion. 

Views in general are instances of prajna that entail a certain kind of determining or 

judgement; wrong or false views involve faulty and inaccurate determining or 

judgement; right views correct and accurate. Prior to the arising of the dargana- 

mdrga and the attainment of the path of streamattainment, beings waver between 

false views and ordinary (laukika) right views, but at the moment of stream-attainment 



‘the path of seeing’ abandons, once and for all, all false views. The first factor of the 

eightfold path, right view (samyag-drsti), is thus established. But this does not mean 

that the stream-attainer has perfected wisdom; there is the higher prajnci, beyond 

judgements, beyond right-view, to be attained by the path of Arhatship. Jaini interprets 

this prajhd’s being beyond judgement in terms of its being free from what the 

Mahayana texts call ‘conceptual constructions’ (vikalpa), although, unlike the 

Mahayana equivalent, it is still defined as having as its object true existents, namely 

dharmas. 

Since it was not his prime concern, Jaini’s account of ditthi in the Theravada 

Abhidhamma is, understandably, incomplete. He merely notes that the Theravadins 

define ditthi exclusively in terms of‘false view’ (micchaditthi/mithyd-drsti) which 

is then treated as a dhamma in its own right, distinct from both panna and delusion 

(moha, avijja); the Theravadins then take ‘right-view’ (sammd-ditthi), established at 

the moment of streamattainment, not as a form of ditthi but as equivalent to the 

highest wisdom {pcifina). From this he draws two conclusions. (1) On the Theravada 

view, the highest panna (= sammd-ditthi), although free of false views, is not 

understood, as it is in the Vaibhasika system, to be beyond all views; the Theravadins 

are in fact content with a simple ‘breakdown of cognition into “inaccurate” and 

“accurate” modes’ (p. 407), whereas the Vaibhaskas in effect propose a break down 

into three essential modes, namely inaccurate, accurate and free of judgement. (2) 

Furthermore, for the Theravadins the distinction between stream-attainment and 

arahatship is not one of ‘understanding attained’, as it is in the Vaibhaska system, 

but one of ‘defilements overcome’ (p. 407). In other words, the highest wisdom and 

understanding is already attained at the moment of stream-attainment, and a text 

such as the AtthasalinI struggles to explain the function of sammd-ditthi in the higher 

paths. 

This statement of the matter seems to me somewhat misleading and not to take proper 

account of the particular dynamic of the Theravada system. For the remainder of this 

paper I would like to fill in the Theravada account of ditthi, comment on the two 

conclusions drawn by Jaini and finish by passing some comments on the relationship 

of greed and ignorance in Buddhist thought and its significance for the Buddhist 

understanding of what constitutes wisdom and knowledge. 



Panna and ditthi in the Theravada Abhidhamma 

To say that the Theravadins understand ditthi in the restricted sense of what the 

Vaibhaskas call mithya-drsti is of course correct as far as it goes, but since in the 

Vaibhaska system mithya- and samyag-ditthi are species of the same dharma, namely 

prajna, while in the Theravada they are two quite distinct dharmas, to say this and 

no more obscures the peculiar dynamic of the Theravada system. A closer examination 

of the Theravada understanding of the relationship between Panna and ditthi in the 

light of Jaini’s findings thus promises to illuminate aspects of Buddhist thought 

more generally. 

In trying to demarcate the differences between the Vaibhaska and Theravada 

presentation of prajhalpanna, one must first take account of the fact that for the 

Theravadins panna, unlike prajna for the Vaibhaskas, is not a universal cetasika 

arising with all instances of thought. For the Theravadins panna is not even universal 

to all ‘skilful’ consciousness (kusala-citta). In sensesphere (kamavacara) 

consciousness it is in fact restricted to the four types of skilful consciousness associated 

with knowledge (hana-sampayutta), along with the corresponding resultant (vipaka) 

and kiriya consciousnesses; otherwise wisdom is a feature of the types of 

consciousness constituting various mediation attainments: the fifteen form-sphere 

(rupavacara) consciousnesses, the twelve formless -sphere (arupavacara) and the 

types of‘world-transcending’ (lokuttara) consciousness that constitute the attainment 

of the paths and fruits of stream-entry (sotapatti), once-retum (sakadagamita), non¬ 

return (andgamitd) and arahatship (arahatta)5. 

Jaini refers to the Theravada understanding of the equivalence of panna and sammd- 

ditthi; this equivalence is established in the canonical Abhidhamma texts by the 

register of terms employed in the definition of panna in the Dhammasahgani and 

Vibhahga\ this regularly includes the term sammaditthfi. That panda and samma- 

ditthi should be regarded as that which knows the four truths, and hence the highest 

wisdom, follows from various passages repeated in the Nikaya and Abhidhamma 

texts?. 

For the Theravadins, then, as Jaini has pointed out, (micchd-)ditthi is taken as a 

distinct dhamma in its own right while sammd-ditthi is equated with panna or wisdom, 



but it does not necessarily follow from this, as Jaini seems to assume, that the 

Thera vadins simply break down ‘cognition into “inaccurate” and “accurate” modes’, 

and that no distinctions are made in the Theravada Abhidhamma between different 

levels and kinds of (miccha-)ditthi, between different levels and kinds of pahha, or 

between different levels and kinds of sammd-ditthi. Jaini makes the extremely 

important point (p. 406) that the Vaibhasikas use the termprajha ‘ in a generic rather 

than specific sense’, but as I have argued elsewhere, the same is true of the terms for 

all dharmas in both the Theravada and Sarvastivada systems: the terms for all dharmas 

signify generic classes of events^. Thus, for example, according to the 

Dhammasangani the ‘awakening factor of investigation of dhamma' (dhamma- 

vicaya-sambojjhahga), like sammd-ditthi, can be seen as equivalent to the dhamma 

of pahha, yet this is only so at the moments of attaining the transcendent paths and 

fruits, and thus not all instances of pahha are instances of dhamma-vacaya- 

sambojjhahgaV. Thus for the Dhammasangani a moment of ordinary sense-sphere 

consciousness accompanied by knowledge constitutes a real occurrence of wisdom 

and right view, yet it is only at the moments of attaining stream-entry, once-return, 

non-return or arahatship that wisdom is strong or intense enough to constitute the 

awakening factor of investigation of dhammas. For the Theravada Abhidhamma, 

then, distinctions between different ‘degrees’ of pahha certainly exist. Indeed, if 

this were not the case we would have to conclude, on the basis of the fact that the 

Dhammasangani regards sammd-ditthi as a general concomitant of skilful sense- 

sphere consciousness connected with knowledge, that there is no distinction to be 

made not only between the understanding of the streamattainer and the understanding 

of the arahat, but also between the understanding of the ordinary unawakened 

puthujjana and that of the arahatio. Such a conclusion can hardly be intended, since 

it makes a nonsense of the Buddhist path to awakening. 

A basic distinction is already made in the Nikayas—in the Mahdcattdrisaka Sutta— 

between, on the one hand, sammd-ditthi that is not free of the defiling influxes 

(sasava), concerned with auspicious, meritorious action (puhhabhagiya) and which 

results in the acquisition of further rebirth (upadhivepaidca ) and, on the othre hand, 

sammd-ditthi that is ‘noble’ (ariya), free of the defiling influxes (anasava), world- 

transcending (lokuttara) and a factor of the path (maggahga)^. The first is defined 

according to a stock Nikaya formula: 

There are such things as giving, sacrificing, offering, the fruit and result of good and 
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bad deeds, this world and the next world, mother and father, beings who are 

spontaneously bom, ascetics and brahmins pursuing and following right practice 

who, having directly known and realized for themselves both this world and the 

next, make it known* 2. 

The commentary explains that the former is concerned with ordinary insight 

(vipassana), while the latter is concerned with the right view gained at the time of 

attaining the transcendent path• 3. In other words, the Theravada Abhidhamma is 

clearly working with an understanding of pcihhalsammdditthi which allows 

distinctions of degree to exist: some instances of wisdom or right view amount to a 

fuller or more complete understanding and knowledge than others, despite the fact 

that all instances represent manifestations of the one and the same kind of dhamma. 

The comment of the Atthasalini to the effect that the three higher paths of once- 

return, non-retum and Arahatship see only what has already been seen by the lower 

path of stream-attainment is not necessarily inconsistent with the view that sammd¬ 

ditthi admits of differences of degree or intensity *4. Essentially the same thing may 

be experienced more fully and deeply. 

Furthermore, in detailing which cittas no longer arise for the stream-attainer, the 

commentator makes it clear that he does not interpret the Dhammasahgani as 

proposing that there is no distinction in understanding attained between the stream- 

attainer and the arahati5. The stream-attainer does not abandon all ignorance and 

thus has not perfected wisdom. He abandons five kinds of akusala citta: four connected 

with view (ditthigcita-sampayutta) and one connected with doubt (vicikiccha- 

sampayutta)', there remain seven types of unskilful citta that the stream attainer still 

experiences: the four rooted in greed and delusion which may or may not be connected 

with conceit (mdna) but are not connected with (micchd)-ditthi, two rooted in aversion 

and delusion, and one connected with restlessness (uddhacca). All seven are of these 

cittas are thus rooted in delusion (moha); the stream-attainer’s understanding cannot 

be perfect: some degree of ignorance or delusion remains to be abandoned, and 

some degree of wisdom or understanding remains to be attained>6. 

If we examine the Dhammasangani description of each of the four transcendent 

paths, we find that the path of stream-attainment is described as ‘for the sake of 
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abandoning views’ (ditthigatanam pahanaya), the path of once-return as ‘for the 

sake of weakening sensual desire and aversion’ (kamaraga-vyapaddnam 

patanubhavdya), the path of non-return as ‘for the sake of abandoning without 

remainder any sensual desire and aversion’ (kamaraga-vyapaddnam anavasesa- 

ppahandya), the path of Arahantship as ‘for the sake of abandoning without remainder 

any desire for the form and formless spheres, conceit, restlessness and ignorance’ 

(ruparaga-riipardgamdna-uddhacca-avijjaya anavasesa-ppahandya)17. This view 

of the matter fits with the earlier Nikaya/Agama tradition of the stream-attainer’s 

abandoning the first three of the ten fetters: sakkaya-ditthi, vicildccha and sllabbata- 

pardmdsaI8. The remaining fetters include avijja, which is completely abandoned 

only by the arahati9. 

For the Dhammasangani and Atthasdlini at the time of the arising of the path of 

stream-attainment there occurs a particular manifestation of panda that has the 

function of abandoning all kinds of (micchd-)ditthi; this manifestation of panda is 

called transcendent sammd-ditthi. But the abandoning of all these views does not 

mean that understanding has been perfected. When the Atthasdlini raises the question 

of the function of sammd-ditthi in the higher paths, its problem is not that with stream- 

attainment the possibilities of knowledge and wisdom have already been exhausted, 

but simply that the special function of sammd-ditthi (i.e. the abandoning of false 

views) has been accomplished, yet, as everyone knows, the path taught by the Buddha 

is eightfold and tradition therefore demands that all eight limbs of the path are present 

not only at stream attainment, but also at the attainment of once-return, non-return 

and arahatship. 

Ditthi/ditthi as cognitive and affective 

If we consider the general use of the term ditthi/ditthi in Buddhist thought, we see 

that it combines two logically distinct dimensions: the cognitive and the affective. 

On the one hand, certain specific views, ways of understanding, that can be expressed 

in terms of formal propositions about the way tilings are, are characterised as ‘false- 

views’ (micchd-ditthi); the most common are sassatavada, uccheda-vdda, akiriya- 

vddci, sakkdva-ditthi. On the other hand, in certain contexts what seems to be 

significant about ditthi is not so much the cognitive content of a view, but the fact 

that we cling to it as a dogma, the fact that it becomes a fixed view: this alone is true, 

all else is foolishness. Thus even so-called ‘right views’ can be ‘views’ {ditthi) in so 
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far as they can become fixed and the objects of attachment. Significantly, then, the 

early texts give us far more details of the cognitive or propositional content of the 

views we should not hold—the ‘false views’—than of the views we should hold— 

the ‘right views’20. For to define right view too rigidly and specifically makes for 

mental rigidity and fixed opinions, when perfect seeing is precisely the transcending 

of all view points; right view should not be understood as a view itself, but as freedom 

from all views. This way of thinking is perhaps most clearly expressed in a series of 

poems found in the atthaka-vagga of the Suttanipata, but is also implicit in the 

treatment of ‘views’ more generally in the Nikayas2i. We can see the Prajnaparamita 

texts, the Madhyamikas, Yogacarins and—as Jaini has shown—the Vaibhaskas as 

all in their way trying to articulate this early tradition of Buddhist thought more 

precisely. What of the Theravadins? 

In the light of the fact that (micchd-)ditthi is presented in the Nikayas as a certain 

mental rigidity and opinionatedness, the most striking and significant aspect of the 

Theravada Abhidhamma treatment of ditthi is the fact that it is considered to be 

exclusively a concomitant of citta rooted in greed (lobhamula): ditthi can only be 

present in the mind when greed or attachment occurs: it is confined to four types of 

consciousness rooted in greed22. In order to form a clearer idea of the understanding 

the nature of view and its cognitive and affective aspects, it is helpful at this point to 

consider the registers of terms used in the early Abhidhamma texts, such as the 

Dhammasahgani and Vibhahgci, to define ditthi and moha respectively. 

The following terms are used to define ditthi: gone over to view (ditthigata)23, a 

thicket of view (ditthi-gahcma), a wilderness of view (ditthikantara), the contrariness 

of view (ditthi-visukdvika), the turmoil of view (ditthi-vipphcindita), the fetter of 

views (ditthi-samyojana), holding (gdha), fixity (patitthdha)24, conviction 

(abhinivesa) , clinging (pardmdsa), a bad path (kitmmagga), a false way (miccha- 

patha) , falsity (micchatta), the realm of (other) systems of crossing over 

(titthdyatana), the hold of the perverted views (vipariyesa-gaha)25. Most of these 

terms are drawn from various Nikaya contexts and their precise signification is 

sometimes unclear; my translations reflect the explanations offered in the Atthcisdlini, 

and in fact it is worth quoting these in full: 

It is ‘gone over to view’ because it is a way of seeing that, due to its being included 
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among the sixty-two wrong views, has gone over to wrong views in the sense of not 

seeing in accordance with the truth aK View itself is a ‘thicket of views’ in the sense 

of being difficult to pass through—like a grass thicket, or a forest thicket or a 

mountainous region; in the sense of being fearful and dangerous it is a ‘wilderness 

of views’—like a wilderness with bandits and snakes, without food and water; in the 

sense of overthrowing and conflicting with right view it is the ‘contrariness of view’, 

for when the wrong way of seeing occurs it overthrows and conflicts with the right 

way of seeing. The ‘turmoil of view’ is the turning to the other form for one who at 

one time holds the etemalist view and at one time the annihilationist view, for one 

lost in views is unable to stick with one position, at one time he follows etemalism at 

another he follows annihilationism. The ‘fetter of view’ is view itself considered as 

a fetter in the sense of binding. Because it takes hold of its object firmly as crocodiles 

and so on take hold of a man, it is ‘holding’. As a result of becoming fixed it is fixity. 

Indeed, by reason of its forceful occurrence, having become fixed it takes hold; and, 

because it is convinced about permanence and so on, this is ‘conviction’. Because it 

misses the nature of dhammas and insists on holding on by way of the idea of their 

permanence and so on, it is ‘holding on’. A ‘bad path’ is a path that is vile due to its 

taking one to what is unbeneficial, or it is a path to the vile descents. As a way that is 

not in accordance with the truth it is a false way. For even though one who is confused 

about the way takes a road thinking ‘this is certainly the way to such and such village,’ 

it does not bring him to that village, just so , even though one who is lost in view 

holds a view, thinking ‘this is the way to a happy destiny,’ it does not bring him to a 

happy destiny; so a ‘false way’ is a way not in accordance with the truth. As something 

that is by nature false its ‘falsity’. A ‘system of crossing over’ is where, just because 

of their roaming about there, it appears the foolish cross over; and because this is the 

realm of things unbeneficial, it is the realm of other systems of crossing over. 

Alternatively the ‘realm of other systems of crossing over’ is a realm in the sense of 

the dwelling place and country of birth of those belonging to other systems of crossing 

over. The ‘hold of the perverted views’ is a holding on which constitutes a perverted 

view26; alternatively it is holding on because of a perverted view; perverted view is 

the meaning2?. 

While there is certainly some notion of the wrong, mistaken and false content of 

‘view’ in this treatment, two related notions seem to dominate: firstly that view is 

something that we hold on to, cling to and which thus becomes rigid and fixed; 
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secondly that view is something we get stuck in, tangled in and lost in. Let me 

straight away turn to the definition of moha before passing further comment. 

Delusion (moha) is: not knowing (anhana), not seeing (adassana), not understanding 

(anahhisamaya), not cognising properly (ananubodha), not cognising fully 

(asambodha), not penetrating (appativedha), not fathoming (asamgahana)28? not 

thoroughly fathoming (apariyogdhana), not regarding impartially (asamapekkhand), 

not reviewing (apaccavekkhana), lack of vision (apaccakkhakamma), stupidity 

(dummejjha), foolishness (bdlya), not clearly knowing (asampajahha), delusion 

(moha), strong delusion (pamoha), complete delusion (samoha), ignorance (avijja), 

the flood of ignorance (avijjogha), the bond of ignorance (avijjayoga), the latent 

tendency to ignorance (avijjanusaya), the manifestation of ignorance (avijja- 

pariyutthana), the barrier of ignorance (avijjalahgi)29 in contrast to the register of 

terms for ditthi, this set of defining terms is dominated by verbal roots connoting 

knowing and seeing; a further dimension of delusion is suggested by the notion of its 

not being able to penetrate to and fathom the true nature of things. We should also 

note that the Atthasalini makes clear that the negative prefix a- should not be 

interpreted as indicating the mere absence of knowing and seeing, but rather a definite 

dhamma that is opposed (patipakkha) to knowing and seeing30. Ignorance and 

delusion is thus seen as something that positively obscures the true nature of things. 

The standard commentarial definitions of miccha-ditthi and moha farther bring out 

their distinctive characteristics^. The characteristic of view is inappropriate conviction 

(ayoniso abhinivesa); its function is clinging (paramasa); its manifestation is wrong 

conviction (micchdbhinivesa); its basis is the absence of a desire to meet the Noble 

Ones and the like (ariydnam adassana-kamatadi); and it should be seen as the ultimate 

fault (paramam vajjam). Delusion on the other hand has the characteristic of mental 

'blindness (cittassa andhabhava-), or of not knowing (anhana); its function is not 

penetrating (asampativedha), or concealing the nature of an object (arammana- 

sabhava-cchadana); its manifestation is the absence of right practice (asammd- 

patipatti), or blindness (andhakara); its basis is inappropriate bringing to mind 

(ayoniso manasikdra); it should be seen as the root of all that is unskilful 

(sabbakusaldnam mulam). 

In sum, then, we can see from a cluster of terms used for ditthi (getha, patitthdha 

abhinivesa, paramdsa) that for the Theravadins what is significant about ditthi is not 
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simply that it is a wrong or false way of seeing, but that it is a grasping at or holding 

onto a particular way of seeing; it is a fixed or rigid view of things. The emphasis in 

the register of terms for mo ha, on the other hand, is on its not knowing, not seeing, 

not understanding, on its failure to penetrate (appativedha) and get below the surface 

(apariyogahana) to the true nature of things32. 

It seems, then, that to at least some extent what the Vaibhaskas in their analysis of 

ditthi see as a kind of‘judging’ or ‘determining’ (santirana), the Theravadins see as 

lobha. The difference is, however, that for the Vaibhaskas a subtle form of this fixity 

of view continues after stream-attainment in the form of samyag-ditthi, while the 

Theravadins apparently make no provision for its continuation since the greed- 

delusion that crystallises as ditthi is abandoned by the path of stream-attainment. In 

the Theravada understanding the tendency to fixed opinion can only exist prior to 

stream-attainment, since the wisdom of stream-attainment is characterized as sammci- 

ditthi, a form of pahhd that precisely turns away from the inclination to hold fixed 

opinions; once the four truths have been directly seen, the mind has no inclination to 

either etemalism or annihilationism, the mind has no tendency to misinterpret Buddhist 

theory in terms of either annihilationism or eternaiism. 

Right view and belief 

Some fifty years ago Erich Frauwallner highlighted the fact that at one time (in the 

formula of the four noble truths) Buddhist thought sees ‘thirst’ (trsna/tanhd) as the 

root cause of suffering, at another time (in the formula of pratltyasamutpdda ) 

ignorance (avidyd/avijja); indeed, he saw this as something of an inconsistency^. 

Yet what Buddhist thought seems to be suggesting here is that what is logically 

distinct—the cognitive and affective, fact and value—is empirically inextricably 

bound up together: a mind that does not see in accordance with the truth is a mind 

that tends to grasp. As long as there is ignorance (a blindness to the reality of 

impermanence, suffering and not-self), there is a tendency for the mind to continue 

in its perverse insistence that v/hat is impermanent as permanent, what is suffering 

as happiness, what is not self as self, and what is ugly as beautiful. And this is 

precisely where the notion of ditthi comes in, for it combines both the root causes of 

suffering: ignorance and greed. 

In order to gain a proper understanding of view we need to think carefully about the 
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psychology involved in ditthi. Buddhist tradition catalogues a number of wrong- 

views, but clearly it is not necessary to consciously hold precisely those views in 

order to be bound up in ditthi. The manner in which the Buddhist tradition, from the 

Brahmajala Sutta to the Madhyamaka, has a tendency to reduce all views to either 

annihilationism or eternalism, indicates how certain ways of understanding amount 

to annihilationism or eternalism; in other words, it is possible for us to form an 

annihilationist or an eternalist understanding in our own minds of a teaching that is 

intended to be neither. Indeed, the Suttas precisely tell us that some misinterpret 

what the Buddha teaches as annihilationism34; similarly the Prajnaparamita and 

Nagarjuna suggest that others—this time ‘Buddhists’—misunderstand what they are 

trying to say and accuse them of destroying the Buddha’s teaching35. What all this 

implies is that (false) view is as much a matter of the psychology and emotional 

attitude of the person holding a view as it is of the formal content of the view. The 

Buddhist tradition recognises that what is formally Buddhist theory can be grasped 

and held in a manner such that it constitutes wrong view. 

On the kind of understanding which defines sammd-ditthi simply as the occurrence 

of pahha or wisdom, and miccha-ditthi or false view as an occurrence of something 

altogether different, namely a particular psychological crystallization of delusion 

and greed (which is the understanding that underlies the Theravada Abhidhamma), 

as a matter of definition sammd-ditthi can never be ditthi. That is, in spite of the fact 

that the same word is being used, for the Theravada Abhidhamma ditthi and 

sammdditthi are not to be seen as different species of the same beast, but essentially 

different, and in fact sammd-ditthi shares none of the characteristic qualities of ditthi. 

In the Vaibhaska Abhidharma, on the other hand, samyag-drsti and mithya-drsti 

do share the characteristic ‘view’ quality since they both involve conceptual judgement 

(santirika). This means that samyag-drsti prajiid and samma-ditthi!pahha are 

conceived of rather differently in the Vaibhaska and Theravada Abhidharmas. For 

the Vaibhasikas it appears that samyag-drsti can be understood as a kind of correct 

belief or judgement based, in the case of the stream-attainer, on direct experience of 

the facts (impermanence, suffering and not-self). Possibly in the case of the ordinary 

follower of the Buddha’s teaching, the Vaibhaskas understand samyag-drsti as 

equivalent to a correct belief or opinion that is merely in accordance with the facts, 

that is, a theoretical understanding of impermanence, suffering and not-self rather 

than one based on direct experience. Yet for the Theravada Abhidhamma it seems 
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that samma-ditthi is never to be conceived ot as correct opinion or belief, whether 

based on theoretical understanding or direct experience. 

In the context of a discussion of jnana in Yogacara texts Paul Griffiths has recently 

pointed out that whereas contemporary anglophone philosophers tend to take 

‘knowledge’ as denoting either ‘a propositional attitude’ (i.e. an attitude, whether 

occurrent or dispositional, which someone has towards some proposition) or justified 

true belief, Yogacara writers take jnana as something which is instanced as ‘episodic 

mental events with cognitive significance’, and give no hint that jnana can be used 

to describe assent to some claim or proposition-^. These important observations are 

equally relevant, I think, to the understanding of sammd-ditthi/pannd found in the 

Theravada Abhidhamma. Since Buddhist texts furnish micchd-ditthi with a formal 

content, it is all too tempting—perhaps because of the intellectual and cultural 

assumptions indicated by Griffiths—to assume that samma-ditthi has a formal content 

which is precisely the inverse of micchd-ditthi, and that ‘right view’ thus consists in 

a propositional attitude (whether dispositional or occurrent) towards that content: 

right-view consists in assent to the claim that things are permanent, suffering and 

not self, to the claim that the five aggregates are suffering, the cause of suffering is 

craving, the cessation of suffering is the cessation of craving and that the way leading 

to the cessation of suffering is the eightfold path, and so on. Indeed, Steven Collins, 

in a helpful survey of the Nikaya usage of the term, has suggested that samma-ditthi, 

in addition to being understood as a liberating knowledge that transcends all views, 

is used to denote first of all a ‘pro-attitude’ towards the general ideas of karma and 

rebirth, and secondly a knowledge of or acquaintance with certain basic points of 

Buddhist doctrine such as the four noble truths and dependent arising37. 

Whether or not this is a correct reading of the Nikaya usage of samma-ditthi (I remain 

doubtful), it is clear that it simply does not work for the early Abhidhamma texts. 

Thus when the Dhammasahgani states that right-view occurs as a mental-concomitant 

of ordinary, sense-sphere, skilful consciousness—a kind of consciousness that the 

commentaries suggest might occur when we give a gift, or turn away from harming 

a living creature or taking what is not given, or perform some other meritorious and 

auspicious action—it is not suggesting the occurrence of a dispositional attitude 

towards the propositions of Buddhist teaching, nor acquaintance with basic Buddhist 

doctrine, nor even a theoretical understanding of Buddhist doctrine^. Rather we 



must take what it says at face value: the Dhammasangani is claiming that at the time 

of the occurrence of that consciousness some kind of direct awareness of the nature 

of suffering, its arising, its cessation, and the path leading to its cessation occurs. 

What I am suggesting then is that for a text such as the Dhammasangani, the 

occurrence of ordinary (lokiya) ‘right view’ does not necessarily have anything to 

do with acquaintance with or knowledge of Buddhist doctrine per se; indeed, if this 

were not the case then the Dhammasangani would be claiming that only Buddhists 

could ever experience ordinary skilful consciousness associated with ‘knowledge’ 

(hand), only ‘Buddhists’ (in the sense of those familiar with Buddhist doctrine) could 

ever give with some sort of awareness that it is good (kusala) to give. Of course, it is 

not impossible that the Dhammasangani is making just such a claim, but this is not 

the natural way to take the text, and such a claim would make it difficult for the 

Dhammasangani to explain how any one could ever want to become a ‘Buddhist’. 

From the perspective of Abhidhamma, what we generally refer to as belief or opinion 

must, I think, be analysed as the occurence of a state of mind in which there is an 

attachment or clinging to some proposition or theory. If that attachment is directed 

towards a proposition generally approved by the Buddhist tradition—a prosoposition 

such as ‘actions have results’—then there is a sense in which the belief or opinion 

might be regarded, from the Buddhist view point, as ‘correct belief; but such a state 

of mind remains quite different from actually seeing that actions have results. 

Attachment to some opinions may be generally more profitable than attachment to 

others, but it is nonetheless attachment. Rather than the occurrence of a mere belief 

or opinion in the flow of mental states, sammci-ditthi is presented hr the Abhidhamma 

as in some manner always be a direct seeing of the four truths, and never simply a 

‘pro-attitude’ towards or belief in, say, the four truths. For the Abhidhamma analysis, 

such a pro-attitude, if free from attachment and hence skilful, is possibly to be 

understood in terms of‘faith’ (sacldhd); if rooted in attachment, it must be considered 

unskilful and possibly even as ditthi. Thus the mental processes involved in someone 

agreeing with the proposition that actions have results, do not necessarily entail any 

occurrence of even ordinary (lokiya) sammd-ditthi. In fact, they might from the point 

of view of Abhidhamma be entirely akusala. On the other hand, we may fleetingly 

see and understand that actions do indeed have results without the proposition ‘actions 

have results’ ever being consciously formulated in our minds. 1 am suggesting here 



something that is, in Vaibhaska terms, essentially ‘beyond judgement’ (asamtirika). 

If, in some sense, we directly see the four truths whenever the dhamma that is termed 

panna occurs, why do we not immediately become stream-attainers or even arahats? 

I suggested above that the Theravada Abhidharma, like other systems of Abhidharma, 

recognized different degrees or intensities ofpanna. This raises a question that appears 

in various forms and guises through the history of Buddhist thought—the question 

of gradual or sudden awakening: is it possible to only half (or a tenth) understand the 

four truths? I think the Abhidharma understanding of these matters, works along the 

following lines: in ordinary consciousness we do indeed directly see the four truths, 

but for various reasons (and the reasons are necessarily psychologically deep, subtle 

and complex) we wilfully ignore what we have seen; in effect it passes us by and we 

are unaffected and unchanged by it. In this sense seeing the four truths is like seeing 

anything else. I may look at the same view on different occasions but be quite 

differently affected by it on each occasion. What is significant about the path of 

stream attainment, however, is that it is a direct seeing of the four truths that does 

affect us; in fact it changes us forever. 
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5 Dhs 9, 26-36, 55-6, 60, 74-5, 96-9, 116-7, 122-4; that is, of the eighty-nine classes of citta 

listed in the later Abhidhamma, a total of forty-seven are associated with pahhd. 

6 Dhs 11 (§ 16), 14 (§ 37): pahhd pajdnatd vicayo pavicayo dhammavicayo sallakkhanct 

upalakkhand paccupalakkhand pandiccam kosallam nepuhham vebhavyd cintd upaparikkhd 

bhuri medhd parindyikd. VipassanCE sampaja—am patodo pahhd pa—indriyam pahhdbalam 

pahhdsattham pahhdpdsddo pahhdCEloko pahhdohhdso pahhdpajjoto pahhdratanam amoho 

dhammavicayo sammdditthi. 

7 D II 311; M III 251; S v 8-10, 196-200; Patis i 40-2; Vibh 104-5, 235-6; cf. R. M. L. 

Gethin, The Buddhist Path to Awakening'. A Study of the Bodhi-Pakkhiyd Dhammd (Leiden: 

E. J. Brill, 1992), pp. 119, 190. 

8 ’Bhavaaiga and Rebirth According to the Abhidhamma’ in The Buddhist Forum, Vol. Ill, 

edited by T. Skorupski and U. Pagel (London: School of Oriental and African Studies, 1994), 

pp. 11-35. 

9 Compare the definitions of samma-ditthi at Dhs 14 ($ 37) and 63 ($ 297). 

10 Again compare the definitions of samma-ditthi at Dhs 14 (§ 37) and 63 (§ 297). 
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12 atthi dinnam citthi yittam atthi hutam atthi sukatadiikkatanam kammdnam phalam vipdko 

atthi ayam loko atthi paro loko atthi matd atthi pita atthi satta opapdtikd atthi loke 

samanabrdhmand sammaggatd sammdipatipannd ye iman ca lokam parah ca lokam sayam 

abhihhd sacchikatvd pavedenti. The reverse of this—the view that there is no such thing as 

giving, etc.—Vibh 392 tenns ‘wrong view consisting of ten points’ (dasavatthukd micchaditthi). 

13 Ps IV 131. 

H As 241. 

15 As 245. 

16 The precise nature of the distinction that Jaini is trying to make between ‘understanding 

attained’ and ‘defilements overcome’ is unclear to me. Jaini’s distinction is in part reminiscent 

of the kind of distinction found especially in Yogacara writings between defilements as obstacles 

in themselves (klesavaranna) and the obstacles to knowledge (jneycivaram), but the progression 

here—the defilements are overcome while the obstacles to knowledge remain to be abandoned 

by the higher stages of the bodhisattva path—is the reverse of the one Jaini suggests is assumed 

by Theravada texts, namely that full knowledge is gained while defilements yet remain to be 

overcome. 

17 Dhs 60 (§ 277), 74 -5 (§§ 362, 363, 364); cf. commentary at As 214,238-9: ‘With regard 

to the third path, “for the sake of abandoning without remainder” means “for the purpose of 

abandoning with no remainder the fetters weakened by the path of oncereturn”.’ 

is Note that Dhs takes pardmdsa as an alternative term for ditthi (see below). 

•9 The ten fetters are sakkdya-ditthi, vicikiccha, silabbata-pardmdsa, kdma-cchanda, vyapdda, 

rapa-rdga, arupa-rdga, mdna, uddhacca, avijjd. The stream-attainer abandons the first three; 

the once returner abandons the first three and further weakens greed hatred and delusion; the 

non-returner abandons the lower five; the arahat abandons all ten (e.g. M I 141-2). Nett 14 

refers to the first seven as forming a distinct group. Cf. As 376-7. 

20 The khuddhaka-vatthu section of the Vibhahga details some 111 kinds of (wrong) view; 

there is some overlap here, but the vast majority (102) concern, directly or indirectly, some 

sort of view about the nature of the ‘self. The most significant views not concerned with the 
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self are wrong view that consists in ten points (see above n. 15) and the only view for which 

are a bhikkhu can be censured in the Vinaya, namely assdda-ditthi or the view that there is no 

fault in sense pleasures (natthi kdmesu dost) ti) (see Vibh 368, Vin IV 134-5). Perhaps the 

fullest definition of the positive content of ‘right view’ in the Nikayas is found in the Apannaka 

Sutta (M l 400-13); this largely takes the form of an expansion of the stock formula used in 

the Mahacattdriaka Sutta to define ‘ordinary’ right view (see n. 14); otherwise right view is 

defined in the context of the explanation of the eightfold path as knowledge of suffering, its 

arising, its cessation and the way leading to its cessation (see n. 9). 

21 See Luis O. G—mez, ‘Proto-Madhyamika in the Pali Canon’, Philosophy East and West, 

26 (1976), 137-65; Steven Collins, Selfless Persons: Imagery and Thought in Theravada 

Buddhism (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1982), 120-31. 

22 Dhs 75, 80-2. 

23 The use of gata at the end of compounds is often largely pleonastic, but I have translated it 

as ‘gone over to’ in order to facilitate the translation of the commentarial explanation below. 

24 Ee has patiggaho, but Ce and As have patitthdho. 

25 e.g. Dhs 78 (§ 381). 

26 The four vipariyesas/vipalldsas consist of the perverted idea (sanna), mind (citta) and view 

(ditthi) that sees what is permanent in what is impermanent, what is happiness in what is 

suffering, what is self in what is not self, what is beautiful in what is ugly (see e.g. Vibh 376). 

27 As 252-53: aydthdva-dassanatthena micchd-ditthisu gatam idatn dassatutm dvdsatthi-ditthi- 

antogatattci ti ditthi-gatam aK ditthi yevci duratikkamatthena ditthi-gahanam tina-gahanam 

vana-gahanam pabbata-gahqndni viva; sdsanka-sappatihhayatthena ditthi-kantdro 

corakantdra-viilakantdra-nirudakakantdra-diibbhikkhcikantdrd viya. sammdditthiyd 

vinivijjhanatthena vilomanatthena ca ditthi-visukdyikam; micchd-dassanam hi uppqjjamdnam 

sammd-dassanam vinivijjhati c’eva vilometica. kaddci sassatassa kaddci ucchedassa gahanato 

dtthiyd virupam phanditan ti ditthi-vipphanditam; ditthigatiko hi ekasmim patitthdtum na 

sakkoti, kaddci sassatam anupatati kaddci ucchedam. ditthi yeva handhanatthena samyojanan 

ti ditthi-samyqjanam. sumsumdrddayo viya pitrisam drammanam dalham ganhdti ti gdho. 

patitthahanato patitthdho; avam hi halava-ppavatti-bhdtvena patitthahitvd ganhdti ti. niccddi- 

vasena abhinivisati ti abhiniveso. dhamma-sabhdvam atikkamitvd niccddi-vasena parato 

dmasati ti pardmdso. anatthdvdhattd kucchito maggo, kucchitbnam vd apdydnam maggo ti 

kummaggo. ayathdva-pathato micchd-patho: yathd hi disd-mulhena ayam asuka-gdmassa 
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pi ditthi sugatim na pdpet' ti aydthava-patho ti micchd-patho. micchd-sabhdvato micchattam. 

tatth eva paribbhhamanato taranti ettha bald ti tittham c'etam anatthdnah ca dyatanan ti 

titthdyatanam; titthiydnam vd sanjdti-desatthena nivdsa-tthdnatthena ca dyatanan ti pi 

titthdyatanam. vipariyesa-bhuto vipariyesa-gdho vipariyesasato vd gdho ti vipariyesa-gdho; 

vipallattha-gdho ti attho. 

28 As 254 explains this as sdmaitnato na ganhdti, but the term (a)samgdhand is not listed in 

PED, but the form of the word suggests a derivation from gdh- (to plunge into) rather than 

grab- (to seize); such a derivation is reinforced by the next term in the regeister, apariyogahna, 

which As defines as na pariyogdhati. CPD does list asamgdihand and derives it from gab-. 

29 e.g. Dhs 78 (§390). 

30Cf. B. K. Matilal, ‘Ignorance or Misconception? - A Note on AvidyCE in Buddhism’ in 

Somaratna Balasooriya et al. (ed.), Buddhist Studies in Honour of Walpola Rahula (London; 

Gordon Fraser, 1980), 154-64. 

31 Vism XIV 163-64; As 249. 

32 Vism XVI1 52 makes a distinction between two types of avijjd: appatipatti and micchd- 

patipatti; Vism-mht (Ne) 1220-1221 explains that the former consists in not knowing suffering, 

etc. and is disassociated from ditthi, while the latter consists in the vipallGEsas and is associated 

with ditthi. 

33 Erich Frauwallner, Geschichte der indischen Philosophic (Salzburg, 1953) i 195-212. 

34 e.g. M II40. 

35 e.g. Madhyamaka-karika XIV 6-11. 

36 P. J. Griffiths, On Being Buddha: The Classical Doctrine of Buddhahood (Albany, NY: 

State University of New York Press, 1994), 151-3. 

37 op. cit., pp. 88-90. 

38 The nature of ‘theoretical understanding’ according to the Abhidhamma is complex and 

connected with the Abhidhamma treatment of pannatti or ‘concept’ as one of the possible 

classes of objects of consciousness; see A.K arder, ‘The Concept’, Journal of Indian Philosophy 

I (1971), pp. 181-96. 
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The Matikas: Memorization, Mindfulness, and the List 

RUPERT GETHIN 

Nikaya Lists and Mnemonic Technique 

Most people coming into contact with Buddhist literature and thought 

outside traditional Buddhist cultures are probably struck by the fact that it 

seems to be full of lists. Indeed, nearly all introductory accounts of Buddhism 

straight away present the reader with two fundamental Buddhist lists: that of 

the noble eightfold path (arivo atthahgiko maggo) and that of the four noble 

truths (ariya-sacca). This is only the beginning. Very soon one gains the im¬ 
pression that Buddhism has a convenient list for everything: the three jewels, 

the five aggregates, the five precepts, the eight noble persons, the ten fetters, 
the ten unwholesome courses of action, and so on. 

It is apparent that much of the scriptural sutta material preserved in the 
four primary Nikayas can be regarded as exposition based around lists of one 

sort or another, and that very many suttas might be resolved into and summed 

up in terms of their component lists. The reason why the noble eightfold path 

and the four noble truths feature so regularly in introductory accounts of Bud¬ 

dhism is because, according to tradition, these two lists formed the basis of 

the Buddha’s first discourse outside Benares, But why are there so many other 

lists in Buddhist thought and literature? A number of writers have drawn at¬ 
tention to the usefulness of these lists as mnemonic devices,' and it seems 

dear that the proliferation of lists in early Buddhist literature has something 
to do with its being an “oral literature’’—a “literature’’ that was composed 

orally and only subsequently became fixed in the form of written texts. Of 
course, in the Indian cultural context Buddhist literature is not uniquely or 
peculiarly “oral,” rather Indian culture as a whole is in origin “oral’’;2 in¬ 

deed, a penchant for analyzing something in terms of a neat categorized list 

is characteristic of much of traditional Indian learning, and the oral origins of 
Indian learning continued to inform its structure long after its exponents had 

begun to commit it to writing. 
One only has to reflect for a minute on the difficulties of composing a 

talk or a discourse without the aid of pen and paper, or without access tdcom¬ 
puters and word processors, to begin to appreciate what a convenient solution 
the list is. A list immediately imparts to the discourse a structure that makes 
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it more easily remembered by the one giving the talk. At the same time a talk 
based on lists is easier to follow and remember for those listening. With a list 
one has a certain safeguard against losing one’s way in a talk or forgetting 
sections of it. Thus if I go to a talk by the Buddha on the noble eightfold path 
and later find I can only remember five of the eight “limbs,” then, provided 
that I remember that buddhas always talk about eightio\d paths, I will at least 
know that I have forgotten something and do not remember the talk in full. 

Lists may be a feature of ancient Indian literatures in general, but it is 
probably true to say that no one makes quite as much of lists as the Buddhists. 
At this point I should like to try to explore some of the ways in which Bud¬ 
dhist literature forms itself around lists and consider how these lists prolif¬ 
erate and interconnect. An obvious starting point is the list of the four noble 
truths. The bare statement of this list is as follows: 

The four noble truths: the noble truth that is suffering, the noble truth that 

is the origin of suffering, the noble truth that is the ceasing of suffering, the 

noble truth that is the way leading to the ceasing of suffering.3 

In various places in the Nikayas this bare and concise statement of the 

four noble truths is explained: 

This, monks, is the noble truth that is suffering: birth is suffering; 

growing old is suffering; illness is suffering; dying is suffering; sorrow, 

grief, pain, unhappiness and weariness are suffering; association with what 

is not liked is suffering; dissociation from what is liked is suffering; not to 

get what one wants is suffering; in short the five aggregates of grasping are 

suffering. 

This, monks, is the noble truth that is the origin of suffering: that thirst 

for repeated existence, accompanied by delight and passion and delighting 

in this and that, namely thirst for the objects of sensual desire, thirst for 

existence, thirst for nonexistence. 

This, monks, is the noble truth that is the ceasing of suffering: the 

complete fading away and ceasing of this very thirst, its abandoning, relin¬ 

quishing. releasing, letting go. 

This, monks, is the noble truth that is the way leading to the ceasing of 

suffering, this noble eightfold path, namely right view.Tight thought, right 

speech, right action, right livelihood, right effort, right mindfulness, right 
concentration.4 

It is immediately aDDarent that this exDlanation of the four tmihc l-^x/c in»« ^ 
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to the list of the five aggregates of grasping (upadana-kkhanda)\ the second 
truth is explained in terms of various kinds of “thirst” that, by the close of 
the Nikaya period, achieve the status of list in their own riglt—“the three 
thirsts” (tanha),5 the third truth consists in the ceasing of these very same 
three thirsts; finally the fourth truth is classically summed up as the noble 
eightfold path. So at the first stage of analysis the list of the four truths links 

into three further lists. 
Having been told that “suffering” is the five aggregates of grasping, we 

need to know what precisely they are. They are listed in ver> many Nikaya 
contexts: physical form (rupa), feeling (vedand), recognition (sanna), voli¬ 
tions (sahkhara), and consciousness (vifindna).6 Various definitions of these 
five categories are offered, definitions that in turn refer to still more Nikaya 
lists. Thus “physical form” is the four “great essentials,” namely, the ele¬ 
ments of earth, water, fire, and air;7 “feeling” consists of the three feelings 

that are pleasant, painful, and neither-pleasant-nor-painful;8 “recognition” 
can be of six sorts, namely, of shapes, sounds, smells, tastes, bodily sensa¬ 
tions, and ideas;9 there are three “volitions,” namely, the volitions of body, 
speech, and mind;10 depending on the eye, ear, nose, tongue, body, or mind, 
“consciousness” can be of six sorts.11 Alternatively, both feeling and voli¬ 
tions can also be of six sorts: feeling born of contact through the eye, ear, 
nose, tongue, body or mind and volition associated with shapes, sounds, 

smells, tastes, bodily sensations, or ideas.12 These explanations by way of six 

classes based on the six senses tie in with another favorite Nikaya list, that of 

the six “(sense-)spheres” (ayatana).13 Appropriately enough, the first truth 
is occasionally summed up, not in terms of the five aggregates, but in terms 
of these six sense spheres.14 

Like the first truth, the fourth truth also demands and receives consid¬ 
erable elaboration. The noble truth that is the way leading to the ceasing of 
suffering is said to consist of eight “limbs.” Once more these eight limbs are 
explained in more detail elsewhere in the Nikayas, and once more the expla¬ 
nations make free reference to yet more Nikaya lists.15 Thus right view 

(samma difthi) is knowledge of suffering, its arising, its ceasing, and the way 
leading to its ceasing—in other words, knowledge of the four truths. Right 
thought (samma-sahkappa) is explained in terms of three kinds of thought, 

namely, thoughts that are free from desire, free from hatred, and free from 
cruelty; these feature in the Sahgitisutta as “three wholesome thoughts.”16 
Right speech (sammd-vaca) is speech that refrains from wrong speech, de- 
visive speech, hurtful speech, and idle chatter, and is thus of four kinds. Right 
action (sammd-kammanta) is action that refrains from attacking living be¬ 
ings, taking what is not given, and noncelibacy, and is thus of three kinds. 
Right livelihood is explained simply as “abandoning wrong livelihood and 
making a living by means of right livelihood.” Right effort (sammd-vdydma) 
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is explained by way of a stock Nikaya formula detailing four kinds of effort 
that are elsewhere called “the four right endeavors” (cattaro samma- 

ppadhana).17 Right mindfulness (samma-sati) is explained by another stock 
Nikaya formula detailing the four kinds 6f contemplation (anupassana) that 
are usually} called “the four applications of mindfulness” (cattaro 

satipatthandp.™ Lastly, right concentration (samma-samadhi) is explained by 
way of the stock description of the successive attainment of the four “med¬ 

itations” drjhanas. 

The quest for explanation and exposition may be taken further still, link¬ 
ing in to yet more Nikaya lists. The detailed exposition of the four applica¬ 
tions of mindfulness as found in the (Maha) Satipatthdnasutta is particularly 
fruitful ground in this respect. The first application of mindfulness, “con¬ 

templation jof body with regard to body” (kaye kayanupassana), consists of 
various exercises. There is the fourfold practice of mindfulness of breathing 

(a subject Ithat is itself expanded in other Nikaya contexts).19 There is the 
practice oi| clearly knowing when one is walking, standing1, sitting, or lying 

down; these four postures are elsewhere called “the four ways of going.”20 

There is the practice of reflecting on the body as full of different kinds 

of impurity by way of a stock list of thirty-one parts of the body.21 There is 
the practice of reflecting on the four elements. There is the practice of com¬ 

paring one’s body to a corpse in nine different states of putrefaction; this list 

of nine states, it would seem, is adapted to give a list of ten “uglinesses” 

(asubho) that becomes standard for the canonical Abhidhamma and the 

commentaries.22 
The practice of the second application of mindfulness, “contemplation 

of feeling with regard to feeling” (vedanasu vedananupassana), revolves 

around the contemplation of the three kinds of feeling mentioned above. The 

exposition of the third application of mindfulness, “contemplation of mind 

with regard to mind” (citte cittanupassana), although it does not use a stan¬ 

dard Nikaya list, does follow a strictly numerical structure based around the 

distinction of sixteen kinds of mind in eight pairs. Finally, the practice of the 
fourth application of mindfulness, “the contemplation 6f Dhamma with re¬ 
gard to dhammas” (dhammesu dhammanupassana), involves the contempla¬ 
tion of such old favorites as the five hindrances (nivarana), the five 

aggregates, the six sense-spheres, the seven awakening-factors (bojjhariga), 

and the four noble truths. 
Continuing this pursuit of Nikaya lists, I shall return briefly to the eighth 

limb of the path, right concentration. Right concentration ted us to the stock 

description of the four meditations (jhanas). This appears to be a condensed 

version of a fuller description that forms the center piece of what probably 
should be recarded as the classic Nikaya account of the Buddhist path/3 In 
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this context the attainment of the four meditations is immediately prefaced by 

the abandoning of the five hindrances; in the Digha version it is followed by 

the attainment of what are later known as the six higher knowledges 

(<abhihna), in the Majjhima version by what are later known as the three 

knowledges (vijja).24 The last of these, in both cases, involves knowledge of 

what constitutes suffering, its arising, its ceasing, and the way leading to its 

ceasing; we are back with the four noble truths. Also involved is the mind’s 

being released from defilements in their most radical form, that of the three 

“influxes” or asavas.25 So, while the description of the meditations does not 

obviously subsume any further Nikaya lists, it does lead us to some additional 

lists by means of strong associations. 

I shall conclude this exploration of Nikaya lists to be derived from the 

four noble truths by citing an Ahguttaranikaya passage. The fourth truth is 

usually explained by reference to the noble eightfold path; according to the 

Buddha’s first discourse the eightfold path is to be understood as the “middle 

way” between the extremes of devotion to sensual pleasure and devotion to 

self-torment. But, says the Ahguttaranikaya, this middle way can also be seen 

as the four applications of mindfulness, the four right endeavors, the four 

bases of success, the five faculties, the five powers, or the seven awakening- 

factors.26 Together with the noble eightfold path we have here, then, seven 

sets of items that are classically referred to in the postcanonical literature as 

the “thirty-seven dhammas that contribute to awakening” (satta-timsa bodhi- 

pakkhiya dhamma).21 

The results of this exercise in deriving lists from the traditional treatment 

of the noble truths can be conveniently summed up with a tree diagram (see 

Figure 1). It is important to note that this exercise was concluded at a more 

or less arbitrary point. In principle the process of drawing out lists might have 

been continued indefinitely; certain avenues were not fully explored, while at 

several points we arrive back where we started, with the four noble truths, 

allowing us to begin the whole process again. What this illustrates is how one 

Nikaya list acts as a veritable matrix for a whole series of further lists. We 

may begin with one simple list, but the structure of early Buddhist thought 

and literature dictates that we end up with an intricate pattern of lists within 

lists, which sometimes turns back on itself and repeats itself, the parts sub¬ 

suming the whole. 

It should perhaps be stressed that we are not immediately concerned 

here with the chronology of the evolution of the Nikaya lists; what concerns 

us is how the literature might have looked to an_ancient monk around the 

close of the Nikaya period. Our perspective is thus synchronic; it assumes the 

existence of the whole Nikaya corpus. However, it seems to me that there are 



suffering: 5 aggregates - 

path: noble eightfold 

feeling: 3 fee lings/6 clas 

right view: 4 noble truths 
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right speech: 4 kinds 

right action: 3 kinds 

right livelihood 

righV effort: 4 right endeavors 

right mindfulness: 4 applications 
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right concentration: 4 jhanas 5 hindrances, 6 higher knowledges/ 3 knowledges [4 noble truths. 3 asavas] - 

Figure 1. Tree diagram illustrating the Nikaya use of lists 
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two basic ways in which the lists evolved and proliferated. Obviously ^certain 
lists—such as the lists of the four truths, the eightfold path, the five aggre¬ 

gates of grasping, and the six sense-spheres—are more fundamental than oth¬ 
ers. I mean by this that they stand in their own right and for the most part 
evolved independently of each other. It is only subsequently that they are fit¬ 
ted together in the way 1 have tried to trace earlier (e.g., the first truth comes 
to be understood in terms of the five aggregates or the six sense-spheres, the 
fourth truth in terms of the eightfold path). Other lists appear to evolve out of 
the practice of taking an item or category in an already existing list and ex¬ 
plaining it by way of a carefully structured ‘analysis” (vibhahga), which in 
turn can then be conveniently summed up numerically as a list. Thus the 
“analysis” of the eightfold path, does not explicitly state that right thought 
consists of “the three thoughts,” rather it simply gives what is in effect a 
threefold analysis of right thought; nevertheless, as we have seen, an explicit 

list of “three wholesome thoughts” does occur in the Sahgitisutta. Other nu¬ 
merically structured analyses, such as the one found under the heading of the 
third application of mindfulness, appear never to achieve the status of out¬ 

right list. 
Two general observations can be made at this point by way of summary. 

First, just by remembering the list of the four noble truths one has a point of 

access into a vast body of Nikaya teaching on all sorts of topics; in other 
words, we can see how the lists operate as a basic mnemonic device enabling 

one to remember a lot of material. There appear to be three principal ways in 

which the lists do this; (1) a list subsumes another list (e.g., the list of the four 
truths subsumes the list of the five aggregates under the category of the first 

truth); (2) one list may be substituted for another in a given context (e.g., 
under the category of the first truth the six sense-spheres can be substituted 
for the five aggregates); (3) one list may suggest another list by association in 
important Nikaya contexts (e.g., the four meditations suggests the five hin¬ 
drances). There follows from this a second and perhaps more significant 

point. Using the lists is not merely an aid to learning the Dhamma by rote, as 

it.were; on the contrary, the lists help one to learn the Dhamma with a view 

to its inner structure and dynamic. For the lists essentially are not jusl lists to 
be listed one after another, but fit together to form a pattern. Thus to learn 
and know the lists is to learn and know how they fit together, how they in¬ 
terconnect to form the structure and pattern of the Dhamma that is “beautiful 
in the beginning, beautiful in the middle, beautiful in the end.” 

This has certain implications for our understanding of the evolution of 

both early Buddhist literature and thought. The lists actually inform and to 
some extent govern the structure of the literature. Taking the example set 

out above, suppose someone decides to give a discourse on the four noble 
*' —- Arw>n I'nnM aim tn oivA a full onH YViQ11c11\//=> 
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expositipn, following through and expanding in full all the subdivisions and 
secondary and tertiary lists I have indicated. Or she; might give a bare and 
concise^account of the four truths. Then again she might decide to focus on 
and expound in full only one branch, ending up with &n expanded talk on, 
say, th^ first application of mindfulness (contemplation of body)28 or the 
abandoning of the hindrances and the attainment of the; first meditation; in 
such cases the underlying structure of the four truths nepd not be very obvi¬ 
ous or explicit, but it could still serve as a touchstone for the person giving 
the talk. In this way, it seems to me, the lists not only aid mechanical mem¬ 
orization (learning by rote), but act as a kind of flowchart for the composition 
of a discourse. They indicate the various paths and themes that the composer 
can clioose to follow and expand as she feels appropriate. The matrix of in¬ 
terconnecting lists provides a form or structure within which she can impro¬ 
vise. Provided she knows the structure well and isvendowed with a certain 

skill, ifie can be confident she will not lose her way. 
The Pali canon has come down to us as a fixed literary text, but.clearly 

was not always so. Given the model of interlinking lists, one can easily see 
how there might be a version of a sutta mentioning the four applications of 

mindfulness as a bare list, and another version mentioning them with a brief 

exposition, and yet another version thtyt goes on to g^ve.a very full exposition. 
Such a state of affairs highlights th^ difficulties about entering iiito argu¬ 
ments about the “original” version of a sutta, for example, in the context of 
comparative research between the Pali Nikayas and Chinese Agamas. 

The peyyalas or “repetition” sections of the Samyutta and Ahguttara 

Nikayas are particularly interesting in this respect. Here the texts, as we have 
them, indicate an initial pattern or formula that is to be applied to various 

items in succession. The result is a text with quite radical abbreviations. In¬ 
deed, it is not always clear from the manuscripts and editions we have just 

how much we are meant to expand the material to get the “full” text. Perhaps 
a certain freedom is intended here; the peyyala sections of the Samyutta and 
Anguttara Nikayas can appear to read more like guidelines for oral recitation 
and composition than a fixed literary text. 

The Matikas and the Development of the Abhidhamma 

Early Buddhist literature contains, then, a great number of lists. Clearly 

certain lists are more significant than others; some lists occur perhaps in only 

one context, whereas others crop up again and again. Tn such circumstances 

it is hardiy surprising to find, at a relatively early date, the Buddhist tradition 

itself focusing on particular groups of lists and drawing up composite lists; 

that is. lists of lists. Probably one of the earliest such composite lists is the 
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group of seven sets of items, already mentioned, that later came to be col¬ 
lectively known as “the thirty-seven dhammas that contribute to awaken¬ 

ing.” One might also mention the group comprising the five aggregates, the 
twelve sense-spheres, and the eighteen elements (khandhayatana-dhatu),29 

Other early lists of lists include the Kumarapanha and the Mahapanha,30 
and, of course, the more extended Sahgiti and Dasuttara suttas. In the com¬ 
pilation of these composite lists two methods seem to be employed: (1) in the 

first place one can make a convenient mnemonic summary of an aspect of the 
Dhamma by an apposite grouping of lists (e.g., the seven sets of items); (2) 
in the second place one can make a rather more general summary by em¬ 
ploying the principles of numerical association (i.e., bringing together dif¬ 
ferent lists that all comprise the same number of items) and/or numerical 

progression (i.e., taking a list comprising one item, then a list comprising 
two items, and so on up to ten or eleven items). Examples where the latter 
method is employed include the Sarigitisutta, Dasuttarasutta, Kumarapanha, 

and Mahapanha. In effect these are also the two methods adopted by the great 

collections of the Samyutta and Ahguttara Nikayas. 
These composite lists are no doubt intended to function as succinct com¬ 

pendia of the Dhamma, but at the same time they also appear to be regarded 

as representing a kind of distilled essence of the Dhamma; the act of reducing 

suttas to lists was seen, I think, as laying the Dhamma bare and revealing its 
inner workings. Thus the various composite lists might be viewed as different 

ways of getting at the structure lying at the very heart of the Dhamma. In 

undertaking the task of compiling these composite lists the early Buddhist 

tradition appears to have felt that it was not quite enough simply to list the 

lists one after another, for, as we have already seen, to understand the lists is 

to know where they fit in the whole scheme of the Dhamma. Certainly the 

Sarigitisutta's method of arrangement appears simply to bring together all 

lists containing the same number of items, starting with “ones” and ending 
with “tens,” and it is hard to see in this much more than a convenient mne¬ 
monic device for remembering a large number of lists. Yet such an exercise as 

is carried out by the Sarigitisutta is, I think, always looked on as preliminary: 

it sets out material that is then to be employed and applied in various ways. 

Significantly the Sarigitisutta is immediately followed by the Dasuttarasutta, 

which, while also using the principles of numerical association and progres¬ 

sion, adapts them to produce a system for placing an entire series of lists (100 
to be exact) within a structure that precisely indicates the role each plays in 

the Dhamma as a whole. What is interesting is that if we compare the Plili 
version of that text with the corresponding versions of the Dasottarasiitra that 
survive in Buddhist Sanskrit and Chinese translation we find that in a number 
of places various alternative lists have been slotted in.31 This seems to me a 
verv pnnd illustration of whv we should not think in terms of an “original 
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or “correct” version of such a text. Rather, what we have here is a mnemonic 
technique and system of arrangement built around numerical association and 
progression; this technique and system goes beyond mere learning by rote, 
yielding a structure within which, provided one knows what one is doing, it 
is perfectly legitimate to improvise as one feels appropriate. 

Towards the close of the Nikaya period we find a rather interesting term 
being employed in the literature: the term matika. In the four primary 
Nikayas and the Vinaya Pitaka this term is characteristically found as the first 
member of the compound matika-dhara;32 this in turn always occurs as the 
third term in the sequence dhamma-dhara vinaya-dhara matika-dhara that 
forms part of a stock description of the accomplished monk: he is “one who 
has heard much, one to whom the tradition has been handed down, learned 
in the Dhamma, learned in the Vinaya, learned in the matika.”33 We also 
find the term rndtrkd similarly employed in Buddhist Sanskrit sources.34 But 
what exactly is a matika? Buddhaghosa (fifth century ce) understands matika 

in the context of matika-dhara as referring to the two patimokkhas or the bare 
lists of rules for fully ordained monks and nuns extracted from their Vinaya 

context in the Suttavibhahga.35 The word matika is certainly used in this 
sense by the commentarial tradition and apparently from a relatively early 
date.36 However, such an interpretation appears too specific and even anach¬ 

ronistic, and is not supported by the evidence found elsewhere in the texts. 
The feeling that in the present context the sequence dhamma vinaya matika 

ought to correspond to the sequence sutta vinaya ahhidhamma is backed up 

by certain accounts of the first Buddhist council surviving in Chinese and Ti¬ 
betan translation, which relate that after Ananda had recited the Sutranta and 

Upali the Vinaya, Mahakasyapa recited the mdtrkds31 Accordingly it has 
been suggested that matika must be the early name for the Abhidhamma.38 

Although in what follows I certainly do not wish to deny that a relationship 

exists between the matikas and the development of the Abhidhamma, it seems 
to me that to suggest any simple equivalence of the two terms must be re¬ 
garded as a misleading simplification. 

The mdtrkds Mahakasyapa is said to have recited comprise the seven sets 

beginning with the four applications of mindfulness, along with a number of 
other lists of items. This is one of the reasons that led A. K. Warder to see in 
this list the basis of the “original” or primary matika of the Abhidhamma.39 

However, before undertaking a search for the original Abhidhamma matika, 
it is worth considering further the actual use of the termjn the Pali sources. 
Apart from its use in the compound matika-dhara (where we simply do not 
know precisely what matika refers to), the most extensive use of the term 
matika in the canonical texts is in the Abhidhamma Pi(aka. Its use here is 
quite specific and Drobablv constitutes the earliest evidence for the technical 
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In the first place matika is used to describe the list of twenty-two “trip¬ 

lets” (tika) and one hundred “couplets” (duka) set out at the beginning of the 
Dhammasangani.40 Each triplet comprises three categories for classifying 
dhammas; each couplet comprises two such categories. Essentially the 
Dhammasagani is an exercise in expounding this matika, but I shall have 

more to say on this later. The matika of the triplets and couplets is also em¬ 
ployed by three other canonical Abhidhamma works, namely the Vibhanga, 
Dhatukatha, and Patfhana. In addition, the section of the Dhammasangani 
dealing with the analysis of “form” (rupa) begins with its own matika,41 
which considers form as comprising one, two, three, and so on up to eleven 
categories; just how this is so is then detailed by the subsequent exposition. 

The lists that form the subject of the eighteen “analyses” of the 
Vibhanga bear the closest resemblance to Warder’s “original” Abhidhamma 
matika, but surprisingly the term matika is not used by the Vibhanga in this 
connection; later tradition, however, does appear to have regarded this group 
of eighteen lists as constituting a matika.42 In addition the Vibhanga does 
contain four explicit matikas. The Abhidhamma section of “the analysis of 

the modes of conditioning” opens with a matika that indicates 144 variations 
, of the dependent-arising formula that are built up systematically around 

sixteen basic variations (arranged in groups of four), which are each subject 
to a further nine variations;43 the exposition that follows begins to apply 

- each variation in turn to the different kinds cf consciousness (<citta) distin¬ 

guished in the Dhammasahgarii. As a matter of necessity the text stops 

somewhat short of a full exposition; significantly, what exactly would 

constitute a full exposition is probably a question of interpretation as it is 

; not entirely clear how many of the Dhammasangani variables should be 

* takep into account. In characteristic Abhidhamma fashion a pattern is indi¬ 
cated, but its complete unfolding is left somewhat open; like the scriptural 
Sawyutta and Ahguttara Nikayas, the Abhidhamma texts are full cf abbrevi¬ 

ated repetitions or peyyalas. In “the analysis of meditation” (jhdna) the 

Suttanta section opens with a matika.44 This is a rather untypical matika; it 

- is made up of stock Nikaya formulas describing the attainment of the four 

meditations and four formless attainments. The exposition that follows 
consists of a straightforward word-commentary. Two further matikas occur at 

the beginning of “the analysis of the items of knowledge" aid “the analysis 
of minor items,” respectively.45 Both these matikas consist of a schedule 
compiled (like the Sahgitisutta, the Dasuttarasutta, the Ahguttaranikaya, 
etc.)‘according to a principle of numerical progression from one to ten. Ail 
relevant “ones” are listed, then all relevant “twos,“ and so on until wereach 
“tens,” the exposition that follows then provides a detailed explanation of 
all items. 

The Dhatukatha opens with a rather more complex matika that falls into 
fA,,r "arts: (D 14 pairs of categories of analysis; (2) 22 sets of items to be 
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analyzed; (3) an indication of the pat)i the analysis is to follow; (4) the 22 
triplets apd 100 couplets of the matika from the Dhammasangarii, which are 
also to be; analyzed. The rest of the Dhdtukatha takes the form of a relatively 
concise alnd restrained working out of this matika. The; Puggalapanfiatti 
opens oni:e moje with a straightforward matika that arranges the headings to 
be discussed in the text according to the system of Numerical progression 
from one to ten. The Kathavatthu and Yamaka do not have explicit mdtikds, 
although once again later tradition sees fit to describe both the underlying list 
of discussion points in the Kathavatthu ^nd the aggregate! pf Che ten lists that 
form the basis of the Yamaka's ten chapters as mdtikds.4] 

In all there are eight explicit mdtikds in the texts pf the: Abhidhamma 
Pitaka: two in the Dhammasangarii, four in the Vibhanga, one each at the 
beginning of the Dhdtukatha and Puggalapanfiatti,47 The term matika is sim¬ 

ilarly employed outside the Abhidhamma Pitaka in the} Patisambhidamagga, 
a work of the Khuddakanikaya, which consists of thirty “talks’’ (katha) on 

various topics; the themes selected and the arrangement of the text are dis¬ 
tinctive. The opening “talk on knowledge” starts with a matika.48 This lists 

seventy-three kinds of knowledge that $re then explaihed ip the “talk” that 

follows. As A. K. Warder notes,49 of the thirty talks the first is by far the 
longest (constituting about one-third of the whole text), an<J within this talk 

only the first of the seventy-three kinds of knowledge gets the full treatment. 

The Patisambhidamagga opens with a. matika and closes with a “talk on a 

matika."50 The matika in question consists of a series of somewhat miscel¬ 

laneous terms that appear, from the subsequent exposition, to be intended to 

constitute fifteen divisions. Again our text is radically abbreviated; great for¬ 

mulas and long lists employed earlier in the work are to be inserted to work 

out the exposition in full. 
It would appear, then, that a matika can be any schedule or table of items 

or lists—but especially one built up according to a system of numerical pro¬ 

gression—that acts as a basis for further exposition The commentarial ap¬ 

plication of the term to the bare list of Vinaya rules hardly stretches this 

understanding.51 

At this point it is worth considering how the Sanskrit equivalent, 
matrkd, is used beyond the confines of Buddhist literature. A secondary for¬ 
mation derived from the ordinary word for “mother” (matr), matrkd (cog¬ 

nate with English “matrix”) is apparently used in the first place again simply 
to mean “mother,” and in addition “grandmother.” It is also used figura¬ 
tively to mean “source” or “origin” in general, in pertain kinds of medieval 
religious literature, such as the Tapaniya Upanisads and the Pancaratra texts, 
the term is used to signify “diagrs™s written in characters (to which a mag- 
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ion; in the classical medical texts matrka is a name for the eight veins on both 

sides of the neck.52 
None of these meanings seems entirely appropriate for the Pali and Bud¬ 

dhist Sanskrit use of matikd!matrka.53 Translators of Buddhist texts have of¬ 
ten taken the word to mean something like “summary” or “condensed 
content.” Although one would hesitate to say that this is incorrect, it is, 
strictly speaking, to put things the wrong way round, for it is the underlying 

meaning of “mother” that seems to inform the use of the term here. A 
matikd is seen not so much as a condensed summary, as the seed from which 
something grows. A matikd is something creative—something out of which 

something further evolves. It is, as it were, pregnant with the Dhamma and 
able to generate it in all its fullness. Kassapa of Cola (fl. c. 1200 ce) explains 

the word in his Mohavicchedant, a commentary on the matikas of the Ab- 

hidhamma, as follows: 

In what sense is it a matikal In the sense of being like a mother. For a matikd 

is like a mother as a face is like a lotus. For as a mother gives birth to var¬ 

ious different sons, and then looks after them and brings them up, so a 

matikd gives birth to various different dhammas and meanings, and then 

looks after them and brings them up so that they do not perish. Therefore 

the word matikd is used. For in dependence on the matikd, and by way of the 

seven treatises beginning with the Dhammasuhgani, dhammas and mean¬ 

ings without end or limit are found as they are spread out, begotten, looked 

after and brought up, as it were, by the matikd.54 

Kassapa goes on to explain that if the seven canonical Abhidhamma treatises 

were expanded in full, each one would involve a recitation without end or 
limit (anantaparimana-bhana-vara). He then concludes: 

Thus the word matikd is used because of the begetting, looking after and 

bringing up of dhammas and meanings without end or limit like a mother. 

And looking after and bringing up here are to be understood as the bringing 

together and preserving of the neglected and hidden meanings of the texts, 

having distinguished them by following the matikd 55 

We can sum up by saying that matikas contain the building blocks for con¬ 
structing an exposition or text. But they are magical building blocks; when 
combined and used in various ways they can create a palace that is mufch 
larger in extent than the sum of the parts. 

If the lists and schedules that we have been considering are matikas, 
then someone who is mdtika-dhara or “learned in the matikas” is presum¬ 
ably someone who knows these ar.d similar lists. But that is not all. He also 
know*: what tn rin with thpnr in r»fh<*r wnrric hp imnuif pvnon/J 
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and draw out expositions from them. One who is mdtika-dhara is not simply 
someone who can spout endless lists of lists learnt by rote, but a person who 

can improvise and create through the medium of these lists. 
All this certainly suggests some relationship between the matikd and de¬ 

velopment of the Abhidhamma, but we must, I think, be wary of understand¬ 
ing the earliest matikas in terms of a distinct and separate body of literature 

existing alongside the Vinaya and Sutta Pitakas. Rather, the Abhidhamma 
would appear to evolve out of an already developed practice of taking a list or 
combination of lists, and then expanding it to produce an exposition. This is 

a practice that in principle goes right back to the beginnings of Buddhist lit¬ 
erature, gradually becoming more formalized as the body of material in¬ 

creased in size and certain lists acquired a special significance. Toward the 
end of the Nikaya period the way in which lists were being used approaches 

more and more closely the more formalized Abhidhamma use of matikas. Ap¬ 

propriately enough, the substance of both the Sahgiti and Dasuttara suttas is 
presented not as coming from the mouth of the Buddha but from the mouth 

of Sariputta, whose association with the Abhidhamma is very strong in the 

tradition;56 and the Sarvastivadins include the Sahgitiparyaya, a text based 

on their recension of the Sahgitisutta, among their canonical Abhidharma 

works. 
The works of the canonical Abhidhamma, then, in part are to be seen as 

the result of a process of drawing up matikas and exploiting them in ways 

already adumbrated in the sutta literature. If the kind of thing the very ear¬ 

liest of those learned in the matikas were doing was developing suttas such as 

the Sahgiti and Dasuttara, along with treatments like the Kumarapahha and 

Mahapahha, then, as I have already implied, I think we must also discern 

their activity in the suttas of the two great Nikayas of the Samyutta and 

Ahguttara. The Ahguttara employs the same system of numerical arrange¬ 

ment, while the list of topics focused on in the Samyutta seems to adumbrate 

the topics that are so prominent in certain of the canonical Abhidhamma 
works. A comparison of the Pali Samyuttanikdya with what we know of other 

samyukta recensions shows that in essence the samyutta/santyukta method 
consists of compiling and working up a body of sutta material around the fol¬ 

lowing lists: (1) the five aggregates, (2) the six sense spheres, (3) the twelve 
links of the chain of dependent arising, (4) the four applications of mindful¬ 

ness, (5) the four right endeavors, (6) the four bases of success (7) the five 

faculties, (8) the five powers, (9) the seven factors of awakening, (10) the 

noble eightfold path.57 In fact, these ten lists appear to constitute a consistent 
core element of the samyutta!samyukta collections, attracting the most atten¬ 
tion in the Pali version and it seems in the recension surviving in Chinese 
translation. Further, a number of other lists seem to act as important satel- 
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This core list of lists continues to be of great importance in the later his¬ 
tory of Buddhist thought and literature.58 We find it expanded and developed 
as the basis of such canonical Abhidhamma/Abhidharma works as the 
Vibhanga, Dhatukatha, and Dharmaskandha.59 and also such later works as 
the Arthaviniscayasutra. However, attempts to trace the development of this 
core matikdlmdtrkd are not without their problems.60 For example, in the ca¬ 
nonical works the four truths and the four meditations find a firm place in the 
core, while the most consistent additions common to all versions appear to be 
the five precepts and the four immeasurables, neither of which feature at all 
in the Pali or Chinese samyuttalsamyukta collections. 

Of course, focusing on this core mdtikd in this way tends to the view, as 
expressed by A. K. Warder, that the earliest Abhidhamma/Abhidharma sim¬ 
ply consisted in this mdtikdlmdtrka, and that it is the Vibhanga, in the case of 
the Pali Abhidhamma, that represents the earliest and basic Abhidhamma 
text. According to Warder, the Dhammasahgani, with its elaborate mdtikd of 

triplets and couplets represents a somewhat later refinement. However, in an 
important but neglected section of the introduction to his edition of the 
Abhidharmadipa,61 P. S. Jaini presents a considerable body of material the 

effect of which is to call into question the adequacy of such a view of the 
development of the early Abhidhamma. Jaini himself expresses certain 
doubts in his review of Warder’s essay but does not pursue the matter.62 

It is, however, worth reflecting on the place of the triplet-couplet mdtikd 

a little further. What Jaini points out is that the triplet-couplet system of anal¬ 
ysis is not peculiar to the Pali Abhidhamma method, but on the contrary is 
also fundamental to the dharma analysis of works such as Vasubandhu’s Ab- 

hidharmakosa, Asanga’s Abhidharmasamuccaya, and the Abhidharmadipa it¬ 
self, except that in these works the number of triplets and couplet^ employed 

is somewhat reduced.63 
But, in fact, as a supplement to Jaini’s findings, it is worth noting that 

the gap between the number of triplets and couplets distinguished in the 
Dhammasahgani and in the northern Abhidharma sources perhaps appears 
greater than it really is.64 Further, certain triplets already are found in the 
earlier sutta sections of the Pali canon.65 Thus it would seem that the kernel 
of the triplet/couplet mdtikd may be very ancient, and to regard either the 
core mdtikd beginning with the five aggregates or the triplet/couplet mdtikd 

as more fundamental than the other is to misunderstand the basic principle 
that determines the way in which the Abhidhamma develops out of the use of 
matikas. The Dhammasahgani and the Vibhanga, in the form we have them, 
are clearly mutually dependent. Although the core mdtikd beginning with the 
five aggregates is the Vibhahga's starting point, certainly much of the ma¬ 
terial contained in the “analysis by Abhidhamma" sections assumes and uses 
the Dhammasahgani treatment in one way or another. Furthermore, the 
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“question” sections simply collapse without the triplet-couplet matika. On 
the other hand, a point often overlooked is that, whereas the triplet-couplet 
matika represents the Dhammasangani's starting point, the core matika is 
also certainly important to its method of analysis. This is particularly in ev¬ 
idence in the portions of analysis concerned with “sets” (kotthasa-vara) and 
“emptiness” (suhhata-vara). These portions seek to bring out various group¬ 

ings among the dhammas present in each moment of consciousness; the 
groupings brought out are for the most part derived from the core matika.66 

In considering the Dhammasangani and Vibhanga it is not unhelpful, I 
think, to see the triplet-couplet matika and the core matika as acting like the 
two axes of the Abhidhamma method. The Dhammasangani treats the core 
matika by way of the triplet-couplet matika, and the Vibhanga treats the 

triplet-couplet matika by way of the core matika. The important point, how¬ 
ever, is that the two matikas are fundamental to both texts. Indeed one might 
suggest that the Abhidhamma method consists precisely in the interaction of 

the two matikas, and that the Abhidhamma system is actually born of their 
marriage. Certainly one of the characteristics of the use of matikas in the 
Abhidhamma is the treatment of one list of categories by the categories of 
another list. Thus the two lists act like the two axes of a graph table. This is 
precisely why Abhidhamma material is so susceptible to presentation by 

charts.67 

Matikas, Mindfulness, and Meditation 

The starting point of this essay was the profusion of lists in Buddhist 
literature and the fact that these lists seem to have some sort of mnemonic 
significance. In the course of my discussion 1 have suggested that the lists 
must be seen as something more than crude mnemonic devices. They also 
acted as a creative medium for Buddhist literature and thought, representing 
a technique of oral composition as well. Yet, one might ask, what is the point 

of it all? When we come to these interminable Abhidhamma works with their 
proliferating lists, has it not all gotten out of control? 

Buddhist lists are born out of vibhanga, “analysis” or, more literally, 
“breaking up”; that is, into the parts that constitute the whole. This is some¬ 
thing dear to the heart of Buddhism. Our disease, suggest the Nikayas and 

Abhidhamma, is that we emotionally and intellectually grasp at and fix the 
world of experience. From something that is essentiaily-fluid and on the 
move, we try to make something that is inert, static, and solid. Ultimately, 
our only hope is to see through this state of affairs by undermining and break¬ 
ing up this apparently solid world. Sometimes the texts suggest the world is 
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spheres, or the eighteen elements; sometimes in terms of wholesome, un¬ 
wholesome, and indeterminate dhammas, or in terms of the seven “limbs” 
of awakening—mindfulness, discernment of Dhamma, energy, joy, tranquil¬ 
lity, concentration, and equipoise—or in terms of the noble eightfold path, 
and so on. In offering these different methods the texts seem to want to re¬ 
mind one that when the world is broken up into parts, these parts are not to 
be mistaken for inert lumps; they are moving parts and what is more they are 
parts that continuously change their shape and color depending on the per¬ 
spective from which they are being viewed. ' 

Of course, the danger is that when, in our attempts to undo our reifying 
of the world, we break it up into parts, we might then take the parts as real 
and begin to reify the world again, if in a different way. This is exactly the 
danger perceived in certain Abhidharma tendencies by the authors of the 
Prajnaparamita and later spelled out by Nagarjuna. It seems to me that the 
early Abhidhamma authors sought to avoid precisely this same danger 
through the elaboration of the various matikas. Try to grasp the world of the 
Dhammasahgani, or the Patthdna, and it runs through one’s fingers. In short, 
the indefinite expansions based on the matikas continually.remind those using 
them that it is of the nature of things that no single way of breaking up and 

analyzing the world can ever be final. 
But are not these proliferating lists yet based on, and full of, pedantic, 

artificial, and ultimately meaningless distinctions? Possibly. However, per¬ 
haps this is precisely the point. The Abhidhamma lists largely concern mat¬ 
ters of practical psychology, by which I mean to say that their compilers were 
primarily concerned to distinguish states and processes of mind on the basis 
of actual observation, rather than to construct an abstract theoretical system 
as such. At one level the only way to begin to answer the question of why the 
compilers make the distinctions they do is to confront them in their own 
terms. Thus when the Dhammasahgani suggests that a single moment of or¬ 

dinary wholesome consciousness involves at least fifty-six dhammas,68 this 
is at once a reminder of the richness and subtlety of experience, and also a 
challenge to perceive and investigate that richness and subtlety for oneself. In 
other words, to take the Dhammasangani seriously is to allow it to begin to 
provoke in one a state of what the texts might call mindfulness. It is at this 

point, I think, that the matikas provide a clue to the relationship between 
“memory” and “mindfulness” as expressed in the Buddhist conception of 

sati/smrti. 

There is a further dimension to the way in which the matikas serve 
the purpose of Buddhist meditation. The Dhammasahgani, like other works 

of the Abhidhamma Pitaka, is not really a book to be read beginning at 
page one, and working one’s way through to the end. It is, as I have sug¬ 
gested, more like an abbreviated chanting manual, made up, as the text itself 
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indicates, of a number of “portions of recitation” (bhana-vara). In other 
words, it is not a book to be read; it is to be performed. The major part of the 
text is devoted to an exposition of different types of consciousness (citta). The 
full recitation pattern is given only for the first of these—just how many there 
are in all is not entirely clear; certainly the number runs into the thousands.69 
There are thus considerably more than the convenient summary of eighty- 
nine major types of consciousness counted by the later Abhidhamma. 

Suppose that one has learned to recite the complete scheme for the first 
type of consciousness. One now sets out to chant it for the second, third, 

fourth types, and so on. Much is the same, but there are changes—slight 
from the point of view of the recitation, but significant from the point of 
view of the Abhidhamma as whole. One must keep awake. If one falls asleep, 

immediately one will not know where one is in the text: is this the second 

consciousness or is it the twenty-second? Memory becomes mindfulness. 
This may sound like a rather dry and sterile mindfulness—like a memory 
that evokes neither feeling nor emotion. Yet it is to be recollected that for 

anyone familiar with the Nikayas, for anyone whose spiritual life has been 

nurtured by the Nikayas, the Dhammasangani is pregnant with moving and 
evocative associations.70 To take but one example, “faculty of concen¬ 
tration” (samadhindriya) may sound rather uninteresting and dry, but for the 

ancient monk—and his modern descendant—the faculty of concentration 

means the four meditations, and the four meditations mean four vivid 

and, in the right context, beautiful, and moving similes.71 And according to 
the Dhammasangani, the seeds of these calm and comforting states of med¬ 

itation are present in every moment of ordinary wholesome consciousness. 

Thus at this level, the mir.dful recitation of a text such as the Dhammasangani 
acts a series of “reminders” of the Buddha’s teaching and how it is applied 

in the sutta. The recitation operates as a kind of recollection of Dhamma 
(dhammdnusati), a traditional subject of meditation.72 The lengthy repeti¬ 
tions themselves contribute to the majesty of the performance;73 the sheer 

vastness of the full recitation itself is awe inspiring. Hearing it, one is in the 
very presence of the Dhamma that is “profound, hard to see, hard to know, 

peaceful, subtle, outside the sphere of discursive thought, skillful, to be 

known by the wise.” 

Conclusion 

The earliest Buddhist literature was composed orally and built up around 

lists. From the ever-growing body of literature, the Buddhist tradition began 
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encapsulating the essence of the Dhamma; as such they were also seen as 
sources for the further exposition of the Dhamma. Expositions based on the 
matikas could reveal the Dhamma in its fullness, and so, in part, the Abhid¬ 
hamma—the further Dhamma, the higher Dhamma—was born. Especially 
characteristic of the Abhidhamma proper is the use of the triplet-couplet 
matikd combined with the core matikd that was the basis of the old samyutta 

collection. 
The lists and subsequent matikas aided memorization of the Dhamma 

not only by enabling one to conveniently sum up vast amounts of teaching, 
but also by helping one to find one’s way around it; they provided a map of 
the Dhamma. The lists also formed a part of the practice of the Dhamma. The 
recitation and repetition of the lists of the Abhidhamma constituted ? medi¬ 
tation exercise in itself that cultivated insight, wisdom, and mindfulness and 
inspired faith in the teaching of the Buddha. In sum, the matikas seem to 
combine, in a distinctively Buddhist fashion, elements of memorization, 

mindfulness, and meditation; from the womb of the matikas these emerge 

as one. 
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Introduction: The Buddhist approach to life 

If ‘psychology’ is taken as the systematic attempt to understand the working of the 

human mind,and to develop ways to methodically improve its workings when they 

go awry, then Buddhism can claim to be one of, if not the,most ancient psychological 

systems in the world.This claim can particularly be made for the Abhidhamma 

literature, detailing the make up and interactions of mental states, which developed 

from perhaps the third century BC (see Nyanaponika 1965). 

Buddhism’s approach was, from the beginning, therapeutic in nature. Thus the central 

teachings known as the Four Noble Truth were structured in a way which parallelled 

medical practice of the Buddha’s day: i)identify a disease, ii) specify its cause, iii) 

say whether the disease is curable, iv) outline the method of cure. Thus the Buddha 

taught; i) dukkha- suffering and unsatisfactoriness- is a pervasive feature of life; ii) 

but it has identifiable causes, such as demanding desires, based on a misperception 

of the nature of reality; iii) and it can be overcome -in the experience of Nirvana-, by 

finally destroying these causes; iv) and this can be accomplished by the Noble 

Eightfold Path: the ‘middle way’ which systematically develops moral virtue (right 

speech, action and livelihood), meditative clamming (right effort, mindfulness and 

concentration) and insight based on this (right understanding and thought; Harvey, 

1990: 47-72). The three aspect of the path work,respectively, on three aspects of 

one’s character: 

i) moral virtue works on bodily and verbal conduct,so as to act in a more 

morally wholesome, virtuous way: avoiding intentional harm to any being, and 

practising generosity. 

ii) meditative calming acts on the way one’s citta -mind or heart-works. 

iii) insight works oh one’s understanding of the nature of reality. 



Virtue is seen as a good foundation of the other two, though it is also strengthened 

and deepened by them. This is because unwholesome actions counteracted by virtue- 

strengthen the hindrances to meditative success. Meditation helps weaken these, and 

so aids virtuous behaviour. 

In its analysis of the normal human condition, Buddhism is not afraid to emphasis 

unsatisfactory features of life, be they physical pain, disappointment, worry, 

frustration, or simply the sense of the fragility of life. The point of doing so, however, 

is to first understand that there is a problem situation, so that one can go on to do 

something about it.This is because it holds that a key cause of a continuation of 

dukkha is to keep on ignoring its presence in one’s life. While some forms of it may 

be obvious, but might be dismissed as rare occurrences, others are more subtle and 

all-pervasive, especially our liability, as sentient beings, to be frustrated, by the 

contingent, shifting nature of the world and our own psycho-physical makeup. 

Of course, Buddhism does not deny the existence of happiness, but it points out that 

is impermanent, and cannot be reliably held onto; indeed, to try to do so is a good 

recipe for the dukkha of feeling let down. That said, Buddhism has much to say, not 

only on understanding our existing state as one of dukkha, but on cultivating states 

which include deep states of happiness and joy (but it reminds one not to be attached 

even to these). 

Overcoming passivity and engaging with the process of self- transformation 

Another feature of Buddhism’s outlook on the human situation, is that our various 

forms of suffering do not simply have to be passively accepted as something one can 

do nothing about. While patience with existing troubles is advised, the path is seen 

to progressively liberate one from suffering, and to ultimately uproot the very 

psychological foundations of any kind of suffering (other than physical pain, which 

even a liberated person is subject to while still embodied). In this sense, Buddhism 

has a very optimistic view of the possibilities of human transformation. This is because 

it sees itself as having a systematic and powerful -though not easy-system for 

selftransformation. Moreover, it also holds that the potential for a such transformation 

lies already dormant in the depths of the mind: ‘This mind is brightly shining, but it 

is defiled by defilements which arrive’ (Ahguttara Nikaya 1.10). That is, the depth 



levels of the operation of the mind are pure, radiant, unencumbered, and containing 

the seeds of such positive qualities as loving kindness and compassion. 

These “depths”are obscured, though by “defilements” -such as greed, hatred and 

delusion- which arise from the world of sense-objects, primarily through 

misconstruing their nature, and so grasping at them, or angrily rejecting then 

(Harvey, 1989:93-99).so,Buddhism holds that we are -all of us-somewhat in a mess, 

but we can do something about this by understanding and nature of the mess, its 

causes, come to increasingly understand and improve the way our mind works, so as 

to take charge of our own destiny, “be more our own person”,rather than being the 

puppet of external influences and our own passing emotions or limiting habits. 

To initiate and sustain the process of growth, a person needs a basis of: 

a) appropriate outlook and motive: to believe that it is possible and 

worthwhile to change oneself, and that one can do it oneself, through a 

process of gradual application and development. 

b) appropriate conduct:acting in the light of an awareness of the effect of 

one’s actions and speech on other people and on one’s own mental 

state. 

One needs to develop a momentum in good states of mind and in undermining bad 

states of mind, eg. irritation,fear, jealousy etc. Given that such states may often arise, 

due to the usual way the mind works, it can be seen that meditation practice is “against 

the stream” of the normal habits and tendencies of the mind. Nevertheless, it can 

draw on deep resources on the mind that are not often used. 

One needs to put energy and effort into the process of refining the mind and its 

reactions. The effort should be neither too slack nor too tense, just as a guitar string 

should not be. As in gardening, one must put in the right conditions, then learn to let 

natural processes develop as a intent of this. One also needs to spur on progress in 

the practice, and phases of a more contented settling into the point one has reached. 

Barriers to growth 



in seeking to calm and purify the mind -and in ordinary living-the meditator finds 

that there are many negative, limiting.ego-centred emotions; these all help to keep 

the mind/heart <lsmall”.In their different ways,'these negative traits tire all expressions 

of the mind’s constantly shifting, restless ndtiire. It can he observed to constantly 

hum and roar, and is hardly ever silent, still. It is hungry, and is always on the lookout 

for ‘food’ to chew on, be this in the form of experiences, or things to do or think 

about. If one soon notices this feature of the! mind! verses from the Dhammapada 

well express the mind’s fluid and subtle nature: 

The flickering, fickle mind, difficult to, guard, difficult to control, the 

wise man straightens it as a fletcher an arrow. ; 

Like a fish drawn from its watery abode and thrown upon land, even so 

does the this mind flutter... 

The mind is hard to check, swift, flits wherever it wishes,- the control 

of which is gciod; a controlled mind is conducive to happiness (vv.33-5). 

Whatever harm a foe may do to a foe, or a hater to a hater, an ill directed 

mind can do one still greater harm (v.42). 

Buddhism frequently enumerates negative traits in the mind -or’ defilements’- in 

terms of the ‘five hindrances’ (Nayanaponika 1970; Rowlands, 1982: 57-9). These 

are seen to obscure’and hinder the mind’s potential for develpping.sustained, well- 

focused application to any task, including meditation. By recognising them and 

learning to undermine them, meditation can allow the calm, stillness and brightness 

in the depths of the mind to ‘shine through’. The five hindrances are: 

i) Desire for pleasurable sense-experiences 

The mind reaching out for more alluring and‘interesting’ objects than 

the task at hand. 

-This is compared to being in debt, for one feels to ‘owe’ the desired 

objects attention, and so is pulled towards them; they have a hold on 

one. 

ii) Ill-will 

The mind reacting against the task at hand, or irritation with people 

distracting one, or with oneself for having difficulties with the task. 

-This is compared to having an illness which makes everything taste 

bitter: to an irritated mind, the world is an irritating place! 



iii) Dullness and drowsiness 

Mental and physical laziness, inertia. 

-This is compared to being in jail: one is incarcerated in one’s passive 

state: not engaging with any worthwhile activity, one gets nothing out 

of life. 

iv) Restlessness and worry 

The mind fluctuating between phases of over - energised excitement, 

with a flurry of thoughts, and a Tow’ state of unease, worry or guilt. 

-This is compared to being a slave: being very dependent on what frame 

of mind one happens to be in, wavering between emotional highs and 

lows. 

v) Vacillation or fear of commitment 

The mind wavering back and forth, ‘sitting on the fence’,dithering: 

that is, holding back from putting one’s energy into a task because, 

though it is starting to progress well, one raises specious doubts about 

it. 

-This is compared to turning back half way through a journey: just 

when one is starting to get somewhere. 

Everyone experiences these hindrances, to varying degrees,both in our ordinary life, 

and when meditation is practised.Meditators are counselled to recognize them and 

so get to know them, but not to feel ‘guilty’ when they occur. Actively generated 

guilt i is itself an aspect of the fourth hindrance it agitates the mind-, and may also 

verge into ill-will towards oneself! 

Overcoming and development through meditation 

Overall, Buddhist practice can be seen as a combination of two processes: 

a) the cultivation and growth of wholesome, positive mental states, and 

b) the weakening, and final eradication, of mental, ‘defilements’. 

These twin processes are enacted through the development of meditation, which in 

the Theravada tradition is of two main sorts.The first is Samatha, or calm meditation, 

and the second is Vipassand, or Insight meditation (Harvey, 1990: 244-57; Goleman, 



1978 l-39).For the process of meditation to be learnt and develop well, a teacher is 

needed: someone with more experience who can draw on this to guide the meditator 

in the correct use of the potent means of self-change that meditation offers.Both 

Samatha and Vipassana involve regular practice of perhaps thirty minutes a day. 

Both usually work with the body in a still, stable posture,to facilitate mental stilling 

and awareness. Both make much use of “mindfulness” (sati): disinterested,patient 

, heedful attention to an object or objects, so as to see things as -they-are, from 

moment to moment. Both,in their own way, are ways of training the attention, so 

that the mind’s processes follow attention down more skilful, wholesome avenues 

of developments. 

samatha meditation 

Samatha works by having mindfulness focused on one object, such ascertain aspect 

of the breathing process, or the feeling of loving kindness. There is developed a 

steady, sustained attention to the chosen object so that the mind gradually begins to 

settle down and become more unified, peaceful and tranquil. Nevertheless, in doing 

this, the mind’s restless energy and its tendency to wander towards diverse thoughts 

needs to be gently disciplined and restrained. Thus samatha involves both the 

cultivation of positive states, and the weakening and then suspension (but not yet 

permanent eradication) of the hindrances. 

The key positive states which samatha cultivates are known as the ‘five factors of 

jhana’ or the ‘five intensifying factors’ (Rowlands, 1982: 56-62; Nyanaponika, 1965, 

56-61).These help to draw out and intensify the mind’s potential, culminating in the 

attainment of jhana, the full state of mental clarity and unification: meditation in the 

fullest sense . These factors are: 

i) Vitakka , or ‘Applied thought’; applying, and re-applying the mind 

to the meditation object. 

ii) Vicara, ‘Examination’ or ‘Sustained thought’; a sustained 

examination and exploration of the meditation object; keeping the mind 

on the object. 

iii) PIti: or ‘Joy’: physical and mental zest and energisation, felt, at 

first, as mild joyful tingles, later in a more sustained and intense way. 



itself in a more tranquil and calm way than joy , as a deeply contented 

inner happiness. 

v) Citta-ekaggata ,or ‘one-pointedness of mind’ : unification of the 

mind and its energies, through being wholly focused on the meditation 

object. 

The above is more or less the order in which these factors gradually develop. They 

are each seen as particular counteractives to one of the five hindrances. 

-Applied Thought counteracts dullness and drowsiness: by engaging 

the mind in activity. 

-Examination counteracts vacillation; by sustained application to the 

task at hand. 

-Joy counteracts ill-will: by being a warm , uplifting enagisation, rather 

than a fiery one. 

-Happiness counteracts restlessness and worry :by being a calm 

contented feeling which avoids the extremes of elation and depression. 

-One-pointedness of mind counteracts desire for pleasurable sense 

expeerieces: by letting the mind remain ,in stillness, on one object,, 

without wanting to shuffle off in search of others. 

Thus the cultivation of the jhana factors , if done in a regular, sustained way , can 

gradually counteract the hindrances. If the meditation has insufficient momentum, 

though, the hindrances can prevent the growth of the jhana factors. Even when the 

grow in strength, though, the meditator has to be on guard for subtle re-expressions 

of the hindrances. Each jhana-factor needs to be helped by the next, or it may partly 

stimulate a hindrance: 

-Resistance to applied thought may led to vacillation arising . 

-Resistance to examination may led to ill-will arising. 

-Too much enagisation arising from Joy may lead to restlessness and 

worry. 

-Attachment to happiness may lead to desire for pleasurable sense- 

experiences. 

-One -pointedness without sufficient energy and mindfulness can allow 

dullness and drowsiness to arise. 



Once the hindrances are fully suspended’ and they'/zana-factors fully 

developed-which takes persistent, subtle work on the mind-the first jhana will be 

experienced, as a state in which the mind is wholly taken up with chosen object in a 

state of intense but focused mindfulness, accompanied by great joy and happiness. 

As such an altered state involves insensitivity to any object other than the meditation 

object, it is technically a trance statebut it is a lucid trance, in which there is great 

awareness, and which can also be remembered after leaving it. 

The development of loving kindness 

Besides mindfulness of breathing, the cultivation of loving kindness (metta) is a 

common form of Samatha practice (Nanamoli, 1975: 321 -53). It is particularly useful 

at dealing with the second hindrance-ill-will-and related defilements. It is a common 

human experience that our relationships with other people, with animals, with our 

own thoughts are often marred by resentment etc.. From inner tensions come tensions 

with those around us; and we also store up the charge of outer tensions as inner 

tensions. Loving kindness warms up and opens out the heart, in aspiration for the 

happiness of all beings, starting with oneself, thus working directly on such inner 

tensions. Any degree of loving kindness practice is very beneficial, for the seeds of 

this quality are already latent in the ‘brightly shining mind’ which is the unconscious 

resting-state of the mind. 

One who has deeply developed Loving kindness may think, ‘formerly this mind of 

mine was limited, but now my mind is immeasurable, welldeveloped’ (Anguttara 

Nikciya v.299). Accordingly, Loving kindness is seen as one of the four 

‘immeasurables’: when fully developed, they break down the mental barriers we 

usually hide-and imprison-ourselves behind, so as to make the mind/heart 

‘immeasurable’. These uplifting and purifying attitudes or emotions are: 

Loving kindness: which counteracts ill-will and aversion Compassion: 

which counteracts tendencies to cruelty sympathetic joy: which 

counteracts envy and jealousy equanimity: which counteracts 

attachment and partiality. 



The most commonly practised, in Theravada Buddhism, is the first. 

What is ‘Loving kindness’, though? It is: 

-The heartfelt aspiration for the happiness and health of aliving 

being, whether oneself or any other: for all wish to be happy. 

-A genuine liking of self and others. 

-A feeling akin to the love of a mother for her young child,but without 

its tendency to over-attachment,and radiated to a range of people. 

-Rejoicing at the goodness of people. 

-A warm, accepting patience,free from all hatred,ill-will, bitterness, 

festering self-pity, resentment or .stoic indifference. 

-A willingness to patiently work with what life and other people present 

us with, without anger. 

-A warm glow of zestfi.il energy in the ‘heart’, which melts some of 

the icy-encrustations from our ego. 

While it can be expressed at any time as a mental attitude and in kind words and 

deeds, it can also’be deliberately cultivated as a meditation. 
,i|t r-i -:'y •;*. ;■ {< •- • 

An important principle, here, is that one starts by focusing loving kii dness on oneself. 

This'has beneficial effects on one’s relationship with and attitude towards oneself, 

and also clears the way for improving one’s relationship with and attitude to others, 

on the first matter, learning to have genuine Loving kindness to oneself helps 

overcome self-dislike.This may manifest itself in tension, agitation,stiffness,self¬ 

blame, being too hard on oneself, self-punishment,and heavy guilt feelings. Guilt 

makes a big deal of ‘me’ and ‘my faults’. It is an agitated state which does not help 

clarify the mind and genuinely improve behaviour.Better to simply regret what one 

has done -if it is genuinely unwholesome- and resolve to do better in future:based on 

one’s sense of moral integrity and an awareness of the consequences of unwholesome 

actions, certainly we all have faults and limitations, and a complacent attitude to 

them is of no use. they should be acknowledge and lived with until they have been 

gently undermined. Buddhism does not hold that faults are best undermined by 

repressing, them, or doing battle with them as hateful enemies; to do so is simply to 

strengthen aversion and ill-will. It is like trying to untangle a ball of string by pulling 

at it; it only makes matters worse.A good attitude to have is that of forgiving oneself- 
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as that helps one to be able to forgive others. It also helps to have a sense of humour 

about one’s character and traits- this stops one taking oneself too seriously; it lightens 

and loosens up the mind, which itself facilitates change; like loosening up a knot 

before undoing it. Loving kindness gives space and fluidity, so that one’s faults can 

start to changesimply as a natural result of meditation practice. 

Nevertheless, a very quiet person may benefit, at first, from learning to express anger, 

rather than repressing it,or ignoring it, so that it festers. However, the best way of 

relating to anger etc. is to be aware of it, without either repressing or expressing it; 

to let it ‘melt’ in the light of awareness, with some help from Loving kindness. 

Loving kindness aids in the process of becoming aware of oneself- particularly one’s 

darker side. If one thinks of one’s faults as like small mischievous animals that live 

in the dark, the kindly, warm, unthreatening light of Loving kindness can coat them 

out into the open. They can then be gently tamed and their energy diverted into more 

wholesome directions. 

Loving kindness towards oneself helps develop a warm feeling of friendliness and 

positive aspiration towards oneself, giving oneself‘permission’ to open up to the 

benefits that meditation brings. With this as a basis, one cah then open up to others 

more; first ‘I’m OK , then ‘You’re OK’. In order to be able to genuinely like others, 

one must first get on good terms with oneself, experiencing what it is like to feel 

Loving kindness- for the person it should be the easiest for us to like. If one can 

accept oneself and with oneself well, with all one’s (real and imaginary) faults- 

liking oneself‘warts and all’-,then one can do this as regards others, too. Often, we 

most dislike in others what we dislike in others what we dislike in ourselves,so this 

is another good reason start with oneself. 

Among the results of cultivating Loving kindness, it is said that; 

-one sleeps well, without bad dreams, 

-people regard one in a kindly light, 

-one is protected from attacks, whether from people or animals, 

-the mind becomes more easily concentrated. 

A method of development 
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It is best to practice Loving kindness meditation after first calming the mind through 

a practice such as mindfulness of breathing,in provided that has gone well, and the 

mind is calm and fresh. The attention is focused on the middle of the chest, in the 

heart region,and the meditator says something like the following while trying to 

really mean it: 

May I be well and happy; may I be free from difficulties or 

troublesmental, physical, or from my surroundings; may I be in harmony 

with those around me; may my heart be calm, wholesome and strong; 

may I be truly well and happy! 

The meditator then visualises him /herself involved in some action which expresses 

a side of their character that he/she does not particularly like. Loving kindness is 

sent to that ‘self, recollecting the silly things that ‘I’ sometimes do. There is then a 

return to positive aspirations, this time coordinating the reflection with the breathing: 

In breath: may I be calm. Out breath: and free from agitation. 

In breath: may I be mindful.Out breath: and free from heedlessness. 

In breath: may I be energy. Out breath: and be free of laziness. 

In breath: may I be kind.Out breath:and free from coldness. 

The meditator then moves on to direct Loving kindness to others, in the following 

order: 

i) a respected person 

ii) a friend 

iii) a neutral person -someone the meditator sees occasionally, 

but has not spoken to, and for whom he/she has no feelings for or 

against. 

iv) a hostile person- someone disliked by the meditator,or whom 

they find irritating, or see as hostile to them. 

The point of working through this sequence is that, having begun with the easiest 

person to like -oneself-one progressively moves towards the most difficult person. 

In some ways, this has parallels to the process of systematic desensitisation, for 

overcoming phobias: one learns to deal with a small reminder of the fear-stimulus 

until one can deal with a full blown version of it.In the case of Loving kindness 
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practice, one is systematically desensitising one self to stimuli for ill-will; or 

systematically sensitising oneself to positive regard for a range of people. By this 

method, regular practice modifies one’s mental behaviour, and the attitudes underlying 

it this could be seen as akin to Behaviouristic behaviour modification, but done 

‘from the inside’, so to speak2. 

For each of the types of people, a particular person-whose face can be visualised- is 

chosen as a representative example. Someone of the opposite sex should not be 

chosen,otherwise Loving kindness might verge towards sexual feelings (in other 

contexts, though, Loving kindness can be expressed to both sexes). Starting with the 

respected person, the meditator repeats what they had directed towards themselves 

(with suitable changes: may you be well and happy ..), apart from the dwelling on 

negative features. The person’s face is visualised when doing so, and they may be 

seen as smiling. For the meditation to be beneficial, there is no point going on to the 

‘next’ person until some positive feeling has been felt for the one before-otherwise 

the process strained and artificial. 

Reflections to help undermine ill-will and aversion 

In a situation of hostility, two people are likely to wish each other harm and discomfort. 

But if one bears resentment to another, or reacts with anger to their acts, one is 

oneself bringing immediate harm to oneself by the mental and physical tension, 

disquiet and pain of these emotions. They tighten up the stomach, agitate the heart 

and disperse any calm that is there, throwing one off balance. Accordingly, a 

meditation teacher might give the following type of guidance on how to undermine 

feelings of ill-will to others: 

Think of an angry reaction in the following ways: 

- it is like picking up a stick to hit someone with, but finding it is 

alight and smeared with cow dung, so one burns oneself (with anger) 

and gets a bad smell (inner tension, which one radiates to one’s 

environment). 

- it is like throwing dust at someone, when the wind is blowing 

towards one: some might fall on them, but one certainly gets covered 

oneself! 
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While another person can directly injure your body, they can only injure your mind 

indirectly. They provide a stimulus that you may choose to respond to. That is, lor 

someone to ‘make’ you angry, you have to cooperate with them to some degree. It is 

possible, though, to learn to take more responsibility for one’s emotions, and learn 

not to respond with anger, but retain one’s centre of balance (but try to avoid doing 

so in a smug way: ‘you can’t wind me up- so there!’). 

The Buddha taught that anger could be conquered and dissolved by loving kindness: 

a mind with strong loving kindness cannot be raised to anger any more than one can 

set fire to a river! Once, he was not at home as she was listening to the Buddha 

remained calm, the man asked why he did not respond in kind. The Buddha replied 

that, while the man had brought him a generous ‘gift’ (anger)’ he had everything he 

wanted, so the ‘gift’ should return to the donor! 

In reflecting on a ‘hostile’ person, one can reflect that, if they did something against 

you, say, last week, they are a somewhat different person now, in a different frame 

of mind’ for the mind and moods change all the time. Thus, in a certain sense, the 

person you dislike no longer exists. 

On the other hand, one might draw on the idea of past rebirths (seen as 

countless), and reflect that everyone one comes across has, in some 

past life, been a close relative or friend and been very good to one: so 

remember this and return kindness now. 

One can also reflect that every person and being you will ever come 

across is like you in wanting to be happy and free from suffering. In 

this respect, we are all the same. So bear this in mind, and wish a 

‘hostile’ person what you wish yourself. 

In reflecting on those who irritate you, focus on their good side, not 

their bad side. If you cannot find any good side, then have compassion 

for them: they must be really screwed up, and will suffer accordingly. 

Developing Loving kindness does not mean becoming a door-mat ard letting people 
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walk over one: to let them do so is not actually good for them! One can resist unjust 

things with determination and firmness - but anger and indignation just hype up the 

whole situation, and do not help. I. ■ ' ■ , 

Vipassana meditation 

Vipassana works by opening out mindfulness, to objectively note, and let go of, 

whatever the mind or senses notice (Nyanaponika 1969). The field of attention is 

the ‘four foundation of mindfulness’: 

i) the body’ in terms of passing sensation, itches, small movements- 

and eg. the sounds noticed through the senses. 

ii) feelings- the constantly changing flow of pleasant, unpleasant 

or neutral feelings. 

iii) mind-states: emotions, frames of mind, attitudes.... 

iv) patterns of events: such as the five hindrances, or the five jhana 

factors- noticing these, and understanding them. 

In all of this, the aim is to calmly observe how these phenomena constantly arise and 

cease, particularly noticing: i) their changeable quality; ii) their obvious, or subtle 

unsatisfactoriness/ limitation, and iii) their nature as impersonal, conditioned 

processes, that is, their being not self. While Vipassana develops certain positive 

traits, its emphases is on undermining the ingrained misperception of the nature of 

things which feeds grasping,and thus suffering. 

Vipassana is often practised once the mind has first been clarified and strengthened 

by Samatha. Samatha particularly enhances the power and inner stability of the 

mind, which enable it to ‘digest’, with benefit, insights into such potentially disturbing 

themes as not-self. It is also possible to start with Vipassana and then add on samatha. 

Either way, both are, in the end, necessary for bringing about deep and lasting 

transformation of a human being to a state beyond defilements, and the suffering 

they bring. 

Defilements are seen as existing at three levels: 

i) Those which are expressed in actions of body and speech, causing 

suffering to others and oneself: these are to be restrained by the practise 

of moral virtue-avoidance of harmful actions, and performance of 



counteractive actions of generosity and kindness. 

ii) Those which exist at the level of active thought and emotion in 

the mind: these are to be undermined by samatha practice, which 

disciplines and calms the mind, weakening greed and hatred, and 

develops wholesome states to counteract them. 

iii) Those which exist at the deeper levels of the mind, as unconscious 

latent tendencies, the very root of all the defilements: these are to be 

uprooted by undermining the misperception and delusion that feed them, 

by samatha-based-Vipassana, which sees things as they really are, rather 

than as we would like them to be, or have got into the habit of seeing 

them. 

Re-conditioning and de-conditioning. 

Both Samatha and Vipassana draw on the principle of Conditioned Arising or 

Dependent Origination: that everything, mental and physical, arises according to 

nurturing conditions, and ceases when these cease. In Samatha, the emphasis is on 

re-conditioning the way the mind/heart works. It seeks to gather in energies, and 

integrate wholesome mental factors so as to grow a strong, kindly centre of calm and 

awareness, so that one can, almost literally, ‘get oneself together’. In Samatha, a 

two-fold complementary process is nurtured: 

i) being more centred, ‘one’s own person’, more in charge of oneself, 

more ‘together’, less perturbed by external events, and our own’ 

emotions: ‘being one’s own refuge’; 

ii) being more open-hearted and sensitive to the needs of others, 

particularly through developing Loving kindness, which expands the 

mind. 

Both of these take place because Samatha allows the intrinsic radiant purity of the 

deepest layers of the mind to be increasingly experienced at a conscious level. By 

quieting the surface of the mind, the purity of the ‘brightly shining’ depths of the 

mind pervades the ‘surface’. 



Part of the re-conditioning of the mind that Samatha facilitates is based on an 

observation of a person’s basic character type, and then applying appropriate 

meditations to counteract negative traits in this and build on its strengths^ . The three 

most common character types are seen to be: 

i) the greed type: one who enjoys and savours life, being drawn to 

pleasant features of it, real or apparent, but blind to the presence of 

dukkha in life. 

ii) the hate type: one who is easily irritated, and always notices negative 

features of life, real or apparent. 

iii) the delusion type: one who is fuddle-headed and somewhat confused, 

with no opinion of his own. 

A person’s type is said to be diagnosable by such features as how they walk and 

move, how they wake up etc: primarily behaviourial criteria. It is recommended that 

the greed type contemplates such things as the decaying nature of the body, and lives 

in unpleasant surroundings. The hate-type will particularly benefit from practice 

Loving kindness meditation, and should live in pleasant surrounding. The delusion 

type should particularly practise mindfulness of breathing, and should also live in 

pleasant surroundings. In time, they may evolve into one of three parallel positive 

types: 

i) the faith type: who is attracted to things worthy of attraction. 

ii) the intelligence type: who rightly understands dukkha and so 

lets go of things which should be let go of. 

iii) the discursive type: who can think around topics in a hopefully 

beneficial way. 

In Vipassana, the emphasis is on understanding oneself as simply a conditioned 

stream of mental and physical processes: material form, feelings (pleasant, unpleasant 

or neutral), cognitions, volitions and other mental responses (including emotions), 

and discriminating consciousness. These are carefully observed to be impermanent, 

unsatisfactory and not an abiding Self or I. They cannot be seen as something that 

can be truly ‘possessed’ as ‘mine’, or be a true identity as ‘I’, or an essence, as ‘My 

self. Indeed, when carefully examined, everything can be seen to be not-self. A 

person thus comes to carefully examine all that he or she fondly identifies with as 

‘I’, and so realizes that, as it is all changing, conditioned, and subtly unsatisfactory, 



it cannot be a permanent, substantial I or self. As each thing is seen in this way, this 

allows a letting go from it, which leads to a sense of lightness, openness and joy. 

This will be the more complete the more it is realized that everything is not-self; that 

‘self is an empty concept. Not only an empty concept, but a harmful one: for taking 

something changeable as a permanent I can only lead to suffering when that thing 

changes. And to protect ‘I’ we often cause suffering to others. Thus Vipassana 

comes to lead the limiting habit-conditions that are rooted in I-centred-ness, and 

ultimately allows an experience of that which is totally unconditioned: Nirvana. 

Growth ,and letting go of the products of growth 

Meditative development entails not only the ability to let go of unwholesome states, 

but also of wholesome ones, while still practising them. Practice involves a 

combination of: 

i) developing / cultivating / growing / nurturing wholesome states, and 

thus developing citta (mind/heart) in general: making it stronger, 

calmer, more centred, and open, thus cultivating character in a 

wholesome way; 

ii) letting go of what has been developed, ie. not clinging to it ,so that 

things can develop even further, not being undermined by attachment. 

In this process, it is necessary to be wary of the subtle ways in which the defilements 

can work: 

a) Greed can even be for the products of the very process of growth. So 

it is emphasized that one should not cling to the good stases that 

meditation fosters, as this will undermine further growth. 

b) Hatred, or aversion, can be focused on oneself: ‘what a terrible person 

/ am ; / must really change ‘. As the meditator develops some calm, 

there also needs to be wariness against disliking other as ‘stupid, uncalm 

people’ (a fairly common, but curable condition of‘meditator’s ego’). 

c) Delusion feeds both greed and hatred. It leads to a misconstruing 

of the nature of the world and oneself. It takes things and people as 

having some sort of essence which is worthy of being the object of 

greed or hatred: as truly satisfactory or essentially hostile.lt may trick 

one into grasping at some progress in practice, or into thinking that 
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one has progressed when is not so. 

Self-development and self-transcendence 

How, though, are the processes of growth and letting go to be related? The first 

concerns what one might call self- development, the second with selftranscendence. 

Are these contradictory? No- complementary! while one can find no evidence for an 

underlying self, a permanent I, the changing, conditioned factors of personality remain, 

as an empirical self. It is this empirical self which can ‘grow’ and develop; indeed, 

if one had a permanent, substantial self, it could never improve or grow, for it would 

be fixed and unchangeable. At Anguttara Nik ay a 1.249, the Buddha refers to two 

kinds of person, the first is ‘of undeveloped citta (heart/ mind), undeveloped wisdom, 

he is limited, he has an insignificant self he dwells insignificant and miserable’, the 

second, on the other hand, is ‘of developed virtue, developed citta, developed wisdom, 

he is not limited, he has a great self, he dwells immeasurable’. As a person lacks any 

permanent I, a transformation from the first to the second of these is possible! 

Contemplation of phenomena as not-self enhances this process of selfdevelopment; 

for the less one thinks, acts and feels from an I-centred consciousness, the less 

uptight,defensive and small one is as a person, the functional center of personality is 

the citta, the heart-mind in the form of changing mind-sets. To the extent that there 

is 1 -identification with things, there is shrinkage and limitation of citta by being 

tied to just those things .Letting go allows an expansion of the citta in terms of 

greater awareness , wider sympathies ,and an openness to being . 

It is said that the Buddhist practitioner should seek to: 

live with himself /herself as an island , with himself as a refuge, with 

no other (person) as a refuge, (he lives) with dhamma (the teaching/ 

path) as an island, with dhamma as refuge, with no other (teaching/ 

path) as refuge (DIgha-Nikaya III .58). 

This is done by careful, mindful observation of bodily states, feelings, mind -states, 

and patterns -of-experience. By retaining mindful alertness, the practitioner keeps 



to “his own pasture”, and is not pulled hither and thither in reaction to sense- objects 

(all of which may also be contemplated as impermanent, unsatisfactory and not - 

self, insubstantial). He or she retains a stable centre of calm, a strong and steady 

empirical self. With strong mindfulness, he is not attracted or repelled by any sense- 

object and so dwells 'with a citta that is immeasurable' (Majjhima Nikaya 1.270). 

That is, his mind expands in a field of open awareness. 

The three conceits 

In the Buddhist analysis of a person, then, there is seen to be no unchanging Self or 

T, and the belief that one has such an T -whether consciously or unconsciously 

expressed- is seen as a pervasive feature of the unliberated mind. It is known as the 

‘I am conceit4, and is seen as at the root of many human problems. In one sense, one 

can see it as the ego feeling. Interestingly, it is seen to have three firms, reflecting 

three different types of self-image. The first is the most obvious form of‘conceit4: 

the ‘superiority conceit. This is where one looks down on others in various ways 

and puffs oneself up by comparing oneself favourably to them. The second is the 

opposite of this: the ‘inferiority conceit4. Here one does oneself down, and looks up 

to others as cleverer, more beautiful, more able.... It is to have a fixed, but negative, 

view of oneself. Nevertheless, such a view may be clung to , as letting go of it 

involves facing the challenge of change, which may be uncomfortable. The third 

conceit lies in between the other two. It is the ‘equality conceit4. This may take two 

forms: a) competitive Tm as good as you!4 attitude (perhaps arising in one who had 

previously felt inferior), b) a lazy, complacent Tm no better than others we're all 

the same!4 attitude (which may arise in one who previously felt superior), of course, 

to an ‘egalitarian4 Westerner, it might be thought that there is nothing wrong with 

the ‘equality conceit4. While it might be an improvement on the other two. Buddhism 

nevertheless sees it as a limiting and erroneous attitude. This is because it still T 

centred. Like the other two attitudes/conceits, it is based on genuine, objective 

observation are acceptable; but to then pretend that such qualities are unchanging, 

and belong to fixed selves, is an error. All one can be certain of. based on accurate 

observation, is: This is what qualities there are in ‘me’ now; this is what qualities 

there arc in another person now. Things are always subjects to change, though: the 

so-called ‘superior' may fall, and the so-called ‘inferior' rise. Nevertheless, wherever 

genuinely good qualities are found, they should be valued and cherished. 



Balancing the mind 

One set of good qualities to be nurtured and cherished are the ‘five faculties’4: 

i) Trustful confidence: in one’s own abilities, in the process of practice, 

and where it is leading. This is the factor of aspiration and resolution 

which motivates one in meditation. It includes a warm and joyful 

‘feeling for’ the process , and so undermines ill-will. 

ii) Energy/Strength: the process of steadily applying oneself to the 

meditative process. It therefore undermines dullness and drowsiness. 

iii) Mindfulness: whose alert attentiveness ensures that the meditative 

process is well established. Its on-the-ball quality overcomes being 

sidetracked by desire for sense pleasures. 

iv) Mental unification: the state in which the mind’s energies come 

together, without distraction or wavering. It overcomes the agitation of 

restlessness and worry. 

v) Wisdom: the process of clearly seeing and understanding the 

meditative process and related matters. It therefore undermines vacillation, by cutting 

through the mental haze that this breeds in. , 

Even such good qualities have to be treated with care, though. In particular, they 

have to be in the correct balanced state. While one can never have too much 

mindfulness, the other faculties need properly tuning. Mindfulness itself is what 

sees the need for this. 

Too much trust and not enough wisdom means that one can be gullible or dogmatic. 

But too much ‘wisdom’ and not enough trust means that one can to be calculating 

and superficially intellectual: always talking/thinking about things, but never actually 

engaging in them- not getting one’s feet wet. In other words, one needs a balance of 

‘heart’ and ‘head’. 

Too much energy and not enough calming unification means that the mind is over¬ 

heated and restless. Too much unification and not enough energy means that the 

mind may sink into sleepiness, thus one needs a state of gently energised focused 



stillness . 

Such qualities ,and their balance ,are developed by both Samatha and Vipassana. 

Building a strong , liberated character 

Samatha and Vipassana work together in developing what are known as the ‘thirty- 

seven factors which conduce to awakening1,which comprise the five faculties and 

other sets of wholesome factors, such as those of the eightfold path. All factors of 

the path are seen to contribute to developing a strong empirical self (Harvey 1995 : 

ch .3). Indeed Samyutta Nikaya V 5 - 6 sees the noble Eightfold path as a‘Dhamma- 

vehicle4 which is so strong and integrated as to be almost like a permanent self: 

who has faith and wisdom,(these) yoked states ever lead him on. 

Moral integrity!hiri) is the pole, mind -organ the yoke, 

Mindfulness the watchful charioteer. 

The chariot is furnished with virtue. 

Meditative trance (Jhcma ) its axle, energy its wheels, 

Equanimity, concentration, its shaft ; desirelessness its drapery, 

Goodwill, non -injury and seclusion are his weapons, 

Endurance is his leather coat of mail: 

(This chariot) rolls on to attain rest from exertion (Nirvana ). 

This is become Self -like (attaniyam). 

It is the supreme Brahma - vehicle, 

(Seated in it) the self - relying leaves the world, 

Certainly they win victory. 

Likewise, the path is the way by which ‘those with great selves travel’ (Itivuttaka 28 

- 29). 

The fully integrated, liberated person, the Arahat, is seen to have a very selfcontrolled, 

self-contained empirical self. Unlike the ‘fully individuated ‘ person of Jungian 

psychology, though, the Arahat has not integrated negative and positive traits. Rather, 

he/she has undermined all negative traits by understanding their nature and root, 

and undamming the energy locked up in them for use in positive states, which are 

developed to the highest degree. Nevertheless, each liberated person is an individual, 



coloured by the kind of person they used to be: but now they are a liberated version 

of such a person. 

It is held that, as water runs off a lotus without sticking, sense - objects do not ‘ 

stick’ to an Arahat. He is not tied to the world of sense - objects by ties of attachment. 

By letting go of past, present and future, he is one who fully ‘dwells alone’ (Samyutta 

Nikaya II.283-4), being fully his own person, so to speak. He/she has an unshakeable 

‘ mind like a diamond’ (Anguttara Nikaya I .124), and is also compared to an ‘ 

Indra’s stake’ (Inda - khlla), a firmly-rooted gate - post: 

Like the earth, he does not resent; a balanced and well disciplined 

person is like an Indra’s stake (Dhammapada v.95). 

By those who in the midst of pain and happiness have overcome the 

seamstress (craving), stand like an Indra’s stake; they are neither elated 

nor cast down (Theragathd v.663). 

The Arahat’s equanimity is not ruffled by the ‘eight worldly states’: gain and loss, 

fame and disrepute, praise and blame, pleasure and pain. 

The mind of such a person is also immeasurable, without boundaries. He/she has 

‘lifted the barrier’ of spiritual ignorance and laid down the flag of the ‘I am’ conceit 

(Majjhima Nikaya I. 139). He no longer identifies with any particular group of 

phenomena such as his ‘own’ body- mind complex. As the Avadana-sataka says of 

the Arahat: 

he lost all attachment to the three worlds;gold and a clod of earth were 

the same to him; the sky and the palm of his hand were the same to his 

mind;.... he had torn the egg-shell (of ignorance) by his knowledge... 

The overcoming of spiritual ignorance is also likened to the dyke of an ancient pond 

bursting (Anguttara Nikaya II. 166). When a person lets go of everything, such that 

‘his’ identity shrinks to zero, then the mind expands to infinity. Each identification 

with something as ‘Self is a limitation, which restricts one and makes one ‘smaller’. 

The Arahat is one who both has ‘self as an island ‘ and is a ‘man of nothing4 (Sutta 

Nipata 501). He/she is mindfully aware, not pulled this way and that by sense-objects. 



knowing that nothing within or beyond his empirical Self is a substantial self: so 

nothing is worth grasping at. This enables his empirical self to be calm, strong and 

well integrated, and the ‘boundary1 between ‘self and ‘other1 is seen as not of ultimate 

importance. The ‘I am' conceit is seen as based on an illusion, and leads to both a 

lack of inner harmony and integration and also a lack of sympathy for others. Once 

‘L am’ is seen as any empty mirage, there can be both a profound, imperturbable 

inner calm and unlimited horizons of awareness and sympathy for others. 

Insight into all as not-self leads to a strong and open Selfless self: one which is 

recognized as a conditioned construct of wholesome, but impermanent states. From 

the alert openness of such a way-of-being, though, an awakened person can experience 

that Selfless unconditioned state that is Nirvana: a Beyond that is yet available from 

within ‘this fathom-long carcase4 (Samyutta Nikaya 1.62). 

Conclusion 

Buddhist meditation offers a set of perspectives and tools for long-term work on 

understanding and reconstructing the way one’s mind works. It is well aware of the 

potentiality of the mind for fooling itself, and frequently warns against this. It seeks 

the balanced development of various beneficial aspects of the mind, based on a realistic 

assessment of certain negative aspects to be gradually undermined and abandoned. 

If the mind is a garden, it seeks to grow a beautiful, fragrant one; and also to get rid 

of various ‘weeds4 and ‘pests4 (which can then be put on the compost heap to facilitate 

further growth). It is therefore encouraging of growth and inner strengthening, but 

sees a key obstacle to this as I-centredness, thoughts of‘me4 and ‘mine4, and fixed 

views about who or what T am and T believe. 

In terms of comparisons to Western psychology, the section on Loving kindness has 

pointed out certain parallels to Behaviourism. Vipassana meditation is clearly working 

to undo certain deeply ingrained cognitive faults, and so might be compared to 

Cognitive psychology. An emphasis on wholesome growth shows parallels to 

Humanistic psychology, and working towards certain altered states of consciousness 

is related to Transpersonal psychology. Given that Buddhism is wary of fixed 

attachment to views, however, it would counsel against onesided attachment to any 

such approach. At the end of the day. Buddhism has sought to use that which has 



been found, in practice, over the ages, to facilitate the process of growing beyond the 

roots of suffering. 
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RODERICK S. BUCKNELL 

Conditioned Arising Evolves: 
Variation and Change in Textual Accounts of the 
Paticca-samuppada Doctrine 

The doctrine of “Conditioned Arising” (Pali: paticca-samuppada) con¬ 

tinues to attract attention in Buddhist studies for several good reasons, 

most importantly because it occupies a central place in the Buddhist 

doctrinal structure yet presents some formidable problems of interpreta¬ 

tion. One source of these problems is the existence of several different 

versions of the doctrine. How this variation might be accounted for is a 

question that has been addressed by a succession of scholars throughout 

this century. Much remains to be done toward clarifying such issues, and 

the present article is a further attempt in that direction. It presents a 

comparative analysis of four versions of the PS (paticca-samuppada) 

doctrine found in the Pali sutras and in their Chinese and Sanskrit coun¬ 

terparts, and on that basis it offers an explanation of how those versions 

may have developed from earlier forms.1 

The standard version 

The doctrine of Conditioned Arising is best known in the following 

form:2 
- Conditioned by ignorance (avijja-paccaya) are activities (sari- 

khara). 

1. This article is based on a paper presented at the First Joint Australian and New 

Zealand Religious Studies Conference at Lincoln University, New Zealand, in 

July 1996. I am grateful to Paul Harrison, Choong Mun-keat, and Antonio 

Ferreira-Jardim for directing me to relevant literature. 

2. The translations of terms are provisional. The source (one of many available) is 

Pali SN2: 1-4, with Chinese counterpart SA85a-b and Sanskrit counterpart 

Tp 157-164 & 98. Here “Tp” denotes Chandrabhal TRIPATHI: Funfundzwanzig 

Sutras des Niddnasamyukta (= Sanskrittexte aus den Turfanfunden VIII), Berlin: 

Akademie Verlag 1962. In text references, DN, MN, SN, AN = Pali Dlgha- 

nikaya, etc. (PTS editions); DA, MA, SA, EA = Chinese DIrghagama etc. 

(Taisho edition; DA and MA in vol. 1, SA and EA in vol. 2); DA' etc. = extra 

Chinese versions of individual sutras. Identification of counterparts follows 

AKANUMA Chizen, The Comparative Catalogue of Chinese Agamas and Pali 

Nikayas, (1929) Delhi: Sri Satguru Publications 1990. 
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- Conditioned by activities is consciousness (vinhana). 

- Conditioned by consciousness is name-and-form (nama-riipa). 

- Conditioned by name-and-form is the sixfold sense-base 

(salayatana). 

- Conditioned by the sixfold sense-base is contact (phassa). 

- Conditioned by contact is feeling (yedana). 

- Conditioned by feeling is craving (tanha). 

- Conditioned by craving is clinging (upadana). 

- Conditioned by clinging is becoming (bhava). 

- Conditioned by becoming is birth (jati). 

- Conditioned by birth are aging-and-death (jara-marana), grief, 

lamentation, pain, sorrow, and despair. 

Thus is the arising of this entire mass of suffering. 

This series of twelve items, linked by the pattern “X-paccaya Y” 

(conditioned by X [is/are] Y), purports to explain the origin of suffering 

(dukkha). In effect, it is an elaboration of the second noble truth, tracing 

the chain of causal dependence back beyond craving (tanha) to its ulti¬ 

mate origin in ignorance (avijja).3 

Often the series is presented in reverse, the causal chain being traced 

backward from aging-and-death to birth, from birth to becoming, and so 

on to ignorance. Again, the series, whether in forward order or in 

reverse, is often stated in negative form: through the ceasing of igno¬ 

rance, activities cease; and so on down to the ceasing of aging-and-death 

and of “this entire mass of suffering.”4 In such cases, the description 

amounts to an elaboration of the third noble truth.5 

Textual presentations of the standard PS formula occasionally include 

explanations of its twelve component items. These exhibit a few dis¬ 

agreements between Pali and Chinese/Sanskrit versions of the same 

sutra, as shown in the following summary. In cases of disagreement, the 

textual sources are indicated; and for ease of presentation, the two com¬ 

ponents of nama-rupa are separated.6 

3. Identity with the second noble truth is made explicit at AN 1:177.5-14. 

4. Reverse and negative formulations at MN 1: 261-4 = MA 768a-c. 

5. Negative formulation identified with third noble truth at AN 1:177.15-26. 

6. At MN 1: 49-54 = EA797b-c and SN 2: 2-4 = SA85a-b = Tp 157-164 (Tp 
definitions agree with SA). 
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1. avijja: ignorance concerning suffering, its arising, its ceasing, and 

the way that leads to its ceasing 

2. sankhard: activities of body, speech, and mind (citta) 

3. vinnana: consciousness associated with eye, ear, nose, tongue, 

body, and mind (memo) 

4a. nama: N 

• SN, MN=EA: feeling, perception, volition, contact, mind-work 

(vedana, safihd, cetana, phassa, manasikara) 

• SA: feeling, perception, activities, consciousness (vedandy snhha, 

sankhard, vinnana) 

4b. rupa\ the four great elements (earth, water, fire, air and materi¬ 

ality derived from them 

5. salayatana: eye, ear, nose, tongue, body, mind (mano) 

6. phassa: contact of eye, ear, nose, tongue, body, mind 

7. vedand: 

• SN, MN: feeling arising from contact of eye, ear, nose, tongue, 

body, mind 

• SA, EA: feeling that is pleasant, unpleasant, neither-pleasant-nor- 

unpleasant 

8. tanhd: 
• SN, MN: craving for forms, sounds, odors, tastes, tactile objects, 

mental objects (dhammd) 

• SA: craving for sensuality, form, the formless (kama, rupa, 

arupa) 

• EA: craving for sensuality, becoming, non-becoming (kama, 

bhava, vibhava) 

9. upaddna: clinging to sensuality, views, rules and vows, self¬ 

theory 

10. bhava: becoming in the realms of sensuality, form, the formless 

11. jati: birth, rebirth, ... 

12. jard-marana: aging, decrepitude, ... ; death, decease, ... 

In the case of item 4, nama-rupa, there is a partial discrepancy between 

the two explanations of ndma, on which more will be said later. In the 

case of item 7, vedand, it appears that the two explanations amount to 

two different ways of classifying the same mental factor: either accord¬ 

ing to the categories of feeling itself (pleasant, unpleasant, neutral), or 

according to the sense organs that give rise to it. No disagreement is 

necessarily implied regarding the identity of the item vedc na itself. In 
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the case of item 8, tanha, the three explanations differ in how they clas¬ 

sify the possible objects of craving; as before, this does not appear to 

signify disagreement about the item itself {tanha). More substantial 

disagreements in some of the definitions are found in other textual 

sources; however, they are associated with disagreements about the com¬ 

position of the chain of conditioned arising itself, to which topic we now 

turn. 

Other versions of the series 

.The twelve-membered formula summarized above ii referred to here as 

“the standard version” because it is by far the most frequently attested 

account of PS. Some less common variations on this basic theme also 

claim attention. 

A common source of variation is simple abbreviation of the series. 

Sometimes the chain that culminates in birth-and-death is made to begin 

only at item 5, the sense organs,7 or even at item 9, clinging.8 It is likely 

that abbreviation of this sort merely amounts to a less than complete 

representation of the process: only that portion of the series was 

described which was relevant in the context within which the discourse 

in question was delivered.9 Such cases will not be considered here. More 

in need of attention are cases where items are omitted from within the 

series or are listed in a different sequence.10 Three such cases of 

substantial departure from the standard sequence will be examined. 

The first case is the following, found in just four Pali sutras and their 

Chinese/Sanskrit counterparts, most notably the lengthy Mahanidana- 

sutta.11 For ease of comparison, the numbering system of the standard 

version is retained in presenting this version. 

7. E.g. SN 2: 36.30-37.21. 

8. E.g. SN 3: 94.4-11. 

9. Erich FRAUWALLNER takes such cases as evidence that the standard version is a 

combination of two shorter series. Geschichte der indischen Philosophic, vol. 1 

(Salzburg: O. Miller 1953), pp. 197-199. 

10. Sometimes extra items, e.g. sahhd and cetana, are included within the series; e.g. 

5 A 84a25-bl. Such cases cannot be considered in this brief study. 

11. DN2: 55-63 = DA 61b = DA’242b-c = MA 578b-9c = MA’ 844b-5b; DN2.30- 

35 = Fu 32-35(left) = DA7b-c; SN 2:112-15 = SA81a-b = Tp 107-9; SN 2:104- 

6 = SA 80b-c = Fu 32-35 (right, contra Tp 97-98). (“Fu” = FUKITA Takamichi. 

“Bonbun ‘Daihonkyo’ engisetsu no fukugen ni tsuite” [On restoring PS in the 

Sanskrit Mahavadana-sutra], Bukkyo Shiyaku Kenkyii 24.2 (1982): 26-43.) 
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4. nama-rupa (name-and-form) 

3. vihhana (consciousness) 

4. nama-rupa (name-and-form) 

[5. salayatana (sixfold sense-base)] 

6. phassa (contact) 

7. vedana (feeling) 

8. tanha (craving) 

9. upadana (clinging) 

10. bhava (becoming) 

11. jati (birth) ' 

12. jara-marana etc. (aging-and-death etc.) 

The bracketing of item 5 is to indicate that this link is not always 

present: it is missing in the Mahanidana-sutta (in Pali and in three of the 

four Chinese versions)12 but present in the other sources. However, the 

main feature of this version of the PS formula is that items 1 and 2 of 

the standard list are missing, their place being taken by a repetition of 

item 4. For example, in the Mahanidana the Buddha, having traced the 

chain back, link by link, from aging-and-death to contact {phassa), then 

states that contact is conditioned by name-and-form (nama-rupa), name- 

and-form is conditioned by consciousness (vihhana), and consciousness 

is conditioned by name-and-form. Consciousness and name-and-form 

are represented as conditioning each other mutually, and this causal loop 

is confirmed when the series is reiterated in summary in the forward 

direction:13 

Conditioned by name-and-form is consciousness. 

Conditioned by consciousness is name-and-form. 

Conditioned by name-and form is contact... . 

12. Salayatana is lacking at DN2: 56.19-26 = DA61b20 = DA’243b5-7 = 

MA579c4-7 but present at MA' 845a24-28. The anomalous inclusion of the 

standard version (with salayatana) at DA 60b 12-29 is likely to represent a late 

addition, according to Tilmann VETTER: “Zwei schwierige Stellen im Maha- 

nidanasutta: Zur Qualitat der Uberlieferung im Pali-Kanon,” Wiener Zeitschrift 

fur die Kunde Siidasiens 38 (1994): 137-160, p. 141. VETTER also notes (p. 142, 

n. 21) that the MA’ version of the sutra is relatively late historically and shows 

signs of sectarian modification. 

13. DN 2: 56.31-32 = DA 61b20 = DA’243c2-3 = MA580al-2 = MA’845bll-12; 

DN 2: 32.32-3 = Fu35(left); SN2: 114.18-20; SN2: 104.33-5 = SA80c3-6 = 

Fu 35 (right). 
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There exist some instances of equivocation about the beginning of the 

series. In one of the sources cited above, we find that where the Pali 

sutra has the loop, its Chinese/Sanskrit counterpart has a simple linear 

series beginning with vihhana in both backward and forward listings, 

i.e. it omits the initial occurrence of nama-rupa\ and then, in a conclud¬ 

ing paragraph the Pali switches to an eleven-membered linear series 

beginning with sankhara (activities), while the Chinese/Sanskrit has the 

full twelve-membered series beginning with avijja (ignorance).14 

Another example is provided by two sutras, numbers 49 and 50 in the 

Nidana-samyutta of SN, both of which are titled Ariyasavaka-sutta.15 

Sutra no. 50 has the standard series beginning at avijja. No. 49 is identi¬ 

cal with no. 50 except that, in some editions, it begins the series not at 

avijja but at vihhana (without the loop). In the PTS edition, the editor 

states in footnotes to no. 49 that the first two items (avijja and sankhara) 

were present in the Burmese source manuscript but not in the two 

Sinhalese ones.16 Each of these two sutras is represented by the same 

counterpart in the Chinese SA, namely SA sutra no. 350.17 This situa¬ 

tion is not uncommon in the Nikayas/Agamas; even within this same 

samyutta one finds two further cases where two consecutive and nearly 

identical Pali sutras have a single Chinese counterpart.18 The natural 

interpretation of such cases is that the two closely similar Pali sutras are 

divergent derivatives of a single earlier Pali sutra. In the case of the 

cited sutras 49 and 50, the divergence evidently arose out of uncertainty 

about the beginning portion of the PS series. 

As if to deny such cases, some accounts of the looped version state 

explicitly that the chain of causation goes no further back than the loop: 

14. SN 2: 106 = SA 80c 12-16 = Fu 39 (right). 

15. SN 2:77-79 & 79-80. The uddana (SN 2: 80.17) has dve ariyasavake. 

16. SN 2:78, nn. 1 & 3; The Book of the Kindred Sayings, Part II (trans. Mrs. RHYS 

Davids, London: Routledge & Kegan Paul 1982), p. 54, nn. 1-3. The Nalanda 

edition (SN vol. 2, p. 66, n. 1) says sutta 49 lacks avijja and sankhara in the 

Siamese canon. 

17. SA98b. 

18. SN#12.53 & 54 = SA#285 and SN#12.55 & 56 = SA#284, at SN2:86-89 = 

SA79b-80b. Contrast the situation where two non-identical consecutive Pali 

sutras taken together (joined end-to-end) are represented in a single Chinese 

sutra; e.g. SN#12.1-2 = SA#298 at SN 2:1-4 = SA85a-b = Tp 157-164 (note 2, 

above). Such are the complications involved in identifying Pali-Chinese counter¬ 
parts. 
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“This consciousness turns back at name-and-form; it goes no further.”^ 

Yet one can also find this statement followed almost immediately in the 

same sutra by a listing of the standard version, in which the series does 

go further back.20 These contradictions represent a serious problem of 

interpretation. 

Of the four instances of the complete looped version, only one 

provides explanations of the individual links, namely the Mahanidana- 

sutta (in Pali and Chinese). Those explanations agree with the ones cited 

earlier for the standard version, except in the cases of vihhana and 

nama-rupa 21 Whereas the sutras quoted earlier explain vihhana as 

consciousness associated with the sixfold sense-base, the Mahanidana 

explains it as consciousness that descends into the mother’s womb at the 

moment of conception.22 And where the sutras quoted earlier have, for 

nama-rupa, definitions that disagree partially regarding the nama com¬ 

ponent, the Mahanidana has no definition at all. Instead it has, in four of 

the five cited versions of the sutra, a discussion of the relationship be¬ 

tween nama-rupa and phassa (contact), which will be examined below. 

The second of the three alternatives to the standard series to be consid¬ 

ered here might be called “the Sutta-nipata version” because its only 

occurrence is in a sutra of the Sn (Sutta-nipata), one that has no known 

Chinese counterpart.23 This version was early recognized by La VALLEE 

POUSSIN as important in providing possible clues to the early develop- 

19. SN2: 104.30-31 = SA80c3 = Fu35 (right); DN2:32 = Fu35 (left). 

20. E.g. SA 80c3-4 & 9-16. 

21. As regards the explanations of the other items, the Pali Mahanidana agrees with 

the Pali sutras cited for the standard version, and the Chinese agree with the 

Chinese - except for some discrepancies in the case of tanha. The Pali at first 

lists six types of tanha based on the sense objects (DN2: 58.12-13), but later 

lists three: kama-tanha, bhava-tanha, vibhava-tanha (DN2: 61.27-28); DA lists 

the same three (DA 60c 13); and the other Chinese sources list just the first two of 

them: kama-tanha and bhava-tanha (DA'243a 19-20 = MA579b22 = MA'845 

a8-9). In the Chinese, the identification of two kinds of tanha is immediately 

followed by the phrase “these two dharmas,” and in the DN version the 

identification of three kinds is incongruously followed by the same phrase (ime 

dve dhamma, DN 2:61.33). It is likely, therefore, that DN formerly listed just the 

two kinds, despite Buddhaghosa’s suggestion that the phrase refers to a different 

two kinds of tanha (SumangalavilasinT 500). 

22. DN2: 63 = DA61b9-12 = DA'243bl8-22 = MA579cl7-20 = MA'845b6-8. 

23. Sn 139-149, #728-751. 
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ment of the PS series.24 The sutra in question says of each item that it is 

a condition for the arising of suffering (dukkha). It does not explicitly 

link each item with the next; however, the sequence in which the items 

appear in such statements matches closely that of the standard version, as 

can be seen from the following summary of the Sn series: 

upadhi (substrate) 

1. avijja (ignorance) 

2. sankhara (activities) 

3. vihhdna (consciousness) 

6. phassa (contact) 

7. vedana (feeling) 

8. tanha (craving) 

9. upadana (clinging) 

10. bhava (becoming) 

11. jati (birth) 

12. mar ana (death) 

arambha (exertions) 

ahara (nutriments) 

injita (movements) 

This omits 4. nama-rupa (name-and-form) and 5. salayatana (sixfold 

sense-base), and it adds at the ends four items not found in the standard 

version.25 

The one remaining version of the PS series to be considered here is 

represented in the following formulation, found in much the same 

wording in many different sutras.26 

And what, monks, is the arising of suffering? 

Conditioned by the eye (cakkhu) and visible forms (riipa) arises eye-conscious¬ 

ness (cakkhu-vihhana). 

The coming together of the three is contact (phassa). 

Conditioned by contact is feeling (vedana). 

Conditioned by feeling is craving (tanha). 

24. Louis DE LA VALLEE POUSSIN: Theorie des Douze Causes (London: Luzac 

1913), pp. 1-5. 

25. Following injita a further four items are named, but with no reference to causal 

dependence; the word paccaya is absent. Thus, injita is where the causal chain 

ends. 

26. E.g. SN 4: 86.17-87.27 = SA54c22-25. 
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Conditioned by craving is clinging (upadana). 
Conditioned by clinging is becoming (bhava). 
Conditioned by becoming is birth (jati). 
Conditioned by birth are aging-and-death (jara-marana),... 
Thus is the arising of suffering. 

The whole is then repeated in turn with each of the remaining five sense 

organs, sense objects, and classes of consciousness: “Conditioned by ear 

and sounds, ear-consciousness arises,” and similarly for the nose and 

odors, the tongue and tastes, the body and tactile objects, and the mind 

(piano) and mind objects (dhammas). 

The resemblance of this to the three versions already noted becomes 

more apparent if we bring together the six repetitions of the passage, and 

apply the definitions examined earlier. Eye, ear, nose, tongue, body, and 

mind are together the sixfold sense-base, i.e. they can be collectively 

identified with salayatana, item 5 of the standard version. The corre¬ 

sponding six classes of consciousness (eye-consciousness etc.) are 

together identical with vihhana, item 3 of the standard version. For the 

six sense objects (visible forms etc.) a counterpart in the standard 

version is not immediately apparent. Despite this, a close overall corre¬ 

spondence exists, as is evident from the following summary representa¬ 

tion of the quoted version using the numbering of the standard version: 

5. six sense organs (= salayatana) 

plus six sense objects (= ?) 

3. six consciousnesses (= vinhana) 

6. phassa 

7. vedana 

8. tanha 

9. upadana 

10. bhava 

11. jati 

12. jara-marana 

Clearly, we have here another version of the PS formula. For reasons 

that will soon become apparent, it will henceforth be called “the 

branched version.” 

The .familiar twelve-membered account of PS is, therefore, just one 

among several versions. Alongside this standard version there also exist 

the looped version (with or without salayatana), the Sn version, and the 
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branched version; and one can find in the Nikayas/Agamas several other 

series which differ more markedly from the standard account of PS and 

which mjght be included in a more comprehensive comparative study. 

The present examination of just four closely similar versions therefore 

represents only a partial attempt to account for such variation. 

As regjards their content, the versions selected here for study fall natu¬ 

rally inti two groups. The standard apd Sn versions agree in tracing the 

chain of causation back to activities and ignorance; the branched and 

looped versions agree in not mentioning those two links. This grouping 

is recognized in the analysis that now follows; the branched and looped 

versions will be considered together, followed by the standard and Sn 

versions. 
j ,' ; i > . 

The branched and looped versions 

In the branched version the causal chain originates with the sense organs 

and their corresponding objects: “Conditioned by the eye and visible 

forms arises eye-consciouSness.” The subsequent repetitions complete 

the set of six senses (the five physical senses and the mind), as shown: 

cakkhu (eye) + riipa (form) cakkhu-vinhana (eye-consciousness) 

sota (ear) + sadda (sound) r-» sota-vinhana (ear-consciousness) 

ghana (nose) + gandha (odor) —> ghana-vihnana (nose-consciousness) 

jivha (tongue) + rasa (flavor) —» jivhd-vinhana (tongue-consciousness) 

kaya (body) + photthabba (tactile) —> kaya-vinhana (body-consciousness) 

mano (mind) + dhamma (image) —» mano-viiifiana (mind-consciousness) 

The coming together of the three items in each horizontal set (e.g. eye, 

visible forms, eye-consciousness) is equated with contact (phassa, i.e. 

eye-contact etc.), which then conditions feeling, (yedana), and so on. It 

was briefly noted above that comparison with other versions of PS is 

facilitated if one combines the items in each vertical set. Such combina¬ 

tion is recognized explicitly in some textual accounts. For example, the 

three sets of six are sometimes referred to as the six internal sense-bases 

(cha ajjhatikani ayatanani = eye etc.), six external sense-bases (cha 

bdhirani ayatanani = visible forms etc.), and six consciousness groups 

(cha vinhana-kaya)21 The first Of these sets of six is also recognized in 

27. E.g. MN 3: 280-1 = MA562b-c, DN 3: 243-4 = DA'231b-c. The sixfold group¬ 
ing continues as far as tanhd. Also cf. the three consecutive samyuttas at SN 3: 
225-240, each of which is clearly derived from a single sutra. In each the six 
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the widely used term sal-ayatana (sixfold sense-base). Furthermore, in 

the Pali tradition, as seen earlier, accounts of PS which explain the com¬ 

ponent items define vedana and tanhd in terms of the six sense fields, 

thereby implicitly recognizing the same summation of six separate 

series. Such considerations justify recognizing the three sets of six, 

shown above, as constituting a single triad: 6 sense organs + 6 sense 

objects —» 6 consciousnesses. Applying this to the branched version 

means that it and the looped version compare as shown in Figure 1. 

Between the two versions, there is complete correspondence from 

phassa to the end of the series; and, as Figure 1 reveals, the items pre¬ 

ceding phassa match up partially. The correspondence between the two 

“consciousness” items is actually defective. Accounts of the looped 

version explain vihhana as consciousness that descends into the mother’s 

womb at conception; the definition of vihhana in terms of the six senses 

is associated not with the looped version but with the standard version. 

On the other hand, as noted earlier, sutras dealing with the looped 

version often switch between it and the standard version as if there were 

little to distinguish them. This suggests that the difference in definition - 

sense consciousness versus rebirth consciousness - may be less signifi¬ 

cant than it appears. This question will be re-examined later. For the 

present, suffice it to note the broad correspondence evident in Figure 1. 

Just one item in each series remains completely unpaired, namely the six 

sense objects on the left, and nama-rupa on the right. Accordingly, 

attention now focuses on the meaning of the term nama-rupa. 

Since accounts of the looped version provide no definition of nama- 

rupa, we turn first to the definitions of this item that accompany 

accounts of the standard version. These indicate that the second compo¬ 

nent, rupa, refers to the four great elements (earth, water, fire, air) and 

their derivatives. This is one of several meanings borne by the word 

rupa according to context. In another usage rupa means “visible form,” 

i.e. the object of eye-consciousness; this is the case in the opening sen¬ 

tence quoted above: “Conditioned by eye (cakkhum) and visible forms 

(rape).”28 However, the definitions indicate that the rupa in nama-rupa 

has the other meaning; it denotes physicality, materiality. 

senses are covered not by repeating the entire series for each sense field but by 

specifying the six sense fields within each item. 

28. On the ambiguity of rupa cf. D. SEYFORT RUEGG: “Some reflections on the 

place of philosophy in the study of Buddhism,” JIABS 18.2 (1995): 145-181, 

p. 146. 
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As for nama (literally “name”), one of the two available definitions 

(that given ini SA) equates it with the second to fifth of the five 

khandhas, the five aggregates into which the person or being is often 

analyzed. The first of the khandhas is rupa, defined as physicality, as 

above; the remaining four, vedana, sahha, sahkhara, vihhana (feeling, 

perception, activities, consciousness), are mental. Thus, on this defini¬ 

tion nama-rupa represents a classification of the khandhas into mental 

and physical. The other definition (given in SN, MN, and EA) equates 

nama with vedana, sahha, sahkhara, phassa (contact), and manasikara 

(mind-work), which again are all mental factors. Thus, the available 

definitions, despite disagreeing with each other, appear to justify the 

common free translation of nama-rupa as “mind and body.”29 

These textual explanations of nama-rupa are problematic. In addition 

to the disagreement regarding the definition of nama, there are discrep¬ 

ancies arising out of the place of nama-rupa in the PS series. Both 

definitions indicate that nama encompasses vedana (feeling), yet vedana 

is said to arise further down the causal series; and one of the two defini¬ 

tions indicates that nama also encompasses phassa (contact), which again 

is further down the series. (In the standard version nama-rupa is item 4, 

while phassa and vedana are items 6 and 7.) These discrepancies could 

be explained away by suggesting that the causal links are not to be 

understood as strictly ordered, but that would amount to a serious weak¬ 

ening of the notion of causal dependence (idappaccayata), which the PS 

doctrine is said to exemplify. 

A further anomaly concerning nama-rupa is that, as noted above, the 

Mahanidana-sutta, while providing definitions for all the other items in 

the looped version, fails to provide one for nama-rupa-, instead it goes 

into a discussion of the causal connection between nama-rupa and the 

next item, phassa (salayatana is omitted). That discussion is dealt with 

by REAT (1987) in an instructive study of the notion of nama-rupa.30 

REAT translates the Pali passage in question as follows:31 

29. E.g. Maurice WALSH: Thus Have 1 Heard: The Long Discourses of the Buddha 

(London: Wisdom 1987), p.223 (translation of Pali Mahanidana-sutta). 

30. N. Ross REAT: “Some Fundamental Concepts of Buddhist Psychology,” 

Religion 17 (1987): 15-28. 

31. DN2: 62 = DA 61b = DA'243b = MA 579c. Quoted in Dharmaskandha in 

Chinese: T#1537 at T26: 509bl6-27 (“T” = Taisho edition); and in Sanskrit: 

Siglinde DIETZ: Fragmente des Dharmaskandha: Ein Abhidhanna-Text in 

Sanskrit aus digit (= Abhandlungen der Akademie der Wissenschaften in 
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- If, Ananda, those qualities, characteristics, signs, and indications by which the 

name-group (narna-kaya) is manifested ... were absent, would there be the mani¬ 

festation of verbal contact (adhivacana-samphassa) in (i.e. “with regard to”) the 

form-group (rupakaya)! 

- There would not, venerable sir. 

- If, Ananda, those qualities etc. by which the form-group is manifested ... were 

absent, would there be the manifestation of sensual contact (patigha-samphassa) 

in the name-group? 

- There would not, venerable sir.... 

- And if, Ananda, those qualities etc. by which name-and-form are manifested ... 

were absent, would there be any manifestation of (any kind of) contact 

(phassa)? 

- There would not, venerable sir. 

- Therefore, Ananda, this is the cause, the basis, the origin, the condition of 

contact, namely name-and-form. 

REAT reasons that this identifies nama and rupa as two classes of object 

of consciousness: nama is conceptual (adhivacana); rupa is sensory 

(patigha, literally “impact”)- He links this terminology to the general 

Indian idea of “the interdependence of concept {nama) and thing 

conceptualized {rupa), or name and named,” citing the usage of the term 

nama-rupa in the pre-Buddhist Upanisads.32 He concludes that 

“adhivacana (verbal) and patigha (sensual), as categories of phassa, are 

an alternative to the more commonly enumerated six kinds of phassa, 

and thus that nama-rupa is a dual categorization of the six types of 

objects of consciousness.”33 

REAT is saying that the term nama-rupa refers to a grouping of the six 

types of sense objects into two categories: the rupa category, comprising 

physical sense objects of the five types (visible forms, sounds, odors, 

flavors, tactile objects), and the nama category, comprising non-physical 

sense objects (dhammas, mind objects). The textual basis for his argu¬ 

ment is strengthened by the fact that the same account of the causal con- 

Gottingen, Philologisch-Historische Klasse, 3. Folge, Nr. 142) (Gottingen: 

Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht 1984), pp.42-43. The passage is lacking in the other 

Chinese counterpart, MA' 845, which has the intervening salayatana. REAT, who 

considers only the Pali, elides the third of the four questions, which is fortu¬ 

itously appropriate because the Chinese versions (and Dharmaskandha ) lack this 

question. They also lack the phrases “in the form-group” and “in the name- 

group” (as noted by VETTER, pp. 147-8), which yields a more coherent reading; 

e.g.: “If those qualities by which the form-group is manifested were absent, 

would there be the manifestation of sensual contact?” 

32. REAT, pp. 18, 22. 

33. REAT, p. 25. 
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nection between nama-rupa and phassa appears in three of the four 

extant Chinese counterparts of the Pali Mahanidana-sutta.34 The argu¬ 

ment itself is supported by similar conclusions reached by YINSHUN in 

an earlier (1981) discussion of the same problem of interpreting nama- 

rupa, this time in relation to a variant of the branched version.35 

YINSHUN, who bases his analysis entirely on Chinese sources, quotes 

the following passage from a sutra in the Samyuktagama:36 

Within the body there is this consciousness (shi = vinhdna), and outside the body 

there is name-and-form (ming-se = nama-rupa). Conditioned by these two arises 

contact. Contacted by these six sense-contacts, the ignorant, untaught worldling 

experiences painful and pleasurable feelings variously arisen. 

YINSHUN draws the natural conclusion: “Consciousness and name-and- 

form are opposed as subject and object.”37 In other words, the term 

nama-rupa denotes the sense objects. 

The reference to nama-rupa as located “outside the body” is in keep¬ 

ing with the terminology noted earlier, in which the sixfold sense-base is 

“inside” and the corresponding objects (which would include even the 

objects of the mind sense-base, manayatana) are “outside.”38 Clearly, 

then, the passage that YINSHUN quotes is discussing a variant of the 

branched version in which the six senses are combined; the six sense 

objects are collectively covered by the term nama-rupa. 

34. Also in quotes in Dharmaskandha; see note 31, above. REAT’s reasoning (based 

only on the Pali) is criticized, but with little foundation, by Peter HARVEY: The 

Selfless Mind: Personality, Consciousness and Nirvana in Early Buddhism 

(Richmond: Curzon 1995), pp. 131-2; and by Sue HAMILTON: Identity and 

Experience: The Constitution of the Human Being According to Early Buddhism 

(London: Luzac 1996), p. 126. 

35. [Shi] YINSHUN: Weishi-xue tan yuan [Studies in the Origins of the Vijnanavada] 

(= Miaoyunji No. 3) (Taipei: Zhengwen 1981), pp. 16-17, 20-22. REAT was evi¬ 

dently unaware of YINSHUN’s work. 

36. SA 83c25-27 = SN 2:24.1-4 = Tp 141-2, my translation. YINSHUN (p. 21) quotes 

the original text, but amends the Taisho punctuation to yield the meaning: "... 

Within there is this consciousness-body (= vinhana-kaya), and outside there is 

name-and-form ...” However, the Sanskrit (not mentioned by YINSHUN) supports 

the Taisho punctuation (see note 39, below). In any case, the discrepancy does 

not affect YINSHUN’s argument. 

37. YINSHUN, p. 21. 

38. MN3: 280-1 = MA562b. On mind objects (dhamma) as located externally 

(hahini) cf. MN 1: 191.15-18 = MA467al3-15. 
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The Sanskrit counterpart of the quoted Chinese passage differs only 

slightly in meaning. For the first sentence it has: “Thus, this (is) his 

body with consciousness, and outside (is) name-and-form.”39 The Pali 

counterpart, however, differs significantly. It reads: “Thus indeed, this 

(is) the body, and outside (is) name-and-form.”40 Lacking the reference 

to consciousness, the Pali is less readily recognizable as an account of 

the beginning of the branched version. Nevertheless, it confirms the 

essential point on which YINSHUN’s reasoning depends: nama-rupa is 

located “outside.” 

In any case, there is another Pali passage that points to just this inter¬ 

pretation of nama-rupa, a point that was noticed earlier again (1971) by 

WATSUJI.41 Set in the context of guarding against the false notions of 

“I” and “my,” this often-repeated passage reads: “Lord, how knowing, 

how seeing, is there no I-making, my-making, or tendency to conceit, 

with regard to this body with consciousness and, outside, all nimittasT*42 

The italicized phrase parallels “this his body with consciousness, and 

outside name-and-form,” quoted above from the Sanskrit, but with 

ndma-rupam replaced by sabbanimittesu (Chinese: yiqie xiang), “all 

nimittas.” Of the meanings of nimitta given in the Pali-English Dictio¬ 

nary the appropriate one here is certainly “outward appearance, mark, 

characteristic, attribute, phenomenon (opp. essence).”43 And the refer¬ 

ence is likely to be to all visible forms, sounds, etc., in other words to 

the totality of sense objects. 

These observations by WATSUJI, YINSHUN, and REAT indicate that 

nama-rupa, far from signifying “mind-and-body” or something similar, 

is a collective term for the six types of sense object.44 (The reference, in 

39. ity ayafi casya savijtianakah icayo [ba]hirdha ca namarupam. Tp 142. 

40. iti ayarn ceva kayo bahiddha ca namarupam, SN 2:24.1-2. REAT (p. 18) also 

quotes this passage in support of his interpretation. 

41. WATSUJI Tetsuro: Genshi Bukkyd no Jissen Tetsugaku [Practical Philosophy of 

Early Buddhism] (Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten 1971), pp. 228-231. 

42. imasmifi ca savihhanake kaye bahiddha ca sabbanimittesu; e.g. SN 2: 252 = 

SA50c; SN3: 135-7 = SA2:5a-b = SA2:50c-51a; AN 1: 132-3 = SA 2:255b- 

256a. Cf. the wording in notes 39 and 40, above. 

43. PED, p. 367. 

44. The same understanding of nama-rupa is taken for granted, without supporting 

discussion, by MlZUNO Kogen: Primitive Buddhism (Ube: Karinbunko 1969), 

pp. 142-144; and Yamada Ishii: “Premises and Implications of Interdepen¬ 

dence”, in Somaratna BALASOORIYA et al. (eds.), Buddhist Studies in Honour of 

Walpola Rahula (London: Gordon Fraser 1980: 267-293), p. 272. It is rejected. 
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the case of riipa, is evidently not to the physical objects of the world 

around us, but rather to the sense data - patterns of color and shape, 

auditory impressions, and so on - that impinge on us via the sense 

organs.) None of the three researchers suggests why the definitions of 

ndma-rupa given in the sutras conflict with this interpretation, a 

question that will be examined below. Nevertheless the case for the 

interpretation is strong. 

This revised understanding of ndma-rupa has implications for the 

questions raised earlier concerning the relationship between the branched 

and looped versions. If adopted, it makes the correspondence between 

the two versions even closer than is shown in Figure 1. A further con¬ 

necting line can now be inserted, joining “6 sense objects” on the left 

with “ndma-rupa” on the right. There is now a complete pairing of 

items between the two versions, though with questions remaining con¬ 

cerning the discrepant definitions of ndma-rupa and vihnana. 

The difference in sequence proves, on examination, to be not quite as 

Figure 1 may suggest. For the looped version the description follows the 

same “X-paccaya Y” pattern throughout, with each item conditioned by 

the item preceding it in the list: “Conditioned by name-and-form is con¬ 

sciousness. Conditioned by consciousness is name-and-form. Condi¬ 

tioned by name-and-form is the sixfold sense-base...” and so on. The 

pattern of dependency relationships in the looped version can, therefore, 

be represented as shown in Figure 2, section (b). The arrows represent- 

the conditional relationship: the item ahead of each arrow is conditioned 

by, or dependent on, the item behind the arrow. The whole has a simple 

linear structure except at its beginning, where the pair of arrows repre¬ 

sents the reciprocal relationship between vinhana and ndma-rupa.45 

again without supporting discussion, by Lambert SCHMITHAUSEN: “The Early 

Buddhist Tradition and Ecological Ethics”, Journal of Buddhist Ethics 4 (1997), 

http://jbe.la.psu.edU/4/schml.html, note 67. Relevant here is a variant of the 

standard version of PS at Vibhanga 138.30-32: “... vihhanapaccaya namam, 

namapaccaya chatthayatanam, chatthayatanapaccaya phasso, ...” This associ¬ 

ates nama with “the sixth sense-base” (chatthayatana). It thus supports the 

proposition that ndma-rupa represents a classification of sense objects into men¬ 

tal (sensed via the sixth sense-base) and physical (sensed via the other five 

bases). 

45. Similar notation is adopted by YlNSHUN, p.24; VETTER, p. 144; and Bhikkhu 

BODHI: The Great Discourse on Causation: The Mahanidana Suita and Its 

Commentaries (Kandy: Buddhist Publication Society 1995), p. 43. 
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In the case of the branched version the pattern of relationships is less 

uniform: “Conditioned by the eye and visible forms arises eye-con¬ 

sciousness. The coming together of the three is contact. Conditioned by 

contact is feeling... .” The first two items named, the sense organ and its 

object, are not linked by any dependency relationship; neither is said to 

be a condition for the other. These two together condition the arising of 

the next item, vinhana (consciousness). Those three together are the next 

item, phassa (contact). Phassa conditions the arising of vedana 

(feeling), and so on thereafter in linear series to the end. The pattern of 

relationships is, therefore, properly represented by a branching structure, 

as in Figure 2, section (a). 

From vedana to the end the branched and looped versions agree; and, 

as demonstrated above, the seeming discrepancies in the composition of 

their early portions are largely due to differing terminology. Conse¬ 

quently, an adequate comparison of the early portions of the two 

versions can be achieved by applying the terminology of the looped 

version to the components of the branched version, and setting the 

resulting structures side by side, as in Figure 2. 

Between these two structures there is close resemblance but also 

substantial difference, difference which is the more noteworthy because 

of the emphasis on precise identification of dependency relationships 

that characterizes the PS doctrine. This combination of similarity and 

difference demands explanation. There are, broadly speaking, two 

possibilities: 

(a) The two versions accurately represent two distinct teachings im¬ 

parted by the Buddha, which happen to have much in common. 

(b) The two versions represent a single teaching imparted by the 

Buddha, the present differences between them being due to faulty 

transmission of the tradition. 

Favoring explanation (a) is the apparent discrepancy in the significance 

of vinhana in the two versions. The vinhana of the branched version is 

the summation of the six types of consciousness associated with the sense 

organs, which makes that version read like an account of the psychologi¬ 

cal process of sensory perception. In contrast, the looped version, for 

which vinhana is defined as rebirth consciousness, reads like an account 

of events associated with the process of physical rebirth.46 Against this, 

46. These two correspond to two different understandings of PS (specifically, of the 

standard version) that are current among practicing Buddhists. Prominent Sangha 
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however, is the fact, noted earlier, that sutras dealing with the looped 

version often switch between it and the standard version, for which 

vinnana is defined as consciousness associated with the six senses. 

As for explanation (b), according to which the branched and looped 

versions developed out of a single earlier version through faulty trans¬ 

mission, this is by no means incompatible with the existence of two 

different definitions of vinnana. The postulated rearrangement of the 

items preceding phassa (contact) might have been accompanied by a 

redefinition of one of those items (i.e. vinnana), or might even have 

been the cause of that redefinition. On the other hand, the suggestion 

that such rearrangement and redefinition occurred can be taken seriously 

only if the details of the postulated changes can be spelled out and 

shown to be reasonable in light of all relevant data. 

An evaluation of the relative merits of the two possible explanations 

will, therefore, depend crucially on how adequately it can be demon¬ 

strated that the branched and looped versions could have developed out 

of a single earlier account - as proposed in explanation (b) - given what 

is known of conditions relating to transmission of the memorized 

Dharma within the early Sangha. That issue will now be explored. 

The simplest form of postulate (b) is that one of the existing versions, 

either the branched or the looped, has preserved the source form intact, 

while the other represents a modification of it.47 Near its beginning, the 

branched version is specific about the nature of each relationship; it 

indicates several different types of relationship, namely those repre¬ 

sented in Figure 2 (a) by the signs +, i, }, =. It is this diversity that 

defines the branching structure. The looped version, however, recog¬ 

nizes only one type of relationship, expressed in the fixed formula “X- 

paccaya Y” repeated at each linkage, and uniformly represented in 

Figure 2 (b) by the arrow sign. It is this uniformity that defines its basi¬ 

cally linear structure. 

representatives of the two positions are: for the microcosmic, psychological inter¬ 

pretation, BUDDHADASA Bhikkhu: Paticcasamuppada: Practical Dependent 

Origination, Nonthaburi, Thailand: Vuddhidhamma Fund 1992 (e.g. p. 14 ); and 

for the macrocosmic, physical interpretation, NYANATILOKA: Buddhist Dictio¬ 

nary (Colombo: Frewin 1972), pp. 128-136 (esp. p. 131). 

47. The “source form” is not supposed to be the form of the doctrine taught by the 

Buddha. It is simply the postulated common ancestor of the two existing versions 

and is, in its turn, subject to possible interpretation as derived from some still 

earlier form. 
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In respect of this feature, it is not hard to see how, in the oral trans¬ 

mission of the teaching, the diverse descriptions in the beginning part of 

the branched version could have developed into the uniform descriptions 

in the looped version, particularly in situations where the series was 

being chanted in reverse order. One can postulate broadly the following 

line of development. The “X-paccaya Y” pattern, which applies at each 

linkage as one moves backward from jara-marana to jati, from jati to 

bhava, and so on, originally applied only as far as phassa (as in the 

present branched version). However, chanting monks, mechanically 

repeating the memorized formula with little understanding of its 

purport, mistakenly applied the same pattern to the remaining items, all 

the way back to the beginning (as in the present looped version). In thus 

regularizing the wording of the chanted material, the monks responsible 

unintentionally simplified the structure: the branching arrangement 

became a simple linear series. 

A line of development that could have effected the converse structural 

change is difficult to envisage. In other words, it is easy to see how the 

branched version could have yielded the essentially linear structure of 

the looped version by simple loss and regularization, but it is hard to see 

how the reverse could have happened. This postulated process of change 

is, as yet, vague on detail, but it suffices to make the main point: in 

respect of the issues considered thus far, it is more likely that the looped 

version developed out of the branched version than that the reverse 

happened. This recognized, an attempt will now be made to fill in the 

details. 

In Figure 2, the branched version is shown with the six senses com¬ 

bined, in order to reveal its relationship with the looped version; e.g., 

the item vihhana (consciousness) in the depiction of the branched 

version represents the summation of eye-consciousness, ear-conscious¬ 

ness, etc. Existing textual accounts of the branched version do not 

explicitly combine the six senses in this way. They say: “Conditioned by 

the eye and visible forms arises eye consciousness. ... Thus is the arising 

of suffering.” And then they go through the entire series again with each 

of the five remaining senses. However, given the examples cited earlier 

where vihhana and other items are defined in.terms of the six senses 

collectively, it is clearly reasonable to suggest that such a combined 

account might have formerly existed. Its wording would have followed 
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the pattern seen in the existing accounts; that is, it would have begun 

more or less as follows:48 

a) Salayatanam ca paticca nama-rupam ca uppajjati vinnanam. 

(Conditioned by the sixfold sense-base and name-and-form, arises 

consciousness.) 

b) Tinnam sangati phasso. (The coming together of the three is 

contact.) 

c) Phassa-paccaya vedana. (Conditioned by contact is feeling.) 

d) Vedand-paccaya tanha. (Conditioned by feeling is craving.) 

Now, it is an observable fact that, with one partial exception (discussed 

below), accounts of the branched version present it only in forward 

sequence, while accounts of the looped version present it initially in 

reverse sequence and then in forward sequence. The relationship be¬ 

tween the forward and reverse presentations of the looped version (as 

also of the much better attested standard version) is such that the reverse 

presentation is obtained from the forward presentation by reversing the 

sequence of the separate statements while leaving those statements them¬ 

selves unchanged. For example, where the forward sequence concludes 

thus: “... Bhava-paccaya jati. Jati-paccaya jara-maranam.” the reverse 

sequence begins thus: “Jati-paccaya jara-maranam. Bhava-paccaya jati. 

Let us consider the effect of applying this principle in reversing the 

postulated combined branched version (in which the six senses are 

brought together). What is involved can be seen in the following 

reversed presentation of the above four statements. (Bold is used to 

highlight the items whose relationships are being stated.) 

d) Vedand-paccaya tanha. (Conditioned by feeling is craving.) 

c) Phassa-paccaya vedana. (Conditioned by contact is feeling.) 

b) Tinnam sangati phasso. (The coming together of the three is 

contact.) 

a) Salayatanam ca paticca nama-rupam ca uppajjati vinnanam. 

(Conditioned by the sixfold sense-base andname-and-form, 

arises consciousness.) 

48. Modeled on the pattern at SN 4:86.13-17 and many other locations. 
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The progression from statement (d) to statement (c) presents no 

problem. But to go on from that to statement (b), “The coming together 

of the three is contact,” would make no sense, because “the three” are 

not named until the following statement (a). 

At this point, according to the postulate advanced above, monks recit¬ 

ing the formula responded by mechanically applying the same “X- 

paccaya Y” pattern to the remaining items (shown bold). This yielded a 

variety of results. Along one line of development, Tinnam sahgati 

phasso was replaced by Salayatana-paccaya phasso, using the first of 

the three items from statement (a); and the series was then completed by 

continuing similarly with the two remaining items: Ndma-rupa-paccaya 

salayatanam. Vinnana-paccaya nama-rupam. Along a second line of 

development, saldyatana was overlooked, so that Tinnam sahgati phasso 

was replaced by Nama-rupa-paccayd phasso, followed by Vinnana- 

paccaya nama-rupam. In both cases, further uncertainty arose from an 

awareness that the new final statement contradicted the imperfectly 

remembered source version, according to which nama-rupa was a con¬ 

dition for vihhana, rather than the reverse. This situation was covered by 

adding, usually but not always, one further statement: Nama-rupa- 

paccaya vihhanam. The result was the looped version, with or without 

saldyatana. 

The looped version is attested in sutra collections represent ng both the 

Pali tradition (SN, DN) and the Sarvastivada (SA).49 Consequently, the 

developments hypothetically outlined above probably must be supposed 

to have occurred before the sectarian split that yielded those two tradi- 

t ons, he. well before the Pali tradition’s Third Council in the third 

century B.C.50 

The proposed reconstruction supposes that, at the time of the trans¬ 

formation, there existed a variant of the branched version in which the 

six senses were combined to yield a single series. Implied is that this 

variant employed nama-rupa as a collective term for all six classes of 

s ense object. This is an important point because, whereas the terms for 

the six individual sense objects are likely to have been well understood 

49. The continuing doubts about whether SA (T#99) really is Sarvastivadin have 

little effect on the argument, and will not be discussed here. The same applies for 

subsequent statements relating to the sectarian affinities of other Chinese agama 

texts. 

50. Borrowing from one school to another after their separation cannot be ruled out. 

making a later date also possible. 
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by any Sangha member, the more technical term nama-rupa appears 

(from the conflicting definitions of it) to have been a source of some 

confusion since early times. Such confusion would have facilitated 

modification of the causal relationships involvihg ndma-rupa. For 

example, the obscure “Conditioned by consciousness is name-and-form” 

could have enjoyed a plausibility not shared by, the transparent and 

counterintuitive “Conditioned by eye-consciousness are visible forms.” 

The proposed reconstruction also implies that the practice of reciting 

the causal series in reverse order was ah innovation, and ihdeed that this 

new practice was the immediate cause of the distortions. It was earlier 

noted in passing that there does exist one partial exception to the 

generalization that the branched version is found only in the forward 

sequence. This exception occurs in one of the fouf Chinese counterparts 

of the Pali Mahanidana-sutta, namely that contained in DA (the full 

Chinese translation of DIrghagama). It will be-Recalled that the Pali 

account describes, initially in reverse sequence, the looped version with¬ 

out the sixfold sense-base (salayatana). The relevant DA account begins 

by doing the same; but, having traced the series back to the link between 

contact and feeling, it digresses, as follows:51 

The Buddha said to Ananda: “Conditioned by contact is feeling. What is the 

meaning of this? Ananda, if there were no eye, no viable form, and no eye con¬ 

sciousness, would there be contact?” 

He answered: “There would not.” 

“If there were no ear, sound, and ear consciousness,... no mind, mind object, and 

mind consciousness, would there be contact?” 

He answered: “There would not.” 

“Ananda if all beings lacked contact, would there be feeling?” 

He answered: “There would not.” 

There follow explanations of the link betweep name-and-form and 

contact (corresponding to REAT’s quote from the Pali), and of the recip¬ 

rocal link between consciousness and name-and'-form. 

The quoted section begins with a question about how feeling (vedana) 

is conditioned by contact (phassa). Incongruously, however, the answer 

given deals mainly with how contact is dependent on the coming 

together of each sense organ with its corresponding object and con¬ 

sciousness. In effect, the looped version is here combined with a portion 

51. DA 61a25-bl. 
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of the branched version. While the overall causal sequence is stated in 

reverse, the components of each sense triad from the branched version 

are named in the original forward sequence (eye, visual form, eye con¬ 

sciousness; etc.). After this digression into the branched version, the 

account of the looped version resumes: contact is conditioned by name- 

and-form, and so on back to consciousness and again name-and-form. 

It is generally accepted that the Chinese DA represents the Dharma- 

guptaka school, whose divergence from the Pali tradition probably 

happened well after that of the Sarvastivada.52 This unique variant of the 

looped version is, therefore, probably too late historically to be inter¬ 

preted as a transitional form between the branched and looped versions. 

It appears, rather, to represent a combining of the branched version with 

its already well established looped derivative, perhaps in an attempt to 

reconcile two different memorized versions of the Mahanidana known 

within the Dharmaguptaka tradition. 

The hypothetical reconstruction set out above demonstrates that the 

existing looped version, together with its several variants, can be 

explained as a distorted derivative of a form of the branched version in 

which the six senses were combined. It thereby demonstrates that the 

differences between the existing branched and looped versions can be 

accounted for in terms of processes of change that could well have 

happened in the course of the early oral transmission of the teaching. 

Further implications of this finding will be suggested in the course of 

examining the two remaining versions of the PS formula identified here 

for study. 

The standard version and the Sutta-nipata version 

The version of the PS formula preserved in the Sutta-nipata agrees with 

the standard version in tracing the causal series back beyond vihhana 

(consciousness) to sahkhara (activities) and avijja (ignorance). It differs 

from the standard version in omitting nama-rupa (name-and-form) and 

salayatana (sixfold sense-base), and adding extra items at the beginning 

and end of the series: 

52. See Ernst WALDSCHMIDT: “Central Asian Sutra Fragments,” in Heinz BECHERT 

(ed.)„ The Language of the Earliest Buddhist Tradition (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck 

& Ruprecht 1980): 136-164, p. 136. 
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Standard Sutta-nipata 

upadhi 

avijja avijja 

sankhara. sankhara 

vihhana vihhana 

nama-rupa 

salayatana 

phassa phassa 

vedana vedana 

tanha tanha 

upadana upadana 

bhava bhava 

jati jati 

jara-marana jara-marana 

arambha 

ahara 

ihjita 

The extra items in the Sn version are not attested in any other account of 

the PS series. They are, therefore, likely to be relatively late additions, 

especially given that several further items are mentioned as following 

ihjita (movements) without being made part of the series proper.53 No 

attempt will be made here to interpret these extra items in the Sn 

version. In the following discussion they will be passed over, leaving a 

series that differs from the standard version only in omitting nama-rupa 

and salayatana. 

In deriving vihhana from sankhara (activities) and avijja (ignorance), 

both of these versions differ substantially from the branched version, as 

shown in Figure 3. However, the standard version, including as it does 

nama-rupa and salayatana, differs less markedly from the looped 

version, being identical with it from vihhana to the end. Consequently, 

53. The linguistically conservative character of Sn does not rule out the possibility 

that its contents underwent development over time. There is evidence that the 

initial upadhi (also given as upadhi) may represent a repetition of upadana', cf. 

SN2: 107.28-108.25 = SA82b9-14 = Tp 124-6, where upadhi replaces upa- 

ddna. The set of extra items in Sn is roughly matched in the Mahanidana by a 

subsidiary series of items' (pariyesana, labha, etc.) said to be conditioned by 

tanha: DN2: 58.31-59.3 - DA60cl9-22 = DA’242bl8-23 = MA579al-6 = 

M A’844c 16-23. 
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the problems considered earlier when the branched version was com¬ 

pared with the looped version present themselves again, in much the 

same form, when the branched version is compared with the standard 

version. It is clear that much the same response to those problems is 

applicable here. That is, one can reason along the same lines that the 

existing arrangement of the standard version, in which nama-rupa and 

salayatana follow vihhana in linear series, is likely to have developed 

out of an earlier arrangement in which they preceded vihhana, as in the 

branched version. The absence of a loop in the present case simplifies 

the argument slightly. The presence, in the standard version, of an extra 

sub-chain (avijja —> sankhara —>) feeding into vihhana does not affect 

the argument; this sub-chain simply accompanies vihhana throughout the 

postulated changes. Consequently, application of the earlier reasoning to 

the present case points to hypothetical derivation of the existing standard 

version from an earlier form that differed from the branched version 

only in having the extra sub-chain. That earlier form is shown in Figure 4. 

In this postulated earlier form of the standard version the arising of 

vihhana is traced to two different sources: on one hand to the sense 

organs and their objects {salayatana and nama-rupa), and on the other 

hand to activities (,sankhara), which in their turn are conditioned by 

ignorance {avijja). The branched version represents the former source, 

and the Sn version is now seen to represent the other source (activities 

and ignorance). 

This yields the following simple picture of how the different versions 

of the PS formula relate to one another: the branched version derives 

vihhana from the sense organs and sense objects; the Sn version derives 

vihhana from activities and ignorance; and the ancestor of the standard 

version derived it from both sources. The ancestor of the standard 

version was, in effect, a combination of the branched version and the Sn 

version. To describe it from another perspective, the branched version 

fails to mention one of the two sources of vihhana recognized in the 

ancestral standard version, while the Sn version fails to mention the 

other; each omits one of the two branches leading to vihhana. The Sn 

version’s omission of nama-rupa and salayatana, appearing as a gap in 

the linear series, is thereby explained as simply a by-passing of one of 

the two main branches. Also explained is the statement, associated with 

the looped version, that the causal series cannot be traced further back 

than nama-rupa - this despite the existence (sometimes in the very same 

sutra) of the standard version, in which the series does appear to go 
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further back. As Figure 4 portrays it, nama-rupa is indeed as far as the 

causal series can be traced along the branch in question. The statement 

that no further cause can be found beyond nama-rupa is not, after all, 

incompatible with the status of avijja as the beginning of the (standard) 

series, since nama-rupa and avijja are the tips of two different branches. 

The structure represented in Figure 4 thereby resolves some otherwise 

puzzling contradictions in the textual accounts. It has considerable 

explanatory power. 

As regards supporting data, the explanation just advanced for the 

development of the standard version differs in one important respect 

from that advanced earlier for the development of the looped version. 

Whereas the proposed ancestor of the looped version still exists (as the 

branched version), the proposed ancestor of the standard version is 

nowhere attested as such; we do not find in the Nikayas/Agamas explicit 

descriptions of the structure depicted in Figure 4. However, there does 

exist some less direct textual evidence for this structure. It is to be found 

within the earliest stratum of the Abhidharma literature, the Suttanta- 

bhajanlya portion of the Pali Vibhaiiga and its counterparts in the Sari- 

putra Abhidharma (Dharmaguptaka) and the Dharmaskandha (Sarvasti- 

vada).54 

In its section on the PS doctrine the Vibhanga begins by presenting the 

standard version. It then explains the twelve items by reproducing 

verbatim the definitions from the Pali sutras cited near the beginning of 

this article (SN and MN) - but with one exception: for nama the 

Vibhanga gives a different definition again, equating it with just three of 

the four non-physical aggregates (khandha), namely feeling, perception, 

54. Consisting largely of nearly verbatim quotes from the Nikayas/Agamas, and 

having evidently been put together before the first sectarian split in the Sthavira 

tradition, this textual corpus rates as hardly less reliable than the Nikayas/Agamas 

themselves in representing early Buddhism. Besides Chinese versions of the 

Sariputra Abhidharma and Dharmaskandha, we have a Sanskrit manuscript from 

Gilgit containing the section of the Dharmaskandha that deals with PS. Sariputra 

Abhidharma at T28:525-719#1548; Dharmaskandha at T26:453-514#1537, and 

(PS section only) DIETZ (1984; see note 31, above). On these texts, see Erich 

FRAUWALLNER: Studies in Abhidharma Literature and the Origins of Buddhist 

Philosophical Systems (trans. Sophie Francis Kidd) (1995: Albany, State 

University of New York Press), pp. 15-21, 43-48, 97-116; also pp.20 & 39, 

where their common origin is postulated. 
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and activities (vedana, sahhd, and sankhara).55 The Sariputra Abhi- 

dharma does the same, except that it agrees with the Pali sutras in 

defining nama as comprising feeling, perception, volition, contact, and 

mind-work (vedana, sahhd, cetana, phassa, manasikara).56 

The Dharmaskandha, the third of our early Abhidharma sources, is 

exceptional as regards treatment of PS. It presents what amounts to the 

standard version with two additional causal connections inserted, namely 

those marked with * in the following representation (the significance of 

<j[ will be explained shortly).57 

avijja sankhara 

1 sankhara —> vihhana 

vihhana —). nama-rupa 

(il nama-rupa —7 vihhana* 

nama-rupa —> salayatana 

1 nama-rupa phassa* 

f salayatana —> phassa 

phassa —> vedana 

1 vedana tanha 

tanha 

etc. 

-> upaddna 

Of the two additional causal connections the first, nama-rupa —» 

vihhana, is. familiar as the extra link responsible for the loop of the 

looped version; the second, nama-rupa —» phassa, is as in the Maha- 

nidana account of the looped version, which omits salayatana.58 The 

inclusion of these two additional links was, therefore, probably intended 

to make the Dharmaskandha account cover both variants of the looped 

version as well as the standard version. ( The Sn version appears not to 

be attested in the Sarvastivadin corpus.) 

55. Vibh 135-138; nama-rupa defined at 136.7-9; probable sources of sutra quotes 

suggested on p. 437. Perhaps it was felt that vihhana, the one remaining non¬ 

physical aggregate, ought to be omitted because it had already been named as the 

condition for the arising of nama-rupa. Buddhaghosa gives the same definition at 

Vism 558. 

56. T28: 606a-612b; definition of nama-rupa at 608b9-10. 

57. T26: 5*05a-513c = DIETZ 24-70; extra links at 507c25-, 509al0- = DIETZ 35-. 

40-. 

58. At MA 579c4-7. MA is thought to be Sarvastivadin. 
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Whereas the Vibhanga and the Sariputra Abhidharma explain each of 

the links by quoting the brief sutra definition of the relevant item, the 

Dharmaskandha explicates in some detail by qu6ting lengthier sutra 

passages. For six of the causal connections, namely those marked with f 

in the above list, the passages quoted are drawn from the sutra account 

of the branched version: “Conditioned by eye and visible forms arises 

eye-consciousness. The coming together of the three is contact. Condi¬ 

tioned by contact is feeling. ...”59 On each occasion the quote covers all 

six sense fields and continues as far as is appropriate for the point 

reached in the series. For example, in those cases where the second item 

in the causal connection is contact (phassa), the quote goes as far as 

contact. 

The Dharmaskandha’s application of the branched version in explain¬ 

ing the standard and looped versions provides general support for the 

essentially similar approach adopted in the present analysis. More 

specific support can be found in the pattern of that application, in 

particular the Dharmaskandha’s conspicuous failure to use the branched 

version in explaining vinfidna nama-rupa and ndma-rupa —> sal- 

ayatana. This correlates with the claim implicitly made here that these 

two links in the standard version are doctrinally suspect, that they are 

artifacts generated as the earlier structure (Figure 4) was mechanically 

converted into a linear series.60 Thus, the Dharmaskandha’s treatment of 

PS not only resembles the present analysis in interpreting the standard 

version in terms of the branched version; it also supports some specific 

aspects of the interpretation advanced here. 

The above observations indicate that in the period when the relevant 

portion of the Dharmaskandha was being compiled, knowledge of the 

standard version coexisted with a residual memory of the branching 

structure from which it was derived. For the present this is as close as 

we can get to finding direct textual evidence of the inferred ancestor of 

the existing standard version, portrayed in Figure 4. 

59. Quotes from branched version begin at T26: 507a4, c25, 509a 10, b26, c!4, 

510a 13 = Dietz 31, 35, 40, 43, 44, 46. Pali parallels for quoted passages are 

indicated in DiETZ’s footnotes. 

60. This application of the branched version in explaining the standard version 

extends only as far as tanha\ and the classification of items in the branched 

version in terms of the six Sense fields also extends only as far as tanha (cf. note 

27, above). What principle may underlie this correlation is not immediately 

apparent. 
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Semantic issues 

It remains to consider two outstanding questions relating to the meanings 

of terms: why nama-rupa, here interpreted as denoting the six classes of 

sense object, is defined in the texts as meaning, in effect, “mind-and- 

body”; and why vinnana is defined in the texts sometimes as the six 

classes of sense consciousness (the meaning adopted in the present 

analysis) and sometimes as rebirth consciousness. It is noteworthy that 

nama-rupa and vinnana are two of the three items identified here as 

involved in the rearrangement whereby the originally branching struc¬ 

ture became a linear series. (The third is salayatana, which could hardly 

be interpreted as anything other than the six sense organs.) Regarding 

the possibility of a causal link between the semantic ambiguity and the 

structural rearrangement, the following considerations are relevant. 

The branched version in its combined form would have begun thus: 

“Conditioned by the sixfold sense-base (salayatana) and the six sense 

objects (nama-rupa) arises consciousness {vinnana).” Applying these 

meanings of the terms to the derivative looped version would have 

yielded the following understanding of its first three statements: “Condi¬ 

tioned by the six sense objects is consciousness. Conditioned by con¬ 

sciousness are the six sense objects. Conditioned by the six sense objects 

is the sixfold sense-base {or contact, in the Mahanidana).” If these 

meanings of the terms were known to Sangha members at the time, 

some of the statements would have seemed to contradict common sense. 

(How could consciousness be the condition for external sense objects? 

How could sense objects be the condition for the sense organs?) If, how¬ 

ever, the signification of nama-rupa - literally, and misleadingly, 

“naiqe-and-form” - had already been forgotten, then these incongruities 

would not have been apparent, thus facilitating the rearrangement, as 

suggested earlier. 

In either case the natural response would have been to give the 

troublesome terms meanings that would make the new causal series 

intelligible. Since the end of the series explicitly related to the process of 

rebirth in samsara, it was natural to interpret its beginning in the same 

terms. Accordingly, vinnana in this context became the consciousness 

that descends into the mother’s womb at conception, while nama-rupa 

became the mind-body complex that then takes shape and, after develop¬ 

ing sense organs {salayatana), experiences contact {phassa) and so on. 

With the terms reinterpreted in this way, the beginning of the rearranged 

series would have acquired a seeming coherence and relevance. 
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This discussion has centered on the term nama-rupa and the confusion 

it appears to have generated. One is led to ask why the Buddha would 

have chosen to denote the totality of sense objects by a word that liter¬ 

ally meant “name-and-form,” thus creating a terminology that was 

inherently susceptible to misinterpretation.61 The answer may lie in 

REAT’s observation that the nama-rupa of early Buddhism was close in 

meaning to the nama-rupa of the pre-Buddhist Upanisads. The Upani- 

sadic nama-rupa figures in an account of the manifestation of the uni¬ 

verse.62 Perhaps the Buddha appropriated and adapted this important 

term precisely so that his teaching of Conditioned Arising would be 

recognized as a response to the doctrines of his opponents.63 

Conclusions 

This examination of four versions of the paticca-samuppada doctrine 

has demonstrated that two of the four, those referred to here as the 

branched and looped versions, show evidence of being derived from a 

single earlier form. One can readily propose a viable hypothetical recon¬ 

struction of the process whereby the looped version could have develop¬ 

ed out of the branched version - more precisely, out of a variant of the 

branched version in which th^ six senses were combined. Crucial to that 

reconstruction is the proposition (already advanced by YlNSHUN and 

REAT, and hinted at by WATSUJI) that nama-rupa was formerly under¬ 

stood as denoting the totality of sense objects. 

It has also been shown that application of this finding to the standard 

twelve-membered version of the doctrine points to derivation of the 

well-known linear series from an earlier structure that was even more 

elaborately branching than the “branched version.” This further finding 

incidentally provides a simple explanation for the differences among the 

61. This terminology also had the disadvantage of not conforming to the usual order 

of listing the sense objects: elsewhere the convention was to list material objects 

(rupa). before mental objects (namci), as in the branched version of PS. 

62. Brhadaranyaka-upanisad 1.4.7; cf. Reat, p. 18. 

63. Cf. GOMBRlCH’s portrayal of the Buddha as consistently implementing such a 

strategy, e.g. as identifying a Buddhist counterpart for the ^threefold knowledge” 

of the Brahmins. Richard F. GOMBRlCH: How Buddhism Began: The Condi¬ 

tioned Genesis of the Early Teachings (= SOAS Jordan Lectures in Comparative 

Religion XVII) (London: Athlone 1996), pp. 29-30. 
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versions examined here: it shows the standard version as a combination 

of the Sutta-nipata version and the branched version. The analysis has 

also identified, as an important element in the process of transformation, 

a scholastic reinterpretation of the doctrinal import of the early part of 

the causal series, entailing redefinition of nama-rupa, and of vihhana as 

well in the case of the looped version. 

Consideration of relevant historical landmarks indicates that the in¬ 

ferred modifications of the paticca-samuppada formula may have al¬ 

ready been completed before the Pali tradition’s Third Council. However, 

because doctrinal borrowing between traditions cannot be ruled out, it is 

also possible that the changes date from a later period, though certainly 

from a time when preservation of the canon still depended on oral trans¬ 

mission. In any case, the evidence points to a remarkably early and dras¬ 

tic hiatus in the transmission of this highly esteemed piece of Buddhist 

doctrine. 

Figure 1. Correspondences in content between branched and looped ver¬ 

sions: 

Branched version Looped version 

nama-rupa (name-and-form) 

6 sense organs"-.. ^ vihhana (consciousness) 

6 sense objects '><' nama-rupa (name-and-form) 

6 consciousnesses'''' "" [salayatana (sixfold sense-base)] 

phassa---pliassa 

vedana-vedana (feeling) 

etc. etc. 

Figure 2. Contrast in structure between branched and looped versions: 

(a) Branched version (b) Looped version 

vihhana 

i f 
• nama-rupa 

si 

[salayatana] 
salayatana + nama-rupa] 

‘ ± 
■ 1 =phassa phassa 

vihhana * si si 

vedana. vedana 
i si 
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Figure 3. Derivation of vihhana in different versions: 

(a) Branched version: salayatana + nama-rupa 

I 
vihhdna 

(b) Standard & Sn versions: avijja —> sankhara —> vihhdna 

Figure 4. Inferred structure of ancestor of standard version: 

salayatana + nama-rupa 

avijja —> sankhara —» vihhdna 

vedana 

i 

- phassa 
i 



Dear Michael, 

I received the article yesterday and read it quickly last night. Thank you 
for sending it. I did not pause at each step of Dr. Bucknell's argument but 
hurried on to see the main points in his interpretation. I have to say that I 
found it clever, but so loaded with questionable hypotheses that I do not see 
much support for his conclusions (even though he frequently uses the 
expression "this demonstrates that 

His whole interpretation rests on the assumption that the expression 
"bahiddhaa naamaruupa" conveys the original (or archaic) sense of 
naamaruupa, and that the current interpretation (based on the identification 
of NR with the psycho-physical organism) stems from a later definition of 
the terms concocted by monks. I admit that the expression "bahiddhaa 
naamaruupa" has intriguing implications, suggesting a wider meaning to the 
term than is normally assigned to it. However, the expression occurs in only 
one Pali sutta (SN 12:19), and the qualification "external" implies that this is 
a special usage departing from the common one. Many more suttas speak of 
NR in terms suggesting that NR is in some way implicated in the rebirth 
process. It is spoken of as undergoing "descent" (avakkanti). In some 
passages vinnana is said to condition 'punabbhavabhinibbatti', which in turn 
conditions the six sense bases (see SN 12:12). This suggests that 
naamaruupa and the latter are functionally equivalent. Thus there is just too 
much counter-evidence against the view that naama-ruupa was originally a 
code term for the six sense objects. Since so much of Bucknell's argument 
rests on this assumption, when it is queried, his argument totters. There were 
other claims of his that I would challenge. But most seriously, this kind of 
academic approach to the Dhamma raises the question: "Are we to believe 
the Buddhist tradition itself in its understanding of basic Buddhist doctrines, 
or should we instead believe innovative scholars out to score points by 
devising their own interpretations?" 1 don't want to recon mend blind 
adherence to tradition. But when one departs from it too widely, one risks 
finding oneself wandering in the maze of intellectual argumentation, without 
a base of practical experience e to serve as one's support. 

With metta, Bhikkhu Bodhi 



A CRITICAL EXAMINATION OF NANAVIRA THERA’S 

‘A NOTE ON PATICCASAMUPPADA’ 

Part One 

Bhikkhu Bodhi 

Introduction 
1. Nanavlra Thera’s Notes on Dhamma was first published in 
1963, during the author’s lifetime, in a small cyclostyled edition 
distributed to a select list of recipients. During the following two 
years the author made a number of corrections and substantial 
additions to his original text, leaving behind at his death an en¬ 
larged typescript entitled Notes on Dhamma (1960-1965). For 
twenty-two years this version circulated from hand to hand 
among a small circle of readers in the form of typed copies, 
photocopies and handwritten manuscripts. Only in 1987 did Notes 
on Dhamma appear in print, when it was issued along with a 
collection of the author’s letters under the title Clearing the Path: 
Writings of Nanavlra Thera (1960-1965)\ 

Even this edition, a print run of 1,000 copies, turned out to 
be ephemeral. Barely nine months after the book was released, 
the editor-publisher (who had invested at least five years pre¬ 
paring the material for publication) died under tragic circum¬ 
stances. Path Press effectively closed down and the question 
whether the book will ever be reprinted still hangs in the air. But 
in spite of its limited availability, Clearing the Path has had an 
impact on its readers that has been nothing short of electric. Pro¬ 
moted solely by word of mouth, the book has spawned an inter¬ 
national network of admirers — a Theravada Buddhist under¬ 
ground — united in their conviction that Notes on Dhamma is 
the sole key to unlock the inner meaning of the Buddha’s 

1 Path Press, Colombo 1987. 
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Teaching. Some of its admirers have called it the most important 
book written in this century, others have hailed it as the most 
outstanding work on the Dhamma to appear since the Nikayas 
were first written down on palm leaves at the Aluvihara. For the 
book’s enthusiasts no effort is too much in struggling'through its 
dense pages of tightly compressed arguments and copious Pali 
quotations in order to fulfil its author’s invitation ‘to come and 
share his point of view’. 

Nanavlra’s purpose in writing the Notes was, in his own 
words, ‘to indicate the proper interpretation of the Suttas’, the key 
to which he believed he had discovered through an experience 
that he identified as the arising of the Eye of Dhamma (dhamma- 
cakkhu), that is, the attainment of stream-entry2. His proposition 
sounds innocuous enough as it stands, until one discovers that the 
author sees this task as entailing nothing less than a radical re¬ 
valuation of the entire Theravada exegetical tradition. Few of the 
standard interpretative principles upheld by Theravada orthodoxy 
are spared the slashing of his pen. The most time-honoured 
explanatory tools for interpreting the Suttas, along with the 
venerated books from which they stem, he dismisses as ‘a mass of 
dead matter choking the Suttas’. The Abhidhamma Pitaka, the 
Milindapahha, the Visuddhimagga, the Pali Commentaries — all 
come in for criticism, and the author says that ignorance of them 
‘may be counted as a positive advantage as leaving less to be un¬ 
learned’3. 

2. Strangely, although Notes on Dhamma makes such a sharp 
frontal attack on Theravada orthodoxy, to date no proponent of 
the mainstream Theravada tradition has risen to the occasion and 
attempted to counter its arguments. The few traditionalists who 
have read the book have either disregarded it entirely or merely 
branded it as a thicket of errors. But to my knowledge none has 
tried to point out exactly what these errors are and to meet its 
criticisms with reasoned argumentation based directly on the texts. 

2 See Clearing the Path, pp.153, 495. 

3 /hid., p.5. 
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The present essay is an attempt to fill that gap. I will be con¬ 
cerned here with only one note in Nanavlra’s collection, his ‘A 
Note on Paticcasamuppada’. This note, however, is the main pillar 
of Nanavlra’s distinctive approach to the Suttas; it is the first and 
longest note in the book and the most cqnsistently radical. The 
Note sounds a bold challenge to the prevailing ‘three-life 
interpretation’ of the twelve-factored formula of dependent 
arising. The traditional interpretation of this formula, expounded 
in full detail in the Visuddhimagga (Chapter XVII), has guided 
followers of mainstream Theravada Buddhism for centuries in 
their understanding of this most profound and difficult principle 
of the Dhamma. Hence a criticism of it that claims to be 
validated by the Suttas themselves strikes from within at the very 
core of the orthodox Theravada commentarial tradition. 

At the beginning of his Note, Nanavlra states that he assumes 
his reader is acquainted with this traditional interpretation and is 
dissatisfied with it (§2). Such dissatisfaction, he asserts, is not un¬ 
justified, and he proposes to provide in its place what he modestly 
claims ‘may perhaps be found to be a more satisfactory approach’. 
I too will assume that the reader is already acquainted with the 
three-life interpretation, and hence I will not recapitulate that 
interpretation here. While the reader who has personal access to 
Nanavlra’s Note and can refer to it in the course of this dis¬ 
cussion may be able to follow my arguments here more easily, 
for the benefit of readers who are not so situated I will recount 
below those contentions of his with which I take issue. 

3. My purpose in writing this examination is to vindicate the 
traditional three-life interpretation against Nanavlra’s critique of 
it. I propose to show that the approach which he considers to be 
‘more satisfactory’ not only cannot be justified by reference to 
the discourses of the Buddha, but is in fact contradicted by them. 
I also intend to establish that, contrary to Nanavlra’s allegations, 
the three-life interpretation, though not explicitly stated in such 
terms, is fully in accord with the Buddha’s teachings. In my view, 
this interpretation, far from deviating from the Suttas, simply 
makes explicit the Buddha’s intention in expounding dependent 
arising. 

45 
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In making this assertion, l am not saying that the detailed ex¬ 
position of paticcasamuppada (PS) as found in the Pali Com¬ 
mentaries can in all particulars be traced back to the Suttas. The 
aim of the Commentaries, in their treatment of PS, is to correlate 
the Suttanta teaching of PS with the systematic analysis of pheno¬ 
mena and their conditional relations as found in the Abhi- 
dhamma. This results in an explanation of PS that is far more 
complex and technical than anything that can be drawn out from 
the Sutta texts themselves. I do not think that acceptance of the 
basic dynamics of the ‘three-life’ approach entails acceptance of 
the details of the commentarial explanation, and I also believe 
that the Commentaries take unnecessary risks when they try to 
read back into the Suttas ideas deriving from tools of inter¬ 
pretation that appeared perhaps centuries after the Suttas were 
compiled. All that I wish to maintain is that the essential vision 
underlying the commentarial interpretation is correct: namely, 
that the twelvefold formula of PS extends over three lives and as 
such describes the generative structure of Samsara, the round of 
repeated births4. 

Like Nanavlra, I take as the sole ultimate authority for 
interpretation of the Dhamma the Buddha’s discourses as found in 
the four main Nikayas and in the older strata of the Khuddaka 
Nikaya. I share with him the view that these books can be con¬ 
sidered the most trustworthy record of the Buddha’s teaching, and 
hence should be turned to as the final court of appeal in re¬ 
solving questions about the correct interpretation of the Dhamma. 

4 In this paper I will not be concerned at all with the Vibhanga’s Abhi- 

dhamma Bhajaniya (Chapter VI), which applies the 12 factors of PS to each 

single mind-moment (citta) in the Abhidhamma analysis of consciousness. 

Although here all 12 factors are shown to be operative at a single moment, this 

treatment of the doctrine is not put forward as an interpretation of the PS for¬ 

mula intended in the Suttas, as is clear from the distinction the Vibhanga itself 

makes between the Suttanta method and the Abhidhamma method. In its treat¬ 

ment of PS by the Suttanta method, the Vibhanga confirms the three-life 

approach. 
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Unlike Nanavfra, however, I do not hold that all later works, such 
as the Abhidhamma Pitaka and the Commentaries, should be 
rejected point blank as miasmas of error and decay. We must 
certainly accept the findings of scientific scholarship regarding the 
dating of the canonical and post-canonical texts, and should re¬ 
cognise that Theravada doctrine has evolved in several strata 
through the Abhidhamma, the Commentaries and the later 
exegetical works. In my view, however, this does not mean that 
every text that was composed after the age of the Nikayas must 
be regarded with distrust or disdain. 

Fundamental Attitudes 
4. Before I turn to examine certain specific points in Nanavlra’s 
Note I wish to focus on one discomfiting consequence entailed by 
his insistence that his view of PS is exclusively and absolutely 
correct. The three-life interpretation of PS has been maintained 
by the Theravada tradition virtually from the time that tradition 
emerged as a distinct school. It goes back long before the time of 
Buddhaghosa’s commentaries and can be found already in near¬ 
definitive form in the Vibhariga of the Abhidhamma Pitaka and 
the Patisambhidamagga of the Sutta Pitaka, works dating from 
around the third century BCE. Further, this interpretation, in its 
essential outlines, is by no means peculiar to the Theravada 
school. It was also shared, with minor differences in details, by 
the early rivals of the Theravada, the Sarvastivada and Maha- 
sahghika, which suggests that at least in outline this way of 
explaining PS already preceded the first schisms. The same three- 
life division can be found in the works of the great Madhyamika 
philosopher Nagarjuna (e.g., in his Mulamadhyamikakarika, 
Chapter 26), and is also held in the present day by the Mahayana 
schools that have inherited the exegetical methodology of ancient 
Indian Buddhism5. In contrast, Nanavlra’s view of PS, as pertaining 

5 Thus the so-called Tibelan Wheel of Life, which probably stems from the 

old Indian Sarvastiviida, expressly coordinates a pictorial representation of the 12 

factors with a picture of the different planes of rebirth. 
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solely to a single life, appears to be without precedent in the 
tenet systems of early Buddhism. Thus, when Nanavira holds that 
he has correctly grasped the Buddha’s intention in expounding 
PS, this implicitly commits him to the thesis that the entire 
mainstream Buddhist philosophical tradition has utterly mis¬ 
interpreted this most fundamental Buddhist doctrine, and had 
already done so within two centuries after the Master’s demise. 
While it is not altogether impossible that this occurred, it would 
seem a lapse of astonishing magnitude on the part of the early 
Buddhist community. 

5. Of course, the above argument is not in itself compelling, for 
one might still be prepared to stand behind Nanavlra’s claim no 
matter how audacious it may be. So let us now turn to the Note 
itself and examine his views on PS. For the present we will pass 
over his opening salvos against the three-life interpretation. 
Instead, let us move directly into the sections of the Note in 
which he reveals his own ‘more satisfactory approach’. We will 
return to the criticisms later and see if they truly require us to 
abandon the traditional understanding of the doctrine. 

Nanavira maintains that PS, in its twelve-factored formu¬ 
lation, applies solely and entirely to our existential situation in 
this present life, without any reference to temporal divisions. It is, 
in his view, an ever-present existential structure of the unenligh¬ 
tened mind describing the mode of being of the ‘uninstructed 
common person’ (assutavd puthujjana). Nanavira insists that this 
interpretation of PS alone offers us a way to resolve the im¬ 
mediate problem of existence in the present itself: ‘It is a matter 
of one’s fundamental attitude to one’s own existence — is there, 
or is there not, a present problem, or rather, anxiety that can 
only be resolved in the present?’ (§7). 

I fully agree with Nanavira that our interpretation of PS 
must flow from our ‘fundamental attitude to (our) own existence’. 
It is also clear from the Suttas that the Buddha’s motive in teach¬ 
ing PS is to lead us to a present solution of the existential 
problem of suffering. Repeatedly in the Suttas we see the Buddha 
teaching PS in order to lay bare the structure of conditions that 
underlies the 01 [nation and cessation of dukkha. However, in 
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order to understand how PS fulfils this function, we should focus 
on the question: What is the meaning of the dukkha that the 
Buddha’s Teaching is designed to liberate us from? Nanavlra 
contends that this dukkha is the anxiety and stress that pervade 
our present existence, and hence he interprets all the terms of the 
standard PS formula in a way that lends support to this conten¬ 
tion. However, if we read the Suttas on their own terms, in their 
totality, we find that NanavTra’s understanding of dukkha falls far 
short of the vision of the First Noble Truth that the Buddha 
wishes to impart to us. Of course, dukkha does include ‘existential 
anxiety’, and there are several suttas which define the conditions 
for the arising and removal of such dukkha6. An unbiased and 
complete survey of the Nikayas, however, would reveal that the 
problem of dukkha to which the Buddha’s Teaching is addressed 
is not primarily existential anxiety, nor even the distorted sense 
of self of which such anxiety may be symptomatic. The primary 
problem of dukkha with which the Buddha is concerned, in its 
most comprehensive and fundamental dimensions, is the problem 
of our bondage to Samsara — the round of repeated birth, ageing 
and death. And, as I will show presently, these terms are intended 
quite literally as signifying biological birth, ageing and death, 
not our anxiety over being born, growing old and dying. 

A glance at the Suttas would suffice to reveal to us the 
‘fundamental attitudes’ that motivated the Buddha and the early 
disciples in their own quest for deliverance. We find, for example, 
that each Bodhisatta, from VipassI to Gotama, seeks the path to 
enlightenment with the thought, ‘Alas, this world has fallen into 
trouble, in that it is born and ages and dies and passes away 
and is reborn, and it does not know the escape from this suf¬ 
fering of ageing and death’7. When young seekers go forth into 
lomelessness out of faith in the Buddha, they do so because they 

> I have in mind particularly M 138 and S II 15-19. These show how pari- 

assana, which might be rendered ‘anxiety', arises from clinging (upadana) and 

eases with the removal of clinging. 

S II 5-11. 
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have realised: ‘I am immersed in birth, ageing and death, sorrow, 
lamentation, pain, displeasure and despair; I am immersed in 
suffering, afflicted with suffering. Perhaps one can discern here an 
end-making to this entire mass of suffering’8. Again and again the 
Buddha stresses the misery of repeated existence within Samsara, 
again and again he underscores the urgency of escaping from it 
(see e.g., S II 178-93). And his constant injunction to the monks 
throughout his ministry was to dwell diligently so that ‘having 
abandoned the wandering on in births, you will make an end of 
suffering’ (pahaya jatisamsaram dukkhass’ antam karissati)9. 
These words should leave no doubt that by putting an end to 
suffering the Buddha means — not release from existential 
anxiety — but release from the round of rebirths. Insofar as the 
Dhamma addresses the problem of our present suffering, it does 
so by situating that suffering in its larger context, our condition 
of samsaric bondage. The present cannot be considered only in its 
vertical depths. It must also be viewed as the intersection of the 
past and future, shaped by our past experience and harbouring 
our future destiny in its womb. 

If the Dhamma is to enable us to extricate ourselves from 
the dukkha of repeated birth and death, it must make known the 
chain of causes that holds us in bondage to this round of repeated 
birth and death, and it must also indicate what must be done to 
bring this cycle to a halt. Throughout the Suttas we can find only 
one basic statement of the causal structure of Samsara, one over¬ 
arching. formulation with many minor variations, and that is the 
twelvefold formula of dependent arising. If one’s aim in following 
the Dhamma is to gain release from existential anxiety, then the 
three-life interpretation of PS may seem unsatisfactory and one 
may turn to Nanavlra’s version as more adequate. But the task 
which the Buddha sets before his disciples is of a different nature: 
namely, to gain liberation from the recurrent cycle of birth, old 
age and death, that is, from bondage to Samsara. Once one 

M I 192, 460, 463, etc. 

D !1 121. 
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accepts this task as one’s own, one will see that PS must be 
looked upon as a disclosure of the conditioned structure of 
Sariisara, showing us how our ignorance, craving and volitional 
activity keep us chained to the round of existence and drive us 
from one life to the next. 

Birth, Ageing and Death 
6. I now intend to take up for scrutiny what might be regarded 
as the two planks of Nanavira’s interpretation. The two planks to 
which I refer are his attempts to explain the relationships be¬ 
tween those conditions which, in the traditional interpretation, are 
held to extend over different lifetimes. These are: (i) the nexus of 
bhava, jdti and jaramarana — becoming (‘being’, in Nanavira’s 
translation), birth, and ageing-and-death; and (ii) the nexus of 
avijja, sahkhdra and vihhana — ignorance, formations (‘deter¬ 
minations’) and consciousness. I will show that Nanavira’s ex¬ 
planations of both these groups of factors fail to draw support 
from the source that he himself regards as the supreme authority 
in the interpretation of the Dhamma, namely, the Pali Suttas. I 
will also show that, contra Nanavlra, on both points the Suttas 
confirm the traditional interpretation, which regards these con¬ 
nections as involving a succession of lives. 

7. Let us first turn to Nanavira’s treatment of the former nexus 
(§10 of his Note): 

The fundamental upadana or ‘holding’ is attavada, which is 
holding to a belief in ‘self’. The puthujjana takes what 
appears to be his ‘self’ at its face value; and so long as this 
goes on he continues to be a ‘self’, at least in his own eyes 
(and in those of others like him). This is bhava or ‘being’. 
The puthujjana knows that people are born and die; and 
since he thinks ‘my self exists’ so he also thinks ‘my self 
was born’ and ‘my self will die’. The puthujjana sees a ‘self’ 
to whom the words birth and death apply. 

Before we go any further, we should point out that Nanavlra 
does not cite any suttas to support his understanding of bhava, jdti 
and jaramarana, and in fact there are no suttas to be found in 
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the Pali Canon that explain the above terms in this way10. 
Moreover, on Nanavlra’s interpretation it may not even be quite 
correct to say ‘jatipaccaya jaramaranarti. On his view, it seems, 
one would be obliged to say instead, ‘bhavapaccaya jati, bhava¬ 
paccaya jaramaranam'. Since he regards the puthujjana's taking 
himself to be a self as the basis for his notions ‘my self was born’ 
and ‘my self will die’, it follows that ‘being’ would be the con¬ 
dition for both ‘birth’ and ‘ageing-and-death’. However, that is not 
what the Buddha himself asserts. 

In many suttas dealing with PS the Buddha defines the above 
terms of the formula, and if wejook at these texts we will see 
that they differ markedly from Nanavlra’s explanation of them. 
The definitions are standardised: 

‘And what, monks, is ageing-and-death? The ageing of 
beings in the various orders of beings, their old age, 
brokenness of teeth, greyness of hair, wrinkling of skin, 
decline of life, weakness of faculties — this is called age¬ 
ing. The passing of beings out of the various orders of 
beings, their passing away, dissolution, disappearance, dying, 
completion of time, dissolution of the aggregates, laying 
down of the body — this is called death. So this ageing and 
this death are (together) called ageing-and-death. 

‘And what, monks, is birth? The birth of beings into 
the various orders of beings, their coming to birth, descent 
(into a womb), production, manifestation of the aggregates, 
obtaining the bases for contact — this is called birth’11. 

The above definitions, with their strings of synonyms and 
concrete imagery, clearly indicate that ‘birth’ refers to biological 
birth and ‘ageing-and-death’ to biological ageing and biological 
death — not to the puthuj j ana's notions ‘I was born, I will age 

10 Nanavira does quote one sutta (S 3:3/1 71) a little further down which he 

thinks supports his interpretation of jararnarananirodha. However, this passage in 

no way compels acceptance of his interpretation; it can easily be explained in 

other ways that do not require us to jettison the traditional understanding of PS. 

; ; D II 305; M I 49-50; S II 2-3, etc. 
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and die’, or ‘My self was born; my self ages and dies’. The textual 
definitions are perfectly straightforward and unambiguous and 
give no hint that the Buddha had some other idea to convey 
about the significance of these terms. 

Bhava and Rebirth 
8. The definition of bhava (Nanavlra’s ‘being’) offered in the Sut- 
tas dealing expressly with PS is nowhere near as transparent as 
the former definitions, the reason being that the definition of the 
term is set against the particular cosmology that underlies the 
Buddha’s Teaching. Nevertheless, the Suttas provide no basis for 
Nanavlra’s claim that bhava means the puthujjana’s taking 
himself to be a self12. 

In the suttas on PS, when the Buddha defines bhava, he does 
so merely by enumerating the three types of becoming: 

‘And what, monks, is becoming? There are these three 
types of becoming: sense-sphere becoming; fine-material- 
sphere becoming; immaterial-sphere becoming’13. 

This definition refers to the three planes of existence in the 
Buddhist cosmos, and the term 'bhava:’ thus would signify con¬ 
crete individual existence in one or another of these three planes. 
For illumination as to how bhava functions in the PS series, our 
most helpful resource is the Bhava Sutta, a short exchange be¬ 
tween the Buddha and Ananda: 

‘It is said, lord, "becoming, becoming". In what way, 
lord, is there becoming?’ 

‘If, Ananda, there were no kamma ripening in the sense 
realm, would sense-sphere becoming be discerned?’ 

‘No, lord’. 
‘Thus, Ananda, kamma is the field, consciousness is the 

seed, craving the moisture; for beings obstructed by ignor- 

12 I am not denying that the puthujjana does take himself to he a self, for 

that is precisely the act that defines him as a puthujjana. I am only disputing 

that this is the correct explanation of bhava. 

13 S II 3. 
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ance and fettered to craving, consciousness becomes ground¬ 
ed in a low realm. Thus, Ananda, there is the production of 
re-becoming in the future. It is thus, Ananda, that there is 
becoming. 

‘If, Ananda, there were no kamma ripening in the fine- 
material realm, would fine-material becoming be discerned?’ 

‘No, lord’. 
‘Thus, Ananda, kamma is the field, consciousness is the 

seed, craving the moisture; for beings obstructed by ignor¬ 
ance and fettered to craving, consciousness becomes ground¬ 
ed in a middling realm. Thus, Ananda, there is the produc¬ 
tion of re-becoming in the future. It is thus, Ananda, that 
there is becoming. 

‘If, Ananda, there were no kamma ripening in the 
immaterial realm, would immaterial becoming be discerned?’ 

‘No, lord’. 
‘Thus, Ananda, kamma is the field, consciousness is the 

seed, craving the moisture; for beings obstructed by ignor¬ 
ance and fettered to craving, consciousness becomes ground¬ 
ed in a superior realm. Thus, Ananda, there is the produc¬ 
tion of re-becoming in the future. It is thus, Ananda, that 
there is becoming’14. 

Clearly, this sutta is offering a succinct statement of the same 
basic process described more extensively in the usual twelve- 
factored formula of PS: When there is avijja and tanha, ig¬ 
norance and craving, then kamma — the volitional action of a be¬ 
ing — effects the production of a new existence or ‘re-becoming 
in the future’ (ayatim punabbhava) in a realm that corresponds to 
the qualitative potential of that kamma. It is for this reason that 
the Commentaries interpret bhava in the usual PS formula as 
having two aspects that pertain to two different lives: one aspect 
called kammabhava, ‘kammically active existence’, which refers to 
the kamma with the potential of generating rebirth in one or an¬ 
other of the three realms; the other aspect called upapattibkava, 

14 A 1 223-4. 
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‘rebirth existence’, which refers to existence produced in one or 
another of the three realms15. Although such a distinction is not 
explicitly drawn in the Suttas, it seems to be implied by such pas¬ 
sages as the one just quoted above. 

9. Nanavlra claims that jati does not mean rebirth (§9), and he is 
correct insofar as the word ‘jati' does not by itself convey the 
sense of 're-birth’. Nevertheless, within the context of PS (and 
elsewhere in the Buddha’s Teaching), jati must be understood as 
implying rebirth. Insofar as jati, ‘the manifestation of the ag¬ 
gregates’, etc., results from the formation of a new bhava ‘in the 
future’ by the avijja, tanha and kamma of the preceding 
existence, any instance of jati is invariably a rebirth of the same 
continuum of consciousness. The stream of consciousness of the 
preceding life, ‘grounded’ in a particular realm by reason of its 
kamma, springs up in that realm and comes to growth and full 
manifestation there. 

Contrary to Nanavlra, throughout the Suttas we often find 
the word ‘jati’ used in conjunction with the terms ‘samsard and 
' punabbhavcC to underscore the fact that rebirth is intended. Take, 
for instance, the Buddha’s famous ‘Hymn of Victory’ from the 
Dhammapada (v.153): 

‘I ran vainly through the wandering of many births 
Seeking the house-builder. Painful is birth again and again’. 

Anekajatisamsaram sandhavissam anibbisam 
Gahakarakam gavesanto dukkhd jati punappunarh. 

Or: ‘A bhikkhu has abandoned the wandering on in births 
with its re-becoming’ (bhikkhuno ponobhaviko jatisamsdro 
pahino; M I 139). Or the verse of Udana 4:9: 

‘For the monk with a peaceful mind, 
When he has cut off craving for becoming, 
The wandering on in births is destroyed; 
For him there is no re-becoming’. 

Ucchinnabhavatanhassa santacittassa bhikkhuno 

15 See Vism XVI 1,250. 
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Vikkhino jatisamsaro natthi tassa punabbhavo. 

Again, consider the declaration of final knowledge uttered by 
the arahants: ‘This is my last birth; now there is no re-becoming’ 
(iayam antima jati, natthi dani punabbhavo; M I 167,173). 

The above passages will show us, moreover, that the wedge 
that Nanavlra tries to drive between jati and punabbhava- 
bhinibbatti (in §10) is a spurious one. While in some passages the 
two are set in a conditional relationship to one another (the latter 
being a condition for the former — see S II 65), they are so 
closely connected that their meanings almost overlap. In fact, the 
word ‘abhinibbattf is used as one of the synonyms of jati in the 
standard definition of the latter. Apparently, when abhinibbatti is 
included in jati we should understand jati as comprising both 
conception and physical birth, while when they are differentiated 
abhinibbatti means conception and jati is restricted to full 
emergence from the womb. 

10. Now that we have adduced textual definitions of the terms 
‘ageing-and-death’, ‘birth’ and ‘becoming’, let us see how they link 
up in the formula of PS, as explained by the Buddha himself. The 
text which elucidates this matter most succinctly is the Maha- 
nidana Sutta (D 15/11 57-8). To bring out the meaning I quote the 
relevant passage slightly simplified, without the catechistic format 
and with the sequence of conditions stated in direct order rather 
than in reverse order: 

‘If there were absolutely no clinging of any kind — no 
clinging to sense pleasures, clinging to views, clinging to 
rules and observances, clinging to a doctrine of self — then, 
in the complete absence of clinging, becoming would not be 
discerned: thus clinging is the condition for becoming. 

‘If there were absolutely no becoming of any kind — 
no sense-sphere becoming, fine-material becoming, im¬ 
material becoming — then, in the complete absence of 
becoming, birth would not be discerned: thus becoming is 
the condition for birth. 

‘If there were absolutely no birth of any kind — that is, 
of gods in the state of gods, of celestials in the state of 
celestials, of spirits, demons, humans, animals, birds and 
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reptiles each in their own state — then, in the complete 
absence of birth, ageing-and-death would not be discerned: 
thus birth is the condition for ageing and death’. 

Nanavira would read this passage to mean: Because the 
puthujjana clings to a belief in self, he goes on being a self (of 
one or another of the three types); and because he assumes that 
he is such a self, he thinks ‘my self was born’ and ‘my self will 
grow old and die’ (see Note, §10). If, however, we read this pas¬ 
sage in the light of the definitions of birth, ageing and death 
found in the Suttas, and in the light of the Bhava Sutta (pp.13-14), 
a very different meaning would emerge, which might be formu¬ 
lated thus: Because of clinging of any kind (not only clinging to a 
doctrine of self), one engages in actions that have the potential to 
ripen in one or another of the three realms of becoming. These 
actions dispose consciousness towards these realms. At death, if 
clinging persists, the predominant kamma steers consciousness 
towards the appropriate realm, i.e., it grounds the ‘seed’ of con¬ 
sciousness in that realm, and thereby generates a new existence. 
This ‘production of re-becoming’ comes to fulfilment in birth — 
that is, birth into one of the numerous classes of beings dis¬ 
tributed among the three realms of becoming — and once birth 
occurs, it is inevitably followed by ageing-and-death. 

Three Types of Sankhara 

11. Now let us turn to the other major plank in Nanavlra’s ‘Note 
on Paticcasamuppada’, his treatment of the interconnections 
between avijja, sahkhara and vihhana (§§5-6, 11-16). In §5 
Nanavira cites the threefold enumeration of sahkhara commonly 
employed by the Suttas when they analyse the individual factors 
of the PS formula: 

‘And what, monks, are the sahkharal There are these 
three sahkhara: body-sahkhara, speech -sahkhara, mind-sa/i- 
khara. These are called the sahkhara'16. 

16 S II 4. 
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I will leave the word ‘sahkhara’ untranslated here in order 
not to prejudice the discussion. Immediately after citing this pas¬ 
sage, in order to supply definitions of the three types of sah- 
khdra, Nanavira quotes the Culavedalla Sutta (M 44/1 301). This 
sutta — a discussion between the lay devotee Visakha and his 
former wife, the arahant bhikkhunl Dhammadinna — defines 
three types of sahkhara bearing exactly the same names as those 
mentioned in the texts on PS: 

‘And which, lady, is body-sahkhara, which is speech- 
sahkhara, which is mind-sahkhara? 

The in-and-out breaths are body -sahkhara, thinking- 
and-pondering are speech-sahkhara, perception and feeling 
are mmd-sahkharanl. 

Having juxtaposed the two quotations, Nanavira then cri¬ 
ticises the traditional interpretation for maintaining that sahkhara 
in the PS formula must always be understood as cetana or 
volition. To make this claim, he asserts, is to wind up holding 
that the in-and-out breaths, thinking-and-pondering, and perception 
and feeling, are respectively bodily, verbal and mental volition — 
a position that is clearly untenable. 

Now both quotations cited above, taken in isolation, are per¬ 
fectly legitimate. This, however, does not establish that the latter 
quotation is providing a definition of the same terms intended by 
the former quotation. While the two triads are expressed in Pali 
by the same three^compounds — kayasahkhara, vacisahkhara, 
cittasahkhara — Nanavira overlooks a fact of prime importance 
for determining their meaning: namely, that in the Suttas the 
contexts in which the two triads appear are always kept 
rigorously separate. The definition of the three sahkhara found 
in the Culavedalla Sutta, and elsewhere in the Canon (at S IV 
293), does not occur in the context of PS nor in a context that 
even touches on PS. This particular definition of the three types 
of sahkhara — kayasahkhara, vaci sahkhara, cittasahkhara — 
always occurs in the course of a discussion on the attainment of 

\1 M 44/1 301. 
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the cessation of perception and feeling (sahhavedayita-nirodha)18. 
It is intended to prepare the way for an explanation of the order 
in which the three types of sahkhara cease when a monk enters 
the attainment of cessation. 

But that is not all. Not only are the three sahkhara of the 
Culavedalla Sutta always rigorously excluded from discussions of 
PS, but among all the suttas in which the Buddha exemplifies the 
expressions ‘avijjapaccaya sahkhara’ (‘with ignorance as con¬ 
dition, formations’) and ‘sahkhdrapaccaya vihhanahi’ (‘with for-' 
mations as condition, consciousness’), there is not a single text in 
which he explains sahkhara in a way that has any relevance to 
the three kinds of sahkhara of the Culavedalla Sutta. The two 
types of discussions of sahkhara — the threefold enumeration of 
the Culavedalla Sutta and the threefold enumeration in the PS 
context — though employing the same terms, are assigned to 
completely separate compartments. Nowhere in the Sutta Pitaka 
does the one triad extend beyond its own context and bear any 
explicit relationship to the other context. If the Buddha had 
intended the sahkhara that are conditioned by ignorance and that 
condition consciousness to signify the in-and-out breaths, thinking- 
and-pondering, and perception and feeling, then one could rea¬ 
sonably expect to find at least one sutta on PS where he 
exemplifies sahkhara by way of the Culavedalla triad. However, 
not a single sutta of such a nature can be found anywhere in the 
entire Pali Canon19. 

Lack of textual corroboration is only one problem with 

18 Two of these sahkhara — kayasahkhara and cittasahkhara — are also 

mentioned in connection with the 16 aspects of the practice of mindfulness of 

breathing. See M III 82-3. 

19 I should add here a brief rejoinder to Nanavlra’s remark at §6 that the tra¬ 

ditional interpretation (in its treatment of the sahkhara factor in PS) ‘alto¬ 

gether ignores the Culavedalla Sutta’. It certainly does not. The Visuddhimagga, 

in its explication of the term ‘sahkhara in relation to PS, mentions the triad of 

the Culavedalla Sutta, but it distinguishes this triad front the types of 

sahkhara that are conditioned by ignorance (Vism XVII.47). 
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Nanavlra’s proposal to read the Culavedalla triad of sahkhara into 
the interpretation of the PS formula. Another objection, even 
more formidable, can be brought against this suggestion, namely, 
that it leads to incoherence. For the sahkhara of the PS formula 
must depend upon ignorance as their necessary condition and 
must cease with the cessation of ignorance, but the three sah¬ 
khara of the Culavedalla Sutta do not meet this requirement. 
These sahkhara are not necessarily dependent upon ignorance and 
do not cease with the ceasing of ignorance. Although the arahant 
has completely eradicated ignorance, he continues to breathe in 
and out (except when in the fourth jhana and higher attain¬ 
ments), to think and ponder (except when in the second and 
higher jhanas\ and to perceive and feel (except when in the ces¬ 
sation of perception and feeling). But, what does cease for the 
arahant with the cessation of ignorance are volitional forma¬ 
tions — sahkhara understood as sahcetana. Whereas the non- 
arahant’s bodily, verbal and mental activities are constructive 
forces conditioned by ignorance that sustain the round of rebirths, 
the arahant’s activities are kammically extinct. They no longer 
sustain the continuation of the round, no longer project con¬ 
sciousness into any new mode of becoming. 

12. In analysing the teaching of PS, the texts use the two terms 
cittasahkhara and manosahkhara as though they were inter¬ 
changeable. This is not typical of the Suttas, which usually reserve 
citta and mano for separate contexts. When the texts define 
sahkhara in the PS formula, they do so by enumerating the three 
types of sahkhara: kdyasahkhara, vacisahkhara, cittasahkhara; yet 
they do not take the further step of defining these terms as such. 
Then, when they exemplify the function of sahkhara in PS, they 
employ the triad of kdyasahkhara, vacisahkhara, manosahkhara. 
The Pali Commentaries identify the two triads, taking them as 
alternative expressions for the same thing; both are understood to 
refer to bodily volition, verbal volition and mental volition 
(,kdyasahcetaruL vaci sahcetana, mano sahcetana). Nanavira takes 
issue with this identification, holding that the two triads must be 
distinguished. He admits that the second triad is to be identified 
with cetand, but insists that the terms used in the first triad have 
to be understood by way of the explanation given in the 
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Culavedalla Sutta. 

This assertion, as we have seen, does not receive con¬ 
firmation from the Suttas. The original source on which the Pali 
Commentaries base their identification of the two triads is the 
Vibhanga of the Abhidhamma Pitaka. In that work, in the Sut- 
tanta Bhajanlya (Sutta Analysis) section of its Paticcasamuppada 
Vibhanga, we read: 

What are the sahkhara that are conditioned by ig¬ 
norance? Meritorious sahkhara, demeritorious sahkhara, 
imperturbable sahkhara,; body -sahkhara, speech -sahkhara, 
mind-sahkhara... 

Therein, bodily volition is body-sahkhara; verbal voli¬ 
tion is sp&zch-sahkhara; mental volition (manosahcetana) is 
mind-sahkhara (cittasahkhara). These are called the 
sahkhara conditioned by ignorance20. 

Nanavlra may refuse to acknowledge the authority of the 
Vibhanga and insist that he will not relinquish his view unless a 
sutta can be brought forward confirming this definition. This 
attitude, however, would appear to be an unreasonable one. Even 
though the more elaborate conceptions of the Abhidhamma may 
be products of a later age than the Suttas, the Suttanta Bhajanlya 
sections of the Vibhanga can make a cogent claim to antiquity. 
Evidence suggests that this portion of the Vibhanga is extremely 
old, dating from perhaps the third century BCE, and thus 
represents the understanding of the Buddhist community from a 
period not long after the Buddha’s Parinibbana. It would even be 
plausible to maintain that this body of material was originally an 
old commentary on basic Suttanta terminology going back to the 
very first generation of the Buddha’s disciples; it is not 
specifically Abhidhammic in character and may have been 

5 absorbed into the Abhidhamma Pitaka owing to the lack of any 
) other suitable repository for it. 

1 In any case, in the absence of direct clarification of the issue 
s 

i- 
e 
e 20 Vibhanga, §116 (Burmese script ed.). 
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in the Suttas themselves, the Vibhaiiga becomes the most ancient 
source to which we can turn for help in clarifying PS termino¬ 
logy. There we find the triad of kayasahkhara, vaclsahkhara 
and cittasahkhara explained in a way that confirms the exclusive 
identification of the sahkhara factor in the PS formula with 
cetana. This lends weight to the view that this second link should 
be taken as kamma and its relation to vinnana as that of the 
kammic cause from the preceding existence. 

The Meaning of ‘Sahkhara’ 

13. I intend to examine very briefly all the suttas that help shed 
light on the sahkhara factor in the PS formulation, as found in 
the Nidana Samyutta, the Buddha’s short discourses on dependent 
arising. But first a few words should be said about Nanavlra’s 
general understanding of the word ‘sahkhara’. He maintains that 
this word has a univocal meaning relevant to all the contexts in 
which it occurs. The meaning he assigns to it is that of ‘some¬ 
thing upon which something else depends’ (§11); hence his 
rendering ‘determinations’. The Suttas themselves do not offer a 
single etymological derivation of the word with unrestricted 
application. The well-known derivation — sahkhatam abhi- 
sahkharontl ti tasma sahkhara ti vuccanti (in Nanavlra’s ter¬ 
minology, They determine the determined, therefore they are 
called determinations’) — applies specifically to sahkhara as the 
fourth of the five aggregates, not to sahkhara in all usages. In 
this context they obviously signify cetana, volition, understood as 
a constructive force, and thus an active derivation is appropriate. 

The Pali Commentaries offer two derivations of the word 
‘sahkharaV One is active (as given above), the other passive 
(sahkharlyanti ti sahkhara). Thus the Commentaries hold that the 
word can signify either things that actively produce other things, 
or things that are produced by other things. Which meaning is 
relevant depends on the context. In the two contexts of PS and 
the fourth aggregate, the active sense is relevant, as in both cases 
the sahkhara are volitions. However, in such statements as ‘sabbe 
sahkhara anicca\ etc,, the Commentaries explain that sahkhara 
should be understood as sahkhata-sahkhara, that is, as conditioned 
things. 
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According to the Majjhima Nikaya Commentary, the passive 
sense also pertains to two of the three sankhara of the Cula¬ 
vedalla Sutta: (i) the in-and-out breaths are body-sankhara because 
they are determined by the body, made by the body, produced by 
the body; (iii) perception and feeling are mind-sahkhara because 
they are determined by the mind, made by the mind, produced by 
the mind21. In contrast, (ii) thinking-and-pondering, as speech- 
sahkhara, play an active role: they are determinants of speech22. 

The commentarial recognition of a twofold derivation of the 
term 1 sankhara' seems to be confirmed by the texts. For instance, 
the Culavedalla Sutta explains: 

Tn-and-out breaths, friend Visakha, are bodily, these 
things are dependent upon the body, that is why the in-and- 
out breaths are bodily sankhara. . . Perception and feeling 
are mental, these things are dependent upon the mind; that 
is why perception and feeling are mind-sankhara'23. 

21 Commentary to Culavedalla Sutta. The Pali reads: Kayena sahkhariyati kari- 

yali nibbattiyati ti kayasahkharo; cittena sahkhariyati kariyati nibbattiyaii ii 

cittasahkharo. 

22 Vacant sahkharoti karoti nibbatteti ti vacisahkharo. I here follow the 

reading of the Burmese-script Sixth Council edition, which has the support of 

the Sub-commentary, rather than the Sinhala-script Hewavitarne edition, which 

reads this sentence as a passive, parallel to the definitions of the other two types 

of sankhara. Apparently the latter reading, which is at variance with the sense 

of the sutta text, is a scribal error. The PTS edition was not available to me. 

23 M I 301: Assasapassasa kho avuso Visakha kayika ete dhamrna. kayapati- 

baddha, lasma assasapassasa kayasahkharo. . . sahha. ca vedana ca cetasika ete 

dhamrna cittapatibaddha, lasma sahha ca vedana ca cittasahkharo ti. 

It should be noted that Nanavira, in translating ‘patibaddha' as ‘bound up 

with’, does not capture quite the precise nuance of the Pali. As used in the 

texts, ‘patibaddha1 generally signifies that the thing which it qualifies is subject 

to or dependent upon the thing to which it is joined in the compound or 

otherwise related: see in this connection M 1 384; 11 223; A V 82; Dhp 284. Tin , 

when it is said that assasapassasa. (in-breaths and out-brealhs) are kayo- 

palihaddha dhamrna (things bound to the body), this means that they are sub- 
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In contrast, Nanavira’s insistence on assigning an exclusively 
active sense to sahkhara compels him to apply the old Procrus¬ 
tean bed of exegesis to several passages that do not easily submit 
to his interpretation. For example, in his separate note on Sah- 
khdra24 he attempts to explain how the reference to sahkhara in 
the Mahasudassana Sutta (D 17/11 169ff.) can be interpreted in line 
with his view of sahkhara as active determinations. In this sutta 
the Buddha, after describing all the rich endowments and posses¬ 
sions of King Mahasudassana, a king of the_ distant past, concludes 
with a homily on impermanence: ‘See, Ananda, how all those 
sahkhara have passed, ceased, altered. So impermanent, Ananda, 
are sahkhara . . . this is enough for weariness with all sahkhara, 
enough for dispassion, enough for release’. Nanavlra discerns a 
cryptic message concealed in this passage thus: ‘Those things [the 
possessions, etc.] were sahkhara:; they were things on which King 
Mahasudassana depended for his very identity; they determined 
his person as "King Mahasudassana", and with their cessation the 
thought "I am King Mahasudassana" came to an end’. There is 
nothing in the sutta itself to support this interpretation, and the 
text (as well as others of similar character) reads so much more 
naturally if we take sahkhara simply to mean conditioned things 
of the world. Moreover, other suttas can be found which include 
the same final exhortation on dispassion, yet which provide ab¬ 
solutely no ground for seeing the term sahkhara there as deter¬ 
minants of anyone’s personal identity (see e.g., the Anamatagga 
Sarnyutta, S 15/11 178ff.), 

TO BE CONCLUDED © 1995 Bhikkhu Bodhi 

ordinate to and dependent upon the body, not that they are determinations 

for the body. Consider, in contrast, the explanation of why ‘thinking-and- 

pondering’ are called speech -sahkhara. ‘First having thought and pondered, 

afterwards one breaks into speech; that is why thinking-and-pondering are 

speech-sankhara (pubbe kho vilakketvd vicaretva pace ha vacarh bhindati, lasmd 

vitakkavicara vacisahkhara ti). Here the active sense is clearly in evidence. 

24 Clearing ihe Path, pp.107-8. 
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A CRITICAL EXAMINATION OF NANAVIRA THERA’S 

‘A NOTE ON PATICCASAMUPPADA’ 

Part Two 

Bhikkhu Bodhi 

Sankhara in the PS Formula 

14. Let us now turn directly to the Nidana Samyutta to see how 
the suttas on PS treat the term ‘sankhara’ in relation to avijja and 
vihhana. As the suttas in this collection that expand upon the 
stock formula are conveniently few in number, we can take a 
brief look at each in turn. Of these texts, two establish the two 
major paradigms for the interpretation of sankhara, namely, that 
formulated in terms of the three doors of volitional action and 
that formulated in terms of three kammically graded types of 
volition. Besides these, three additional texts can be found to shed 
light on the problem. I should stress at once that the Nidana 
Samyutta incorporates virtually all the shorter discourses of the 
Buddha dealing with PS and hence should be taken as definitive 
in its presentation of the meaning and function of the constituent 
items in the formula. 

We will begin with the Bhumija Sutta, the paradigmatic text 
for distinguishing sankhara by way of the doors of action: 

‘When there is the body, Ananda, because of bodily 
volition there arises internally pleasure and pain. When 
there is speech, because of verbal volition there arises inter¬ 
nally pleasure and pain. When there is the mind, because of 
mental volition there arises internally pleasure and pain. 

‘With ignorance as condition, either by oneself, Ananda, 
one forms that body-sankhara (speech-sankhara, mind-sah- 
khara) on account of which that pleasure and pain arises 
internally; or because of others one forms that body-san- 
khara (speech-sahkhdra, mind-sankhara) on account of 
which that pleasure and pain arises internally . . . 

‘Ignorance is included among these things. But with the 
remainderless fading away and cessation of ignorance that 
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body does not exist (that speech does not exist, that mind 
does not exist) on account of which that pleasure and pain 
arises internally’25. 

Here the three sahkhara that are said to be conditioned by 
ignorance are explicitly identified with the three types of volition. 
The sutta employs the term *manosahkhard rather than ‘cittasah- 
khara\ but in the absence of any other exemplification of 
cittasahkhara in the PS context we can take the terms as inter¬ 
changeable; though such usage is not common it is not totally 
foreign to the Nikayas and other instances can be cited of the 
synonymous use of citta and mano26. 

According to the commentary, this volition is to be under¬ 
stood as kamma, and the pleasure and pain that arise internally as 
vipakavedana, as feelings resulting from that kamma. A temporal 
separation between volition and the resulting pleasure and pain 
may not be explicitly mentioned in the text, but if we read the 
above passage against the broader background of the Suttas, we 
can readily infer that an implicit temporal gap is intended. One 
sutta in the Ahguttara Nikaya, on the correlations between kamma 
and its fruit, helps us to understand the process by which sah- 
khara function as conditions for the arising of pleasant and 
painful feeling: 

‘Here, monks, someone forms an afflictive body -sah¬ 
khara, spezch-sankhdra, mind-sahkhara. Having done so, he 
is reborn into an afflictive world. When he is reborn there 
afflictive contacts contact him, and he experiences feelings 
that are extremely painful. . . Someone forms a non-afflic- 
tive body -sahkhara (etc.) ... he is reborn into a non- 
afflictive world. . . Non-afflictive contacts contact him and 

25 S 12:25/11 39-40. 

26 See, for example, S I 93, 102; II 231, 271, where kaya, vacl, cilta (or cetas) 

are used in a context where one would normally expect kaya, vaci, mano. The 

Buddha also says: yan ca vuccati ciltam iti pi mano iti pi vinhanam iti pi (S H 

94). 
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he experiences feelings that are extremely pleasant. . . 
Someone forms both an afflictive and a non-afflictive body- 
sahkhara (etc.) ... he is reborn into a world that is both 
afflictive and non-afflictive. Afflictive and non-afflictive 
contacts contact him, and he experiences feelings that are 
both painful and pleasant’27. 

Here the term used is again lmanosahkhara\ and it is clear 
that the three sahkhara are primarily of interest because they 
determine a person’s plane of rebirth and the quality of affective 
experience prevailing in his life. The sutta is not manifestly 
concerned with PS, but if we examine the sequence of events 
being described we would find, embedded in it, a segment of the 
standard PS formula. These events can be represented thus: 
sahkhara > rebirth into a world > contact > feeling. From the 
Mahanidana Sutta (D 15/11 63) we know that rebirth into any 
world involves the co-arising of consciousness and name-and- 
form, and from the latter we can elicit the six sense bases as the 
condition for contact. This suffices to establish that the above text 
and the PS formula are defining the same situation, and here it is 
evident that the sahkhara serve as condition for the arising of 
pleasure and pain across the gap of lifetimes. 

The last paragraph of the above quotation from the Bhumija 
Sutta expresses obliquely the converse side of the relationship. 
Here, when the Buddha states that with the cessation of ig¬ 
norance, body, speech and mind no longer serve as conditions for 
pleasure and pain to arise internally, what is meant is that these 
doors of action cease to be instruments for generating sahkhara, 
actions with the power to produce re-becoming. When ignorance 
is eliminated, volition no longer functions as sahkhara, as a 
constructive power that builds up new edifices of personal 
existence in future lives. The actions of the arahant, whether 
performed by body, speech or mind, are khlnablja, ‘with seed 
destroyed’ (Ratana Sutta, Sn 235); they are incapable of ripening 
in the future, and hence no longer serve as conditions for 

27 A II 230-2; see too M I 389. 
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pleasure and pain to arise. 

15. The second major paradigm for understanding the sahkhara 
factor in PS, and its relations to avijja and vinhdna, grades the 
sahkhara according to their ethical quality, which in turn in¬ 
dicates the type of rebirth they produce. This paradigm is 
delineated in the following passage: 

‘Bhikkhus, if a person immersed in ignorance forms a 
meritorious sahkhara, consciousness goes on towards merit. 
If he forms a demeritorious sahkhara, consciousness goes 
on towards demerit. If he forms an imperturbable sahkhara, 
consciousness goes on towards the imperturbable’28. 

Once again it is obvious that we must understand sahkhara as 
volition (cetana). And once again it is not so obvious that the 
relationship between sahkhara and consciousness may be a causal 
one operating across different lives. The commentary to the sutta 
explains that the phrase ‘consciousness goes on towards merit’ can 
be understood in two complementary ways: (i) the kammically 
active consciousness associated with the volition ‘goes on towards’ 
meritorious kamma, i.e., it accumulates merit; and (ii) the con¬ 
sciousness resulting from the merit ‘goes on towards’ the result of 
merit, i.e., it reaps the fruit of that merit. The same principle of 
interpretation applies to the other two cases — the demeritorious 
and the imperturbable. Thus the point of the passage, as under¬ 
stood from the traditional perspective, may be paraphrased thus: 
A meritorious volition infuses consciousness with a meritorious 
quality and thereby steers consciousness towards rebirth in a 
realm resulting from merit; a demeritorious volition infuses 
consciousness with a demeritorious quality and thereby steers 
consciousness towards rebirth in a realm resulting from demerit; 
an imperturbable volition infuses consciousness with an imper¬ 
turbable quality (dnehja) and thereby steers consciousness towards 

28 S 12:51/11 82: Avijjagato 'yam bhikkhave purisapuggalo punnan ce 

sahkharam abhisahkharoti puhhupagam hoti vihhanam, apuhhah ce sahkharam 

abhisahkharoti apuhhupagam hoti vihhanam, anehjah ce sahkharam abhi¬ 

sahkharoti anehjupagam hoti vihhanam. 
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rebirth in an imperturbable realm, i.e., a realm corresponding to 
the fourth jharta or the formless meditative attainments. 

Nanavlra himself rejects this interpretation of the passage. He 
writes (§15): 

. . . Nothing in the Sutta suggests that puhhupaga vih- 
nana is anything other than the meritorious consciousness 
of one who is determining or intending merit. (When merit 
is intended by an individual he is conscious of his world as 
‘world-for-doing-merit-in’, and consciousness has thus 
‘arrived at merit’.) 

My reading of this passage differs from that of Nanavlra. 
Even if we disregard the commentarial explanation sketched 
above and focus solely on the text, we would find that the 
structure of the sutta itself suggests that a kamma-vipaka relation¬ 
ship is intended by the link between sahkhara and vihhana. For 
the sutta continues: When a bhikkhu has abandoned ignorance 
and aroused knowledge, he does not form any of the three types 
of sahkhara. Thereby he reaches arahantship, and when his body 
breaks up with the ending of his life, he attains Parinibbana. Thus 
‘all that is felt, not being delighted in, will become cool right 
here, and bodily elements only will remain’. Hence in its struc¬ 
ture the sutta establishes a contrast between the ignorant 
worldling and the arahant. The worldling, by fashioning meri¬ 
torious, demeritorious and imperturbable volitions, projects his 
consciousness into a new existence, setting in motion once again 
the entire cycle of birth and death. The arahant cuts off ignorance 
and stops forming sahkhara, thus ending the projection of con¬ 
sciousness and the consequent renewal of the cycle. 

This conclusion can draw further support from a study of 
how the word ‘upaga’ is used in the Suttas. Nanavlra’s rendering 
‘has arrived at’ is actually an error: the word functions not as a 
past participle (that would be upagata) but as a suffix signifying 
present action. Hence 1 render it ‘goes on towards’. In contexts 
similar to the one cited above (though perhaps not in ail contexts) 
‘upaga' most commonly denotes movement towards the fruition 
of one’s past kamma — movement fulfilled by the process of re¬ 
birth. Consider the stock passage on the exercise of the divine eye: 
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‘With the divine eye, which is purified and superhuman, 
he sees beings passing away and being reborn, inferior and 
superior, beautiful and ugly, fortunate and unfortunate, and 
he understands how beings go on in accordance with their 
kammd (yathakammupage satte pajanati)29. 

Then consider the Anenjasappaya Sutta, on a bhikkhu who 
practises the ‘imperturbable meditations’ without reaching arahant- 
ship: ‘With the break-up of the body, after death, it is possible 
that his consciousness, evolving on, may go on towards the 
imperturbable’30. Note that the last expression (vihnanam 
anehjupagam) in the Pali is identical with the expression found 
in the Nidana Sarnyutta sutta cited above, and here, clearly, a 
transition from one life to another is involved. 

We thus see that in the two main models for the sah¬ 
khara factor of PS presented by the Nidana Sarhyutta, the term 
signifies volitional activity, and its bearing on consciousness and 
feeling is that of kammic cause for a fruit generally maturing in 
a subsequent life. We should further stress that these two models 
are neither mutually exclusive nor do they concern different 
material. Rather, they structure the same material — kammically 
potent volitions — along different lines depending on the per¬ 
spective adopted: either door of action or ethical quality. 

16. Besides these two major models, the Nidana Sarhyutta con¬ 
tains two short suttas that help illuminate the role of sahkhara in 
the PS formula. We may begin with the following: 

‘Bhikkhus, if there is lust, delight, craving for solid food 
(or any other of the four types of nutriment), consciousness 
becomes grounded in that and comes to growth. When con¬ 
sciousness is grounded and comes to growth, there is a des¬ 
cent of name-and-form. When there is a descent of name- 
and-form, there is growth of sahkhara. When there is 

29 E.g. M 1 183. 

30 M II 262. 1 follow the Burmese-script ed., which reads (inert j a where the 

PTS ed. reads anahjtr, the meaning is the same. 
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growth of sankhard, there is the production of re-becoming 
in the future. When there is the production of re-becoming 
in the future, there is future birth, ageing and death’ (dya- 
tim punabbliavabhinibbattiy1. 

Here we can see that sankhard are responsible for bringing 
about ‘re-becoming in the future’, that is, for generating rebirth. 
The structure of the sutta is similar to that of the Bhava Sutta 
quoted above (pp.13-14), but here three existences are implied. The 
first is the existence in which there is craving for food. This 
craving, accompanied by ignorance, grounds consciousness in its 
attachment to nutriment. Consciousness — here the kammicaily 
active consciousness — is the seed arisen in the old existence that 
sprouts forth as a new existence, causing a ‘descent’ of name- 
and-form into the womb (ndmarupassa avakkanti). Within the 
second existence the new being, on reaching maturity, engages in 
volitional activity, which brings on ‘the growth of sankhard’ 
(sahkharanam vuddhi). These sankhard in turn, enveloped by 
ignorance and craving, initiate the production of still another 
existence, the third of the series. This existence (like all others) 
commences with birth and terminates in ageing and death. 

17. Next, let us look at one short sutta in the Nidana Samyutta 
which explicitly mentions neither avijja nor sankhard but refers 
to them obliquely: 

‘What one wills, and what one plans, and what lies latent 
within — this is a support for the continuance of conscious¬ 
ness. When there is a support, there is a grounding of con¬ 
sciousness. When consciousness is grounded and comes to 
growth, there is the production of re-becoming in the 
future. When there is the production of re-becoming in the 
future, future birth, ageing and death, sorrow, lamentation, 
pain, displeasure and despair arise. Such is the origin of this 
whole mass of suffering’32. 

31 S 12:64/11 101. 

32 S 12:23/11 65. The PTS ed. has mistakenly omitted 'jati from the passage. 
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In this sutta, sahkhara are referred to elliptically by the ex¬ 
pression ‘yam ceteti\ ‘what one wills’, and ‘yarn pakappetC, ‘what 
one plans’ (‘pakappetf is a rare term, apparently synonymous 
with ‘cetetf). The expression ‘yam anusetf, ‘what lies latent 
within’, points to the anusaya, the latent tendencies, which other 
texts tell us include the latent tendency of ignorance (avijja- 
nusaya) and the latent tendency of lust or craving (raganusaya)33. 
Thus the sutta is stating that when one forms volitions on the 
basis of ignorance and craving, these volitions become the sup¬ 
port which grounds consciousness and establishes it in a new exis¬ 
tence. Once consciousness becomes so established, it sets in 
motion the entire production of a new existence, beginning with 
birth and ending with death, accompanied by all its attendant 
suffering. 

The text which immediately follows the aforementioned sutta 
in the Nidana Sarnyutta (S 12:39) begins identically as far as ‘and 
comes to growth’, then it continues with ‘there is a descent of 
name-and-form’ and the rest of the standard series. This shows 
that in the PS context ‘the descent of name-and-form’ 0nama- 
rupassa avakkanti) is effectively synonymous with ‘the produc¬ 
tion of re-becoming in the future’ (ayatim punabbhavabhinib- 
batti). Both signify the unfolding of the rebirth process once 
consciousness has gained a foothold in the new existence. 

18. The above analysis should be sufficient to establish with 
reasonable certainty that the term 4sahkhara’ in the PS formula 
denotes nothing other than volition (icetand), and that volition en¬ 
ters into the formula because it is the factor primarily responsible 
for ‘grounding’ consciousness in the round of repeated becoming 
and for driving it into a new form of existence in the future. 
When this much is recognised, it becomes^ unnecessary for me to 
say anything about the continuation of Nanavlra’s Note on PS 
from §18 to the end. This convoluted discussion rests upon his 
assumption that the term ‘sahkhara’ in the PS formula comprises 
ail the varieties of sahkhara spoken of in the Suttas, that is, all 

33 See M I 109-10, 393, etc. 
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things that other things depend on. By adopting this thesis he 
finds himself obliged to explain how such things as the in-and-out 
breaths, etc., can be said to be conditioned by ignorance and to be 
conditions for consciousness. The explanation he devises may be 
ingenious, but as it receives no confirmation from the Suttas 
themselves, we can conclude that his account does not correctly 
represent the Buddha’s intention in expounding the teaching of PS. 

19. At this point we can pull together the main threads of our 
discussion. We have seen that the alternative, ‘more satisfactory 
approach’ to PS that Nanavlra proposes rests on two planks: one 
is his interpretation of the nexus of bhava, jati and jaramarana, 
and the other his interpretation of the nexus of avijja., sah¬ 
khara and vihhana. The first hinges on ascribing to all three 
terms meanings that cannot be substantiated by the texts. The 
second involves a merging of two contexts that the texts rigor¬ 
ously keep separate, namely, the PS context and the definition of 
the three sahkhara stated in connection with the attainment of 
the cessation of perception and feeling (found in the Culavedalla 
Sutta). This error leads Nanavlra to assign to the term 
sahkhara in the PS context a much wider meaning than the texts 
allow. It also induces him to overlook various passages from the 
Suttas that clearly show that sahkhara in the PS formula must 
always be understood as volitional activities, considered 
principally by way of their role in projecting consciousness into a 
new existence in the future. 

20. To round off this portion of my critique, I would like to 
take a quick look at a short sutta in the Nidana Sariiyutta — a 
terse and syntactically tricky text — that confirms the three-life 
interpretation of PS almost as explicitly as one might wish. Our 
text — the Balapandita Sutta — opens thus: 

‘Bhikkhus, for the fool, hindered by ignorance and fet¬ 
tered by craving, this body has thereby been obtained. 
Hence there is this body and external name-and-form: thus 
this dyad. Dependent on the dyad there is contact. There are 
just six sense bases, contacted through which — or through 
a certain one of them — the fool experiences pleasure and 
pain’. 
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Exactly the same thing is said regarding the wise man. The 
Buddha then asks the monks to state the difference between the 
two, and when the monks defer, the Master continues: 

‘For the fool, hindered by ignorance and fettered by 
craving, this body has been obtained. But for the fool that 
ignorance has not been abandoned and that craving has not 
been eliminated. Why not? Because the fool has not lived 
the holy life for the complete destruction of suffering. 
Therefore, with the break-up of the body, the fool is one 
who goes on to (another) body. Being one who goes on to 
(another) body, he is not freed from birth, from ageing and 
death, from sorrow, lamentation, pain, grief and despair; he 
is not freed from suffering, I say’34. 

The wise man, in contrast, having lived the holy life to the 
full, has abandoned ignorance and eliminated craving. Thus with 
the break-up of the body he is not one who goes on to another 
body, and thus he is freed from birth, ageing, death, etc.; he is 
freed from all kinds of suffering. 

Having been included in the Nidana Samyutta, this sutta must 
be an exemplification of PS, otherwise it would have had no 
place in that collection. And we can detect, with minor variants 
and elisions, the main factors of the classical formula. Yet not 
only are three lifetimes explicitly depicted, but we also find two 
basic exegetical tools of the Commentaries already well pre¬ 
figured: the three links (tisandhi) and the four groups (catu- 
sahkhepa)35, The first group — the causal factors of the past life 
— are the ignorance and craving that brought both the fool and 
the wise man into the present existence; though sahkhara are not 
mentioned, they are implied by the mention of ignorance. The 
first link — that between past causes and present results — con¬ 
nects past ignorance and craving with ‘this body’. This, obviously, 
is a conscious body (savihnanaka kdya\ implying vihhana. The 
text mentions the remaining factors of the present resultant 

34 S 12:19/11 23-4. 

35 See Vism XVII. 288-9. 
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e group: namarupa; salayatana, phassa, vedana. Then in the case 
e 0f the fool, a link takes place between the present resultant group 

epitomised by the experience of pleasure and pain — and the 
y present causal group productive of a future life. This group is 
t represented by the present avijja and tanha that the fool has not 
n discarded. We also know, despite the elision, that tanha will lead 
d to upadana and a fresh surge of volitional activity motivated by 
r. clinging (the kammabhava of the Commentaries), 

e Because of his avijja and tanha the fool ‘goes on to another 
0 body’ (kayupago hoti) — note that here we meet once again the 
d word upaga which I discussed above (§15), again in connection 
e with the rebirth process. The ‘going on to (another) body’ can be 

seen as loosely corresponding to punabbhavabhinibbatti, which is 
e followed by birth, ageing and death, etc. These last factors are the 
h fourth group, future effects, linked to the third group, the present- 
r life causes. Thus in this short sutta, which fills out the bare-bones 
s standard formula with some strips of flesh, however lean, we can 

discern the exegetical tools of the Commentaries already starting 
lst to take shape. 

10 In Defence of Tradition 
lts 21. Now we can .return to the opening section of Nanavlra’s ‘A 
Dt Note on Paticcasamuppada’ and examine his criticisms of the 
'° traditional interpretation. 

; In §3 he argues against the commentarial view that vedana in 
the standard PS formula must be restricted to kammavipdka. For 

lcj proof, to the contrary he appeals to the Sivaka Sutta (S 36:21/IV 
3t 230-1), in which the Buddha mentions eight causes of bodily pain, 
ie of which only the last is kammavipdka. On the traditional inter¬ 

pretation, Nanavlra says, this would limit the application of PS to 
certain bodily feelings but would exclude other types of feeling. 
Such a view, he holds, is contradicted by the Buddha’s unrestrict- 

t ed declaration that pleasure and pain are dependently arisen 
(p aticc as amupp annum kho avuso sukhadukkham vuttam bhaga- 
vata; S II 38). 

This objection in no way overturns the traditional view of 
dependent arising. It should first be pointed out that the notion of 
PS has a twofold significance, as Nanavlra himself recognises in 
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his Note (§18). The notion refers both to a structural principle, i.e. 
the principle that things arise in dependence on conditions, and it 
refers to various exemplifications of that structural principle, the 
most common being the twelvefold formula. Once we call atten¬ 
tion to this distinction, the traditional interpretation is easily vin¬ 
dicated: All feelings are dependently arisen insofar as they arise 
from conditions, principally from contact along with such con¬ 
ditions as sense faculty, object, consciousness, etc. This, however, 
does not require that all feelings be included in the vedana factor 
of the standard PS formula. Without violating the structural 
principle that all feeling is dependently arisen, the Commentaries 
can consistently confine this factor to the feelings that result from 
previous kamma. 

While recognising that the Pali Commentaries do restrict 
vedana in the standard PS formula, to vipakavedana, we might 
suggest another line of interpretation different from the com- 
mentarial one, a line which is less narrow yet still respects the 
view that the PS formula describes a process extending over suc¬ 
cessive lives. On this view, rather than insist that the vedana link 
be understood literally and exclusively as specific resultant feel¬ 
ings born of specific past kamma, we might instead hold that the 
vedana link should be understood as the result of past kamma 
only in the more general sense that the capacity for experiencing 
feeling is a consequence of obtaining a sentient organism through 
the force of past kamma?6. That is, it is past kamma, accom¬ 
panied by ignorance and craving, that brought into being the 
present sentient organism equipped with its six sense bases 
through which feeling is experienced. If this view is adopted, we 
can hold that the capacity for experiencing feeling — the 
obtaining of a psycho-physical organism (namarupa) with its six 
sense bases (salayatana) — is the product of past kamma, but we 
need not hold that every feeling comprised in the vedana link is 
the fruit of a particular past kamma. The predominant feeling- 
tone of a given existence will be a direct result of specific 

36 In this connection, see the passage from S 12:19 quoted just above. 
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kamma, but it would not necessarily follow that every passively 
experienced feeling is actual vipaka. This would allow us to in¬ 
clude all feeling within the standard PS formula without deviating 
from the governing principle of the traditional interpretation that 
the five links, from consciousness through feeling, are fruits of 
past kamma. Although the Commentaries do take the hard line 
that feeling in the PS formula is kamma-vipaka in the strict 
sense, this ‘softer’ interpretation is in no way contradicted by the 
Suttas. Both approaches, however, concur in holding that the five 
above-mentioned factors in any given life result from the 
ignorance, craving and volitional activity of the previous life. 

22. In the next section (§4) Nanavlra warns us that ‘there is a 
more serious difficulty regarding feeling’ posed by the traditional 
interpretation. He refers to a sutta (A 3:61/1 176) in which, he 
says, three types of feeling — somanassa (joy), domanassa (sad¬ 
ness) and upekkha (equanimity) — ‘are included in vedana, in the 
specific context of the PS formulation’. These three feelings, he 
continues, necessarily involve cetana, intention or volition, as in¬ 
trinsic in their structure, and therefore the Commentary must 
either exclude them from vedana in the PS formulation or else 
must regard them as vipaka. Both horns of this dilemma, 
Nanavlra contends, are untenable: the former, because it con¬ 
tradicts the sutta (which, he says, includes them under vedana in 
the PS context); the latter, because reflection establishes that these 
feelings involve cetana and thus cannot be vipaka. 

The Pali Commentaries, which adopt the Abhidhamma classi¬ 
fication of feeling, hold that somanassa, domanassa and upekkha 
— in the present context — are kammically active rather than 
resultant feelings. This would exclude them from the vedana fac¬ 
tor of the PS formulation, which Nanavlra claims contradicts the 
sutta under discussion. But if we turn to the sutta itself, as he 
himself urges, we will find that the section dealing with these 
three types of feeling does not have any discoverable connection 
with PS, and it is perplexing that Nanavlra should assert it does. 
PS is introduced later in the sutta, but the section where these 
three types of feeling are mentioned is not related to any 
formulation of PS at all. The entire passage reads as follows: 
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‘"These eighteen mental examinations, monks, are the 
Dhamma taught by me . , . not to be denied by wise 
recluses and brahmins". Such has been said. And with 
reference to what was this said? Having seen a form with 
the eye, one examines a form that is a basis for joy, one 
examines a form that is a basis for sadness, one examines a 
form that is a basis for equanimity. (The same is repeated 
for the other five senses.) It is with reference to this that it 
was said: "These eighteen mental examinations, monks, are 
the Dhamma taught by me . . . not to be denied by wise 
recluses and brahmins’”37. 

And that js it. Thus ‘the more serious difficulty regarding 
feeling’ that Nanavlra sees in the commentarial interpretation 
turns out to be no difficulty at all, but only his own strangely 
careless misreading of the passage. 

23. In the same paragraph he derides the commentarial notion 
that namarupa in the PS formulation is vipaka. He points out 
that nama includes cetana, volition or intention, and this leads the 
Commentary to speak of vipakacetana: ‘But the Buddha has said 
(A 6:63/111 415) that kamma is cetana (action is intention), and the 
notion of vipakacetana, consequently, is a plain self-contradiction’. 

Here again the commentarial position can easily be defended. 
The Buddha’s full statement should be considered first: 

‘It is volition, monks, that I call kamma. Having willed 
(or intended), one does kamma by body, speech or mind’38. 

The Buddha’s utterance does not establish a mathematical equi¬ 
valence between cetana and kamma such that every instance of 
volition must be considered kamma. As the second part of his 

37 It is possible that Nanavira was misled here by the word ‘paticca, which in 

this context does not refer to paticcasamuppada at all, but has the meaning 

‘with reference to’ or ‘because of’ and refers to the reason for the Buddha’' 

statement. 

38 Cetana ’ham bhikkhave karnmam vadatni; cetayitva kammarh karoti kayeno 

vdcaya maruisa. 
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statement shows, his words mean that cetana is the decisive 
factor in action, that which motivates action and confers upon 
action the ethical significance intrinsic to the idea of kamma. This 
implies that the ethical evaluation of a deed us to be based on the 
cetana from which it springs, so that a deed has no kammic 
efficacy apart from the cetana to which it gives expression. This 
statement does not imply that cetana (in the non-arahant) is 
always and invariably kamma. 

In order to see that the notion of vipakacetana is not self¬ 
contradictory nor even unintelligible, we need only consider the 
statements occasionally found in the Suttas about namarilpa de¬ 
scending into the womb or taking shape in the womb (e.g. D II 
63; also §17 above). It is undeniable that the namarupa that 
‘descends’ into the womb is the result of past kamma, hence 
vipaka. Yet this nama includes cetana., and thus that cetana too 
must be vipaka. Further, the Suttas establish that cetana, as the 
chief factor in the fourth aggregate (the sahkharakkhandha), is 
present on every occasion of experience. A significant portion of 
experience is vipaka, and thus the cetana intrinsic to this 
experience must also be vipaka. When one experiences feeling as 
the result of past kamma, the cetana co-existing with that feeling 
must be vipaka too. The Commentaries squarely confront the 
problem of cetana in resultant states of consciousness and explain 
how this cetana can perform the distinct function of cetana with¬ 
out constituting kamma in the common sense of the word. (See 
AtthasalinI, pp.87-8; The Expositor (PTS trans.), pp.116-17.) 

The Problem of Time 
24. The main reason for Nanavlra’s dissatisfaction with the 
traditional interpretation of PS emerges in §7 of his Note. The 
traditional view regards the PS formula as describing a sequence 
spread over three lives, hence as involving succession in time. For 
Nanavlra this view closes off the prospect of an immediate ascer¬ 
tainment that one has reached the end of suffering. He argues 
that since I cannot see my past life or my future life, the three- 
life interpretation of PS removes a significant part of the formula 
from my immediate sphere of vision. Thus, PS becomes 
‘something that, in part at least, must be taken on trust1. But 
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because PS is designed to show the prospect for a present solution 
to the present problem of of existential anxiety, it must describe 
a situation that pertains entirely to the present. Hence Nanavlra 
rejects the view of PS as a description of the rebirth process and 
instead takes it to define an ever-present existential structure of 
the unenlightened consciousness. 

The examination of the suttas on PS that we have under¬ 
taken above has confirmed that the usual twelve-term formula 
applies to a succession of lives. This conclusion must take priority 
over all deductive arguments against temporal succession in PS. 
The Buddha’s Teaching certainly does show us the way to release 
from existential anxiety. Since such anxiety, or agitation (pari- 
tassana), depends on clinging, and clinging involves the taking of 
things to be ‘mine’, ‘what I am’, ‘my self’, the elimination of 
clinging will bring the eradication of anxiety. The Buddha offers 
a method of contemplation that focuses on things as anatta, as 
‘not mine’, ‘not P, ‘not my self’. Realisation of the characteristic of 
anatta removes dinging, and with the elimination of clinging 
anxiety is removed, including existential anxiety over our 
inevitable ageing and death. This, however, is not the situation 
being described by the PS formula, and to read the one in terms 
of the other is to engage in an unjustifiable confounding of 
distinct frames of reference. 

25. From his criticism of the three-life interpretation of PS it 
appears that Nanavlra entertains a mistaken conception of what it 
would mean to see PS within the framework of three lives. He 
writes (§7): 

Now it is evident that the twelve items, avijja to jara- 
marana, cannot, if the traditional interpretation is correct, 
all be seen at once; for they are spread over three suc¬ 
cessive existences. I may, for example, see present vihhana 
to vedand, but I cannot now see the kamma of the past 
existence — avijja and sahkhdrd — that (according to the 
traditional interpretation) was the cause of these present 
things. Or 1 may see tanha and so on, but I cannot now see 
the jdti and jardmarana that will result from these things 
in the next existence. 
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In Nanavlra’s view, on the traditional interpretation, in order to 
see PS properly I would have to be able to see the avijja. and san- 
Ichara of my past life that brought about this present existence, 
and I would also have to be able to see the birth, ageing and 
death I will undergo in a future existence as a result of my 
present craving. Since such direct perception of the past and 
future is not, according to the Suttas, an integral part of every 
noble disciple’s range of knowledge, he concludes that the tradi¬ 
tional interpretation is unacceptable. 

Reflection would show that the consequences that Nanavlra 
draws do not necessarily follow from the three-life interpretation. 
To meet his argument, let us first remember that the Com¬ 
mentaries do not treat the twelvefold formula of PS as a rigid 
series whose factors are assigned to tightly segregated time- 
frames. The formula is regarded, rather, as an expository device 
spread over three lives in order to demonstrate the self-sustaining 
internal dynamics of samsaric becoming. The situation defined by 
the formula is in actuality not a simple linear sequence, but a 
more complex process by which ignorance, craving and clinging 
in unison generate renewed becoming in a direction determined 
by the sahkhara, the kammically potent volitional activity. Any 
new existence begins with the simultaneous arising of vinhdna 
and namarupa, culminating in birth, the full manifestation of the 
five aggregates. With these aggregates as the basis, ignorance, 
craving and clinging, again working in unison, generate a fresh 
store of kamma productive of still another becoming, and so the 
process goes on until ignorance and craving are eliminated. 

Hence to see and understand PS within the framework of the 
three-life interpretation is not a matter of running back mentally 
into the past to recollect the specific causes in the past life that 
brought about the present existence, nor of running ahead men¬ 
tally into the next life to see the future effects of the present 
causal factors. To see PS effectively is, rather, to see that ignor¬ 
ance, craving and clinging have the inherent power to generate 
renewed becoming, and then to understand, on this basis, that 
present existence must have been brought to pass through the 
ignorance, craving and clinging of the past existence, while any 
uneradicated ignorance, craving and clinging will engender a new 
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existence in the future. Although the application of the PS for¬ 
mula involves temporal extension over a succession of lives, what 
one sees with immediate vision is not the connection between 
particular events in the past, present and future, but conditional 
relationships obtaining between types of phenomena: that pheno¬ 
mena of a given type B arise in necessary dependence on pheno¬ 
mena of type A, that phenomena of a given type C arise in 
necessary dependence on phenomena of type B. 

Of these relationships, the most important is the connection 
between craving and re-becoming. Craving, underlaid by ig¬ 
norance and fortified by clinging, is the force that originates new 
existence and thereby keeps the wheel of Samsara in motion. This 
is already implied by the stock formula of the second Noble 
Truth: ‘And what, monks, is the origin of suffering? It is craving, 
which produces re-becoming (tanha ponobhavika). . The 
essential insight disclosed by the PS formula is that any given 
state of existence has arisen through prior craving, and that 
uneradicated craving has the inherent power to generate new 
becoming. Once this single principle is penetrated, the entire 
twelvefold series follows as a matter of course. 

26. Nanavlra implicitly attempts to marshal support for his non¬ 
temporal interpretation of PS by quoting as the epigraph to his CA 
Note on Paticcasamuppada’ the following excerpt from the 
Culasakuludayi Sutta: 

‘But, Udayi, let be the past, let be the future, I shall set 
you forth the Teaching: "When there is this, that is; with 
arising of this, that arises; when there is not this, that is not; 
with cessation of this, that ceases"’39. 

Here, apparently, the Buddha proposes the abstract principle of 
conditionality as an alternative to teachings about temporal 
matters relating to the past and future. Since in other suttas the 
statement of the abstract principle is immediately followed by the 
entire twelve-term formula, the conclusion seems to follow that 
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any application of temporal distinctions to PS, particularly the 
r- attempt to see it as extending to the past and future, would be a 
it violation of the Buddha’s intention. 

n This conclusion, however, would be premature, and if we 
il turn to the sutta from which the quotation has been extracted we 
>- would see that the conclusion is actually unwarranted. In the 
>- Sutta the non-Buddhist wanderer Sakuludayi tells the Buddha that 
^ recently one famous teacher had been claiming omniscience, but 

when he approached this teacher — who turns out to have been 
i the Jain leader Nigantha Nataputta — and asked him a question 

about the past, the teacher had tried to evade the question, to 
/ turn the discussion aside, and became angry and resentful. He 

is expresses the trust that the Buddha is skilled in such matters. The 
ie Buddha then says: ‘One who can recollect his previous births back 
g, for many aeons might engage with me in a fruitful discussion 
te about matters pertaining to the past, while one who has know- 
n ledge of the passing away and rebirth of beings might engage 
it with me in a fruitful discussion about matters pertaining to the 
w future’. Then, since Udayi has neither such knowledge, at this 
*e point the Buddha states: ‘But, Udayi, let be the past, let be the 

future’, and he cites the abstract principle of conditionality. Thus 
1. the purport of the Buddha’s statement, read as a whole, is that 
A without such super-knowledges of the past and the future, there is 
e no point discussing specific empirical factual matters concerning 

the past and the future. The Buddha’s dismissal of these issues by 
no means implies that the twelve-fold formula of dependent aris- 

j ing should not be understood as defining the conditional structure 
. of Samsara. It must also be remembered that their discussion 

l’ takes place with a non-Buddhist ascetic who has not yet gained 
confidence in the Buddha. It would thus not have been 
appropriate for the Buddha to reveal to him profound matters 

^ that could be penetrated only by one of mature wisdom. 

c; Nanavlra tries to buttress his non-temporal interpretation of 
f PS with a brief quotation from the Mahatanhasarikhaya Sutta. In 

that sutta, at the end of a long catechism that explores the 
twelvefold series of PS in both the order of origination and the 
order of cessation, the Buddha says to the monks: 
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i have presented you, monks, with this Dhamma that is 
visible (sanditthika), immediate (akalika), inviting one to 
come and see, leading onwards, to be personally realised by 
the wise’40. 

Nanavlra supposes that ‘this Dhamma’ refers to paticcasamup- 
pada, and that the description of it as akdlika must mean that 
the entire formula defines a non-temporal configuration of factors. 

If we turn to the sutta from which the quotation comes, we 
would find that Nanavlra’s supposition is directly contradicted by 
the sequel to the statement on which he bases his thesis. In that 
sequel (M I 265-70), the Buddha proceeds to illustrate the abstract 
terms of the PS formula, first with an account of the life process 
of the blind worldling who is swept up in the forward cycle of 
origination, and then with an account of the noble disciple, who 
brings the cycle to a stop. Here temporal succession is in evidence 
throughout the exposition. The life process begins with conception 
in the womb (elsewhere expressed as ‘the descent of conscious¬ 
ness’ into the womb and the ‘taking shape of name-and-form’ in 
the womb — D II 63). After the period of gestation comes birth, 
emergence from the mother’s womb, followed in turn by: the 
gradual maturation of the sense faculties (= the six sense bases), 
exposure to the five cords of sensual pleasure (= contact), 
intoxication with pleasant feelings (= feeling), seeking delight in 
feelings (= craving). Then come clinging, becoming, birth, and 
ageing and death. Here a sequence of two lives is explicitly de¬ 
fined, while the past life is implied by the gandhabba, cited as 
one of the conditions for conception of the embryo to occur. The 
gandhabba or ‘spirit’, other texts indicate (see M II 157), is the 
stream of consciousness of a deceased person coming from the 
preceding life, and this factor is just as essential to conception as 
the sexual union of the parents, which it must utilise as its 
vehicle for entering the womb. 

In the contrasting passage on the wise disciple, we see how 
an individual who has taken birth through the same past causes 
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goes forth as a monk in the Buddha’s dispensation, undertakes the 
training, and breaks the link between feeling and craving. There¬ 
by he puts an end to the future renewal of the cycle of becoming. 
By extinguishing ‘delight in feelings’, a manifestation of craving, 
he terminates clinging, becoming, birth, ageing and death, and 
thereby arrives at the cessation of the entire mass of suffering. 
Thus here, in the very sutta from which the description of PS as 
‘timeless’ is drawn, we see the sequence of PS factors illustrated 
in a way that indubitably involves temporal succession. 

27. In order to determine what the word akalika means in re¬ 
lation to PS, we need to take a careful look at its contextual 
usage in the suttas on PS. Such suttas are rare, but in the Nidana 
Samyutta we find one text that can help resolve this problem for 
us. In this sutta, the Buddha enumerates forty-four ‘cases of know¬ 
ledge’ arranged into eleven tetrads. There is knowledge of each 
factor of PS from jaramarana back to sahkhara, each defined 
according to the standard definitions; then there is knowledge of 
its origination through its condition, of its cessation through the 
cessation of its condition, and of the Noble Eightfold Path as the 
way to cessation. With respect to each tetrad, the Buddha says 
(taking the first as an example): 

‘When the noble disciple understands thus ageing-and- 
death, its origin, its cessation, and the way leading to its 
cessation, this is his knowledge of the principle (or law: 
dhamme hand). By means of this principle which is seen, 
understood, akalika, attained, fathomed, he applies the 
method to the past and the future. When he does so, he 
knows: "Whatever recluses and brahmins in the past under¬ 
stood ageing-and-death (etc.), all understood them as I do 
now; whatever recluses and brahmins in the future will 
understand ageing-and-death (etc.), all will understand them 
as I do now". This is his knowledge of the consequence 
(anvaye hdndfA\ 

41 S 12:33/11 56-9. 
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If we consider the word akalika as employed here, the 
meaning cannot be ‘non-temporal’ in the sense either that the 
items conjoined by the conditioning relationship occur simul¬ 
taneously or that they altogether transcend temporal differen¬ 
tiation. For the same sutta defines birth and death with the stock 
formulas — ‘birth’ into any of the orders of beings, etc., ‘death’ as 
the passing away from any of the orders of beings, etc. (see §7 
above). Surely these events, birth and death, cannot be either 
simultaneous or extra-temporal. But the word akalika is here set 
in correlation with a series of words signifying knowledge, and 
this gives us the key to its meaning. Taken in context, the word 
qualifies, not the factors such as birth and death themselves, but 
the principle (dhamma) that is seen and understood. The point 
made by calling the principle akalika is that this principle is 
known and seen immediately, that is, that the conditional re¬ 
lationship between any two terms is known directly with per¬ 
ceptual certainty42. Such immediate knowledge is contrasted with 
knowledge of the consequence, or inferential knowledge, by 
which the disciple does not grasp a principle by immediate insight 
but by reflection on what the principle entails. 

Exactly the same conclusion regarding the meaning of 
akalika would follow if we return to the passage from M I 265 
quoted above (see §26) and examine it more closely in context. 
We would then see that the Buddha does not link the statement 
that the Dhamma is sanditthiko akaliko to the formulation of PS 
in any way that suggests the factors or their relationships are 
non-temporal. The statement does not even follow immediately 
upon the catechism on PS. Rather, after questioning the monks in 
detail about the PS formula, the Buddha asks them whether they 
would speak as they do (i.e., affirming the connections established 

42 h might even be maintained that the word akalika here functions as an 

'adverb of manner’ qualifying the following past participle paliena. The word 

would then define the way in which the disciple understands the teaching: he 

has ‘attained’ (i.e., understood) dependent arising immediately. The use of the 

instrumental case to signify adverbs of manner is well attested in Pali. 
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by the formula) merely out of respect for him as their Teacher; 
the monks answer in the negative. He then asks, isn’t it the case 
that you speak only of what you have known for yourselves, seen 
for yourselves, understood for yourselves?’43 To this the monks 
reply, ‘Yes, venerable sir’. At this point the Buddha says; ‘I have 
presented you, monks, with this Dhamma that is visible, im¬ 
mediate, ... to be personally realised by the wise’. Each of the 
terms of this stock formula conveys, from a slightly different 
angle, the same essential idea: that the Dhamma is something that 
is fully accessible to cognition, that it can be seen directly, 
immediately, personally, indubitably. These terms highlight, net 
the intrinsic character of the Dhamma, but its relation to our 
capacity for knowledge and understanding. They are all epis¬ 
temological in import, concerned with how the Dhamma is to be 
known, not with the temporal status of the known. Again, the 
conclusion is established: The Dhamma (inclusive of PS) is 
akalika because it is to be known immediately by direct 
inspection, not by inference or by faith in the word of another. 

Thus, although birth and death may be separated by seventy 
or eighty years, one ascertains immediately that death occurs in 
dependence on birth and cannot occur if there is no birth. Simi¬ 
larly, although the ignorance and sank hard that bring about the 
descent of consciousness into the womb are separated from that 
consciousness by a gap of lifetimes, one ascertains immediately 
that the descent of consciousness into the womb has come about 
through ignorance and sahkhard. And again, although future 
becoming, birth, and ageing and death are separated from present 
craving and clinging by a gap of lifetimes, one ascertains im¬ 
mediately that if craving and clinging persist until the end of the 
lifespan, they will bring about reconception, and hence engender a 

43 N a nu bhikkhavc yad turnhdkam samam hat am dill hath viditath tad ava 

lutnhe vadetha li. It should be noted that the three past participles used heie all 

appear in the sutla passage on the forty-four cases of knowledge: all that is 

missing is akdlikcna paltena, but the sense of this is supplied by the declaration 

follow, i.e., that the Dhamma is akalika. 
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future cycle of becoming. It is in this sense that the Buddha de¬ 
clares PS to be sanditthika, akalika — ‘directly visible, immediate’ 
— not in the sense that the terms of the formula have nothing to 
do with time or temporal succession. 

The Knowledge of Final Deliverance 

28. I will conclude this critique by highlighting one particularly 
disquieting consequence entailed by NanavTra’s assertion that PS 
has nothing to do with rebirth, with temporal succession, or with 
kamma and its fruit. Now the Suttas indicate that the arahants 
know that they have terminated the succession of births; this is 
their knowledge and vision of final deliverance (vimuttinana- 
dassana). Everywhere in the texts we see that when they attain 
liberation, they exclaim: ‘Destroyed is birth, the holy life has been 
lived, what had to be done has been done, there is no more 
(coming back) to this world’, or: ‘This is my last birth; now there 
is no more re-becoming’. These statements, found throughout the 
Canon, indicate that the arahants know for themselves that they 
are liberated from the round of rebirths. 

Investigation of the texts will also show that the ground for 
the arahant’s assurance regarding his liberation is his knowledge 
of PS, particularly in the sequence of cessation. By seeing in him¬ 
self the destruction of the dsavas, the ‘cankers’ of sensual craving, 
craving for becoming, and ignorance, the arahant knows that the 
entire series of factors mentioned in PS has come to an end. 
ignorance, craving, clinging and kammically potent volitional 
activities have ended in this present life, and no more compound 
of the five aggregates, subject to birth and death, will arise in the 
future. Perhaps the clearest example of this is the Kalara Sutta 
(S 12:32/11 51-3). When the Buddha asks Venerable Sariputta how 
he can declare ‘Destroyed is birth’, he replies in terms of the 
destruction of its cause, bhava, and the Buddha’s questioning lead* 
him back along the chain of conditions to vedand, for which he 
no longer has any craving. 

Since knowledge of PS in its aspect of cessation is the basi> 
for the arahant’s knowledge that he has destroyed birth and face.' 
no more re-becoming in the future, if this formula does not de 
scribe the conditional structure of Samsara it is difficult to sec 
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how the arahant could have definite knowledge that he has 
reached the end of Samsara. If arahants have to .accept it on trust 
from the Buddha that Samsara exists and can be terminated (as 
Nanavlra would hold of those arahants who lack knowledge of 
past births), then those arahants would also have to accept it on 
trust from the Buddha that they have attained release from 
Sariisara. Such a denouement to the entire quest for the Deathless 
would be far from satisfactory indeed. 

29. It seems that Nanavlra, in his eagerness to guarantee an im¬ 
mediate solution to the present problem of existential anxiety, has 
arrived at that solution by closing off the door to a direct ascer¬ 
tainment that one has solved the existential problem that the 
Suttas regard as paramount, namely, the beginningless problem of 
our beginningless bondage to Samsara. Fortunately, however, the 
Suttas confirm that the noble disciple does have direct knowledge 
that all beings bound by ignorance and craving dwell within be¬ 
ginningless Samsara, and that the destruction of ignorance brings 
cessation of becoming, Nibbana. Consider how Sariputta explains 
the faculty of understanding (and I stress that this is the faculty 
of understanding (pahhindriya), not the faculty of faith): 

‘When, lord, a noble disciple has faith, is energetic, has set 
up mindfulness and has a concentrated mind, it can be ex¬ 
pected that he will understand thus: "This Samsara is with¬ 
out discoverable beginning; no first point can be discerned 
of beings roaming and wandering on, obstructed by ignor¬ 
ance and fettered by craving. But with the remainderless 
fading away and ceasing of ignorance, a mass of darkness, 
this is the peaceful state, this is the sublime state: the stilling 
of all formations, the relinquishing of all acquisitions, the 
destruction of craving, dispassion, cessation, Nibbana". That 
understanding, lord, is his faculty of understanding’44. 

The Buddha not only applauds this statement with the words 
‘Sadhu, sadhu!’ but to certify its truth he repeats Sariputta’s words 
in full. 

© 1995 Bhikkhu Bodhi 

44 S V 225-6. 
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GOTAMA THE PHYSICIAN: DHAMMA, 
SCIENCE AND KNOWLEDGE 

David Evans 

Work by Professor Gombrich revising Gotama Buddha’s dates 
forward some sixty to eighty years has recently been summarised 
in an article1 which offers a new list of contemporaries on that 
basis, among them the legendary founder of Western medicine, 
Hippocrates of Cos. It therefore seems opportune to explore the 
significance of medical analogies in the Nikayas which, ] shall 
argue, take us to the very roots of primitive Buddhism and also 
illuminate broader questions regarding the relationship between 
Buddhism and science. At the same time they cast sidelights on 
conclusions drawn by Peter Harvey in a previous issue of this 
journal2. I shall therefore organise my comments under three 
headings along those lines. 

The Nikayas and Early Western Medicine 

At one point in the texts3 Gotama declares \ . .wearing my Iasi 
body, incomparable physician and surgeon am I’, with almost 
equal claims made elsewhere for those enlightened under his 
tutelage. The use of physical afflictions, particularly wounds, as 
metaphors for moral and spiritual defects is common, and the 
training is also compared to a purge4. Moreover, since dukkha em¬ 
braces ‘all the ills that flesh is heir to’, those of the body are 
addressed in their own right. A complete discourse is given over 
to ‘mindfulness of body’ requiring its systematic observation in 
terms of the four elements and more detailed anatomy. Finally. 

1 R. Dissanayake, ‘Revising the Historical Dates of the Buddha’, The Middlt 

Way 70, 3 (1995), pp.177-80. 

2 P. Harvey, ‘Contemporary Characterisations of the "Philosophy' of Nikayar. 

Buddhism’, BSR 12, 2 (1995), pp.109-33. 

3 hi vuttaka 100. 

4 A V 218. 
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THE VAIBHASIKA IMPACT 

Bart Dessein 

The Vaibhasikas, named after a Vibhasa commentary on the 
original Sarvastivadin Abhidharma works, are often defined as the 
Sarvastivada orthodoxy (of Kasmlra). ‘Vaibhasika’ is only one of 
many names one encounters in reference to the ‘Sarvastivadins’. 
Under the general name Sarvastivada, different sub-schools 
figure: the original Sarvastivadins originating from Mathura, the 
Kasmlri Vaibhasikas, the Western Masters of Gandhara and 
Bactria who are also referred to as Bahirdesaka (Outsiders), 
Aparantaka (Those living at the Western Border) and Pascattya 
(Westerners; ; and the Mulasarvastivadins. These names appear 
in a fairly strict chronological series2. In connection with the 
Sarvastivadins, we further have to mention the Darstantika-Sau- 
trantikas. All sources agree on the fact that the term Sautrantika 
appears later than the term Sarvastivada3. Of these names, the 
earlier ones (Bahirdesaka, Aparantaka, Pascattya) refer to a geo¬ 
graphical location, while the later ones refer either to a textual 
type or means of exegesis (Vaibhasika, Darstantika-Sautrantika) 
or to a dogmatic standpoint (Mulasarvastivada). This seems to 
substantiate the standpoint of Erich Frauwallner {The Earliest 
Vinaya and the Beginnings of Buddhist Literature,, Rome 1956) 
and Heinz Bechert (ed., Zur Schulzugehorigkeit von Werken der 
HInayana-Literatur; 2 vols, Gottingen 1985-87) concerning the 
criterion upon which different Buddhist schools have been 
formed: disciplinary matters have led to the rise of distinct sects 
(nikaya); dogmatic schools have then arisen later from within 
Vinaya sects. David Seyfort Ruegg, however, argued that dog- 

This article is a slightly reworked and edited version of my lecture held at the 
XXIIth IABS Conference, Lausanne, 23-28 August 1999. Part of this paper had 

earlier been presented as a lecture at the same university, Section de langues et 

civilisations orientales, on 31 March 1998. 
1 See M.Van VeJthem, trans. Le Trade de la descente dans la profonde loi 
(Abhidharmavatarasastra) de l’arhat Skandhila, Louvain-la-neuve 1977, pp.vi- 

vii. 
2 See C. Willemen, B. Dessein, C. Cox, Sarvastivada Buddhist Scholasticism, 

Leiden 1998, p.19. 

3 See ibid., p. 106. 
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matic matters may also have given rise to different sects4. Also, 
different languages are suggested by Ruegg to have led to the rise 
of schools5. The question on the origin of sects and schools is thus 
obviously not easy to answer. When we focus on the Sarvasti- 
vadins, a decision on the precise textual affiliation of a 
Sarvastivada Abhidharma text is further complicated by the 
mutual influences different schools and sub-schools had in the 
course of time. This is, e.g., most pronounced in the series of texts 
called ‘Abhidharmahfdays’ to which we will return later. It is 
further known that monks ‘changed’ philosophical schools. A 
notable example for our purpose is Vasubandhu who, at first an 
adherent of the Sarvastivada, is reported to have shifted to the 
Mahayana. Such transitions undoubtedly left their traces in the 
works these monks compiled. Translations (for the Sarvastivada 
this is essentially into Chinese) of original Indian texts further 
show evidence that the philosophical branch that was dominant at 
the time of translation influenced the latter6. Finally, what is by 
modern scholars identified as a sub-school or sub-branch may not 
have been considered as such at the actual time. This is evident 
from the way the traditional eighteen schools are listed in the 
various sources7. In the course of scientific research, many 
classifications of Sarvastivada works have been proposed8, but 

4 D.S. Ruegg, ‘Uber die Nikayas der Sravakas und den Unsprung der philoso- 

phisciien Schulen des Buddhismus nach den tibetischen Quellen’, in Bechert, 
ed., Zur Schulzugehorigkeit, op, tit., Ill 1, pp.111-26; here p.120: ‘Die Quellen, 

die der Aufspaltung einem dogmatischen Unsprung zuschreiben, sind dennoch 
samtlich in die Vinaya-Unterabteilung vom tibetischen bsTan ‘gyur auf- 
genommen worden’. 

5 Ibid., pp.116-17. 

6 See Willemen, Dessein, Cox, op. tit., pp.77-8 and 89-92. 

7 See H. Kern, Historic clu bouddfiisme dans Unde II, Paris 1903, p.481. 

8 J. Takakusu, ‘On the Abhidharma Literature of the Sarvastivadins’, Jo urn a J 

of the Pali Text Society; 1904-5, pp.67-146; A. Bareau, Les Sectes bouddhiques 

du Petit VehicuJe. Paris 1955 ; AC. Banerjee, Sarvastivada Literature, Calcutta 
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none of these classifications can account for the existence of 
multiple versions (either Indian or Chinese or both) of one and 
the same text, nor for the divergence in authorship these works 
were attributed to. Moreover, the reason - although not only the 
Vaibhasikas possessed a Vibhasa literature - precisely why their 
Vibhasa became authoritative is not explained by these classi¬ 
fications. 

****** 

Until the time of Asoka the Maurya, who reigned ca.270-ca.230 
BCE9, the spread of Buddhism had been limited to Central India. 
As is evident from the position and content of the Asokan 
inscriptions, the religion was disseminated with the expansion of 
the Mauryan empire10. That a council was held in Pataliputra, 
Asoka’s capital, in the first half of the second century AB11, 

suggests that geographical expansion was instrumental in schisms 
in the community. Such phenomena would explain the geo- 

1957, 1979; C. Cox, Disputed Dhaimas - Early Buddhist Theories on Existence 
- An Annotated Translation of the Section on Factors Dissociated from 

Thought from Sanghabhadra’s Nyayanusara, Tokyo 1995, to mention only a 

few. 

9 See E.Lamotte, History of Indian Buddhism from the origins to the Saka era 
(trans S. Boin-Webb), Louvain-la-neuve 1988, p.216, n.l. 

10 See J. Bloch, Les Inscriptions dAsoka, Paris 1950, pp. 152-3, for the inscrip¬ 

tions of KausambI, Samath and SancI; p.157 for the inscription of Rummindel; 

p.158, for that at Nigail Sagar; and p.154 for that at Calcutta-Bairat. 

11 AB = Anno buddhae. As dates for this council, there are four possibilities: 
The *Mahaprajha-paramitopadesa gives 100 AB (T 1509, 70a8), the Samaya- 

bhedoparacanacakra gives 116 AB (T 2032, 18a9; T 2033, 20al8), and the 

Nikayabhedavibhangav)'akhya by Bhavya gives 137 AB in the second list and 
160 AB in the first list (Tanjur-Mdo XC, No.12). See also C.Prebish, ‘A Review 

of Scholarship on the Buddhist Councils’, Journal of Asian Studies XXXIII, 2, 
pp.239-54, here p.252. After studying these four dates, Andre Bareau, Les 

premiers conciles bouddhiques, Paris 1955, pp.88-9 and 108, favoured the date 
137 AB. See also Willemen, Dessein, Cox, op. cit., pp.44-8. 
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graphical references we find in the names of some Sarvastivada 
sub-schools. Whether this diffusion led to a different interpreta¬ 
tion of the Vinaya rules, or of Abhidharmic questions, is a point of 
controversy between the sources of the Northern and Southern 
traditions. According to the opinion of the Northern tradition, the 
schism between the Mahasamghikas and Sthaviravadins was due 
to the doctrines (the five points) of a certain Mahadeva12. The 
Samayabhedoparacanacakra and the Sarvastivada *Mahavibhasa 
fiercely attack Mahadeva’s view13. The Vinaya literature of various 
schools claims that it was more or less strict adherence to the 
precepts (the ten lax practices) that caused the schism14. The 
discussion is reported not to have been resolved, whereupon King 
Asoka mediated and recognised the stance of the majority. This 
majority became the Mahasamghika school. The Mahasamghikas 
themselves indicate that they objected to the developments 
introduced into the Vinayapitaka by the Sthaviravadins15. A 
logical argument in favour of Vinaya matters that underlie the 

12 T 1509, 78a 19; T 2032, 18a9; T 2033, 18al9; Tanjur-Mdo XC, No. 12. See 

also M. Hofinger, Etude surle concile de Vaisali, Louvain 1946, p.173 ; Bareau, 

Les premiers conci/es, op. cit., pp.92 and 112; Prebish, op.cit., pp.251-2. See 
also Bareau, Les Sectes bouddhiques, op. cit., p.33. 

13 T 2031, 15al5-23; T 2032, 18a9-14; T 2033, 21al5-25; *[Abhidharma-] 
mahavibhasafsastra], T 1545,510c23-512al9. 

14 See Mahasamghikavinaya, T 1425, 231a29-b22; Pali Vinaya, ed. H. 

Oldenberg, Vinayapitakam: II, Cullavagga, PTS 1964, pp.294-8; I.B. Horner, 
trans, The Book of the Discipline V, London 1963, pp.407-14; Dharma- 

guptakavinaya, T 1428, 968cl9-969c3; Dasadhyayavinaya, T 1435, 450a28-29; 

Miilasarvastivada vinaya, T 1451,41 lc4-413c26. 

13 T 1425, 493a28-c22. See also Hofinger, op. cit., p.173: Frauwallner. op. cit., 

pp.9-10; Prebish, op. cit., p.252. L.S. Cousins, ‘The ‘five points’ and the origins 
of the Buddhist Schools’, in T. Skorupski, ed., The Buddhist Forum II, London 

1991, pp.27-60, here pp.33-4, sees the Mahasamghikas as ‘the conservative party 
which has preserved the original Vinaya unchanged against reformist efforts to 

create a reorganized and stricter version’. Concerning the etymological inter¬ 
pretation of the term ‘Mahasamghika’, see his p.34. 
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schism is that the Abhidharma literature of that moment belongs 
to what Collett Cox {op. cit.) described as the earliest Abhidharma 
works, i.e., Abhidharma works that resemble sutras and do not yet 
show elements of sectarian alignment. In these early works we do 
not find marks of factional debate16. 

As they were rejected by the king, the Sthaviravadins are said 
to have moved to southern Kasmlra . Also the *Mahavibhasa, a 
work that belongs to a younger category of philosophical treatises 
- polemical texts that recognise sectarian alignments - claims that 
the ‘Sthaviravadins’ moved to Kasmlra18. Since the *Mahavibhasa 
is a Kasmlra work itself, the text seems to identify the Kasmiri 
Sarvastivadins with the Sthaviravadins. A clue to the solution of 
this problem may lie in the Samayabhedoparacanacakra. This 
work states that the Sthaviravadins split into the Mulasthaviras 
and Sarvastivadins19, whereby the Mulasthavira school supports 
Mahadeva’s points and the Sarvastivadins reject them. This 
statement may be an attempt to support the claim that the 
Sarvastivadins in Kasmlra are the orthodox branch of the 
Sthaviravadins. When the *Mahavibhasa claims that the Sthavira¬ 
vadins moved to Kasmlra - a Vaibhasika area - after the king 
decided against their opposition to the five points of Mahadeva, 

16 For a relative chronology of Sarvastivadin works, see E. Frauwallner, (tr. S.F. 
Kidd) Studies in Abhidharma Literature and the Origins of Buddhist 

Philosophical Systems, New York 1995, VIII: The Sarvastivada, pp.185-208. 

Also the observation by Lance Cousins (op. cit., p.47) that ‘The Vinaya of the 
Mahasamghikas seems to define abhidharma as the ninefold su Crania’ which 

‘suggests that early Mahasamghikas (or some of them) may have rejected the 
abhidharma developments’ is inter-esting in this respect. 

17 See Frauwallner, The Earliest Vinaya, op. cit., pp. 13-14, 16, 20 and 22; A. 
Hirakawa, A History of Indian Buddhism - from Sakyamuni to Early 
Mahayana, Honolulu 1990, p.119. See also Asokarajavadana, T 2042, lllb28- 

112bl, 116bl-10,102b 10-19. 

18 T 1545,510c23-512al9. 

19 T 2031,15b9-10; T 2033,20b9-10. 
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the Kasmlri Vaibhasikas could claim that the legitimate stream of 
the Sthaviravada, i.*e., the Vaibhasika Sarvastivada, was in Kas- 
mlra. For this purpose, the Vaibhasika Sarvastivadins, when char¬ 
ting the various schools of the Sthaviravada, split the latter into 
the two streams Mulasthavira and Sarvastivada. When we accept 
Vinaya grounds as the cause of the first schism (the ten lax 
practices), it appears not to be impossible that the Vaibhasikas 
deliberately claimed that Mahadeva’s five points were the cause of 
the schism in a need to reaffirm themselves. Although there is no 
agreement between the Mahavamsa20 and the Dipavamsa21 on the 
second council of Pataliputra, supposedly held in 238 AB, it does 
appear that the major challengers of the Sthaviravadins under 
Tissa Moggaliputta (Maudgaliputra) were the Sarvastivadins of 
Katyayanlputra22. In the council, Katyayaniputra and his sup¬ 
porters were declared to be wrong, whereupon one group of the 
Sarvastivadins stayed in Magadha. Here, they somewhat later 
reappeared as a Buddhist school centred in Pataliputra and 
Vaisall, while the other group is reported to have gone to convert 
Kasmlra23. It is not without importance that this third Buddhist 
council is not mentioned in sources of the Northern tradition. 

A people that has played an important role in the dissemi¬ 
nation of Buddhism - and more precisely of Sarvastivada 
philosophy - from the Indian subcontinent to China, are the 
Yueh-chih (Tocharians)24. Their political power was at its height 

Mhv V, 280. 

21' Dip VII, 37 and VII, 44. 

2/1 Bareau, Les Sectes bouddhiques, op. tit., pp.168-9. 

23 See Banerjee, op. tit, p.6; Hirakawa, op. tit., p.87. 

For the identification of the Yueh-chih with the Tocharians, see G. Haioun, 
‘Zur Ue-Tsi'-Frage’, Zeitschrift derDeutschen Morgenlandischen Gesellschaft 

91 (1937), pp.243-318, here 253-7; W.W. Tam, The Greeks in Bactria and 
India, Cambridge 1938, 1951 (repr. Chicago 1997), pp.295-7; A.K. Narain, 
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in the Kusana empire that included Kasmlra25. The Sarvastivada 
school of Buddhism thus flourished in this Northwestern region 
during the heyday of Kusana power in the second century CE. 

Under the Kusana king Kaniska (second century26), Buddhism 
took rapid steps towards the Mahayana, and a Buddhist council 
was held. It is also the period of the compilation of the already 
mentioned explanatory treatises (vibhasa) of which the Vaibhasika 
*Abhidharmamahavibhasasastra (T 1545) is the best known 
example27. The council of Kasmlra appears to be a Vaibhasika 
Sarvastivada council, concerned with the Jnanaprasthana and its 
explanation. The *Astagrantha/Jnanaprasthana is the youngest of 
the seven Abhidharma works of the Sarvastivada school that 
became known as the Vaibhasika ‘canonical’ works28. It was 

‘Indo-Europeans in Inner Asia’, in D. Sinor (ed.). The Cambridge History of 

Early Inner Asia, Cambridge 1990, p.153. 

25 Hou Han Shu, Chapter 118, Lieh-chuan 78, 297d3-4. See also Narain, op. 
cit., p.165. 

26 A. Maricq, ‘The Date of Kaniska’, in A.L. Basham (ed), Papers on the Date 

of Kaniska, Leiden 1968, pp. 179-99, here p.190, gives 78 CE as date for 

Kaniska; A.K. Narain, ‘The Date of Kaniska’, pp.206-39 in the same volume, 

suggest the dates ca. 103-125 (p.221). See also F.R. Allchin, ‘Archaeology and 
the Date of Kaniska: The Taxila Evidence’, pp.4-34 of the same volume, here 

pp;30-l; G. Fussman/Nouvelles inscriptions Saka: ere de Kaniska’, Bulletin de 
TEcole Frangaise dExtreme-Orient 68 (1980), pp.1-43, here pp.29-31; id., 

‘Documents epigraphiques kouchans (II)’, ib., pp.45-58, here p.46; W. Posch, 
Baktrien zwischen Griechen undKuschan, Wiesbaden 1995, p.101 ff. 

27 See Willemen, Dessein, Cox, op. cit., pp.18 and 148-60. 

28 Yasomitra gives the following enumeration (Abhidh-k-vy (= U. Wogihara, 

ed.. Sputarthabhidharmakosavyakhya of Yasomitra, 2 vols, Tokyo 1971) 11, 24- 
29 and 25 ff.): Jnanaprasthana by Katyaniputra, Prakaranapada by Vasumitra, 

Vijnanakaya by Devasarman, Dharmaskandha by Sariputra, Prajnaptisastra by 
Maudgalyayana, Dhatukaya by Puma, Samgitiparyaya by Mahakausthila. See 

also Abhidh-k-vy, 9, 12-14 and 12,4 ff. The enumeration by the Tibetan his¬ 

torian Bu-ston (E. Obermiller, trans. His tor)' of Buddhism by Bust on. 2 parts, 
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compiled in approximately the first century BCE29. In his ‘Life of 
Vasubandhu’, Paramartha (500-569) writes that Katyayanlputra 
compiled the Abhidharma of the Sarvastivada school and 
composed the *Astagrantha in Kasmlra30, while Hsuan-tsang 
(602-664) in his travel record, mentions that the Jnanaprasthana 
was written in the neighbourhood of CInavatl31. That the work was 
written in Central India, and not the Northwest, is also mentioned 
in the *Mahavibhasa, where the work is called Jnanaprasthana32. 
Two different translations into Chinese of this text are extant: one 
translation was made in 383 by Samghadeva and Chu Fo-nien in 
Ch’ang-an (T 1543), and the other was made by Hsuan-tsang 
between 657 and 660 CE (T 1544). The first is called *Astagrantha 
(T 1543), the second Jnanaprasthana (T 1544). This confirms 

Heidelberg 1931-32,1, p.49) is Dharmaskandhaby Sariputra, Prajnaptisastraby 

Maudgalyayana, Dhatukaya by Puma, Vijnanakaya by Devaksema, Jnana¬ 

prasthana by Katyayana, Prakaranapada by Vasumitra, Samgitipaiyaya by 
Mahakausthila. The Chinese order is again different: Dharmaskandha (T 1537) 

by Mahamaudgalyayana, Prajnaptisastra (T 1538) (no author mentioned), 

Dhatukaya (T 1540) by Vasumitra, Vijnanakaya (T 1539) by Devasapman, 

Jnanaprasthana (T 1543/1544) by Katyayanlputra, Prakaranapada (T 1541/ 
1542) by Vasumitra and Samgitipaiyaya (T 1536) by Sariputra. 

29 Fragments of the text have been discovered in Bamiyan and Kuca; see S. 
Levi, ‘Note sur des manuscripts provenant de Bamiyan (Afghanistan) et de 
Gilgit (Cachemire)’, Journal Asiatique CCXX (1932), pp.1-45; B. Pauly, 'Frag¬ 
ments Sanskrits de Haute Asie (Mission Pelliot) (II)’, JA CCXLVIII (1960), 

pp.509-19. Identification of the fragments by P. Demieville, ‘Un fragment 

Sanskrit de 1’Abhidharma des Sarvastivadin’, JA CCXLIX (1961), pp.461-5. 

J° P>o-sou-pfan-tou Fa-shih Chuan T 2049, 189al-6. See also T. Watters, On 
Yuan Ch wang’s Travels in India, 2 vols, London 1904,1, p.294. 

31 Ta T’ang Hsi-yii Chi, T 2087,889b28-c4. See also J. Takakusu, op. cit., pp.84- 
5. 

T 1545, 21c29. See also L. de La Vallee Poussin, LAbhidhannakosa de 
Vasubandhu, 6 vols, Brussels 1923-31 (repr. 1971), 2, p.147, n.4. 
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Paramartha’s statement that the work has two names33. As 
Paramartha lived prior to Hsiian-tsang, this means that there are 
not only two Chinese versions of the text, but also two Indian 
ones: an *Astagrantha, translated 383 CE and a Jnanaprasthana, 
translated 657-660. Having examined the two Indian versions, 
Ryogen Fukuhara34 concluded that the transliterations in the 
*Astagrantha indicate that the work is of Gandharan origin, while 
the Jnanaprasthana is a Kasmlra Vaibhasika recension35. That 
Paramartha situates the compilation of the *Astagrantha in 
Kasmlra, while Hsiian-tsang and the *Mahavibhasa locate the 
compilation of the Jnanaprasthana in Central India, may then 
have to be explained as follows: Katyayanlputra wrote his 
*Astagrantha in Central India before the Sarvastivada school 
began to flourish in Kasmlra. As is also apparent in the accounts 
of the first council of Pataliputra, the Kasmlri Sarvastivadins 
wanted to present themselves as true heirs of the doctrine. 
Therefore, when re-editing the *Astagrantha as the Jnana¬ 
prasthana,, they kept referring to the work as *Astagrantha and 
mentioned Kasmlra as its place of origin (Paramartha’s account) 
or, for the same reason, referred to the work as the Jnana¬ 
prasthana of Central India. The Kasmlri Vaibhasikas composed 
their *Mahavibhasa based on the Jnanaprasthana. This means 
that the latter was the version of the work recognised in Kasmlra36. 

33 T 2049, 189a5-9, See also J. Takakusu, ‘The Life of Vasubandhu by Para¬ 
martha’ , T'oungPao, series II, 5 (1904), pp.269-96, here pp.276-7; and id., ‘On 

the Abhidharma Literature...’, op. cit., p.82. 

j4 R. Fukuhara, Jojitsuron no Kenkyu, Kyoto 1969, pp.218-19. 

35 See also R.E. Buswell and P.S. Jaini, ‘The Development of Abhidharma 

Philosophy’, in K. Potter ( ed.), Encyclopedia of Indian Philosophies, VoL VII: 

Abhidharma Buddhism to 150A.D., Delhi 1996, pp.73-119, here p.108. 
36 See P. Demieville, ‘L’Origine des Sectes Bouddhiques d’apres Paramartha’, 
Melanges Chinois et Bouddhiques I (1931-2), pp.15-64, here pp.22-3; E. 
Frauwaliner, Die Enstehung der buddhistischen Systeme, Gottingen 1971, 
p.71; La Vallee Poussin, op. cit., I, p.xxix; Willemen, Dessein, Cox, op. cit., 
pp. 117-20. 
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Consequently, the followers of Katyayanlputra saw this latter work 
as pre-eminent over other works. They even called it a body 
(sarfra), while the other works were called limbs (pada). In the 
case of the Vaibhasikas, the formation of a (sub-)school clearly 
shows this to be a philosophical, no longer disciplinary, matter. 

A parallel situation may be true for the Prakaranapada. Like 
the *Astagrantha, the Prakaranapada was also called Prakarana- 
grantha’ and as with the *Astagrantha/Jnanaprasthana,, there 
are also two Chinese translations of this work, by Gunabhadra and 
Bodhiyasas, 435-443 CE (T 1541), and by Hsiian-tsang in 659 (T 
1542). It is not impossible that the work was first called 
Prakaranagrantha (cf. *Astagrantha), and later, when recognised 
as one of the six pada-treatises by the Kasmlri Sarvastivadins, was 
renamed Prakaranapada. 

Here, we reach the problem of the impact of the ‘canonicity’ of 
the Vaibhasika Abhidharma. From the outset, Buddhist councils 
played an important role in the canonisation of texts. This is 
already evident from the first council that, tradition claims, was 
held immediately after the decease of the Buddha, and at which, 
still according to tradition, Ananda is said to have recited the 
Sutra texts and Upali the Vinaya texts. The importance of this 
alleged first council is that it was needed to justify the existence of 
a second council, held in Vaisall. The first one also serves to 
project the authenticity of texts back in time, to the lifetime of the 
Buddha. 

Although tradition fixed the early Sarvastivada Abhidharma 
Canon at seven texts, it is untrue that during the early period only 
these texts were composed or that they were seen as a canonical 
collection from the outset. A postface to fascicle 24 of the *Asta- 
granthasastra, written in 379 CE, gives the earliest dated reference 
to a set of seven texts. A reference to a ‘six part Abhidharma" is 

La Vallee Poussin, op. cit., I, p.xxxii. 
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further found in translations by Kumarajlva (died 413). Yaso- 
mitra’s commentary on the Abhidharmakosabhasjya gives the first 
listing of seven: the Jnanaprasthana is the body (sarlra) and the six 
texts that constitute its feet (satpada) are the Prakaranapada, 
Vijnanakaya, Dharmaskandha, Prajhaptisastra, Dhatukaya and 
Samgitiparyaya. All this implies that the so-called Satpadabhi- 
dharma is actually a Vaibhasika composition, recognising six 
treatises as the 'feet’ (pada), while the Jnanaprasthana itself 
became known as the 'body’ (sarlra) or main text38. This canoni¬ 
sation made the Vaibhasikas appear to be ‘orthodox’ Sarvasti- 
vadins. In this respect it is to be noted that, e.g., the *Mahavibhasa 
argues that the Abhidharma is the Buddha’s teaching39. 

As the Jnanaprasthana was promoted as the ‘body’ of the seven 
works by the Kasmlri Vaibhasikas, their evident recognition of the 
Satpadabhidharma left the Western masters, predecessors of the 
later Sautrantikas, with sastras which did not have a ‘canonical’ 
status. The importance of some ‘canonicity’ was - as outlined 
above - evident from the councils of Rajagrha and Vaisall. The 
Western masters found the ‘solution’ to this problem by returning 
to sutra-like philosophical treatises. Thus, they emphasised the 
*Abhidharmahrdaya (T 1550), a work by the Bactrian Dharma- 
sresthin that is similar in purpose and that, according to Erich 
Frauwallner, is probably older than the Jnanaprasthana40. The 
*Abhidharmahrdayasastra served as a basis for the compilation of 
Upasanta’s *Abhidharmahrdaya (T 1551), Dharmatrata’s *Sam- 

yuktabhidharmahrdaya (T 1552) and, eventually, Vasubandhu’s 
Sautrantika Abh/dharmakosa (T 1558/1559). As the oldest Abhi- 

38 See also Takakusu, ‘On the Abhidharma Literature..op. cit., p.74. 

39 T 1545, Ia8-c29. See also Cox, op. cit., p.23. 

40 Frauwallner, Die Enstehung..., op. cit., p.71: ‘Der Abhidharmasarah schlie|3- 

lich ist die alteste Dogmatik der Sarvastivadah. In ilun ist das Wertvollste, was 
in der Zeit des alten Abhidharma an Lehren geschaffen worden war, zu einem 

gropen Gebaude vereinigt’. See also [Abhidharma]vibhasa[sastra], T 1546, lbll 

If. 
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dharma works appear as collections of karikas which are then 
explained, the series based on Dharmasresthin’s Abhidharma- 

hrdaya and culminating in Vasubandhu’s Abhidharmakosa are 
also constituted of stanzas which are explained in a prose com¬ 
mentary. It is to be noticed that the Hrdaya-works were often 
called ‘ching’or ‘lun-ching\ i.e. sutra41. 

Having drawn our attention to Bactria and Gandhara, we are 
confronted with the problem of the Sautrantikas (Darstantikas) 
and Mulasarvastivadins42. Sources from the Northwest place the 
origin of the Sautrantikas in the fourth century after the Buddha's 
Parinirvana43, i.e. about the time of Kusana (and Vaibhasika) 
dominance. Kumaralata is traditionally mentioned as the founder 
of the Darstantikas, but modern scholarship does not agree on the 
dates of Kumaralata, opinions varying from 100 years after the 

41 Upasanta’s *Abhidharmahrdaya e.g. is called Fa-sheng A-p’i-t’an HsinLun 

Ching in the Ch’u San-tsangChi Chi, T2145, 543cl9, 621a5, 695cl5, 720bl2; 
Chen-yiian Hsin-ting Shih Chiao Mu-lu, T 2157,954bl4,1043c26; in the Taisho 

Index Vol.l, p.417; and in the work itself (T 1551, 833c3-6). Ghosaka’s *Abhi- 

dharmamrtarasasastra (T 1553) is called Kan -lu-wei Ching in T 2145, 32b6 and 
in the Ta T’angNei-tien Lu, T 2149,231al9. 

4“ On the Darstantikas-Sautrantikas, see Cox, op. cit., p.40; See also J. 
Przyluski, ‘Darstantika, Sautrantika and Sarvastivada’, in Indian Historical 

Quarterly 16 (1940), pp.246-54, here p.247. 

T 2032, 18b9; Manjusnpariprccha, T 468, 501al9*b25 (esp. 501b23-24); first 
list of Bhavya (see WAV. Rockhill, The Life of the Buddha and the Early 

History of His Order; .London 1884. p.182); M. Walleser, Die Sekten des altcn 
Buddhismm, Heidelberg 1927, pp.78-9; A. Bareau, ‘Trois traites sur les sectes 

bouddhiques attribues a Vasumitra’ , Journal Asiatique CCXLIV (1956), 
pp. 167-91, here p.168. 
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Buddha's Parinirvana44 to the third centuiy CE45. In favour of an 
early date for Kumaralata is that it is natural that the Darstantika- 
Sautrantikas would refer to a master who lived before or at the 
same time as the compilation of the Vaibhasika Jnanaprasthana, 
i.e. a master who lived prior to the moment of formation of the 
Vaibhasika ‘orthodoxy’. Tradition further sees Kumaralata as the 
teacher of both Harivarman and Srilata. The latter was the direct 
teacher of the Sautrantika Vasubandhu46. An early date for 
Kumaralata explains why he is referred to as the ‘mdlacaiya ’ (in 
contradistinction to the ‘acarya ) of the Darstantika-Sautrantikas: 
he was not necessarily the immediate teacher of Srilata. In favour 
of a later date for Kumaralata is the fact that he is mentioned with 
Asvaghosa and Nagarjuna in the *Mahavibhasa. However, this 
would still place Kumaralata no later than the early second 
century CE, i.e. in the period of Kusana power. It is very likely that 
the Sautrantikas only felt the need to start to refer to a/their 
‘mula-caiya’ (and call themselves ‘Sautrantika’) after the 
Vaibhasikas had organised themselves as ‘Vaibhasika’, i..e. as the 
orthodoxy in Kasmlra. 

Because of their dominance, Vaibhasika ideas were influencing 
the Gandharan works. This is evident in the increase of Vaibha¬ 
sika positions in Upasanta’s *Abhidharmahrdaya (ca. 300 CE47) 

44 See M. Hahn, ‘Vorlaufige Uberlegungen zur Schulzugehorigkeit einiger 

buddHistischen Dichter’ in Bechert (ed,), Zur Schulzugehorigkeit . op.cit., 

pp.239-57, here pp.255-6. 

45 J. Kato. ‘Notes sur les deux maitres bouddhiques Kumaralata et Srilata’, in 

Indianisme et Bouddhisme: Melanges offerts a Mgr. Etienne Lamotte, 

Louvain-1 a-neuve 1980, pp.197-213; id., Kydryobu no Kenkyu, Tokyo 1989, 
p.37 ff. 

46 Frauwallner, Die Enstehung..op. cit., p.103; Kato, Kydryobu no Kenkyu, 
op. cit., pp.58 ff; Cox, op. cit., p.41. 

47 In Upasanta’s work, T 1551, 841cl7, 855a28 and 855 c27, the masters of the 
Vibhasaarc. referred to. Taiken Kimara (Kimura Taiken Zcnshil, IV: Abidatsu- 
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and in Dharmatrata’s *Samyuktabhidharmahrdaya (beginning of 
fourth century)48. 

The *Sarpyuktabhidharmahrdaya refers to the following 
schools: Darstantikas (pp.895c22, 903b6-7, 944a7), Dharmagup- 
takas (p.962al9-20), Vatslputriyas (pp.903b5, 962al9), the 
Kasmlri (p.872-c28), and the Vaibhasikas (pp.882al8,892a2). The 
work disagrees with the opinion attributed to the Dharmagup- 
takas. In one instance, the work disagrees with the Vatslputriyas 
and in another instance agrees with it. This seems to indicate that 
a strict Vinaya differentiation (Sarvastivada, Dharmaguptaka, 
Vatslputriya) does not necessarily indicate an equally strict Abhi- 
dharmic differentiation. In view of our above-mentioned sketch, 
it may be of no surprise that the *Samyuktabhidharmahrdayai\\x- 
ther disagrees with the Kasmlra opinion and with one of the theses 
attributed to the Vaibhasikas. That the work does not agree with 
the Darstantika thesis and with a second Vaibhasika thesis should 
- in view of what was outlined above - be explained as an instance 
of Vaibhasika influence on Gandharan works. As we know that 
‘Darstantika’ is a pejorative term, it is equally possible that 
Dharmatrata refers to some other Sarvastivada sub-group here. 

It must have been the decline of Kusana and Vaibhasika power 
that enabled Vasubandhu (ca.400-480)49 to take a clear Sau- 

maron no kenkyu, Tokyo 1974), p.230, states that Upasanta lived one genera¬ 
tion prior to Dharmatrata, author of the *Samyuktabhidharmahrdaya. See also 

Watanabe, Mizuno, Oishi, tr. Abidonshinronkyb (1932) vol.21, p.124, and W.R. 

Ryose. ‘The Position of the Abhidharmahrdaya in the Historical Development 

of Sarvastivada Thought’ in Abhidharma Research Institute 5, (Kyoto 1986), 
pp.1-16. here p.6. 
^ See my Sainyuktabhidharmahrdaya. Heart of Scholasticism with Mis¬ 

cellaneous Additions, 3vo!s, Delhi 1999. 
On the discussion of one or two Vasubandhus and of a fourth or fifth 

century life-time of Vasubandhu, see Takakusu, ‘Life of Vasubandhu...’, 

op.citpp.269-96; E. Frauwallner, On the Date of the Buddhist Master of the 
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trantika standpoint against the Vaibhasikas. The Gandhara- 
Sautrantika connection explains why, after the translation of the 
*Samyuktabhidharmahrdaya by Samghavarman into Chinese in 
434 CE (the fourth of four translations of the work into Chinese50) 
had given rise to an ‘Abhidharma School’ in China, after the 
translation of the Abhidharmakosa in 565 CE, the ‘Kos'a School’ 
supplanted the ‘Abhidharma School’ and the Abhidharmakosa 

replaced the *Samyuktabhidharmahrdaya. 

From a doctrinal viewpoint, Hsiian-tsang’s translation of the 
*Prakaranapada51 shows the Mulasarvastivada viewpoint. This 
also brings the Mulasarvastivadins in close connection with the 
seven early canonical works. While both translations of the 
Prakaranapada show the old Sarvastivada viewpoint, for Guna- 
bhadra and Bodhiyasas this appears to be Sautrani ika; for Hsiian- 
tsang Mulasarvastivada. It should further be noticed that the 
Mulasarvastivada tradition does not mention the Sautrantikas52. 
This may also explain why, while the oldest Chinese tradition (fifth 
centuiy) knows five Vinaya schools (Sarvastivadins, Dharma- 
guptakas, Kasyaplyas, Mahlsasakas and Mahasamghikas), in the 
seventh century, only four are differentiated: Arya-Maha- 

Law, Rome 1951; La Vallee Poussin, op. cit., I, pp.xxiv-xxviii; P. Pradhan (ed.), 

Abhidharmakosabhasyam of Vasubandhu, Patna 1975, pp. 13-14; S. Anacker, 

Seven Works of Vasubandhu, Delhi 1984, 1998, pp.7-11; M. Mejor, ‘The 

Problem of two Vasubandhus Reconsidered’, in Indologica Taurinensia XV- 

XVI (1989-90), pp. 175-83; L. Schmithausen, ‘A Note on Vasubandhu and the 
Lankavatarasutra’, in Asiatische Studien XLVI-1 (1992), pp.392-7, here 

pp.396-7. 
50 A translation of 16 volumes by Samghadeva, most likely, however, not the 

work of Dharmatrata, is dated 385-97; a translation in 13 volumes by Fa-hsien 
and Buddhabhadra is dated 418; a translation in 13 volumes by Isvara and 

Gunavarman is dated 426; and the fourth translation by Samghavarman is dated 

434^ 
51 [A bhidharmaJprakaranapadafsastra], T 1542,693c20-21. 

02 See Bareau, Les Sectes bouddhiques..op. cit., p.24. 
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samghika, Arya-Sthavira, Arya-(Mula-)Sarvastivada and Arya- 
SammatTya (Hsiian-tsang and I-ching)i3. 

****** 

After the Sarvastivada school originated on - most likely - 
Vinaya grounds, its development took two philosophical-dogmatic 
directions: one was situated in Kasmira, where the seven 
Abhidharma works (i.e. with the inclusion of the Jnanaprasthana) 
were put together. These Vaibhasikas became the dominant 
Sarvastivada sub-group and Vaibhasika viewpoints came to be 
considered as ‘orthodox’. The second direction was situated in 
places such as Bactria and Gandhara where, modelled on the 
*Abkidharmahrdaya, a Bactrian compendium of Sarvastivada 
philosophy, a series of works called *Abhidharmahrdaya were 
compiled. The Kasmlri orthodoxy spread to the bordering regions 
and influenced Gandharan works. This is revealed in the two later 
Hrdaya treatises. This growing influence led to a reaction by those 
Sarvastivadins who had remained conservative and who referred 
to themselves as Sautrantikas (and were called Darstantikas by 
their opponents). The major work of this period is Vasubandhu’s 
Abhidharmakosa. When the Vaibhasika doctrinal supremacy 
disappeared, the original non-Kasmlri Sarvastivadins renamed 
themselves as Mulasarvastivadins. This explains why Mulasarvasti- 
vada texts do not refer to the Sautrantikas, but show analogous 
doctrinal positions. The Mulasarvastivadins became the dominant 
group in the seventh to ninth centuries, a period in which their 
Vinaya was also finalised54. Sarvastivada history is thus shown to 
have originated on Vinaya grounds, to have been further deci¬ 
mated on philosophical matters and to have known a philo¬ 
sophical restoration that was backed and followed by a Vinaya 
renaissance. 

Bart Desscin (Riiksuniversiteit Gent) 

See Ruegg, op. cil:, pp.118-19. 

See A. Heirman, ‘Vinaya: perpetuum mobile’, Asiatische Stud/en LIU, 4, 
1999, pp.849-71. 
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A WHISPER IN THE SILENCE: 

NUNS BEFORE MAHAPAJAPATI?* 

Liz Williams 

The story in the Cullavagga 10 of the ordination of women into the 
monastic Sangha is accepted by scholars and monastics, both 
ancient and modern, as evidence for the Buddha’s reluctance, or 
at least hesitation, to accept women as fully ordained bhikkunis. 
However, I argue that there is textual evidence to support the idea 
that there may have been bhikkhunls in existence before the 
request for ordination by Mahapajapatl, and that there is evidence 
in the Thengatha to suggest that bhikkhunls were sometimes 
ordained by the Buddha in much the same way as bhikkhus, by the 
use of the formula, ‘ehi bhikkhuni’. What I am suggesting is that 
the established argument, that the Buddha was reluctant to ordain 
worften, is flawed, and therefore one aspect of the basis for the 
exclusion of women from the fully ordained monastic Sangha is 
weak and without substance. 

* * * * * # 

So, what is the evidence on which the Buddha’s alleged reluctance 
is based? The most commonly quoted explanation given by monks 
and scholars1 is that the Buddha initially refused and that only 
after the intervention of Ananda did he relent and allow women 
the opportunity to follow the holy life: moreover, this was only on 
condition that Mahapajapatl and all who followed her accept the 
eight weighty rules (garudhammas) which would have the effect of 
subordinating them to the bhikkhus. The ordination story is still 
recouhted in universities and monasteries, where the current 
exclusion of women from the fully ordained Theravadin Sangha is 
being justified as acceptable. If the Buddha was reluctant to ordain 
women, then there is some justification for their exclusion. So 
ingrained is this interpretation of the text (Vin.II.253) that 
scholars of Buddhism, ancient and modern, male and female, 

Abstracted from an uncompleted Ph.D. dissertation ‘Women’s Ordination in 
Thcravada Buddhism: Ancient Evidence and Modern Debates’. 
1 Bhikkhu Khantipalo, Banner of the Arahants, Kandy 1979. p.133; Rita Gross, 

Buddhism After Patriarchy, A Feminist History, An ay sis and Reconstruction 
of Buddhism, Albany, NY 1993, p.221. 
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| Buddhist and non-Buddhist, continually repeat the story as 
Buddhist teaching. Even though many of these scholars are fully 
conversant with the original texts and must therefore be familiar 
with the canonical tradition of repeating a request three times 
before being accepted, they seem unable or unwilling to acknow¬ 
ledge the Buddha’s egalitarian principles, as seen for example in 

f the Mahaparinibbana Sutta (D.II,195). In this Sutta, perhaps the 
| most comprehensive exposition of fundamental Buddhist teach- 
f ings, the Buddha emphatically tells Mara that he will hot enter 

Parinibbana until all four classes of disciple are well-versed in the 
£ teachings and can teach them to others. This includes bhikkhunls 

as well as laywomen and was stated to have been said shortly after 
the Buddha’s enlightenment and then repeated three months 
before his final Nibbana. This would imply then that the Buddha 
knew he would ordain women as soon as he had attained 
liberation. 

$ 

1 ‘Evil One, I will not take final Nibbana till I have nuns and 
| female disciples who are accomplished .. ,’2. 

Moreover in the Dakkhinavibhanga Sutta,, the Exposition of 
Offerings in the Majjhima Nikaya (M.II.253), there is evidence 
that Mahapajapat! may not have been the first nun. In this sutta, 
the latter approaches the Buddha and requests him to accept a 
pair of new cloths, which she has spun and woven especially for 
him. The Buddha refuses them, saying, 

‘Give it to the Sangha, Gotaml. When you give it to the Sangha, 
| the offering will be made both to me and to the Sangha’. 

Na. tavaham papima parinibbavissami yava me bhikkhuniyo na savika 

bhavissanti viyata vinita. . pe. . . (D.II.105). The English version is taken from 
Maurice Walshe, The Long Discourses of the Buddha, .4 Translation of the 

Digha Nikaya, Boston 1995 (first published as Thus have I Heard in 1987), 
p.246. 
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She repeats her request for a second, and a third time, after 
which, following the established pattern3 4, the Buddha refuses 
three times. At this point in the Daldchinavibhanga Sutta, Ananda 
intervenes on her behalf, just as he does in Cullavagga 10 
(Vin.II.254), the ordination story. He reminds the Buddha of how 
helpful Mahapajapatl has been to him. She was his nurse and 
foster-mother and suckled him when his own mother died. 

Ananda then elucidates Mahapajapatfs debt to the Buddha, in 
that it is because of him that she keeps the five precepts. This 
clearly implies that this is meant to have taken place before she 
was part of the Sangha, members of which adhered to ten precepts 
for novices, and many more for those who had taken higher 
ordination. Although she is thus depicted as a lay person, it is also 
obvious that she is already a stream-enterer. Ananda says, 

Tt is owing to the Blessed One that Mahapajapatl GotamI 
possesses perfect confidence in the Buddha, the Dhamma, and the 
Sangha, and that she possesses the virtues loved by the Noble 
Ones’ (M 11.254). 

These are the four factors of stream-entry, so the text intends 
to convey that Mahapajapatl has already attained this level of 
spiritual development, as had many laymen and laywomen in the 
Suttas. Later in the text of the Dakkhinavibhanga Sutta (M.II. 
255), the Buddha expounds the fourteen kinds of personal 
offerings, then the seven kinds of offering to the Sangha. He gives 
the descending order of karmic fruitfulness (punha) accrued from 

3 A layman requests the ‘going forth’ three times, a samanera requesting the 

higher ordination (upasampada) asks three times, lay people request the 

precepts three times; therefore to request something three times is obviously 

not a demonstration of reluctance but a recognised canonical tradition, not 

peculiar to Mahapajapatfs desire for women to ‘go forth’. 
4 Ail subsequent sutta references are taken from Bhikkhu Nanamoli and 

Bhikkhu Bodhi, The Middle Length Discourses of the Buddha: A New 

Translation of the Majjhima Nikaya, Boston 1995. 
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gifts to: 

Both Sanghas with the Buddha at the head, 
Both Sanghas after the death of the Buddha, 
The Order of bhikkhus. 
The Order of bhikkhunls, 
A given number of bhikkhus and bhikkhunls, 
A given number of bhikkhus, 
A given number of bhikkhunls. 

If she is still a lay person, as has already been demonstrated by 
the fact that she adheres only to five precepts, then, if the ordina¬ 
tion story is accurate, there would be no bhikkhunls in existence. It 
would seem then that this is evidence of the existence of 
bhikkhunls before Mahapajapati requested the going forth. The 
only other explanation is that this sutta may be an assimilation of 
one story with another. Cullavagga 10, then, looks as if it may have 
been added on by later compilers of the texts. Unlike bhikkhus, 
whose admission to the Order precedes all other rules specific to 
them in the text order as we have it, bhikkhunls appear throughout 
the Vinaya prior to the story of their admission. Certain rules are 
also laid down for bhikkhunls before any transgression takes place, 
which is another inconsistency. 

There would appear to be a general reluctance to acknowledge 
that the Buddha elevated women from the socially constructed 
second class roles that were thought appropriate for them. Surely, 
one of the qualities of an enlightened being is that he can see 
beyond human prejudice. Why then do Buddhists, who see the 
Buddha as the ultimate paradigm of spiritual and ethical action, 
continually over-look and deny this aspect of his enlightenment? 

In the Therlgatha commentary'', most of the nuns refer in some 
way to their ordination. Of the seventy-three verses, twenty-four 

William Pruitt (tr.) The Commentary on the Verses of the Therls (Theri- 

gatha-Atthakatha Paramattadipanl Vf)by Acarya DhammapaJa, PTS, 1998. 
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are ascribed to nuns who state that they went to the monastery of 
the bhikkhunls for their ordination. Twenty-two refer to ‘going 
forth’ in the presence of Mahapajapatl. Some refer to hearing the 
Buddha teach, and then being instructed by him to go to the 
residence of the bhikkhunls to be ordained. Only two, namely 
Vaddha-Mata (ThigA 171) and Ambapall (ThigA 207) refer to 
hearing the Dhamma in the presence of a bhikkhu, this being, on 
both occasions, their son. None refers to receiving the upasam- 
pada from bhikkhus. Although an argument from silence cannot 
be taken as substantial evidence, in the compilation of seventy- 
three accounts, the law of averages would suggest that at least a 
few would refer to bhikkhus if indeed these were needed at the 
ordination of nuns, as suggested in Cullavagga 10. There is, 
however, a whisper in the silence. 

The first account in the Thengatha,, that of a certain bhikkhunl 
of Name Unknown (Thig. 1), the bhikkhunl describes her attain¬ 
ment of the state of Non-returner while still a laywoman. She is 
then taken to Mahapajapatl by her husband, who says, 

‘Let the reverend Sisters give her ordination. And Pajapatl did 
so’6. 

This is worded similarly by Dhammapala’s commentary on 
Thig, a translation of which has recently been published by the Pali 
Text Society, which states: 

‘Like the lay disciple Visakha for [his wife] Dhammadina, he 
led her with great ceremony into the presence of Maha-pajapatl 
and said, “O noble lady [please] give the going forth [to this 
woman]’. Then Maha-pajapatl GotamI had her go forth and take 
full ordination’7. 

b Mrs C.A.F. Rhys Davids and K.R. Norman, Poems of the Early Buddhist 
Nuns (Psalms of the Sisters) Revised Version, (Eiders Verses II) Revised 

Version, Pali Text Society, 1997, p.7. 

7 ThigA 6. Pruitt, op. cit., p.10. 
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The bhikkhunl Bhadda Kundalakesa, an ex-Jain, in both 
Norman and Rhys Davids’ translations of Thig, verse 109, refers to 
her ordination as being only by the Buddha himself. 

‘Low on my knees I worshipped with both hands 
Adoring. “Come Bhadda!” the Master said. 
Thereby to me was ordination given’8 
and 
‘Having bent the knee, having paid homage to him, 
I stood with cupped hands face to face with him, 
“Come Bhadda!” he said to me; that was my ordination’9. 

Dhammapala’s commentary elaborates on this verse as: 
‘Come Bhadda! Go to the residence of the bhikkhunls, and in 

the presence of the bhikkhunls go forth and be fully ordained’10. 

Even here, there is no reference to double ordination. 
Dhamma pala then goes to extreme lengths to explain that there is 
no ‘Ehibhikkhunf ordination equivalent to that for bhikkhus. His 
explanation appears to be merely a denial of something he is not 
comfortable with, that is, that the Buddha ordained women in the 
same way as men, implying an equivalent status to men. His 
opinion is that, 

On still other occasions [something] is mentioned that is not 
possible, or that does not exist11. 

He also explains away the inclusion of ‘Come bhikkhunl’ in the 
Bhikkhuni-Vibhanga (Vin.IV.214) by saying that 

It is not an expression that makes clear the independent 
existence of full ordination of bhikkhunls by [the formula] ‘Come 
bhikkhunl’ because there are no bhikkhunls [admitted to] full 

8 Rhys Davis, op. cii., p. 154. 

9 Norman, op. til., p.182. 

10 Pruitt, op. tit., p i 06. 

11 Ibid., p.380. 
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ordination in this way12. 

This is merely a circular argument which adds nothing in the 
way of evidence or reasoning to support his contention. I would 
argue that the passage on Bhadda Kundalakesa has just demon¬ 
strated that bhikkhunls were indeed sometimes admitted to full 
ordination in this way, just as bhikkhus were sometimes admitted 
by the formula ‘Come Bhikkhu!’ 

Dhammapala is thought to have lived in South India in the 
sixth century CE, so his commentary dates from almost a millen¬ 
nium after the time of the Buddha. His views of and attitude 
towards women are obviously coloured by the socio-historical 
context in which he was writing. Blackstone13, in discussing the 
attitude of disgust and disapproval of the body and its functions in 
the Theri/Theragatha, recognises that ‘those bodies that are of an 
unspecified sex are designated female by the commentary’ (p.64). 

Thus, even from the earliest days of the monastic Sangha, 
shortly after the decease of the Buddha, and for centuries later, 
women were denied the status, respect and recognition that was 
acknowledged by the Buddha. The same wariness and fear of 
women’s achievements has filtered down through the centuries to 
the present day, and is still reflected in the lack of opportunity for 
women to realise their aspirations and to offer a significant and 
valuable contribution to the Theravadin monastic Sangha. 

Liz Williams 
University of Sunderland 

u Ibid., p.379. 

‘3 For a discussion of attitudes to the body in the Theri/Theragatha; see 
Kathiyn Blackstone, Women in the Footsteps of the Buddha; Struggle for 
Liberation in the Therigatha., Richmond, Surrey 1998. 
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STRUCTURE, STRATEGY AND SELF IN THE FABRICATION 
OF CONSCIOUS EXPERIENCE 

Guy Clctxlon, University of Bristol School of Education, 

35 Berkeley Square, Bristol BS8 1JA, UK. 

Abstract: Neurophysiological and psychological evidence require us to see perception, the 
‘fabrication of (conscious) experience’, as a process in time. Some of the elapsed time between 
the onset of stimulation and the appearance of a conscious image is accounted for by 
considerations of neural hardware. Cognitive science conventionally assumes that these 
structural factors are sufficient to account for the delay. However 1 argue in this paper that 
the human information processing system may interpose an additional strategic delay that 
allows for processes of checking and editing the developing ‘sketch’ or ‘draft’, so that 
elements that might threaten an underlying self system can be massaged or deleted. This 
cognitive model parallels that which is found in the Buddhist Abhidhamma, and improves 
upon the traditional, canonical formulation. Mindfulness meditation can be seen as a process 
of ‘attentional retraining’, in which the strategic delay is reduced through practice, and 
self-related assumptions, which had previously been dissolved in or pre-supposed by con¬ 
scious experience, become crystallized out and capable of being problematized. 

There is now abundant evidence for the existence of perception without conscious 
awareness in normal adults. Studies of subliminal perception and ‘perceptual defence’ 

(Dixon, 1981) and of the ability of unconsciously detected events to bias or prime the 
interpretation of subsequent, consciously perceived stimuli (e.g. Marcel, 1983) are well 
documented. Bornstein and Pittman (1992), Velmans (1991) and others have provided 

comprehensive and convincing reviews of a wide range of such studies. In the light of 
these demonstrations, two questions concerning the nature of consciousness present 
themselves. First, why, and how, is it that certain stimulus events result in conscious 
experience while others do not? And secondly, is the answer to the first question to be 
found solely in the hardware specification of the human brain-mind — in its intrinsic 
computational properties — or is there, in addition, an influence of strategic processing 
‘habits’? In this paper 1 shall argue for a positive answer to this second question, and 
explore the involvement of the ‘self system’, represented as a processing module com¬ 

prising culture- and person-specific belief and desire systems, in the fabrication of 

conscious experience. I shall suggest that various forms of‘attentional retraining’, such 
as mindfulness meditation, serve to alter the self-related strategic processing habits that 

underpin consciousness. 

Neurochronology: Perception in Time 

If we start from the assumption that consciousness emerges, in each moment, out of an 
intricate web of cognitive processes which are themselves largely or wholly unconscious, 
then we are led at once to a view of perception as a complex activity that takes place in 

time. Both because we are unaware of these behind-the-scenes activities, and because 
they happen, usually, very fast, we are prone, in our ‘folk psychological’ understanding 
of perception, to treat it as virtually instantaneous, and as ‘receptive’ rather than ‘produc¬ 
tive’ — as if human perception were a biological analogue of a camcorder. It can take a 
significant intellectual effort to break through this ‘naive realist’ assumption, and to see 
conscious experience as the outcome or the culmination of a rapid, largely parallel mass 
of processing, yet, as I intend to demonstrate, we cannot begin to understand why 
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conscious experience is as it is unless we do so.1 Experimental work on perception, as 
well as neuroscientific analyses of cerebral cortical functioning, make it clear just how 
much can happen in 100ms —a tenth of a second. While intriguing visual phenomena, 
such as ‘embedded figures’, or the ‘Magic Eye’ depth illusions, can give a feel for 

perception as a temporal process by dramatically slowing it down. 
The temporal character of perception is normally masked, also, by its continuity: each 

moment’s consciousness appears to unfold seamlessly from the previous moment — 
indeed we do not ‘see’ a succession of moments at all, just as we do not see the individual 
frames of a movie. Yet if we take the slightly unusual example of perception starting 
more-or-less ‘from scratch’, we can unpack its time-dependent nature more easily. We 

might imagine someone sitting in front of a computer screen, unaware of what the next 
display will be. Or — an event 1 took part in the other day —a surprise birthday party in 

which Pete, the ‘Birthday Boy’, was blindfolded and carried silently into a room that had 
been prepared as a ‘pleasure dome’, with a giant bed covered with a silk awning (an old 
orange and white parachute) and ringed with flowers —and with all Pete’s female friends 

dressed voluptuously as his concubines, and equipped with large makeshift fans. We laid 
him on the bed and took the blindfold off. His ‘double-take’, followed by the gales of 
laughter, attested well to the way in which perception is retarded when deprived of the 
contextual clues that allow the unfolding of conscious experience to be anticipated. 

Under such conditions we might summarise a fairly standard cognitive view of percep¬ 

tion (e.g. Bruce and Green, 1985; Gregory, 1990) as follows. The brain-mind is repre¬ 
sented by a standard ‘neural net’ (or rather a loosely interconnected collection of 
semi-autonomous sub-nets) that mediates between exterosensory systems (the ‘special 

senses’), the interoceptive systems that sense body posture and need-states, and the 
neuromuscular effector systems (Rumelhart, McClelland et al., 1986). The pattern of 
connections in the network, and the amount of neural activation required to cross each of 
its junctions (the ‘weights’), represent the scenarios, concepts and associations that have 
been extracted from previous experience. While on top of this ‘structural’ picture is 
overlaid a constantly varying pattern of sub-threshold priming — both excitatory and 
inhibitory — which allows context and expectation to modulate the ease with which 

different connections will ‘lire’. A likely or plausible concept will be pre-primed with 
some excitation, so the amount of incoming evidence it requires before it fires, and the 
length of time this evidence will take to accumulate, is reduced. Conversely, something 

unexpected or suppressed will be primed with a quantity of inhibitory activation, which 

means it will need more information, and take a longer time, before it will respond to the 
sensory evidence. 

Thus, despite the blindfold, Pete’s neural net, just before he opens his eyes, will be far 
from equipotential. Though he does not know exactly what he is going to see, his network 

1 Perception is, of course, designed to register changes over time, but evolution has tuned it to pick 

up rates and kinds of change that are of significance to the survival of the organism as a whole: a 

falling rock, a running figure^ a sudden smell of smoke, a modulation in the cry of a child. Changes 

that lie outside a certain temporal range are too fast or too slow to be spotted. The growth of a tree, 

the ageing of a friend, even the rising of a tide, may be too gradual to register as they occur, and are 

only detectable by comparing memories or records over longer spans of time, while the flicker of a 

fluorescent light or the rotation of a propeller are faster than the eye can see. Perception itself 

normally proceeds, like the propeller, at too great a speed to be detected. There is, after all, no 

evolutionary advantage to be gained by designing perception to report its own time-course, for 

exactly the same reason that a clock which was designed to tell you only how fast its own cogs were 

revolving would be a useless curiosity. So it is natural that we do not think of perception in terms of 

the time it takes; and that to do so requires an intellectual effort, encouraged by experimental 

evidence. 
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will still be predisposing him to detect people rather than elephants, and to be pleasantly 
(it is his birthday, and these are his friends) rather than unpleasantly surprised. Now, as 
his eyes open, neural activity in the retina is relayed along the ascending visual pathways, 
through the lateral geniculate nucleus (the LGN), to the primary visual cortex, and on to 

the visual association areas, being transformed by the network at each stage. Recogniz¬ 
able features are extracted, and combined into what Marr (1982) famously called the 
‘two-and-a-half D sketch’. Almost from the word go, this process is not neutral: the 

, descending pathways in the visual system allow Pete’s accumulated conceptualisations 
and expectations to reach down to quite peripheral areas of the visual network and 

influence the directions which the inflowing activation will take (Singer, 1980). (Accord- \ 
ing to Llinas (1987) the downward inputs to the LGN —those arriving from the cortex J W 

— outnumber those arriving from the retina by four to one.) ' 
In addition, as more features of the input are isolated, and the sketch becomes more 

elaborate, even though the scene as a whole has not yet been definitively parsed, nor any 

element of it labelled, whole areas of a priori possibilities are being excluded — ‘They 
might have carried me into the garden, but it’s too dark for that.. . ’ — and, by quickly 

raising inhibitory ‘road-blocks’ around those areas, the network can use its vast store of 
knowledge progressively to narrow the range of options that is being actively enter¬ 

tained.2 The involvement of this ‘top-down’ tipping of the scales towards what is 
increasingly plausible reduces the amount of‘bottom-up’ processing that has to be done, 

and cuts the time before an acceptable, meaningful but preliminary ‘4D’ sketch of 
‘What’s out there’ and ‘What’s going on’ is extracted. By the same token, this ‘jumping 
to conclusions’ makes the system vulnerable to occurrences that are implausible or 

bizarre: it will be slower to detect them, or will mis-recognize them, or may not even 

register them at all. 
Once a tentative 4D sketch has been identified — that is, the activation pattern in the 

neural network has temporarily centred on a compatible set of concepts and relationships 

— a whole variety of further developments can then take place. 

• Bottom-up processing of the sensory input may continue in order to test and check 

the preliminary diagnosis and, if it is confirmed, to allow the sketch to be elabo¬ 

rated. Instead of seeing the actors and objects in the scenario simply in terms of 

their class-membership, their individuality and idiosyncrasies can be filled in. 
• Conceptual connotations and contextual associations can be activated, and used to 

‘fill in’ the emerging picture with plausible information which is not actually 

perceptually present. 
• Linguistic labels can be retrieved;, and propositions constructed, which, in their 

turn, give access to the verbal lexicon-cum-epcyclopedia, from which more ancil¬ 

lary information can be added to the developing mental model of the situation. 

• Either the experiential or the linguistic ramifications, or both, may give rise to an 
evaluation of the situation, either in whole or part, in terms of its resonance with 

the systems of threat and desire which are currently primed within the total 
network. This in turn will generate a preliminary feeling of positive or negative 
valence towards the situation: a disposition either to approach/maintain it or to 

avoid/defuse it. 
• Where the preliminary analysis indicates that some aspect(s) of the situation are 

more significant than others, either in terms of their threat/desire value, or because 

In the following paragraphs 1 am going somewhat — but by no means implausibly — beyond what 

the ‘standard’ psychological story currently allows. 
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they emerge as unknown, unpredictable or problematic, then attention will tend to 

zoom in on those areas for further perceptual analysis and/or mental archive 
research. These areas will become more highly ‘charged’, or activated, within the 
network, relative to those that have been checked and found safe, predictable or 
unproblematic. They emerge as functional foreground; the rest recedes into func¬ 
tional background. 

• As diagnosis proceeds, so some cluster or family of response dispositions may 
emerge, and the viscera, musculature and sensory systems will be primed accord¬ 
ingly. If apprehension and confusion begin to give way, on closer analysis, to 
clarity and relief, the bod)' prepares itself to laugh (as in Pete’s case). If the 
blindfold had been removed to reveal, on inspection, armed stem-faced strangers, 
Pete’s system w ould have prepared itself to freeze, fight or flee instead.3 

Following the extraction of the initial multisensory sketch, then, further processing 
may involve any or all of these elaborations: perceptual, conceptual, linguistic, affective, 
motivational and behavioural. The balance between these will depend on a whole set of 
factors varying from the specific nature of the 4D sketch, through the perceived exigen¬ 
cies of the situation, to the long-term priorities, dispositions and personality of the 
individual. A person less trusting, less light -hearted or more attached to his dignity than 
Pete might have reacted quite differently. 

We might note two options in particular. First, if further processing of the sensory 
information occurs, it might be open, in the sense of remaining receptive to aspects of the ^ >c( c 
situation that do not (immediately) jibe w ith the preliminary picture, in which case the | 
overall interpretation may be altered or ev;n overturned; or it might be (relatively) closed, J u $ & 
in which case only those observations or interpretations which conform to and confirm 
the 4D sketch ate noted and incorporated. Secondly, the additional assumptions, beliefs, 
values, etc. which are being ‘stirred in’ to the increasingly complex perceptual brew may 
themselves set up secondary reverberations which can reinforce, or conflict with, the 

feelings and dispositions for action which have already been activated. If Pete’s initial 
reaction had been fearful or angry, but his elaboration had included the threat of being 
seen as ‘humourless’, he might have been tom between getting cross and ‘seeing the 

- funny side’, and compromised v/ith a laugh that was somewhat hollow. 

Consciousness and the Self 
With this outline model of perception in hand, let me turn to the two main concerns of 
this paper: the fabrication of conscious experience; and the role in that process of the ‘self 

system’. Nothing in the account l have given so far determines the role of consciousness. c\{\ 
/ It is quite possible for the whole process of perception and reaction to be run off without j , 
^conscious awareness appearing at any point. Everyday experience attests to this — it is j ^ 

not uncommon for a driving manoeuvre, or a sharp retort, to be produced without any 

conscious recognition of the processing, either sensory or interpretive, on which that 
response depends. Indeed, when people are asked to account for their actions, Nisbett and 

Wilson (1977), Gilovich (1991) and others have shown that what is often produced is a 
plausible post-hoc confabulation, rather than an accurate read-out of antecedents. At what 
point, then, does consciousness appear, and what is its status?4 

3 In introducing the emotional into the perceptual in this way, 1 am drawing on the elegant approach 
to the psychology of emotion of Keith Oatley (1992). 

4 1 am going to assume a broadly materialist position in what follows, and see where it can get us, 
rather than adopting the currently fashionable (in some quarters) approach of trying to sort out the 
philosophical ‘isms’ from first principles before getting started. I would argue that this pragmatic 
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Recent discussions of the neural conditions under which consciousness appears, the 
issue of‘neuronal adequacy’ (Crick, 1994; Libet, 1993), seem to suggest that it is not just 
a matter of the strength or concentration of neural activation—which many authors, from 
Freud (1895) onwards, had proposed —but also of the persistence or reverberation of 

activity withirt some circuitry of the neural net for a certain minimum duration. Libet’s 
findings are not uncontroversial, and space does hot permit me to do justice to the 

technical issues. (For one side of the story see Dennett, 1991). But 1 airi, for the sake of 
argument, going to assume his general principle; here: that it is a necessary condition for 
conscious awareness that a certain level of neural activation cycles through a part of the 
network for a minimum period of the order of half a second. In connection ist language 

this may be referred to as a quasi-stable relaxation state of the network, 
What is important is the fact, not the location, of this reverberation., 1 agree with 

Dennett (1991), Kinsbourne (1993) and others that there is, in all probability, no single 
area of the brain that is associated with consciousness. As Dennett puts it: 

An element of content becomes conscious ;. . . not by entering some functionally 
defined and anatomically located system, but by changing state right where it is: by 
acquiring some property or by having the intensity of one of its properties boosted 
above some threshold. [In other words] consciousness is a mode of action of the 

brain, rather than a subsystem of the brain J(p. 166.) 

And Kinsbourne goes further in associating consciousness not with a kind of activity in 

any single area, but with a more widely distributed pattern of activation, 

Consciousness is ... a property of particular patterns of neuronal firing . .. Being 

conscious is what it is like to have neuronal circuitry iri particular Interactive 

functional states, (p. 44.) ' ^ 

L'\ Many authors have suggested, consistent with this line of thought, that there is a 
■ general condition under which the requisite combination of intensity and persistence 
\ (whatever it may be) is produced: when the preliminary (as yet unconscious) analysis of 

| a situation reveals the suspicion, but not the clear certainty, of a threat of some kind; or 
! when a clear threat is present but the execution of an appropriate response is blocked by tother considerations. At its most basic, consciousness appears when an aspect of the 4D 

sketch is problematic. Under such conditions, the forward flow of perception into action 

is temporarily arrested while further data is gathered either from the outside world, or 

from the internal archives, or both. It is as if an inhibitory ring is thrown up around the 

current centre of excitatory activity (Kinsbourne, 1993), preventing spontaneous on-flow 
and encouraging the reverberation and intensification of activation within that area. 

\ Mandler (1975), for example, notes that ‘The first and most widely,addressed function of 
| consciousness considers its role in choice and the selection of action systems’ (p. 56). 

!v While Pepper (1966) likewise argues that: 

The conditions for consciousness have important biological functions. They are 
apparently, for man at least, those conditions for intelligent action when a problem¬ 

atic situation has arisen, something that oid habits cannot take care of, something 

way of proceeding is at least as defensible as that which demands rational a priori justification, and 

significantly more productive. Chalmers’ (1995) contentious distinction between the so-called 

‘easy’ and ‘hard’ problems of consciousness will. 1 suspect, set the field of consciousness studies 

back if it is taken to insist on philosophical clarity as a prerequisite of empirical progress. The history 

of ideas is replete with examples of such ‘hard’ problems being revealed as linguistic conundrums 

by empirical advances. As the Roman orator Quintillian said, ‘scientia difTlcultatem laeit’ — it s 

(often) the theory that creates the difficulties. 
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that demands the marshalling of evidence and organisation of it for the resolution 
of the problem. They are the conditions, in short, for the construction of a new 
purposive act. (p. 37.) 

What 1 am suggesting is a variant on this undeniable liaison between consciousness and 

choice. Conscious awareness is associated not with the construction of the new act, or the-, 

reordering of priorities per se — that is the business of the neural net which it does | 

perfectly well without consciousness — but with the internal process of disruption, j 

reverberation and redistribution of activation that precedes it (Oatley, 1992). 
In animals this state of affairs is triggered by intimations of threat to the physical 

survival of self or offspring, or by the unexpected availability of resources — a water- 

hole, a mate — conducive to it. In human beings, however, these conditions are occa¬ 

sioned, much more frequently, by the presence, within the neural net as a whole, of the 

socially-conditioned ganglion of threat- and desire-systems that we may call, generically, 

the ‘self system’ (Whyte, 1979). Csikszentmihalyi (1988), for example, has suggested 

that: 

| The self represents its own interests as goals. Each self develops its own hierarchy 

L of goals, which become, in effect, the structure of that self. . . We receive most 

goals from the genetic instructions of our biological inheritance, or from the cultural 

instructions embodie&in societal values, (p. 22.) 

Such a system, installed in the modern mind, represents an extraordinary proliferation of 

potential needs and vulnerabilities. Loss of possessions, reputation, relative social stand¬ 

ing, reliable character, control of thoughts or emotions, predictability itself — each of 

these may, through identification with the self system, count as a significant or even vital 

threat, and any perceptual moment may, if one scrutinizes it closely enough, contain a 

worrisome possibility. By ‘identification’, I mean the state in which the self system as a 

whole, or an aspect of it, is held to be an accurate and vital description of ‘who I really 
am’, and therefore specifies those conditions which the person is committed to seeking, 

perpetuating, escaping or avoiding if she or he (thus defined) is to survive. 
The more complex the self system, and the stronger the identification with it, the more 

probable it is that every percept will need to be checked by ‘Security’ for possible 

desirable or noxious contents; and the delay involved, as the 4D sketch is resonated with 

the priorities of the self, means that conscious awareness, and especially the intense and 

emotionally laden variety commonly referred to as self-consciousness becomes both 

more acute and more chronic. Action too has to be held back — ‘checked’ in both senses 

of ‘arrested’ and ‘examined’ — in case it may give rise to further self-related trouble, 

sometimes to the point of virtual paralysis. In neural net terms, we might see this checking 
process as involving the engagement of the self system sub-network with the overall 

pattern of active circuitry, so that incoming information is able, if it will, to recruit the 

pre-primed set of hopes and fears which the self represents. The self sub-network may be 

engaged persistently, across a period of time, for example in an episode of self- 

consciousness such as an interview; or it may be ‘turned on’ by the presence, in the 

pre-conscious 4D sketch, of the provisional identification of something as a threat. Or we 

might more plausibly suppose that, at any moment, some aspects of the self system, are 

chronically primed; others are being activated in response to the preliminary perceptual 

diagnosis; and others may be quiescent. (Everyday experience attests to the lability and 

variability of the sense of self which is operative at any instant.) 
Every experience that has been resonated in this way becomes bound to the overall 

sense of self, and thus, if it finally achieves conscious status, it will come trailing clouds 
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of self-hood: the nebulous (or acute) sense of unease which Buddhism refers to as dukkha, 
the apparent separation of experiencer from experience, of actor from action, and the 
obscure sense of the coherent, continuing T that Dennett (1991) nicely characterizes as 
the (hypothetical) ‘narrative centre of gravity’.5 

This retardation of consciousness has the potential to create a vicious cycle, for at the 
same time as it allows for greater checking and editing, it may also create the possibility 

"of stirring in to the developing concoction more and more ingredients that are supplied 
not by the external world but by a person’s own store of hopes, fears and conjectures. 
Conclusions may be leapt to without ever seeing that that is what has happened. Projec¬ 
tions may come to eclipse ‘reality’. The left hand, so to speak, may be writing wilder and 
wilder accusations which the censorious right hand has to work ever harder to temper or 

expunge. 
We are now ready to come to the point. My core contention is that the presence of an 

active and vulnerable self system within the neural network serves to channel and 
constrain the options which I adumbrated above for post-preliminary processing. A self 
system that requires the continual creation of a central, coherent and largely creditable 

narrative character will constrain pre-conscious processing to deliver such a story. A self 

system that is invested in correctness —whether perceptual, political or otherwise — is 
constrained to be disputatious, dogmatic and loath to reconsider any earlier judgments it 
may have made. And a self system that is assailed by the acknowledged experience of 
sadness or fear or anger or wildness requires any such emotion or cognition to be deleted 
pre-consciously. (We have returned here to the search for a cognitive account of repres¬ 
sion and denial, initiated by Freud (1895) in his bold ‘Project for a Scientific Psychol¬ 

ogy’, and continued by Pribram and Gill (1976), Erdelyi (1985) and Hamilton (1983).) 

As Csikszentmihalyi (1988) notes, 

Once the self becomes established ... its main goal is to ensure its own survival. 

To this effect attention, awareness, and memory are directed to replicate those states 
of consciousness that are congenial to the self, and eliminate those that threaten its 

existence.6 

As all these self-protective operations take additional time, 1 propose that the seem¬ 
ingly structural conditions for neuronal adequacy for consciousness — reverberation for 

400-500ms —may actually arise because of the need for this self-referenced checking; 

and that, under certain conditions, this delay can be strategically lengthened. Thus I argue 
that what appear to be structural facets of cognition, in particular those to do with its time 

course, are, at least in part, strategic, superimposed by the need to protect a culturally- 
transmitted sense of self as bounded, persistent, autonomous: a ‘thing’ which has posses¬ 

sions, powers and personality. 

Evidence for the Relationship between Consciousness and Self 

I have suggested that it is the neural act of cycling incoming information through the self 
system, in order to check for self-related significance, that frequently creates the requisite 

This is a necessarily compact summary of a complex story which is elaborated in chapters 8-11 

of my Noises from the Darkroom (Claxton, 1994). 

There is more complexity than I can do justice to here. Some uncongenial experiences do achieve 

conscious recognition: those to which we respond with feelings of guilt or shame. Explaining how 

and why the censoring process contains lapses and leaks would demand another paper. We must also 

note the tact that threats to physical survival tend to become conscious to a greater extent than those 

which (merely) threaten the survival of the self system; though this too is not black and white. Direct 

threats to life are deleted from or attenuated in consciousness in the state we refer to as ‘shock’. 
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prolongation and reverberation of the stimulus for conscious awareness to emerge. 

Specifically, we might make, on the present model, a number of different predictions: 

1) When the self system is involved but unthreatened by what it finds, there will be a 
positive association between self-involvement and conscious perception, recollec¬ 
tion, etc. 

2) When information is threatening to the self system, there will be a tendency to deny 
this information to conscious awareness; and a dislocation may appear between 
behavioural indicators of unconscious processing and what is consciously reported. 

3) When the self system is inoperative at the time of perception, conscious awareness 
will be reduced (while unconscious processing continues); and memory for those 

experiences will be poor under recall conditions when the self system is subsequently 
engaged. The same loss of memory will apply if the self system active during 
perception is of a very different constitution or configuration from the one operative 
during recall. 

Let me note briefly some experimental and neurological evidence that bear on these 

predictions. Kihlstrom (1993), having reviewed much of this evidence, concludes: 

When a link is made between the mental representation of self and the mental 
representation of some object or event, then the percept, memory or thought enters 

into consciousness; when this link fails to be made, it does not. Nevertheless, 
unconscious percepts and memories, images, feelings and the like can still influence 

ongoing experience, thought and action — perhaps by serving as sources of 

activation which spread to other knowledge structures and activates them. (p. 152.) 

Conway and Dewhurst (1995) have produced evidence in support of prediction (1). 

Subjects were shown a list of personality trait adjectives and asked to respond to each in 

terms of (a) how well they applied to themselves; or (b) how well they applied to a 
well-known public figure; or (c) whether they were, in a general sense, positive or 

negative. Later they were asked to select the adjectives they had seen from a longer list, 
and were asked also to indicate how they did so -r- whether by (i) having a direct 
conscious ‘recollective experience’ of the time at which they were studying the word; or 
(ii) by having a ‘feeling of familiarity’; or (iii) by ‘just knowing’ that the word was one 

of the ones previously studied. The results showed that there was a much greater chance 
of having a full-blown conscious recollective experience if the words had originally been 

studied in relation to a person’s own self-image. 
Evidence for prediction (2) is abundant. Clinicians such as Weinberger et al. (1979) 

and Mathews (1993) are familiar with patients who score very low on self-report 

measures of anxiety, for example, yet respond behaviourally and physiologically to 
events in a manner characteristic of highly anxious individuals. Similar self-related 
dissociations are reported in the neurological literature. Marcel (1993) reports a patient 
suffering from hemiplegia with anosognosia who consistently denied her left-sided 
paralysis. When asked to rate out of ten her ability to catch a large beach-ball, for 
instance, she would award herself a quite unrealistic eight or nine. However, when the 
question was put in a different way, and she was asked by the neuropsychologist: ‘If I 
were like you, how good would I be at catching a beach-ball’, she replied confidently and 
accurately: ‘Not very good at all, maybe one or two out of ten’. We might suppose that, 

in her case, the acknowledgement of the deficit would have been so painful, so discordant 
with the sense of self to which she clings, that when the question is asked directly about 
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her present condition, it is blocked from consciousness; while when the question seems 
to be asking not about herself, but about another person, the threat is less, and so the 
information can be accessed and reported consciously. 

Interestingly Humphrey (1993) has implicated threats to self-construct in the well- 
known ‘blindsight’ cases. He comments: 

1 worked many years ago with monkeys who had had the striate cortex removed: 
they retained extraordinarily sophisticated visual capacity, much better than any¬ 
thing which has yet been discovered in human beings with lesions of the striate 
cortex [blindsight patients]. One way of thinking about this is that the monkey has 
an advantage in that it doesn’t have a particularly highly developed concept of self. 

Hence the monkey’s non-sensory [i.e. non-conscious] visual percepts are nothing 

like so surprising to the monkey as to the human. For a human to have a percept 
which isn’t his own percept (related to himself) is very odd indeed. So human 

patients retreat into saying: ‘I don’t know what’s going on’ and denying their ability 

to see at all. For the monkey, I suspect, [unconscious] perceptual information 
doesn’t create the same sort of existential paradox, therefore the monkey is much 

more ready to use it. . . Interestingly, for one monkey 1 worked with for a long 
time, there were conditions under which she became unable to see again — if she 
were frightened or she was in pain. It was as though anything which drew her 

attention to her self undermined her ability to use unconscious percepts, (p. 161.) 

The idea that disconnection of self from records of events leads to loss of access to 
those records —prediction (3) —has recently been proposed by Lancaster (1994) as an 

explanation for implicit memory effects, especially those in some forms of amnesia, 
where patients completely lack conscious recall, yet show, on indirect measures, clear 
evidence of retention. He suggests, in line with Kihlstrom, that the amnesic’s memory 

records are not bound in with the self system, and thus lack the requisite retrieval ‘tag’. 
Other evidence suggests that when perceptual processing occurs at a speed too fast for 

the self connection to be made, and/or when the stimulus is too faint or fleeting to gain 

access to consciousness at input, the same loss of memory occurs in normal subjects. 
Gumming (1971) used a technique called ‘lateral masking’, in which a brief, weak 

stimulus is accompanied by other, stronger stimuli which effectively prevent the central 

stimulus from becoming conscious. It gets ‘shouted down’, so to speak, by the simulta¬ 
neous chorus of louder voices. He found that, when people are given plenty of time to 

respond under these marginal conditions, they fail to detect the target stimulus. But if you 
urge them to respond quicker and quicker, a strange thing happens. Now they do respond 
correctly to the presence of a target — showing that though it had failed to make it into 
consciousness, it has been registered unconsciously — but they then, a moment later, 

verbally apologise for having made a ‘mistake’. The ‘fast track’, unconsciously mediated, 
response is correct; but when the ‘siow track’ process checks for the stimulus con¬ 
sciously, it cannot find it, and so assumes that there was nothing there, and that the fast 
response must therefore have been an error. 

The Russian psychologist Chistovich (1966) studied people repeating aloud text played 

to them over headphones. She found two different patterns of response. Some people 
‘shadowed’ the text with a delay of a second or so, and they showed quite good memory 

for what they had been repeating. Others, however, shadowed with a much smaller delay, 
of the order of 150-250ms, and these subjects had little or no memory for the content of 
the text. Again, if the perception-response cycle is happening too fast for the conscious¬ 
ness-creating self system to get involved, deliberate conscious recall is impossible. 
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Though the experiment has not been performed, we might conjecture hat such subjects 
would show implicit retention of the material. 

The ability to respond to a stimulus in this pre-conscious ‘fast track’ mode is of real-life 
significance, and its availability through training reveals the strategic-, as'opposed to 
structural, nature of the normal delay. If an Olympic 100 metre sprinter, for example, 
waits for conscious recognition of the starting pistol, he or she will start half a second or 

so behind a competitor who is able, as Linford Christie has put it, to ‘go on the “B” of 
Bang’. It has been argued at length by Suzuki (1959) that the training of a Zen swordsman 
involves the cultivation of the same ability: to respond ‘selflessly’ to the movement of an 
opponent with the same immediacy with which, as that tradition puts it, a spark appears 

as the steel strikes the flint. 

The Abhidhanwiu Psychology of Perception 

If the delay before an image of‘the sensory world’ is delivered into conscious awareness 
is partly strategic, designed both to embroil the self system and its multiple assumptions 
and beliefs, and to ‘massage’ the presented image so as to remove elements which, if 
presented in consciousness would cause additional threat to the self system, then it might 
be possible, through some kind of retraining of attention, to reduce this delay, and to 
apprehend the world in consciousness in a way that is less adulterated by one’s own 
values and projections. This, 1 shall argue, is precisely the effect of certain forms of 
Buddhist meditation, especially those concerned with the cultivation of ‘mindfulness’ or 

non-intellectual ‘insight’ (vipassana).7 
It is no coincidence that the Buddhist tradition has also paid explicit and detailed 

attention to the microstructure, and the temporal unfolding, of perception, and offers, in 
the core teachings of the AbhiJhamma, a psychological analysis similar in many ways 
(though not all) to the one presented above (see Aung, 1910; Cousins, 1982; Lancaster, 
1994).8 The AbhiJhamma, or ‘higher teaching’, is a section of the Buddhist Pali canon 
deriving, it is claimed, from the earliest attempts to systematise the Buddha's teachings, 

some two to three hundred years after his dea'h, though it, in its turn, has been the subject 

of countless commentaries, expositions and rewritings down the centuries. 

In one of these versions (Aung, 1910), perception is analysed into seventeen successive 

stages or infinitesimal ‘moments The initial impinging of an (inner or outer) stimulus 
causes the ‘unconscious mind’ (hhavanga) to'turn towards the sensory 'door’ which has 
been ‘knocked upon'. The mind orients itself towards the appropriate channel and 
prepares to receive its message. In the next-phase4 the message, as yet unanalysed in any 
detail, is ‘lasted’ for its overall ‘affective tone’ to see whether it is broadly agreeable, 
disagreeable or neutral. Then the message is examined, analysed in more detail, so that it 
may be recognized and labelled. Following this the mind begins, in tie stage called 

‘establishing’, to begin to prepare itself for a general kind of response; to adopt a 
motivational orientation or attitude towards the message or event. What is especially 
noteworthy in the Abhidhamma formulation is that all the stages up to and including 

7 The resonances between neuroscience, cognitive science and Buddhism have been explored at 

length in The Embodied Mind: Cngnitive Science and Human Experience by Varela. Thompson and 

Rosch (1991). Their ideas of ‘enactivc cognition’, ‘structural coupling’ and cognition as ‘bringing 

forth a w orld’ provide ail epistemological context within which the present, more specific, conjec¬ 
tures may be situated. 

8 In this brief exposition oftht Abhidhamma 1 shall draw on the useful psychological formulation 

offered by Lancaster (1994). 

; For simplicity's sake 1 am collapsing some of the original seventeen 'moments’ in this presentation. 
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‘establishing’ are seen as proceeding passively lor automatically, and iyitfjout conscious 
awareness. The Buddhist understanding of mind jrests on a fundamental Recognition of 
the existence and the power of unconscious cognition. 

After ‘establishing’, however, comes a series of stages referred to collectively as 
javana, or ‘running’. It is here that the mind begins to elaborate the interpretation and 

significance of the event, and to develop more fully a response to it, and it does so, 
inevitably, by ‘stirring in’ to the developing impression its own assumptions and preoc¬ 
cupations. This is a crucially important series;of stages because it is here,,as Lancaster 
writes, ‘that an individual’s habitual ways of sfeeing things will become incorporated ... 
Moreover, in mundane circumstances, the sehye tjf self as subject of the perception is 
generated to. 6: emphasis added). And it is during the stages of jdriftna that conscious¬ 
ness arises. FinallyUhere are two moments of‘registering’, whichijajxording to Cousins 

(1982), ‘may perhaps be seen as “fixing” the conscious experiencejof the javana stage 
in the unconscious mind’ (p. 28) — in other words, committing the fruits of the self- 

conscious processing stages to memory. 
Though the similarities between this and the present model are undeniable, there are a 

number of places, which we should quickly note, where modem cognitive psychology 

might wish to diverge from the Abhidhamma formulation. First, traditional Buddhism has 
no brain-based model of the mind, so it cannot unpack its analysis any further, and 

therefore has no way, for example, of describing the evanescent pattern of bias and 
expectation on which any new impression must be overlaid. (This is not, of course, a 
problem for Buddhism qua soteriology, where the over-riding concern is not with 

complete explanation, but with formulations that have practical .value for the saving of 
souls.) Secondly, the Abhidhamma idea that one can ‘taste’ the positive or negative 

valency of an impression before one has even a preliminary or provisional identification 
of it smacks of a realism that modern psychology would in general question. There are 
obviously some raw sensations that are genetically recognised as congenial or un¬ 
congenial to survival — blasts of heat or cold, very loud or very bright stimuli, for 

instance — but beyond these, the relevance of events to one’s own survival depends on 
the attributions and identifications one makes, and these require the bringing to bear of 

conceptual knowledge, albeit at a pre-conscious level. And thirdly, students of cognition 
would be unlikely to see conscious perception and memorisation as sucji functionally 
distinct operations, in the way that the Abhidhamma separates javana from ‘registering’. 
Connectionist or neural net theory would more naturally see the modification of the 

weights and pathways of the network as automatically part-and-parcel of perceptual 

processing. ( _ 

Perceptual Retraining through Mindfulness Meditatibn 

Despite these differences, the parallels are striking, and nowhere more so than if we turn 

from the canonical formulations of the Abhidhamma to the writings of one of the 
foremost contemporary meditation teachers from the Sri Lankan tradition of Theravadan 

Buddhism, Nyanaponika Thera (1983, 1986). Nyanaponika draws on the Abhidhamma 

analysis, but shows how the involvement of tfie self system causes a drift in perceptual 

habits away from the accurate sensing of things towards a leaping to self-interested 
conclusions. And he also argues for the value of mindfulness meditation practice 
(satipatthana-bhavana, or the cultivation of‘bare attention’) as a way of retraining these 
perceptual habits, and thus releasing mental functioning, somewhat, from the controlling 

and egocentric influence of the self system. 
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Right Mindfulness starts at the beginning, in employing the method of Bare 

Attention, it goes back to the seed state of things. Applied to the activity of mind 

this means: observation reverts to the very first phase of the process of perception 

when mind is in a purely receptive state, and when attention is restricted to the bare 

noticing of the object. That phase is of a very short and hardly perceptible duration, 

and ... it furnishes a superficial, incomplete and often faulty picture of the object 

[the ‘4D sketch’]. It is the task of the next perceptual phase to correct and 

supplement that first impression, but this is not always done. Often the first 
impression is taken for granted, and even new distortions, characteristic of the more 

complex mental functions of the second stage, are added. 

Normally man is not concerned with a disinterested knowledge of‘things as they 

truly are’, but with ‘handling’ and judging them from the view point of his 

self-interest... He tacks labels to things, and these labels mostly show clearly the 

impress of his self-interest and his limited vision. It is such an assemblage of labels 

in which he generally lives and which determines his actions and reactions. 

The attitude of Bare Attention —bare of labels —will open to man a new world 

... He will notice . . . how rarely he is aware of a bare or pure object without any 

... added subjective judgements, such as: beautiful or ugly, pleasant or unpleasant, 

useful, useless or harmful ... It is the task of Bare Attention to eliminate all those 
alien additions from the object proper that is then in the field of perception ... This 

will demand persistent practice during which the attention, gradually growing in its 

keenness, will, as it were, use sieves of increasingly finer meshes by which first the 

grosser and then ever subtler admixtures will be separated until the bare object 

remains. (1983, pp. 31-3.) 

Let me put this back into psychological language. Both content-specific psychological 

defence mechanisms, and a spurious sense of self, rely for their existence on the lazy, 

coarse, unvigilant and slapdash quality of normal perception. Because these effects occur 

‘upstream’ of consciousness, and because we take conscious experience at face value — 

i.e. we do not usually admit the existence of these ‘upstream’ influences into our view of 

our own psychology —they are ‘invisible’. They function as perceptual presuppositions, 
the ‘context’ that determines not only what but how we see. False or dysfunctional 

presuppositions of this kind are therefore very hard to root out, because they are not open 

to the checking process that consciousness itself betokens. 
What is required is a way of making them questionable; of giving them the status of 

hypotheses which are then subject to the processes of inhibition (of automatic responses) 

and scrutiny (to see if the evidence justifies them) with which consciousness itself is 

associated. Instead of viewing the central content of conscious awareness as ‘reliable’ or 

‘true’, we have to restore it to its original status which is exactly the reverse: what we are 

most consciously aware of is that which the mind is currently treating as the most 

problematic. And when a ‘presupposition’ is turned into an object of‘inquiry’, it becomes 

possible to observe what is going on before that assumption has been stirred into 
perception — that is before the evidence has been rigged, by the assumption, in its own 

favour — and thus it can be ‘seen through’, modified or even abandoned. 

Mindfulness meditation involves coming alive to the fact that perception is a process 

that occurs (albeit at lightning speed) in time; and that there are many phases to this 

process, some of which reveal, but others of which can conceal under a rococo facade of 

projections, what is ‘there’. And it does this by the gentle, sustained effort to reduce the 

habitual delay which allows consciousness to be adulterated. The discipline which is 
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practised requires a retraining of attention, so that instead of one only ‘noticing’ what is 
occurring in the limelight of consciousness, after all the unconscious adulteration has 
been performed, one attempts to focus one’s attention on the arrival of thoughts, 
sensations, etc. in conscious awareness. One learns gradually to attend to the leading edge 
of consciousness. By attempting to see things as they arise, rather than waiting to pay 
attention to them until they are fully-formed, one’s vantage point is gradually shifted back 
‘upstream’. One reduces fie delay, the time available for the unconscious doctoring, and 
therefore stands an increasing chance of being able to catch experience at a point before 
some assumption or other has been introduced. This is the sense in which ‘insight’ is used 
in the vipassana tradition. It refers not to some sudden moment of intellectual under¬ 
standing, but to a direct experience of un- or less adulterated life. 

The core contention of Buddhism is that this leaping to perceptual conclusions is the 
major source of suffering and confusion in human life. We are constantly, unwittingly, 
being hoist with the petard of our perceptual sloppiness, which allows a highly question¬ 
able nexus of threat-, belief- and desire-systems to bounce us around without much 
understanding or control. 

But if we muster the restraining forces of mindfulness and pause for bare attention, 
the material and mental processes that form the objects of mind at the given moment 

will reveal themselves to us more fully and more truly. No longer dragged at once 
into the whirlpool of self-reference, allowed to unfold themselves before the 

watchful eye of mindfulness, they will disclose the diversity of their aspects, and 

... the connection with self-interest, so narrow and often falsifying, will recede into 

the background, dwarfed by the wider view now gained . . . (Nyanaponika, 1986, 
P-73.) 

Conclusion 

This is not the place to explore in any detail the claims that Buddhism makes for its 
practices, still less to extol the virtues of any one school or teacher. All 1 have sought to 

do here is to show how the cognitive psychological view of perception, and a range of 
empirical studies to which that generic view has given rise, resonate with, and at some 
points amplify or correct, the traditional Buddhist understanding. While at the same time 
the psychological view as presented offers fruitful speculations about the momentary 

processes whereby conscious experience is fabricated, and the way in which strategic, as 

opposed to structural, aspects of those processes can be changed through meditation-like 
practices. 

By allowing oneself to follow a basically materialist and constructionist line of 
thought, current research in cognitive science not only illuminates the relationship 
between conscious experiences and unconscious mental processes, and clarifies the 
epistemological status of conscious states of awareness; it leads, via an analysis of the 
micro-structure of perception to a fruitful rapprochement with some of the teachings of 
the spiritual traditions, and to a psychological explication of the effects of attentional 
retraining through meditation. 
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The Use of Meditation In Psychotherapy: A Review of the 
Literature 

GREG BOGART. M.A.* | San Francisco, 

Are meditation and psychotherapy compatible ? While meditation leads to physiolog¬ 
ical, behavioral, and cognitive changes thci may have potential therapeutic 
benefits, psychoanalytic and Jungian critics claim that meditation is regressive, 
fosters dissociation, and neglects the unco-rnous. In contrast, transpersonal 
theorists contend that, when used with aJention to assessing the individual's 
developmental stage and choice of an appropriate method, meditation may promote 
inner calm, loving kindness toward oneself and others, access to previously 
unconscious material, transformative, insight into emotional conflicts, and changes 
in the experience of personal identity. 

INTRODUCTION 

Jacob Necdleman1 has written that increasing numbers of contemporary 
Westerners “no longer know whether they need spiritual or psychological help" 

(p. 110). While therapy is often sought for removing the obstacles that stand in 

the way of personal happiness, spiritual disciplines like meditation are frequendy 
pursued by those “yearning for something inexplicably beyond the duties and 

satisfactions of religious, moral, and social life” (p.l IS). But might there be some 

point of meeting between therapy and meditation? Could these two approaches 

to human growth complement and benefit each other in some way? Could they 

be integrated and utilized in tandem? 
Over the past two decades there has been a growing interest in the potential 

use of meditative practices in psychotherapy.1"’ This has given rise to a fertile 

dialogue regarding the confluences and divergences of the traditions of contem¬ 

plative practice and Western psychotherapy.*"* Questions have been raised about 

whether these two methods of human growth are compatible. Might meditation 

offer access to dimensions of human experience that are largely untouched by 

Western therapy, and possibly augment or improve the effectiveness of therapy? 
Does meditauon lead to improvements or difficulties in psychological adjust¬ 

ment? How significant are meditation’s physiological and cognitive effects? Is 

meditation fundamentally out of place in the clinical setting, intended to precipi¬ 
tate entirely different kinds of changes in human behavior, personality, and 

•Doctoral candidate. Saybrook Institute. San Francisco. C.A. Mailing address: 1139 Addison 
#4. Berkeley. CA 94710. 
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consciousness? Are there dangers in introducing meditation into the therapeutic 
context? How might these dangers be avoided? 

This brief review of some of the research that has been done to date will focus 
upon the therapeutic integration of meditative techniques. 1 will consider theo¬ 

ries suggesting that meditation leads to physiological, behavioral, and cognitive 

changes that have potential therapeutic benefits, as well as suggesting ways in 
which meditation is more than just a relaxation, behavioral, or cognitive tech¬ 

nique. I will then examine some of the problems raised by psychoanalytic and 
Jungian critiques of meditation. Finally, I will explore the views of several 

authors associated with the field of transpersonal psychology. Jack Engler, Ken 

Wilber, Mark Epstein, and Elbert Russell, who have done important work 

comparing Eastern psychologies (especially Buddhist) and Western views of the 

self—the individual’s conception of being a separate and distinct person with a 
unique identity—in order to to illuminate how psychotherapy and meditative 

disciplines might inform and assist one another. 

MEDITATION 

There are many forms of meditation that have been developed and passed on 

by humanity’s religious and spiritual traditions. Many involve some form of 
withdrawal of attention from the outer world and from customary patterns of 

perceptual, cognitive, emotional, and motor activity, performed in a state of inner 
and outer stillness. There are, however, forms of meditation that utilize music, 

movement, or visual or auditory contemplation of physical objects or processes 
(i.e., staring at a candle flame, watching or listening to a stream of water or ocean 

waves). Coleman7 divides meditation into two main categories: concentration 
methods and insight techniques. 

Concentrative meditation fixes the mind on a single object such as the breath 

or a mantra and attempts to exclude all other thoughts from awareness. This kind 
of meditation is prescribed in the Yoga Sutras'* and Buddhism,9 and has been 

popularized in the form of “Transcendental Meditation’’(TM). Concentration 

practices suppress ordinary mental functioning, restrict attention to one point, 
and induce states of absorption characterized by tranquility and bliss.19 

Buddhism, however, also introduced the practice of insight meditation (vipas- 
sana), the goal of which is insight into the nature of psychic functioning, not the 

achievement of states of absorption. Vipassana is a training in mindfulness in 

which attention is focused upon registering feelings, thoughts, and sensations 
exactly as they occur, without elaboration, preference, selection, comments, 

censorship, judgment, or interpretation1® (p.2l). It is a process of expanding 

attention to as many mental and physical events as possible, the goal of which is 

understanding of the impermanent, unsatisfactory, and non-substantial nature of 

all phenomena. Thus, it is primarily a means of knowing one’s mental processes 
more clearly—for example, by understanding the chain of “mind moments” that 
lead to suffering—and of learning to shape and control them. 

*igrht roduction prohibited. 
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These two kinds of meditation may have very different effects on the practitio¬ 

ner and thus may have very different clinical applications. A comparison of two 
EEC. studies'u* showed that yogis in meditation are oblivious to the external 

world, while Zen meditators become keenly attuned to the environment. Thus, 

different forms of meditation are associated with different patterns of brain 

activity and different forms of attention. The distinctions between various forms 

of meditation such as TM sand vipassana arc significant because they enable us to 

recognize that a meditation technique may appropriately be applied in therapy 

only if it matches the therapeutic goals being sought, for example, stress reduc¬ 

tion, working through difficult emotions, or seeking transformative transper¬ 

sonal experiences. 

Finally, in order to speak intelligibly about meditation we must not only make 

these distinctions between various kinds of meditation, but we must also note that 

different effects may be associated with different stages of meditative practice; i.e., 

long-term practitioners may experience different physiological, cognitive, and 

psychological states and changes than novices. 

Why Use Meditation in Psychotherapy? 

Deatherage” studied the effectiveness of meditation techniques as a primary 
or secondary technique with a variety of psychiatric patients. He conceptualized 

meditation as a self-treatment regimen (highly efficient for the use of the 

therapist’s time and therefore quite cost-effective) that helps patients know their 

own mental processes and preoccupations, develop the “observer self,” and gain 
the ability to shape or control their mental processes. 

Carpenter" writes that “Meditation and esoteric traditions have much to offer 
psychotherapy,” and suggests that.the efficacy of meditation in therapy is due to a 

combination of relaxation, cognitive and attentional restructuring, self-observa¬ 
tion, and insight. Shapiro and Giber1’ discuss two main hypotheses regarding the 

mechanisms responsible for the therapeutic benefits of meditation: first, the view 

that meditation brings about a state of relaxation; and secondly, the view that 

meditation is effective by inducing an altered state of consciousness. 

Deikman"1 argues that Western psychology has much to learn from the 

traditions of mystical sciences, which claim that central sources of human suf¬ 

fering originate in ignorance of our true nature, and that achieving enlighten¬ 
ment, or the experience of the “Real Self’ alleviates human suffering by removing 
its basis. Western therapy, he writes, focuses on emotions, thoughts, memories, 

impulses, images, self-concepts, all of which are contents of consciousness. But 
Western psychology fails to concern itself with the fact that our core sense of 

personal existence—what Deikman calls “the observing self’—is located in 

awareness itself, not in its contents. Thus awareness remains beyond thought and 

images, memories, and feelings, and cannot be observed, but must be experi¬ 

enced directly. Meditative techniques heighten awareness of the observing self, 

change customary patterns of perception and thinking (p.33), and change 

Further reproduction prohibited. 
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motivation, lessening the intensity of motivations connected with the ego (the 
"object self’), leading to reduction of symptoms (p. 11). 

In Deikman’s view, “Meditation is an adjunct to therapy, not a replacement 

for it” (p. 143). Therapy is most helpful for persons seeking relief from symptoms 

interfering with work, intimacy, and pleasure (p.174). Therapy ameliorates 

neurotic self-centeredness, corrects misinterpretations of the world, and teaches 

new strategies that arc more effective in meeting a person’s needs. Western 

therapy focuses on fulfillment of personal desires, the gratification of the object 

self (p.H 1). Mysticism questions and uproots craving, and tries to bring about a 

change in psychological and emotional state or attitude that leads to a diminish- 

ment of the problems that are the focus of therapy (p.78). Vassallo17 concurs, 

writing that by illuminating two basic human dilemmas—clinging and ignorance— 

Buddhist psychology and meditative practices help people accept reality as it is 

and decreases their individualistic preoccupation. 

Kut2, Borysenko, and Benson1" state that meditation may be a primer for 

therapy, for observing and categorizing mental events provides insight into how 

mental schemes are created, giving rise to a greater sense of responsibility and 

allowing one to step out of conceptual limitations and stereotyped reactions and 

behaviors. Meditation thus spurs the desire for deeper self-understanding through 

therapy, and actually leads, in their view, to an intensification of the therapeutic 

process. Meditation is a form of introspection pursued outside of the therapeutic 

session, for which patients pay with their own time, not the therapist’s time. Thus 

meditation enhances the quality of therapy by involving patients more deeply in 

the process of self-exploration and providing abundant material for exploration 

in therapy sessions. Moreover, therapy and meditation both assume that under¬ 
standing one's pain and defenses against it can alleviate suffering and promote 
psychological growth. They argue that combining meditation and therapy is 

“technically compatible and mutually reinforcing.” 

Bradwejn, Dowdall. and lny”* disagreed with these conclusions, writing that 

the goal of meditation (the realization that the self or ego is illusory) is irreconcil¬ 

able with the therapeutic goal of facilitating development of a cohesive ego. 
Gorton20 cautioned that before combining therapy and meditation, the develop¬ 

mental levels of patients must be carefully considered. Wolman21 argues that the 

combination of meditation and therapy is redundant. In contrast, however. 

Dubs’s study”—which used interviews and questionnaire assessments of 30 

long-term meditators and identified unresolved anger as a key element in 

resistance to progress in meditation—suggests that psychological and spiritual 

growth are linked, perhaps sequentially and developmentally. 

Bacher25 suggested that a sequential approach in which psychotherapy pre¬ 

cedes meditation is more beneficial than a blended approach. It is important, in 

his view, to respect the developmental tasks of the person emphasized by 

existential-humanistic therapy; self-identification, emotional contact and expres- 

^production prohibited. 
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sion. ego development, and increase in self-esteem are all necessary before the 

individual can undertake in a serious way the tasks of meditation: the disidentifi- 

caiion from emotional and egoic concerns. Although meditation and therapy 

perform corollary functions in the enhancement of individual well-being—the 

intensification of present awareness and lifting of repression—there are major 
philosophical differences that make separation advisable. Bacher notes that 

keeping a clear distinction between them maintains the full integrity and power 

of each to accomplish its stated aims. Meditation teaches the skills of attention and 

a still mind, a state of inner harmony and a transformation and transcendence of 

the persona! concerns that are the focus of psychotherapy. 

Vaughan*4 lists the following components common to both tr .rapy and 
meditation: Telling the truth; releasing negative emotions; the need for effort 

and consistency; authenticity and trust—avoiding self-deception; integrity and 

wholeness—accepting all one's experiences and allowing things to be as they are, 
rather than living in a world of illusion and denial; insight and forgiveness 
directed toward oneself and others; opening the heart and developing the 

capacity to give and receive love: awareness and nonjudgmental attention; 
liberation from limiting sclf-conccpts. from fear and delusion, and from the past 

and early conditioning. 
Kornfield,41 a noted psychologist and Buddhist meditation teacher, contends 

that Western therapy emphasizes analysis, investigation, and the adjustment of 

the personality. Yet it neglects the development of concentration, tranquility, 

and equanimity, "the cutting power of samadhi, the stillness of the mind in 
meditation" that can "penetrate the surface of the mind” and "empower the 

awareness to cut neurotic speed" (p.37). Meditation, in his view, is a means not 
merely of seeking comfort and stability, but of working with inner turmoil and 
undergoing a profound transformation that represents the death of the self that 

is the main focus of attention in psychotherapy. However Kornfield” also 
emphasizes that “meditation doesn't do it all.” In many areas, he writes, such as 
grief, communication skills, maturation of relationships, sexuality ana intimacy, 

career and work issues, fears and phobias, and early wounds. Western therapy is 
quicker and more succesful than meditation. 

Odanjnyk” writes that meditation teaches a focused attention that cads to 

increased self-awareness of mental and emotional states, mastery over ins' inclive, 

compulsive reactions, insight into one’s true nature and into reality, exploration 
of religious themes, images, and feelings, and expansion of ego consciousness 

into a more universal consciousness. 

Brooks and Scarano'1’ studied the effectiveness of TM in the treatment of 

post-Vietnam adjustment concluding that it is a useful treatment modality. After 

three months of meditation, treatment subjects showed significant reductions in 

depression, anxiety, emotional numbness, alcohol consumption, fami'y prob¬ 
lems, difficulty in finding a job, insomnia, and other symptoms of postiraumatic 

Df copyright •. Further reproduction prohibited. 
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stress disorder. Therapy subjects in the same study showed no significant 

improvement on any measure. 
Much of the physiological data on meditation suggests its effectiveness for 

treating a variety of stress-related, somatically based problems. Many studies 

seem to show that meditation could be a promising preventive or rehabilitative 

strategy in treatment of addictions, hypertension, fears, phobias, asthma, insom¬ 
nia, and stress. Research has also suggested that subjects using meditation 

change more than control groups in the direction of positive mental health, 

positive personality change. self-actuali2ation, increased spontaneity self-regard 

and inner directedness and self-perceived increase in the capacity./or intimate 

L contact.”"” Delmonte” discussed the relatfanship between me^ijation and per- ! serially scores, focusing on self-esteem antjl self-concept, depr**W>n, psychoso¬ 
matic' symptomatology, self-actualization, .locus of control, anu'introversion/ 

| extroversion. He found no compelling*evidHice that mejifalion changes 

psychometric scores, but found that meditation does seem to tie’ associated with 
increases in self-actualization and decreases ijn depression. j i 

Childs” found that use ofTM with juvenile offenders was'associated with 

self-actualization, decreased anxiety and drug use, and improvements in behav¬ 

ior and interpersonal relationships. Dice” noted that TM projnoted improve¬ 

ment of self-concept and internal locus of control. Lesh” has shown that 
meditation may increase therapists’ accurate empathy and openness to their own 

inner experience. And Keefe”1 believes that meditation leads tp greater aware¬ 

ness of feelings, enhanced interpersonal perception, and increased present- 
centeredness, thereby strengthening therapists’ effectiveness.. Coleman” con¬ 

tends that meditation is applicable as a means of deconditioning in cases of 
general or diffuse anxiety but not in treatment of specific fears. In his view, 

responses of meditators to stressful situations may be more adaptive, due to the 
increased ability to let go of stress rather than remain chronically stressed or 

anxious after the stressful situation has passed.’ 
However, the view that meditation leads to anxiety reduction is ia, point of 

contention for some. Many of the findings cited above have,been contested on 
methodological grounds by Smith.® Boswell and Murray'* contend that 

self-report and behavioral measures of anxiety are no more reduced after meditation 
than after appropriate controls. . .. lhe results uniformly (ail to support the conten¬ 
tion that meditation is an effective method for reducing anxiety. 

Delmonte”—using measures of blood lactate, blood flow, hormone levels, plasma 

phenylalanine, and neurotransmitter metabolites—concluded that there is no 

compelling evidence that meditation is associated with special slate or tfait effects 

at a biochemical level. 

The Reiaxation Model 

Many of the clinical benefits claimed tor meditation are attributed to the 

physiological slate of relaxation associated with meditation. Studies have found 
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that meditation leads to significant decreases in oxygen consumption, carbon 

dioxide elimination, respiration rate, cardiac output, heart rate, arterial lactate 

concentration, respiratory quotient, blood pressure, arterial gases, and body 

temperature/0'50 Meditation is also associated with increases in skin resistance 

and in slow alpha brain waves and a decrease of beta waves/0 All of these 

physiological correlates of meditation yield a portrait of a condition of relaxed 

wakefulness. This has given rise to the view that meditation is basically a 

relaxation technique, one which allows a calm witnessingof thoughts and reduces 

somatic symptoms, fears, and phobias through desensitization and reduction of 

anxiety. 

V.ie relaxation model of meditation's therapeutic effectiveness is usually 

associated with the theory of reciprocal inhibition. Wolpe’1 hypothesized that a 

phobic reaction would extinguish if it could symbolically occur in the presence of 

an incompatible response, such as relaxation. This is the foundation of modern 

behavioral self-control strategics, which will be compared with meditation below. 

The Reciprocal-Inhibition Model 

Coleman's’ study of Buddhist Abhidharma psychology and meditation identi¬ 

fied the principle of reciprocal inhibition as central to the efficacy of meditation. 

Abhidharma teachings describe the flow of 'mind moments.” the constant flux of 

mental states. Mental states arc said to t>e composed of a set of properties of 

mental factors, which are differentiated into pure, wholesome, healthy factors, 

and impure, unwholesome, and unhealthy mental properties. Delusion— 

perceptual cloudiness or misperception of objects—is the primary unhealthy 
factor, which gives rise to the unhealthy cognitive factors of perplexity, shameless¬ 

ness, remorselessness, and to the Unhealthy affective factors of agitation, worry, 
contraction, torpor, greed, avarice, envy, and aversion. These are counteracted 

by the factors present in healthy states, which arc seen as antagonistic to 
unhealthy states. The most important of these are mindfulness and insight (dear 

perception of the object as it really is), which suppress the fundamental unhealthy 

factor of delusion. These lead to the development of modesty, discretion, 

rectitude, confidence, nonattachment, nonaversion, impartiality, composure, 

buoyancy, pliancy, efficiency, proficiency, compassion, loving-kindness, and altru¬ 

istic joy. According to Goleman, "The key principle in the Abhidharma program 

for achieving mental health is the reciprocal inhibition of unhealthy mental 
factors by healthy ones.” 

While Goleman’s summary of the Abdhidharma perspective is quite illuminat¬ 

ing, the theory of reciprocal inhibition upon which it is based is not immune to 

criticism. Shapiro and Giber11 raise questions regarding the reciprocal-inhibition 

explanation of systematic desensitization of anxiety, saying that this effect may 
also be due to attention shifts and cognitive refocusing.5831 Boals54 writes that the 

reciprocal-inhibition theory ignores some of the complexities of the relationship 

between anxiety and performance, for example, the fact that insufficient levels of 
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arousal may detract from optimal performance as much as excessive anxiety does. 
Moreover, the hypothesis that meditation leads to global desensitization of 

anxiety associated with an individual’s thoughts’7 may be unfounded; the relax¬ 

ation provided by meditation may not be sufficient to achieve desensitization to 

negative or disturbing thoughts and images that may emerge in the course of 

meditation. 
Furthermore, according to Boals, meditation may not reduce the anxiety 

associated with symptoms like drug use by substituting relaxation for it; instead it 

may work by substituting an alternative way by which people can reach an altered 

state of consciousness (ASC). Thus, while meditation may be associated with a 

decrease in the use of drugs or alcohol, for example, anxiety reduction may not 

be the best explanation for this reduction. There is some evidence suggesting 

that people may ingest substances not to reduce anxiety but to produce an ASC 

that is positively reinforcing. 
Klajner. Hartman, and Sobell“ write that previous research on the use of 

relaxation methods (such as meditation) for treatment of drug and alcohol abuse 

have been premised upon the assumption that substance use is causally linked to 

anxiety and that anxiety can be reduced by relaxation training. However, 

evidence suggests that such precipitating anxiety is limited to interpersonal stress 

situations involving diminished perceived personal control over the stressor, and 
that alcohol and other drugs are often consumed for their euphoric rather than 

tranquilizing effects. Thus, empirical support for the efficacy of relaxation 

training or meditation as a treatment for substance abuse is equivocal. Even in 
cases of demonstrated effectiveness, they write, increased perceived control is a 

more plausible explanation than decreased anxiety. 

Critiques of the Relaxation Model 

In addition to these important questions regarding anxiety reduction and 

reciprocal inhibition, there are a number of other reasons to reconsider the view 

of meditation as primarily a relaxation, anxiety-reducing strategy. BoalsM writes 
that the relaxation model of meditation has allowed meditation to become more 

familiar, acceptable, and accessible to the scientific community and to the public 
at large, and has led to fruitful study of the uses of meditation in a variety of 

settings. Nevertheless, this view of meditation may have outlived its usefulness. 

The relaxation model does not provide us with an adequate understanding of the 
negative consequences sometimes associated with meditation, which can only be 

explained as symptoms of unstressing (the organism's attempt to normalize itself 
by eliminating old stresses), a resistance to relaxation, or an eruption of depres¬ 

sion that is ordinarily masked by aedvity. 
Furthermore, the relaxation model leads some to believe that meditation is 

no different from other relaxation techniques.5*-5* Benson,57 for example, has 

postulated that meditation, Zen. Yoga, and relaxation techniques—such as 
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autogenic training, hypnosis, progressive relaxation as well as and certain forms 
of prayer—elicit a uniform “relaxation response.” which only requires a quiet 

environment, a mental device for focusing attention, a passive solitude, and a 

comfortable position. Delmonte60 would seem to confirm this finding, showing 

that both mantra meditation and hypnosis involve focused and selective atten¬ 

tion, reduced exteroceptive and proprioceptive sensory input, passive volition, a 

receptive attitude, a relaxed posture, and monotonous, rhythmic vocal or subvo¬ 

cal repetition. Both states involve increased drowsiness, a shift toward right-brain- 

hemisphere activity and parasympathetic nervous-system dominance, increased 

hypnogogic reverie, regressive mentation, and suggestibility. Both are altered 

states of consciousness that have in common similar induction procedures, and 

many state effects. 

While the view of a unitary relaxation phenomenon demystifies meditation. 

Boats writes, it is inaccurate for a number of important reasons. 

First, although Benson postulates the relaxation response as a unitary phe¬ 

nomenon, it is difficult to define relaxation precisely. Sleep and TM, for example, 

are both relaxing, yet they are associated with very different states of conscious- 

ness.'MM’,',>s Moreover, many activities that are considered relaxing are quite active 

and involve states of physiological arousal. 

Second, some meditation techniques produce different effects on different 

subjects or in the same subject on different occasions.*3-" 

Third, the relaxation modd tells us nothing about the process of meditation 

as it is subjectively experienced. 

Fourth, there are quantitative and qualitative differences between various 
relaxation techniques. I will return below to this point, which is important 

because failure to distinguish between various methods obfuscates the potential 
uses of different techniques in alleviating particular kinds of human suffering. 

Fifth, as noted earlier, meditation is not a unitary phenomenon: different 

types of meditation produce widely varying outcomes. For example, Zen medita¬ 

tors grappling with a koan or vipassana meditators confronting the naked truth of 
mental processes may become at least temporarily quite anxious or agitated. 

Similarly, meditation in the tradition of kundalini yoga*7 may bring about 

spontaneous motor activity, emotional release, or other forms of psychophysiolog- 

ical arousal. Thus, some forms of meditation do not result in states of relaxation. 

Sixth, the mechanisms used to explain the relaxation response may not be 

valid. For example, rhythm is said to be a central factor used to induce states of 
meditation; yet some rhythms are arousing rather than relaxing, and many 

meditadon methods do not use rhythm at all (e.g., staring at a candle flame). For 

all of these reasons, we must conclude that although there is some evidence that 

meditadon does lead to a state of relaxation and does seem to be associated with a 

reduction of anxiety, the relaxation model is not by itself an adequate explanation 
of the therapeutic efficacy of meditation. 
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MEDITATION FROM A COGNITIVE PERSPECTIVE 

Boals14 and Deikman'1* prefer a cognitive explanation of meditation, viewing it 

as a process of deliberately altering attention, involving a change of focus from 

the external world to the inner world, from stimulus variety to stimulus unifor¬ 

mity, from the active mode of consciousness—characterized by focal attention, 
control, task orientation, manipulation of the environment—to the receptive 

mode—characterized by diffuse attention and letting go. Coleman7 also charac¬ 

terizes meditation as the “seif-regulation and retraining of attentional habits,” 

through deliberate deconditioning of habitual patterns of perception, cognition, 

and response. 
The cognitive changes resulting from meditation can perhaps best be under¬ 

stood using Deikman*ss" concept of the “deautomatization" of consciousness, 

brought about by "reinvesting actions and percepts with attention.” Deautomati¬ 

zation implies a shift toward a form of perceptual and cognitive organization 

which some people might consider primitive because it is one preceding the 
analytic, abstract, intellectual mode. However this mode of perceptual organiza¬ 

tion could also be viewed as more vivid, sensuous, syncretic, animated, and 

dedifferentiated with respect to distinctions between seif and object, between 

objects, and between sense modalities. Deikman** calls deautomatization a pro¬ 

cess of “cutting away false cognitive certainties,” leading to mystical experiences 
and unusual modes of perception. Many experiences of altered or mystical states, 

he believes, can be understood in terms of "perceptual expansion,” the “aware¬ 

ness of new dimensions of the total stimulus array,” through which aspects of 

reality previously unavailable enter awareness. Such experiences are “trans- 

sensate phenomena,” experiences that go beyond customary pathways, ideas, 

and memories, and "are the result of the operation of a new perceptual capacity 

responsive to dimensions of the stimulus array previously ignored or blocked 

from awareness." 
According to Goleman,7 meditation induces the experience of flow character¬ 

istic of all intrinsically rewarding activities.70'71 The flow experience is character¬ 

ized by 

(a) the merging of action and awareness in sustained, non-distractible concentration on 
the task at hand, (b) the focusing of attention on a limited stimulus field, excluding 
intruding stimuli from awareness in a pure inwardness devoid of concern with 
outcome, (c) self-forgetfulness with heightened awareness of function and body states, 
(d) skills adequate to meet the environmental demand, (e) clarity regarding situational 
cues and appropriate response. Flow arises when there is optimal fit between one’s 
capability and the demands of the moment7 (p 47). 

Meditation produces a change in internal state that maximizes the possibility 

for flow experiences while lessening the need to control the environment. 

Meditation thus leads to "perceptual sharpening and increased ability to attend 

to a target environmental stimulus while ignoring irrelevant stimuli." Flow is 
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associated with a sense of the intrinsic rewards of activity and an absence of 
anxiety and boredom. The How state that may result from meditation is associ¬ 
ated with clarity of perception, alertness, equanimity, pliancy, efficiency, skill in 

action, and pleasure in action for its own sake. 
Another useful cognitive model is found in Delmonte’s” constructivist ap¬ 

proach to meditation based on George Kelly's” Personal Construct Theory 

(PCT). According to Kelly, there are two fundamental realities, the reality 

beyond human perception (similar to Kant's “noumenon"), and our interpreta¬ 

tions or constructions of this primary reality (Kant’s “phenomenon”), which arc 

constantly updated in the light of new evidence. Both PCT and Eastern psychol¬ 

ogies such as Buddhism ag; ee that normal human understanding involves use of 

dualistic constructions to make sense of a unitary reality. Buddhism emphasizes 
the need to see through the illusion of duality through meditation, to recognize 
the transparency of our construct system, and to experience a greater sense of 
unity; whereas PCT emphasizes the practical value of dualistic construing and the 
importance of elaborating e vermore effective personal construct systems to more 
accurately predict events. 

Meditation involves two main “cognitive sets,” Delmonie writes, constriction 

and dilation. In constriction, attention acts to exclude or curtail construing by 
reducing the number of elements to be dealt with to a minimum. Dilation uses 
suspension of habitual construing while broadening the perceptual field to 
include more elements, using a more comprehensive organization of the con¬ 
struct system. Thus, in mindfulness meditation one observes the contents of 

consciousness in a neutral fashion while suspending habitual construing. The 
stimulus repetition of meditation leads to a condition of “no thought" due to 
stimulus habituation and inhibition of the construct system. As habitual constru¬ 
ing is temporarily blocked, spatial and temporal distortions of awareness may 

result, or a regression to a prcvcrbal form of sense-making (e.g., sexual arousal, 
hate, fear, love, anger, changed body size). Delmonte notes that meditation often 
brings about modification of brain hemispheric laterality, such that advanced 
stages of meditation inhibit or transcend the functions associated with both left 

and right hemispheres, a finding that is at odds with those who view meditation as 

primarily a relaxation response associated with increases in right-hemisphere 

functioning. 

According to Delmonte, the suspension of habitual, logical-verbal construing 

in meditation frees us of our usual defensive constructions, allowing conscious¬ 
ness to move in new directions. Here Dcimonte makes a crucial differentiation 
between “ascendence,” a movement up to a higher, more abstract level within 
one’s personal construct system; and “dependence,” in which awareness moves 
down from cognitive to preverbal or somatic construal, an adaptive regression to 
unconscious levels of awareness in which repressed emotional material can come 
into consciousness and be cathartically released; and "transcendence,” in which 

one experiences no thought, the feeling of unity or bliss, in which the meditator 
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transcends the bipolarity of contrnal and thereby recovers the preverbal aware¬ 

ness of the essential unity of reality. 
Thus, Delmonte’s model suggests that the process of attentiona! retraining 

involved in meditation can be beneficial in three distinctive ways: In a pragmatic 

way, to change human behaviprfby augmenting and improving our personal 

construct systems (asccndcnCe); to; facilitate the accessing of unconscious material, 
previously inaccesiblc from within pur construct system (descendence); and to 

bring about altered states of consciousness in which one experiences, at least 

temporarily, the free space of reality beyond and prior to our construct systems. 

Let us examine how meditation could be utilized therapeutically in each of these 

ways. ■ 

Meditation .and Behavioral Self-management Techniques 

Through attentional training, meditation brings about a shift toward self¬ 

observation and thus may be useful for facilitating behavioral changes.f '74 Herein 

may lie one of meditation’s most important forms of clinical utility. Deikman10 
writes that the increase in scope and clarity of the observing self that nieditation 

encourages leads directly to freedom from habitual patterns of perception and 
response (p.98). As the motivations of the object self subside and cease to 
dominate perception and as the observing self is extracted froth the contents of 

consciousness, one begins to disidentify with automatic sequences of thought, 

emotion, and fantasy (p.107). The! observing self redirects the intensity of affect, 

obsessive thinking, automatic response patterns, and thus provides the opportu¬ 

nity for modification, mastery, and control of behavior. 
Goleman7 has noted that therapy is treatment for specific symptoms, while 

meditation is not. Biofeedback or behavioral therapy may be more effective for 

self-control and relearning of adaptive responses to stress pr for treatment of 
specific psychopathology. Conversely,'meditation is useful for prpviding a gen¬ 

eral pattern of stress response less likely to trigger overlearncd. maladaptive 
responses. Meditation, he writes, may function as a stress therapy, facilitating 

more rapid recovery from the psychological and physiological coping processes 

mobilized in stress situations, allowing more alert anticipations ko threat cues, and 

more effective recovery. 
Shapiro and Zifferblatt” compared Zen meditation with Western behavioral 

self-control strategies. In addition to relaxation and refocusing of attention, 

meditation involves self-observation and desensitization to thoughts, fears, and 

worries. Attending to the breath in a state of relaxed attention becomes a 
competing response that desensitizes'thoughts and images, and permits in¬ 

creased receptivity to other thoughts, affects, or fantasies. ■ (This refers to the 

emergence into awareness of previously unconscious material, a topic to which 1 

will return below.) 

Methods of behavioral self-change are also based on awareness: self¬ 
observation, self-monitoring, and analysis of the elements of the environment 
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that are controlling one’s behavior. Self-control techniques also use monitoring 

of thoughts, feelings, physiological reactions, and somatic complaints; examina¬ 

tion of antecedents, initiating stimuli, and consequences of behaviors; and recog¬ 

nition of the frequency, duration, intensity of the behavior itself. 

In Zen meditation on the breath, no attempt is made to plot data charts or 

employ systematic and written evaluation of data. In contrast, behavioral self¬ 

observation focuses on the specific problem area observed, the behavior to be 

changed or altered, and utilizes the labelling, evaluation, recording, and charting 

of data for the purpose of discrimination, and self-management. Shapiro and 

ZifTcrblatt do not seem to be aware that other forms of meditation such as 

vipassana employ discrimination, labellr.g. and recording of all contents and 

movements of consciousness. 
Shapiro and Zifferblatt contend that meditation can promote behavioral 

self-control skills by teaching one to unstress and empty the mind of thoughts and 

images, and by increasing alertness to stress situations, thus facilitating perfor¬ 
mance of behavioral self-observation. Moreover, meditation gives practice in 

noting when attention wanders from a task, therefore placing the person in a 

better position to interrupt a maladaptive behavioral sequence. Zen meditation 

also does not involve cultivation of particular positive images or thoughts, as do 
active behavioral programming methods for stress and tension management, 

which use fear arousal as a discriminative stimulus for active relaxation, positive 

imagery, and self-instructions to cope with the stressful situation. Nevertheless, 
meditation does allow one to step back from fears and worries, and to observe 

them in a detached, relaxed way. Thus it alters subsequent self-observation by 

making the problem seem less intense and by giving a feeling of strength and 
control. 

MEDITATION AND THE UNCONSCIOUS 

Psychoanalytic and Buddhist Perspective 

Meditation may indeed have some usefulness in facilitating the self- 

observation and behavioral changes sought in some forms of psychotherapy. But 

to view meditation solely in this manner is to limit our understanding of its 

potential to promote other important therapeutic goals, for example, the recogni¬ 
tion of unconscious conflicts that may be at the root of behavioral problems. In 

this regard, let us recall Delmonte's observation that meditation can also bring 

about “descendencc" of consciousness, thus increasing access to the unconscious. 

Coleman7 also noted that meditation allows formerly painful material to surface. 

Thus there is some reason to think that meditation might be compatible with 

psychodynamically oriented psychotherapies focusing on uncovering and work¬ 
ing through unconscious material. 

Kutz et al.“ write that meditation leads to greater cognitive flexibility, which 

allows one to perceive connections between sets of psychological contents that 
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were hitherto separate and unrelated. In this manner, they contend, meditation 

loosens defenses and allows the emergence of repressed material. Both medita¬ 

tion and free association involve self-observation, although one is usually discour¬ 

aged from trying to interpret the meaning offree associations during meditation. 

Meditation-related free associations are usually available to memory and, like 

dreams, can be brought into therapy and understood by examining their origin 

and meaning. 

The view that meditation may be a useful means of uncovering unconscious 

material is not shared by some within the psychoanalytic tradition who view 

meditation as regressive or pathological. Freud7* considered all forms of reli¬ 

gious experiences as. attempts to return to the most primitive stages of ego 

development, a "restoration ■of limitless narcissism” (p.19), used as a defense 

against the fears of separateness. Alexander71 called meditation a “libidinal, 

narcissistic turning of the urge for knowing inward, a sort of artificial schizophre¬ 

nia with complete withdrawal of libidinal interest from the outside world” 

(p. 130). Masson and Hanly” contend that the urge to get beyond the ego, which 

is the goal of mysticism, represents a regression to an earlier, undifferentiated 

state of primary narcissism, often associated with “an influx of megalomania,” 

and characterized by “the withdrawal of interest from the natural world.” 

Lazarus” noted psychiatric problems precipitated by TM. He concluded that TM 

can be effective when it is used properly by informed practioners, but that when 

used indiscriminately it can lead to depression and depersonalization, height¬ 

ened anxiety and tension, agitation, restlessness, or feelings of failure or inepti¬ 

tude if the promised results do not occur. These findings suggest that the very 

openness to the unconscious that meditation provides may also contribute to the 

negative experiences sometimes found among meditators. 

Several writers sympathetic to both meditation and the psychoanalytic perspec¬ 

tive have attempted to clarify the psychoanalytic understanding of meditation. 

Shafii"0 conceptualizes meditation as a temporary and controlled regression to 

the preverbal level or “somatosymbiotic phase” of the mother-child relationship, 

a regression that rekindles unresolved issues from the developmental phase in 

which the individual develops a sense of basic trust (i.e., experiences and learns to 

rely on the continuity and sameness of outer providers and of oneself). Frustra¬ 

tions of basic trust due to breaches in the child's protective shielding give rise to 

“cumulative trauma,” and the consequent maladaptive defense mechanisms 

studied by psychoanalysis. Meditation, Shafii says, returns the individual to the 

earliest fixation points and permits reexperiencing of traumas of the separation- 

individuation phase on a non-verbal level. Meditation, in Shafii’s"1 view, is a state 

of "active passivity" and “creative quiescence” that has some similarities with the 

“psychoanalytic situation": utilization of a special body posture, limited cathexis 

of visual perception and increased cathexis of internal perception, enhanced free 

association of thoughts and fantasies. However, while psychoanalysis emphasizes 
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verbalization of free-associated thoughts, feelings, and fantasies, in meditation 

one experiences and witnesses these silently. 
Epstein and Lieff" emphasize that meditation may be used in both adaptive 

and regressive ways. They stress that some meditators need a therapeutic 
framework in which to work out the unresolved unconscious issues that may 

emerge in the form of an upsurge of fantasies, daydreams, precognitve mental 

processes, or visual, auditory, or somatic aberrations during meditation. They 

also note that many of the phenomena that often occur during advanced stages of 

meditation—such as visions of bright lights, feelings of joy and rapture, tranquil¬ 

ity, lucid perepetions, feelings of love and devotion, kundalini experiences, 

etc.—must not be interpreted simply as pathological sy nptoms. To do so would 

be an example of what Wilber*5*4 has called the “pre-trans fallacy," that is 

a confusing of'pre-rational structures with irans-rational st.-uctures simply because they 
are hoth non-rational.... It is particularly common to reduce samadhi into autistic, 
symbiotic, or narcissistic ocean states.1" (p. 146) 

Wilber83*1 has delineated the stages of development comprising what he 

believes is the full spectrum of human development, from pre-personal to 

personal to transpersonal stages of consciousness. He emphasizes that we must 

not equate transpersonal experiences with the pre-egoic states with which they 

have some structual similarities. According to Wilber", meditation is not a way of 

digging into lower and respressed structures of the submerged unconscious, but 

rather a way of facilitating emergent growth and development of higher struc¬ 

tures of consciousness. Thus, meditation is a progression in transcendence of the 

ego, not a simple regression in the service of the ego. At the same time, 

derepression of unconscious material ("the shadow") may occur in meditation, as 
meditation disrupts the exclusive identification with the present level of develop¬ 

ment. 
Engler,1" who is both a psychiatrist and a teacher of Buddhist meditation, has 

written perhaps the most lucid assessment of the problems of using meditation in 
a clinical setting, one which addresses many of the concerns raised by psychoana¬ 

lytic critics. In his view, both Buddhist psychology and psychoanalytic ego 

psychology and object relations theory define the ego (what Buddhists call 
“personality belief’) as an internalized image that is constructed out of experi¬ 

ence with the object world and which appears to have the qualities of consistency, 
sameness, and continuity. According to object relations theory, the major cause 

of psychopathology is the lack of a sense of self, caused by failures in establishing a 
cohesive, integrated self, resulting in an inability to feel real. In contrast, 

Buddhist psychology says that the deepest psychopathological problem is the 

presence of a self, the “clinging to personal existence.” That is, identity and object 
constancy are seen by Buddhist psychology as the root of mental suffering. Thus, 

whereas therapy devotes itself to regrowing a sense of self, Buddhist meditation is 

focused upon seeing through the illusory construction of the self. Engler ques- 
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lions whether or not these two goals are mutually exclusive and suggests that one 

might be a precursor of the other, concluding, “You have to be somebody before 

you can be nobody” (p. 17). 

Engler has noted the tendency for Western students of meditation to become 

fixated on a psychodynamic level of experience—dominated by primary-process 

thinking and unrealistic fantasies, daydreams, imagery, memories, derepression 

of conflictual material, incessant thinking and emotional lability; and their 

tendency to develop strong mirroring and idealizing transferences to meditation 

teachers, reflecting a need for acceptance by or merger with a source of idealized 

strength and calmness, or characterized by oscillation between idealization and 

devaluation. Engler attributes these problems to the inability to develop ade¬ 

quate concentration, the tendency to become absorbed in contents of awareness 

rather than the process of awareness; and the tendency to confuse meditation 

with therapy and to analyze mental content instead of observing it. 

However, a more fundamental problem is that meditation may be effective 

only for persons who have achieved an adequate level of personality organization, 

and may be deleterious for persons with personality disorders. In Engler's view, 

many Western students of meditation have prior vulnerability and disturbances 

in the sense of identity and self-esteem, as well as a tendency to try to use 

Buddhism as a shortcut solution to age-appropriate developmental problems of 

identity formation. Thus, such persons often misunderstand the Buddhist “anatta” 

doctrine that there is no enduring self to justify premature abandonment of 

essential psychosocial tasks. Engler believes that such students have not achieved 

the level of personality development necessary to practice meditation, and 

demonstrate structural deficit pathologies. Many, in his view, are near the 

borderline level of development, characterized by identity diffusion, failure of 

integration, split object-relations units, fluid boundaries between self and world, 

feelings of inner emptiness and of not having a self, and an inability to form or 

sustain,stable, satisfying relationships (p.30). Such persons are attracted to the 

anatta doctrine because it explains, rationalizes, or legitimates a lack of self-, 

integration. Moreover, borderlines are often attracted to the ideal of enlighten¬ 

ment, which is cathectcd as the acme of personal omnipotence and perfection. 

This represents for them a purified state of invulnerable self-sufficiency from 

which all defilements, fetters, and badness have been expelled, leading in many 

cases to a feeling of being superior to others. 

Buddhist psychology has little to say about the level of self-pathology with 

structural deficits stemming from faulty early object-relations development be¬ 

cause Buddhism does not describe in detail the early stages in the development of 

the self (p.34). Moreover, Engler believes that Buddhist meditation practices will 

only be effective when the practitioner has a relatively intact, coherent, and 

integrated sense of self, without which there is danger that feelings of emptiness 
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or not feeling inwardly cohesive or integrated may be mistaken for sunyata 

(voidness) or selflessness. 

Like ther apy, vipassana meditation is an uncovering technique, characterized 

by neutrality, removal of censorship; observation and abstinence from gratifica¬ 

tion of wishes, impulses, or desires, and discouragement of abreaction, catharsis, 

or acting out: and a therapeutic split in the ego, in which one becomes a witness to 

one's experience. All of these elements presuppose a normal, neurotic level of 

functioning. In Engler’s view, those with poorly defined and weakly integrated 

representations of self and others cannot tolerate uncovering techniques or the 

painful effects that emerge (p.36). Thus insight techniques like vipassana run the 

risk of further fragmentingknalready vulnerable sense of self. 

The vipassana guidelines of attention to all thoughts, feelings, and sensations 

without selection or discrimination create an unstructured situation intrap; ychi- 

cally. However, the goal of treatment of borderline conditions is to build 

structure (not to uncover repression), and thus to facilitate integration of contra¬ 
dictory self-images, object images, and affects into a stable sense of self able to 
maintain constant relationships with objects even in the face of disappointment, 
frustration, and loss. Such treatment addresses the developmental deficits deriv¬ 

ing from early relationships—through a dyadic relationship, not through intro¬ 

spective activities like meditation (p.38). Engler emphasizes that mere self- 

observation of contradictory ego states is not enough to integrate dissociated 

aspects of the self, objects, and affects. What is required is confrontation and 

interpersonal exposure of split object-relations units as they occur within the 

transference. Thus, Engler writes, "Meditation is designed for a different type of 

problem and a different level of ego structure” (p.39). 

Because a cohesive and integrated self is necessary to practice uncovering 

techniques like vipassana, meditation is not a viable or possible remedy for 

autistic, psychopathic, schizophrenic, borderline or narcissistic conditions. Con¬ 
centration techniques, however, may be useful in lowering chronic stress and 

anxiety, and for inducing greater internal locus of control. In Engler’s view, 

meditation and psychotherapy aimed at cgoic strengthening are mutually exclu¬ 

sive; for at a given time, one should either strive to attain a coherent self, or to 

attain liberation from it (p.48). Engler warns that bypassing the developmental 

tasks of identity formation and object constancy through the misguided attempt 

to annihilate the ego has pathological consequences. 

Nonetheless, despite these potential drawbacks of meditation, Engler con¬ 
tends that Buddhism has much to teach Western psychology, especially in its 

radical view of the construction of stable and enduring constructs of self and 

others as the source of suffering. From the Buddhist perspective, in contrast to 

that of most Western psychologists, identity and object constancy represent a 

point of fixation or arrest, and coherency of the self is a position achieved in order 
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to be transcended (p.47). Therefore, what we consider normality is, in the 

Buddhist view, a state of arrested development. 
Epstein*5 disagrees with Englers contention that meditation is only an appro¬ 

priate therapeutic intervention: for those already possessing a “fully developed 

personality." Epstein concedes that, some people attracted to meditation have 

pre-oedipal issues and narcissistic pathologies, but argues that Buddhist medita¬ 

tion may play an effective role in the resolution of infantile, narcissistic conflicts. 

Mahler** found that narcissistic residues persist throughout the life-cycle, center¬ 

ing around memories of the blissful symbiotic union of the child and mother—a 
time in which all needs were immediately satisfied and the self was not yet 

differentiated. According to psychoanalytic theory, the infant’s experience of 
undifferentiated fusion with the mother gives rise to two psychic structures: the 

ego ideal and the ideal ego. The ego ideal is that toward which the ego strives, 

what it yearns to become, and into which it desires to merge, as well as the ego’s 
memory of the perfection in which it was once contained. The ideal ego is an 

idealized image the ego has of itself, especially centered around the belief in the 
ego’s solidity, permanence, and perfection; thus it is an image of the ego’s 

remembered state of perfection, a self-image distorted by idealization, sustained 

by the ego's denial of its imperfections. 
In borderline, narcissistic, and neurotic disorders, the ideal ego is strong and 

the ego ideal is weak. Only with maturation does the ego ideal begin to eclipse the 

ideal ego. Psychoanalytic theorists view meditation as a narcissistic attempt to 
merge the ego and the ego ideal to reachieve fusion with a primary object. Thus, 

in this view, meditation is believed to strengthen the ego ideal and neglect the 

ideal ego. 

Epstein contends that Buddhist meditation can bring about restructuring of 
both the ego ideal and the ideal ego. From a Buddhist perspective, the experi¬ 
ences of terror that sometimes occur during meditation are’the result of insight 

into the impermanent, insubstantial, unsatisfactory nature of the self and ordi¬ 

nary experience, leading to a sense of fragmentation, anxiety, and fear. Western 
psychologists are concerned that these experiences could unbalance those with 

inadequate personality structure. Buddhist psychologists, however, emphasize 
that equilibrium can be maintained through the stabilizing effects of concentra¬ 

tion—which promotes unity of ego and ego ideal by encouraging fixity of mind 
on a single object, allowing the ego to dissolve into the object in bliss and 

contentment quite evocative of the infantile narcissistic slate. The experiences of 
terror sometimes resulting from insight practices, however, do not satisfy the 

yearning for perfection and do not evoke grandeur, elation, or omnipotence. 

Instead they challenge the grasp of the ideal ego, exposing ego as groundless, 

impermanent, and empty, and overcome the denials that support the wishful 
image of the self. 

Theravadin Buddhism also postulates an ideal personality—the Arhat, who 

represents the fruition of meditative practice, and the experience of nirvana, in 
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which reality is perceived without distortion. The promise of nirvana may thus 

speak to a primitive yearning. In this manner, the ego ideal is strengthened while 

the ideal ego is diminished, reversing the reladve intensities of these two that are 

thought to characterize immature personality organization. Buddhism empha¬ 

sizes the precise balance of concentration and insight, a balance between an 

exalted, equilibrated, boundless state with one that stresses knowledge of the 

insubstantiality of the self. Concentration practices strengthen the ego ideal, 

leading to a sense of cohesion, stability, and serenity thst can relieve feelings of 
emptiness or isolation. Yet if the ego ideal is strengthened without insight into 

the nature of the ideal ego, the experience of concentration may lead to a sense of 

sc!f importance or specialness that can increase the hold of the ideal c-’o. 

Conversely, when flic ideal ego is examined without adequate support from the 
ego ideal one may become anxious and afraid, leading to morbid preoccupation 

with emptiness, loss of enthusiasm for living, and an overly serious attitude about 
oneself and one's spiritual calling. Another danger is that of superimposing a 

new image of the ideal ego onto the preexisting one, “cloaking the ideal ego in 
vestments of emptiness, egolessness, and non-attachment.” 

To understand the therapeutic benefits of meditation, it is important to avoid 

the pre-trans fallacy'3-*' by distinguishing between experiences that may sound 

similar yet have very different meanings in the therapeutic and meditative 

contexts, respectively—for example, equating the states of emptiness that some¬ 

times arise in the course of meditation with the pathological forms of emptiness 
described by psychoanalysis. Epstein*’ writes that while the experience of empti¬ 

ness is a subject common to both Western and Buddhist psychologies, these two 

traditions understand emptiness in fundamentally different ways. Western psy¬ 
chologists have described pathological forms of emptiness characterized by 

numbness, despair and incompleteness, identity diffusion, existential meaningless¬ 
ness, and depersonalized states in which one aspect of the self is repudiated. As 

we have seen, some critics of meditation™” contend that it may intensify these 
forms of emptiness. According to Epstein, emptiness of these kinds is character¬ 

ized as (1) a deficiency, an internalized remnant of emotional sustenance not 

given in childhood; (2) a defense—a more tolerable substitute for virulent rage or 

self-hatred; (3) a distortion of the development of a sense of self, in which one is 

unable to integrate diverse, conflicting self and object representations; and (4) a 

manifestation of inner conflict over idealized aspirations of the self, resulting 
when unconscious, idealized images of the self are not matched by actual 

experience, producing a sense of unreality or estrangement. 

In contrast, the empdness arising from Buddhist meditation is characterized 
by clarity, unimpededness, and openness, an experience that destroys the idea of 

a substantially existing, persisting, individual nature, as well as the substantiality 
of “outer” phenomena. Western psychologists observe that succumbing to the 

inevitable gap between actual and idealized experiences of the self leads to 

disavowing the actual self through a numbing sense of hollowness or unreality. 
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Buddhist psychology focuses upon uncovering the distorting idealizations that 

are at their root groundless, based on archaic, infantile fantasy. Meditators 

confronted by a sense of emptiness must not mistake this for Buddhist emptiness, 
Epstein writes, but must explore it and expose their beliefs in its concrete nature. 

Epstein argues that meditation can help the observing ego attend to whatever 

conflicting self- or object images arise without clinging or condemnation, thereby 

decreasing pathological emptiness. Thus Epstein concludes that while there are 
potential complications of using meditation as a therapeutic method, it may have 

a role in transforming narcissism, feelings of emptiness, and other forms of 
psychological suffering. Moreover, according to Epstein, where absorption and 

insight balance precisely and the voidness of the self is discerned, meditation can 

move beyond all residues of the ego ideal and of narcissism into the experience of 

enlightenment. 
The writings of Engler, Wilber, and Epstein represent a new synthesis of the 

insights of psychoanalytic theory and Buddhist psychology. Each of them sug¬ 

gests that the question of whether meditation should be used in therapy requires 

a careful assessment of the patient's character structure and the way in which this 

may be affected by meditation. 

The Jungian Critique of Meditation 

C.G. Jung,”" while considerably more open to religious or spiritual experi¬ 

ences than many psycho.analytic theoreticians, consistently advised Westerners 

against the use of Eastern meditation techniques. Westerners do not need more 

control and more power over themselves and over nature, he writes; we need to 

return to our own nature, not systems and methods to control or repress the 
natural man. Before Westerners can safely practice Yoga or meditation. Jung 

says, we must first know our own unconscious nature. Jung believes that 

psychotherapy is a more appropriate form of introversion for Westerners, one 

which permits the making conscious of unconscious components of the self. No 
discipline ought to be imposed on the unconscious, Jung emphasizes, for this 

would reinforce the “cramping” effect of consciousness. Instead, everything 

must be done to help the unconscious mind reach the conscious mind and free it 

of its rigidity. Thus Jung prescribes active imagination, in which one switches off 

consciousness and allows unconscious contents to unfold (pp.533-37). 
Jung frequently cited the danger of being overwhelmed by the unconscious 

through improper use of Eastern psychotechnologies. He was particularly wary 

of the possibility of being thrust into an uncontrollable psychotic decompensa¬ 

tion, or of becoming “inflated" as a result of identification with archetypal 
material emerging from the unconscious. In his view,"’1 these pitfalls can be 

avoided by cultivating the ability to consciously understand this unconscious 

material with a critical intelligence (pp.224, 232-34). 

Hillman”* contends that spiritual disciplines have a fundamentally different 

purpose than psychotherapy, being oriented toward “peaks,” ascent toward 
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pneumatic experience, or timeless and impersonal spirit, and often encouraging 

a turning away from nature, from community, from sleep and dreams, from 

personal and ancestral history, and from polytheistic complexity. Psychotherapy, 

in his view, is more a work of the soul than of the spirit, of depth as opposed to 

height, of "vales” rather than peaks. Therapy is “a digging in the ruins” of our 

personal history, fantasies, and emotional complexities as revealed by imagery 

emerging from the unconscious. 

Jung and Hillman suggest the importance of finding value and meaning in 
the imaginal contents of the unconscious mind. In their view, many forms of 

meditation involve disidentification from the contents of consciousness, including 

the unconscious material that may emerge. It is important to recognize, how¬ 

ever, that while their comments may apply to concentration methods, they may 

be inaccurate with respect to vipassana meditation, in which one must actively face 

and grapple with one’s unconscious conflicts rather than transcend them. Never¬ 

theless, one argument against the use of meditation in psychotherapy is that it 

may encourage a detached or negative attitude toward the contents of the 
unconscious, which are so significant in most forms of depth or insight psychother¬ 

apy. 

Balancing Psychological and Spiritual Development 

Jungian and psychoanalytic critiques suggest that using meditation in the 
context of therapy is no substitute for the exploration of psychological-emotional 
issues stemming from the individual's personal history that are the focus of most 

psychotherapies. Thus to be effective therapeutically, meditation would have to 

be pursued with an attitude of psychological sensitivity that does not pursue 

expanded states of consciousness 35 a form of “spiritual bypassing”31 of emotional, 

interpersonal, or intrapsychic conflicts. 
Russell” has attempted to define a model for a balanced approach to psycho¬ 

logical and spiritual development. Russell searched the literature of Hindu Yoga 

and Theravadin, Abhidharma, and Vajrayana Buddhism and found that while 

these systems have great insight into conscious experiences and states of mind, 
they do not demonstrate any understanding of the unconscious, emotional 

conflicts, the existence of defensive mechanisms, or the operation of emotions like 

anxiety, anger or guilt operating outside of awareness. Nor do they acknowledge 
the effect of childhood trauma and parental treatment on the adult personality. 

While Eastern psychologies may occasionally refer to unconscious contents, they 

invariably view these as an intrusion and an obstacle to meditation that must be 
removed—for example, through concentration techniques for suppressing the 

unconscious. 
Russell believes that therapy and meditation differ significantly with respect 

to their aims, their experiential areas, and their techniques. Meditation is not a 

method to alleviate psychopathology, Russell slates, and “in recent years the 

expectation that meditation would be an effective psychotherapy has largely been 
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reversed.” Meditation helps one achieve higher states of consciousness, but is not 

focused on resolving emotional problems. Therapy, however, aims at explora¬ 
tion of the unconscious, rather than the higher states of consciousness sought in 

meditation. Welwood’1 summed up this view when he wrote that the aim of 

psychotherapy is self-integration, while the aim of meditation is self-transcen¬ 

dence. 
Meditation and therapy are also concerned with quite different aspects of 

consciousness. Therapy attempts to bring unconscious material into conscious¬ 
ness where it is explored, analyzed, interpreted, or expresssed. while concentra- 

tive forms of meditation seek a state of pure consciousness without content. In 

addition, therapy generally uses uncovering techniques designed to elicit uncon¬ 

scious material and bring it into awareness, where it is actively engaged through 

free association, interpretation, and analysis of transference. Only in cases of 

severe psychopathology (in which structure building and the development of 
adequate personal defenses are necessary and desirable treatment goals) does 

therapy employ covering techniques. Eastern spiritual disciplines do not exam¬ 

ine unconscious material closely, and often use covering methods to eliminate 

obstacles to attainment of higher states of consciousness. For example, Therava- 

din Buddhism uses precribed behaviors and concentration meditation directed 

toward particular themes to reduce emotions and desires that interfere with 

meditation. Concentrative meditation does not attend to emerging unconscious 
material, but rather utilizes selective inattention toward it. Moreover, although a 
technique like vipassana can be viewed as an uncovering method in that uncon¬ 

scious material does arise, this material is dealt with differently than in Western 

therapy. As Welwood5" noted, in meditation feelings and emotions are not 

viewed as having any special importance, whereas in psychotherapy they are. In 

support of Russell's argument, however, let us note that although vipassana does 

stress examination of the nature of emotions, this is not the case in most forms of 

meditation. 
Despite these observations, Russell believes that because meditation docs not 

necessarily block unconscious material, there is not a complete opposition be¬ 

tween meditation and therapy. He argues that spirituality and psychology are 

both concerned with enlarging the area of consciousness, either by bringing 
unconscious material into consciousness, or by exploring higher states of conscious¬ 
ness. These two approaches to expanded consciousness can be but are not 

necessariy explored simultaneously. Increased access to unconscious material 

does not always lead to an increase of higher states of consciousness. Alterna¬ 
tively, higher states of consciousness could occur without increased awareness of 

unconscious material. However it is also possible to increase awareness in both 

directions concurrently. Moreover, solving personal problems through aware¬ 
ness of unconscious material may improve meditation. Conversely, meditation 

may sensitize a person to the inner world and thereby increase openness to 

emergence of unconscious material in therapy. Russell concludes, therefore, that 
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therapy and meditation are not related in a linear sense, as Wilber's and Engler's 

developmental models seem to suggest, but can act synergistically to promote 
human growth. Thus Russell is in agreement with Epstein that meditation dm be 
used therapeutically both to promote the personal healing customarily sought in 

therapy and the expansion of consciousness sought in contemplative contexts. 

Meditation and Altered States of Consciousness 

As we have seen, meditation involves voluntary redirection of attention, a 

training in the self-control of attention that has some resemblance to other 
methods used in the behavioral sciences. However, this retraining of attention 

may lead not only to a physiological condition of deep relaxation, to increased 

skill in behavioral self-observation, to deepened access to the unconsdous, but 
also to non ordinary states of consciousness. By alteration of the level and variety 

of sensory input (either through sensory reduction or sensory overload),” the 
brain's information-processing capacities are affected, perception is 
“deautomatized,” and the “flow” experience arises, characterized by perceptual 
expansion and sharpening. 

In some cases, meditation may lead to what Delmonte7’ and Noble" have 
called “transcendence.” the experience of going beyond one's habitual percep¬ 
tions or conceptions of self and world, culminating in peak experiences such as 

samadhi. satori, or enlightenment. 
According to Noble"—summarizing the views of James"—such powerful 

thrusts into higher consciousness are characterized by ineflability (i.e., cannot be 
described accurately in words), a "noetic” quality of heightened clarity and 
understanding of reality, transiency, passivity, perception of the unity and 
interconnectedness of existence, apd positive affect. Noble writes that spiritual 

disciplines like meditation have as their primary objective an openness to, and 
preparation for, the experience of transcendence. While such experiences may 
cause disruption of personal equilibrium in their aftermath (e.g., periods of 
withdrawal, isolation, confusion, self-doubt), Nobie also notes evidence suggest¬ 
ing that, "Transcendence is significantly more productive of psychological health 

than pathology.” 
Noble reviews studies showing that subjects who have had peak experiences 

are less authoritarian and dogmatic, and more assertive, imaginative, self- 

sufficient, and relaxed.*5, Wuthnow* showed that peak experiences w< re posi¬ 
tively associated with "introspective, self-aware, and self-assured personalities” 

(p,7S) and with a greater sense of mcaningfulness and purposefulness in life. 

Other studies’7 have shown that people having intense spiritual experiences are 

more likely to report a high level of psychological well-being. Noble also reviews 
evidence suggesting that 

(T]he tendency (o report such experience increased significantly with overall gain in 
psychological maturity scores. This finding is consistent with Hood's** suggestion that 
“only a strong ego can be relinquished non-pathologically” [Hood, p.69j and that to 
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have a transcendent experience, one must have developed the requisite psychological 
strength to withstand it. Clearly, transcendence can present percipients with a total 
existential shift in which their experience of sell' and of the world, their orientation in 
space and time, their emotional attitudes and cognitive styles, and perhaps even their 
entire personalities undergo a profound change.** 

Noble's findings suggest that a further reason to use meditation in psychotherapy 
is to precipitate such experiences of transcendence, and the “existential shifts” 

that these may catalyze. 
Deikman10 has also noted that meditation produces major alterations in 

perception of personal identity or definition of the self. He emphasizes the value 

of meditation as a means of realizing the transiency of all mind, content, and 

bringing about a decreased preoccupation with one’s personal problems and 

suffering (p.142). Parry and Jones” write that meditation facilitates the recogni¬ 

tion that "belief in the reality of a separate self, rather than enhancing well-being, 

actually leads to suffering” (p.177). Walley100 Writes that meditation practice 
provides an anudote to “self-grasping” and “the self-cherishing attitude” which, 

according to Buddhist teachings, cloud the inherent purity, warmth, opencss, 

and intelligence that arc the qualities of our natural state of mind (p. 196). These 
writers suggest that meditation may offer a fundamentally different approach to 

mental health than that used by most psychotherapists. Whereas therapy tradi¬ 

tionally focuses on the individual's problems and attempts to construct a more 

healthy self-image, a meditatively informed therapy would promote realization of 
the transiency and insubstantiality of all identity constructs as well as the cultiva¬ 

tion of equanimity, compassion, and friendliness toward oneself and others5 

(p.49). The extent to which such realizations of “no-self ’ and consequent turning 

of attention away from the problems of the personal self is in line with the goals of 

psychotherapy, and exactly how these would affect the course and outcome of 
psychotherapy remains to be determined through further empirical and phenom¬ 

enological studies. 

. CONCLUSION 

Meditation is a multidimensional phenomenon that may be useful in a clinical 
setting in a variety of ways. First, meditation is associated with states of physiolog¬ 

ical relaxation that can be utilized to alleviate stress, anxiety, and other physical 
symptoms. Secondly, meditation brings about cognitive shifts that can be applied 

to behavioral self-observation and management, and to understanding limiting 

or self-destructive cognitive patterns. 

Meditation may also permit deepened access to the unconscious. However, 

meditation by itself may not be an effective means of reflecting upon and giving 

meaning to the previously submerged material that may come to consciousness. 

Here the interpretive schemas developed by psychoanalytic, Jungian, and other 
psychodynamic theorists may prove more useful. Conversely, meditation tech- 
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niqueslike vipassanafocus attention on the manner in which unconscious conflicts 

are being processed and recreated in the mind on a moment-to-moment basis. 

Thus, vipassana offers the possibility of not just understanding such conflicts 

conceptually, but of actually penetrating and gradually dismantling them through 

meditative insight. 
I have noted the importance of assessing the developmental stage of the 

individual before prescribing meditation as an adjunct to therapy, and in choos¬ 

ing an appropriate method. While some, such as Engler, argue that meditation 

may intensify prior deficits in self-structure in ways that may be deleterious, 

others, e.g., Epstein, contend that meditation can actually help resolve structural 

personality disorders commonly treated by therapists. 

Our discussion has suggested that meditation may offer the possibility of 

development beyond what most therapy can offer, but proceeds more effectively 

when certain egoic issues such as self-esteem, livelihood, and intimacy' and 

sexuality have been at least to some extent resolved.Therapy may be a more 

effective means of developing ego strength and exploring unconscious conflicts, 

relationship issues, and so forth, especially when a preoccupation with these 

concerns is a cause of sufficient anxiety that focused meditation may not be 

possible.2'1'*1 Here Bacher’s” contention that a sequential approach to the use of 

meditation in therapy may be most fitting appears to be supported. 

I believe that meditation can make a significant contribution to the deep 

transformation of personality sought in psychotherapy. Nevertheless, Western 

therapists will need to experiment to learn how these methods can be most useful 

to them. For the therapeutic effects of different meditation techniques may vary 

greatly. Concentration methods may allow the patient to feci inner balance, 

calm, and a ground of being that transcends the continuous flux of thoughts and 

emotions, and that inspires confidence. Vipassana meditation may promote 

transformative insight into maladaptive patterns of mental and emotional activ¬ 

ity. But all of these methods have the capacity, as Deatheragc suggested, to help 

make the patient more self-reliant and less preoccupied with transference to the 

• therapist. Meditation can in some cases be useful in promoting social adjustment, 

behavioral change, ego development, and so forth by generating a mindfulness 

and inner peace that leads to greater efficiency in work, openness to feelings, and 

satisfaction in daily life. Moreover, meditation can enable the padent to view- 

emotions with dispassion, acceptance, and loving kindness, to transmute neurosis 

into a spiritual path, and to taste an inner freedom “beyond any identity 

structure".101 I think that the use of meditation mainly makes sense in a therapy 

that deliberately understands itself as contemplative or transpersonal; for medita¬ 

tion’s ultimate goal is to evoke the higher potentials of consciousness, and 

experiences of a spaciousness beyond the cognitive structures and constructs of 

the self that conventional psychotherapy seeks merely to modify. 
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SUMMARY 

This article has explored research to date concerning the efficacy of introduc¬ 

ing meditation into the therapeutic setting. I have presented the views of 

proponents and critics of the relaxation model of meditation and of theories 

describing the cognitive changes brought about by meditation—for example, 
Deikman's theory of the deautomatization of consciousness and Delmonte’s view 

that meditation may be utilized to bring about “asccndence," “descendence,” and 

“transcendence." After summarizing psychoanalytic and Jungian arguments 

against meditation, the writings of several transpersonal psychologists have been 
cited to demonstrate the differences in how psychotherapy and meditative 

disciplines conceptualize personal identity, work with unconscious material, and 

view the experience of emptiness. 
I conclude that the question of whether meditation should be used in therapy 

can be answered only by considering what therapeutic goals are being sought in a 

particular instance and whether or not meditation can reasonably be expected to 

facilitate achievement of those goals. Meditation may, in some cases, be compati¬ 

ble with, and effective in, promoting the aims of psychotherapy—for example, 
cognitive and behavioral change, or access to the deep regions of the personal 

unconscious. In other cases, it may be strongly contraindicated, especially when 
the therapeutic goal is to strengthen ego boundaries, release powerful emotions, 

or work through complex relational dynamics—ends which may be more effec¬ 

tively reached through standard psychotherapeutic methods than through med¬ 

itation. Meditation may be of great value, however, through its capacity to 
awaken altered states of consciousness that may profoundly reorient an individu¬ 

al’s identity, emotional altitude, and sense of wellbeing and purpose in life. 

Acknowledgment: The author would like to thank Donald Rothberg, Ph.D., for 
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The Maha Prajna Paramita Hrdaya Sutra 
Avalokitesvara Bodhisattva 
when practicing deeply the Prajna Paramita 
perceives that all five skandhas are empty 
and is saved from all suffering and distress. 

Shariputra, 
form does not differ from emptiness, 
emptiness does not differ from form. 
That which is form is emptiness, 
that which is emptiness form. 

The same is true of feelings, 
perceptions, impulses, consciousness. 

Shariputra, 
all dharmas are marked with emptiness; 
they do not appear or disappear, 
are not tainted or pure, 
do not increase or decrease. 

Therefore, in emptiness no form, no feelings, 
perceptions, impulses, consciousness. 

Jo eyes, no ears, no nose, no tongue, no body, no mind; 
io color, no sound, no smell, no taste, no touch, 
io object of mind; 
io realm of eyes 

nd so forth until no realm of mind consciousness. 

Io ignorance and also no extinction of it, 
nd so forth until no old age and death 
nd also no extinction of them. 

t> suffering, no origination, 
o stopping, no path, no cognition, 

uso no attainment with nothing to attain. 

he Bodhisattva depends on Prajna Paramita 
nd the mind is no hindrance; 

p://www.kwanumzen.com/misc/HeartSutra.htmi • 1/8/01 
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without any hindrance no fears exist. 
Far apart from every perverted view one dwells in Nirvana. 

In the three worlds 
all Buddhas depend on Prajna Paramita 
and attain Anuttara Samyak Sambodhi. 

Therefore know that Prajna Paramita 
is the great transcendent mantra, 
is the great bright mantra, 
is the utmost mantra, 
is the supreme mantra 
which is able to relieve all suffering 
and is true, not false. 
So proclaim the Prajna Paramita mantra, 
proclaim the mantra which says: 

gate gate paragate parasamgate bodhi svaha 
gate gate paragate parasamgate bodhi svaha 
gate gate paragate parasamgate bodhi svaha. 

This page copyright © Kwan Um School of Zen 
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The Bodhisattva as Wonder-worker 

Luis O. Gomez 

We owe it to Prof. Edward Conze to have contributed positively to 

break the spell of “Buddhist rationalism” among Western students of 

the Buddhist texts, when he insisted, in his Buddhism: Its Essence and 

Development, on the compatibility and frequent coexistence of magical 

belief and Buddhist philosophy.1 But it is easy to forget that not all 

Buddhists reacted in the same way to the unquestioned belief in magic. 

It is crucial for our understanding of Buddhist thought, especially in the 

Mahayana, to realize that to the Buddhist thinker (if not to the popu¬ 

lace) the feats of the wandering mayakdra were not only facts of life, but 

also perfect examples of both trickery and skill.2 Without denying the 

obvious fondness of many Buddhists for “psychic powers” and “won¬ 

der-working” as proofs or fruits of spiritual advancement, in the fol¬ 

lowing pages I shall examine some aspects of the Buddhist use of the con¬ 

cept of thaumaturgic powers as an image for the true face of “reality” 

(deception, trickery), and as a figure for the skillful activity of Buddhas 

and Bodhisattvas. 

I 

Perhaps one of the most “rationalistic” of the Nikaya passages on 

wonder-working is the introduction to the Kevatta-sutta, where Gotama 

discusses three kinds of marvels (patihariya): thaumaturgy (iddhi), mind 

reading (adesand), and the marvel of instruction (anusdsani).3 The 

Buddha rejects the first two with strong words, and points out the 

merits of the one marvel that he advocates and practices: teaching the 

Dharma. The reason why the first two are unacceptable to the Buddha 

as true “marvels” is quite simple and straightforward: they are not the 

exclusive property of the enlightened, for other people could come into 

possession of these powers by other means, such as the magical arts of 

Gandhara (gandhari nama vijjd). The significance of this passage can be 

readily grasped if one remembers that even before the Buddhist claimed 

to possess magical powers, many other, if not all, wandering ascetics 

had presented their wonder-working abilities as proof of their spiritual 
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achievement. In this respect, therefore, Buddhist and non-Buddhist were 

indistinguishable. That this was so can be seen from such absurd situa¬ 

tions as the thaumaturgic impasse created at Uruvela when the Bud¬ 

dha tried to impress Kassapa the ascetic.4 
Other passages in the Nikayas show that the ancient Buddhists tried 

to characterize the marvel of Buddhahood in terms less bizarre than those 

used by the rivals of Buddhism in praise of the prowess of their own 

holy men.5 Perhaps a statistical study will show that such passages are 

outnumbered by the more outlandish, unabashed depictions of Bud¬ 

dhas as mere magicians, but one thing is clear, that with respect to the 

Buddhas, magical prowess is often a figure of other, less palpable, but 

more fundamental skills. 

In a passage reminiscent of the Kevatta-sutta, Lin-chi, Huang-po’s 

witty disciple, discusses the shen-Vung (abhijna) of a Buddha:6 

You say that Buddhas have six marvelous powers which are incon¬ 

ceivable. The gods, the immortals, the asuras and the powerful pretas 

also have supernatural powers, but, must we [then] consider them 

Buddhas? Followers of the way, do not err. The asuras, for instance, 

when they fought Indra, the Lord of the gods, and were defeated, the 

eighty-four thousand of them all hid within the fiber of a lotus stem. 

Were they not then true sages? These powers which I have just 

mentioned are mere powers resulting from karma, depending on 

causes for support. These are not like the marvelous powers of Bud¬ 

dhas. [A Buddha’s powers are:] entering the realm of form without 

being deluded by form, entering the realm of sound without being 

deluded by sound, entering the realm of smell without being deluded 

by smell, entering the realm of taste without being deluded by taste, 

entering the realm of touch without being deluded by touch, entering 

the realm of mental factors {fa: dharma) without being deluded by 

mental factors. Therefore, when one- has penetrated into the mark 

of emptiness of these six: form, sound, smell, taste, touch, and mental 

factors, they cannot tie down the man of the way who has no sup¬ 

port. Although he is an outflow of the five skandhas, he moves on 

this earth with supernatural power. 

But, interestingly enough, in the same passage Lin-chi suggests the image 

of magical production to indicate the opposite of detachment, that is, 

the state of delusion.7 
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Followers of the way, do not err. All dharmas, worldly and supramun- 
dane, are without self nature, without birth. There is only the word 
“empty”, and this word is also empty. 
... Though all this does exist, it is all finding support in the realm 
of [magical] transformation... All you are doing is fashioning pat¬ 
terns and appearances out of illusory transformations... 

In this apparent ambiguity Lin-chi I-hsuan is following an established 
pattern in Mahayana that can be traced, in his case, to the Avatathsaka 

- tradition. In his discourses, he has used repeatedly the terminology of 
the Hua-yen ching. Perhaps the most transparent case of Lin-chi’s use of 
Hua-yen imagery is the passage defining the term chin-chSng chien-chieh, 
“genuine insight” (not samyagdrsti, which would be ching-chien) :8 

[There is genuine insight] only when you under all circumstances enter 
into the common man as well as into the saint, enter into impurity as 
well as into purity, enter all Buddha fields, enter the Tower of Maitreya, 
enter the Vairocana Dharmadhatu, [and] in each and every place 
display all the Buddhafields, develop, bring them to fulfillment, dwell 
in them, bring them to end, lead them to emptiness. In a Buddha’s 
coming into the world, in his turning the wheel of Dharma and all the 
more in his entering into Nirvana, no characteristic s to be seen: 
though you seek his life and death, you are not able to find it. Indeed, 
you will enter the birthless Dharmadhatu, go everywhere wandering 
through the Buddhafields, or enter the Lotus-Womb World [of 
Vairocana], and completely perceive all dharmas as characterized by 
emptiness, all [dharmas] as false dharmas. [If] there is but one [of 
you who are] listening to the dharma [here] who forms no support [in 
the dharma], he is the mother of all Buddhas. Therefore, a Buddha is 
bom of no support. If you understand no-support, then, likewise, you 
will not seek the Buddha. If you are able to see in this way, that is 
genuine insight. 

This passage is reminiscent of the Suvikrantavikrami, where all the 
powers and virtues of a Buddha are said to be rooted precisely in no-sup- 
port (ajpratisthana, the wu-i of Lin-chi).9 But Lin-chi’s words are in fact 
an allusion to the Avatariisaka, specifically to the GandavyUkasUtra. 

The parallelism goes beyond the obvious fact that both texts share a 
principle common to many forms of Buddhist thought: true insight is 



synonymous with complete detachment. In the discourse preceding the 

one quoted above, the Lin-chi lu contains a direct attack on the Hua-yen 

school.10 In that passage to enter the Dharmadhatu and manifest Buddha- 

bodies is of no worth in itself if the Bodhisattva “of Perfect and Instant 

Enlightenment” still delights in holiness and despises the life of common 

mortals! In contrast to this statement, Liil-chi now uses the Avatamsaka 

Sutra itsfelf to illustrate his teaching of perfect detachment. To “enter 

the Towr of Maitreya”, to *‘enf$rJthe VairocDharmadhatu”, to 

“enter jhe Lotus Womb World”, and to becoile “the mother of all 

Buddhas”, are all phrases from the GandavyuhaSutra.11 
It isjparticuarly significant that Lin-chi, having spoken about the 

magical powers of the Buddha as a metaphor for the Buddha’s detach¬ 

ment should have also referred to the “Tower of Maitreya”. This is an 

allusion to the Maitreya-vimoksa section of the Gandavyuha, a passage 

that constitutes the climax of the sutra. The message of this veritable 

epitome of the Gv is in fact conterminous with the symbolism of the 

Tower of Maitreya. The Tower is a metaphor for |ionduality, that is, the 

state beyond both duality and unity, which is true and complete non¬ 

attachment. The true intent of the image, as Lin-chi evidently perceived, 

is perhaps not to depict factually a supramundpne realm of supernal 

apparitions, but to render figuratively what tp the Buddhist is a very 

concrete inner experience. 

However, the symbolism of the Tower can be interpreted as the 

vehicle for more than one ideological element of Buddhism. And some 

of these elements, the ideological building blocks of the whole sutra, 

reflect a conceptual world which is in more than one instance quite for¬ 

eign to Lin-chi (or, for that matter, to the Hua-yen masters). An investi¬ 

gation of some of these elements hopefully will clarify the role of thau- 

maturgic beliefs in Buddhist doctrine. 

II 

The Gv owes its characteristic flavor not so much to its style and nar¬ 

rative, as to the novel interpretation of traditional Indian Mahayana 

doctrines which it suggests.? I would like to surmise that we can under¬ 

stand the sutra, and, within it, prominently tlhe Maitreya-vimoksa pas¬ 

sage as a bold, though highly orthodox reformulation of basic Buddhist 

ideas. There is, of course, no intent to ascribe an argumentative or 

polemical character to the sutra. It would be too much to expect from 

the sutra an explicit formulation of the text’s true intention. One cannot 
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expect much argumentation or dialectical action. There is no more 

drama than that of the imagery of the miracle-filled story itself. 

Nevertheless, the sutra’s originality cannot be denied. The central 

doctrines of the Gv represent an original elaboration and combination 

of at least two notions common to all Buddhists: the traditional belief 

in the “psychic powers” attained through the exercise of asceticism, and 

the almost axiomatic thesis that all entities are pure appearance. 

The first notion constitutes the mythico-magical framework and is of 

a rather simple logic, although its history and rhetoric are somewhat 

complicated: we are asked to accept as a fact the existence of the 

thaumaturgic powers of rddhi, specifically the power of vikurvana, that 

is, the capacity to effect, by sheer psychic power, the transformation, 

displacement or multiplication of the human body. The ideological 

branch of the sutra is rather subtle, but we will confine ourselves exclu¬ 

sively to the metaphysical counterpart to the rddhi: i.e., the doctrine of 

radical illusion. However, it will not be possible to avoid the related 

question of the substratum for illusion; in this the Gv, perhaps incon¬ 

sistently, hints at a strict, but rather innovative, theory of total condi¬ 

tionality as interdependence, beside a rather nebulous doctrine of the 

Dharmadhatu as the ground of conditionality. 

As regards the doctrines of illusion, the Gv shares with other sutras 

of the Mahayana the ontological equivalence or ultimate convertibility 

of phenomena and absolute. It makes ample use of imagery from the 

Buddhistic reservoir material: the world is pure appearance, empty, 

and, as such, is like empty space; enlightenment consists in traversing 

this emptiness as birds glide through the sky, clinging to nothing, 

leaving no trace upon the essentially pure firmament. It would heartily 

agree with the doctrine professed by the Samadhiraja, according to 

which “Awakening is seen through form and form is seen in awaken¬ 

ing,” and “all dharmas are by their own nature equal to Nirvana.”12 
Nevertheless, the Mahayana avers a fundamental difference at another 

level, which may be called the existential level; phenomena are empty, 

but the absolute is emptiness, the fact and actuality of detachment: “Just 

as the wind blows swiftly through space, detached, the Dharmata of a 

Buddha moves about in the Lokadhatus.” The phenomenal realm is like 

empty space: “As the firmament, or intermediate space, so is the charac¬ 

teristic of dharmas.”™ But no dhanna can be considered a way to the 

absolute emptiness without true realization. Though all dharmas be 

empty, only the Bodhisattvas who stand in the absolute are able to 
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enjoy the freedom of empty space: “As birds do not leave a path in 

space, thus do Bodhisattvas awaken to the true nature of Awakening. 

The sky is said to be ungraspable, in it there is nothing to grasp. This is 

the true nature of dharmas, ungraspable like they sky.”14 The realiza¬ 

tion, acceptance and mastery of this very ungraspability is enlightenment, 

perfect freedom. 

The Samadhiraja elaborates:15 

Without a self-nature are these dharmas, no self-nature is appre¬ 

hended in them. This is indeed the sphere of those yogis who apply 

themselves to the enlightenment of Buddhas. He who knows dharmas 

in this way does not become attached to dharmas He who is not 

attached to dharmas is the true knower of the apperception of dhar¬ 

mas. The Bodhisattva who is a tayin does not generate any dharmas 

in the mind. He who does not generate apperception of dharmas, 

does not conceive of Buddhadharmas. ... Knowing that samsara is 

empty, the Bodhisattva is not attached. They will act for the sake 

of enlightenment, but their conduct is not apprehended. 

The Samadhiraja then adds the Gv’s favorite image, using a stock phrase 

of the Mahay ana:16 

It is as when a well trained magician displays his magic, showing 

forms of many kinds, yet no form can be apprehended. Nor should one 

think of apprehending the unapprehendable; in apprehension 

[itself] there is no apprehension. This knowledge is like a magical 

apparition, yet it does not rest on appearances. 

Thus, the ultimate purpose of the doctrine of illusion appears to be para¬ 

doxically to offer a foundation for the theory of salvation from illusion: 

a negative view of knowledge and conduct in which non-attachment is 

reified as illusory thought and action, and thus identified with the 

world’s emptiness. To paraphrase the classic Madhyamaka dictum: 

“a knot made with air is loosened only by air.”17 
Consistently enough, the Mahayana will eventually turn to this very 

illusion and reify it as the empty foundation from which derive and in 

which unite both worldly illusion and enlightenment. The Gv, though 

still far from the Vijnanavadin thirst for an ultimate metaphysical 

dearlv begun the quest for the ground of Buddhahood. 
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Empty space is not merely the absence of all characteristics: it is the 

background of illusion as well as the very source for the negative essence 

of both illusion and release. 

True nothingness was never the aim of Mahayana, yet the doctrine of 

illusion, and its concomitant similes, dangerously suggests such an 

extreme. But equally fearful to the Buddhist is the belief in an ultimate 

immutable ground. The fragile boat of Buddhist philosophy must drift 

between Scylla and Charybdis. The Gv will seek such a middle course 

in the very doctrine of magical productions, which is a corollary of the 

illusionistic ontology of Buddhism, and at the same time reflects a com¬ 

mon folk belief acceptable to its audience. The ontological equivalent 

for the empty space of the simile, the sphere of action for the Bodhi- 

sattva’s wonder-working (that is to say, his conduct aimed at enlight¬ 

enment and the salvation of all living beings) is here called the Dhar- 

madhatu. In the ninth janmabhumi, the Bodhisattva will acquire this 

“unattached field of action which is the excellent Dharmadhatu" ,18 
The rambling, desultory style of the sutra, coupled with its lack of 

concern for the clarification of philosophical issues contributes to a very 

obscure picture of the meaning of Dharmadhatu. Still, a few passages 

point to its function as, on the one hand, the ground upon which develops 

the Bodhisattva’s conduct, his career as an instrument in the world’s 

eventual release from suffering, and, on the other hand, as the founda¬ 

tion, or at times, the essential nature of wordly existence itself. 

Thus, Sakyamuni’s spouse, Gopa, is said to be able to penetrate and 

comprehend fully “the oceans of conduct of the Bodhisattva within the 

whole Dharmadhatu of Vairocana”.19 By this very faculty she is enabled 

to comprehend fully the undifferentiated varieties of Bodhisattva con¬ 

duct of “all Bodhisattvas in all Lokadhatus, [all of which] amount to the 

[pure] space element, [and] ultimately consist in the Dharmadhatu".20 
To attain Tathagatahood in the tenth bhiimi is, according to the Gv, 

to enter into all the paths in the divisions of the Dharmadhatu's expanse, 

(dharmadhatutalabhedanayesu).21 Only one attempt is made in the 

whole sutra at a definition of this ground and aim of the Bodhisattva’s 

conduct and even this is only an indirect and philosophically unsatis¬ 

factory description. The night goddess Sarvanagararaksasambhavate- 

jahsrl describes the characteristics of the Dharmadhatu to the pilgrim 

Sudhana:22 

... In its ten aspects I here behold, follow, and flow into the Dhar- 
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madhatu, whose foundation is the equipment of good roots. Which 

are these ten aspects? (1) I follow the inscrutable Dharmadkdtu, 

because I have acquired the intense light of gnosis. (2) I follow the 

Dharmadhatu without ends nor middle, in order to display the magical 

transformations of all the Tathagatas. (3) I follow the limitless 

Dharmadhatu, in order to fulfill the task of veneration and service to 

the Tathagatas who move throughout the Buddha fields. (4) I enter 

into the Dharmadhatu of unattainable limits, in order to manifest the 

Bodhisattva’s conduct in the oceans of all the world levels. (5) I enter 

into the indivisible Dharmadhatu, in order to penetrate into the sphere 

of the Tathagata’s unadulterated gnosis. (6) I enter the Dharmadhatu 

contained in the one still point, in order to penetrate into the sphere 

of the Tathagata’s voice which adapts according to the dispositions of 

living beings. (7) I enter the truly immaculate Dharmadhatu, in order 

to penetrate into the goal of the original vow which seeks to train the 

whole world. (8) I enter the Dharmadhatu which conforms to sameness 

with the whole world, in order to enter the flow of the Bodhisattva’s 

perfect course. (9) I enter the whole Dharmadhatu, which is one single 

ornament, in order to penetrate into the ornaments of the magical 

transformations of the Bodhisattva’s perfect course. (10) I enter into 

the imperishable Dharmadhatu, in order to [enter] the imperishable 

Nature of All Dharmas {dharmata), the purity that pervades the 

Dharmadhatu with all the wholesome [roots]. 

In these ten aspects, Son of Good Family, I behold, follow, and 

flow into the wholq Dharmadhatu, in order to accumulate the equip¬ 

ment of the wholesome roots, in order to penetrate into the Nobility 

of the Buddhas, in order to penetrate into the unthinkable sphere of 

the Buddhas. 

Thus, the concept of the Dharmadhatu appears to combine and repre¬ 

sent at least six fundamental doctrines of Mahayana, which, although 

interrelated and inseparable, may conveniently be divided into three 

categories: (A) the foundation: 1. dharmata, the fundamental purity 

(prakrtivisuddhi) of all dharmas because they are unoriginated; (B) the 

goal: 2. buddhata, the object or sphere (visayaj of a Buddha’s gnosis 

(jhana), including the scope and range (go car a) of his actions; (C) the 

path: the bodhicarya as 3. cultivation of the ultimate, unthinkable object 

of enlightenment, 4. accumulation of the wholesome roots, 5. bringing 

all living beings to enlightenment, and 6. manifestation of magical pro- 
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ductions. It is important to realize that Dharmadhatu is synonymous 

with any of these aspects of the Dharma. Thus, the true form of all 

dharmas is, in spite of its essential purity (svabha vavimala), identical 

with the world (,sarvajagatsamatanugata); in spite of its intrinsic unity 

(<ekotibhavagatam... ekalamkaram), it is the realm of the multifarious 

magical transfromations of the Tathagatas and Bodhisattvas, the whole 

show of magic reflecting the Bodhisattva’s perfect conduct. Moreover, 

this conduct of the Bodhisattvas, understood as their rddhi power per¬ 

vading the Dharmadhatu, leads all beings to enlightenment, to full 

awareness of the Dharmadhatu in all its aspects. 

Magic, illusionistic metaphysics, and path philosophy meet in the doc¬ 

trine of the Dharmadhatu. The use of magical powers as a means of pro¬ 

selytizing is already attested in the Mahayana stitras, which add the 

metaphor of magic to represent worldly illusion, but the GaQ4*vy%ha 

is unique in that it attempts tc bring together these two Buddhist adap¬ 

tations of the common belief in magic availing itself of the concept of 

the Dharmadhatu. The Dharmadhatu's original purity corresponds to 

the Bodhisattva’s pure mind, which discerns illusion from reality, yet 

patiently conforms to the former. The Dharmadhatu as Buddhahood is 

the whole range of the Bodhisattva’s knowledge and skill as a wonder¬ 

worker (in this sense, the Bodhisattva, though one with the Dharmadhatu, 

works within the Dharmadhatu). The difference between the Bodhisattva 

and the common wonder-worker is two-fold: (1) his magical creations 

are not merely apparitions within the “reality” of our everyday world, 

rather, they are that very reality as manifested to the enlightened, there¬ 

fore, ultimately one with the Dharmadhatu. (2) His creations, though 

conforming to the delusion of his audience, are presented in order to 

reveal the true nature of the delusion, unlike the magician who rests 

content with the success of his deception. 

The Gv goes one step further by proposing that the emptiness, and 

therefore non-substantiality, of the Dharmadhatu is to be understood in 

terms of the doctrine of reflection or interpenetration of all phenomena. 

Although this doctrine will flower in the Hua-yen under a different garb, 

in India it was intimately related to the belief in the rddhi of Buddhas 

and Bodhisattvas. It was most probably an explicit reference to the 

thaumaturge’s purported capacity to manifest within a small object, or 

within his own body, larger objects, often even an infinite number of 

such objects, or vice-versa, to multiply a given object and project it on 

other objects. But, in terms of Buddhist doctrine, the doctrine of uni- 
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versal reflection is not only a metaphysical and magical belief, but the 

metaphorical depiction of the enlightenment experience. In order to 

understand this conception, however, it will be necessary to delve deeper 

into the Gv’s use of the accepted belief in the magical powers of the 

hierophant. 

According to Asanga, in his description of the various extraordinary 
powers which result from the Bodhisattva’s samadhi, these powers (rd- 

dhibala) are divided into two types—-powers of transformation (parina- 
miki rddhi) and powers of creation (nairmaniki rddhi)22 The first group 
includes, among others, the power to: produce fire and emit rays of light 
of many colors (jvalana), the sight of which allays all suffering (rasmi- 
pramoksa); the power to produce light that pervades every corner of the 
universe (spharana); the power to make everything visible anywhere in 
an instant (vidarsana); the power to change the form of things (anyathlb- 

havakarana); the power to introduce any object, however large, into his 
own body(sarvariipakayapravesana) ; and the power to appear and dis¬ 
appear anywhere (avirbhdvatirobhdva). In the class of nairmaniki rddhi, 

the most important subtype is the capacity to create or project bodies 
(kayanirmana), one of the most important transfigurational faculties 
(vikurvana) in the scheme of the Gv. A Buddha or a Bodhisattva can 
create illusory bodies, similar or dissimilar to the creator. These bodies 
are illusory, or, rather, “like magical creations"(mayopamanirmana), 

insofar as they exist for the sole purpose of being contemplated by living 
beings, yet they are real(bhutanirmana) because they speak, drink, take 
food, etc. Still another subtype of the parinamiki rddhi class, also called 
a vikurvana by the Gv, is that of producing the vision of all the Buddha- 
fields of the universe in one limited location (arambana), be this one 
speck of dust, or a hair pore on the skin of the Bodhisattva. 

Such powers are the fruit of the realization that all the realms of 

beings are like a magic production, that all the Tathagatas are like mere 

reflections. This understanding and power are attained by the practice 

of the course of the Bodhisattva (bodhisattvacarya), that is, the Perfect 

Noble Course (samantabhadracarya). As explained repeatedly in the 

Gv, this course consists in the practice and development of a series of 

trance-like states in which a certain vision, or rather thaumaturgic mani¬ 

festation appears as the embodiment of a liberating truth (vimoksa). 

Each chapter of the Gv contains one such trance or series of them, and 

each trance embodies one or more of the fundamental doctrines of Bud¬ 

dhism as understood by the Gv. The vimoksas produce illusory manifes- 
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tations, as unreal as a mirage, yet constituting doors to release. In this 
way, magical and metaphysical beliefs are blended, with greater or lesser 
success, throughout the sutra. 

The doctrine of illusion appearing in traditional Mahayana garb, is 
contained in the stereotyped list, already found in the Hinayana (though 
interpreted there in its “weak” sense) of the ten comparisons daso- 

pama). All dharmas are like acts of magic, like a mirage, like an echo, 
like a city of the Gandharvas, like a dream, like a shadow, like the image 
reflected on a mirror, like magical creations.24 The first, ninth and tenth 
similes clearly suggest the Gv’s view of illusoriness. 

The basis for the initial combination of the doctrines of rddhi and the 
ten comparisons is to be found obviously in the fact that the rddhi, as 
specific instances of thaumaturgy, can be considered to touch at several 
points the sphere of the magician (first and tenth similes). But, beyond 
this patent correspondence, there is the fact that rddhi is the mastery of 
illusion, at a purely worldly level, it is true, but corresponding to the 
higher mastery involved in understanding and living the purport of the 
ten similes while continuing to labor in the world of illusion for the sake 
of living beings. Since all dharmas are mere illusions, the Gv seems to 
reason, the illusory creations of Buddhas and Bodhisattvas are as real 
as anything else. And even more, these creations somehow are nought 
but izfiectionz(pratibhasa) of appearances which are in fact themselves 
reflections. Thus, a Buddha’s transformations, the thaumaturgical dis¬ 
plays of Buddhas and Bodhisattvas, constitute their iconic preaching 
about illusion and its equally groundless substratum, since the very 
Buddhadharmata which makes possible the manifestation of the vikur- 

vdna is itself an appearance brought forth out of compassion as an ex¬ 
pedient to save living beings. Thus, the Gv develops the view, expressed 
in other Mahayana sutras, that the very illusoriness of the world is the 
motive and foundation for the possibility of rddhi; as stated by Sudhana 
in his praise of Pramuditanayanajagadvirocana :25 

Knowing that the world lacks selfhood, lacks a master, is false, delud¬ 
ed, always in error, you train the world by the power of rddhi, dis¬ 
playing your mastery over numberless bodies. 

The connection between thaumaturgic mythology and the Buddhist 

doctrine of salvation is often obscured by the profuseness of the elabo¬ 

rate imagery of the Gv, the abundant descriptions of feats of wonder- 
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working, magical powers, supernal manifestations and emanations. 

In a few passages, however, the sutra is rather explicit: thus, Maitreya 

explains to Sudhana the parallelism, though in a slightly different con¬ 

nection:26 

Son of Good Family, as all the formulas in the art of magic lack a 

tangible form or appearance, yet display all the forms of magical crea¬ 

tion by merely arousing thoughts, even so the production of the 

thought of all-knowledge has no tangible form or appearance, yet it 

displays the entire Dharmadhatu by means of manifestations or¬ 

namented with all the virtues, and this by the sheer force of the arous¬ 

ing of thought. 

The link between rddhi power and world illusion, perhaps tinged with 

a slight suggestion of a self-subsisting metaphysical ground, is beautiful¬ 

ly highlighted in the famous cittasvabhava passage, in which Sudhana 

praises the Dharma and Form Bodies of the night goddess Prasantaru- 

tasagaravatl:27 

You have attained the unshakable, you are faultless and detached; 

the noble Wisdom-Eye has been purified by you, by means of which 

you perceive in a speck of dust, Buddhas, so many as all the particles 

of dust [in the universe], producing magical transformations. For 

your body is the Dharma Body, and your mind, made of wisdom, is 

detached. You who reflect splendour in all directions, emit endless 

light into the world. Having understood that endless action arises 

from the mind, that from action [arises] the whole multifarious world, 

that the world’s true nature is mind, you display your own bodies con¬ 

forming to the world. Having understood that this world is like a 

dream and that all Buddhas are like [mere] reflections, that all dhar- 

mas are like an echo, you move in the world without attachment. In 

an instant you show your own body even to [all] human beings in the 

three times. Yet, in your mind there is no process of duality and you 

preach the Dharma in all [the four] quarters. For the scope of yOur 

v/moAsa-conduct are the endless seas in one particle of dust, measure¬ 

less seas of living beings, as well as oceans of Sugatas without end nor 
middle. 

The world relies on duality; enlightened beings, at one with the Dhar- 
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ma Body, are free from duality, and in their freedom they recreate the 

illusion of the world’s duality for the sake of living beings. This is, ac¬ 

cording to the Gv the sole meaning of the Bodhisattva’s course, the mys¬ 

terious activity (,gambhlracesta) of Buddhas and Bodhisattvas.28 As 

seen from the vantage point of an advanced Bodhisattva (in this case 

Gopa, Sakyamuni’s own wife):29 

In all directions I perceive endless, marvelous fields purified in every 

way. Yet, while seeing them my mind is not attached to them, nor is 

it in any way hindered by defilements. And in these very fields I see all 

the Buddhas in their seats of enlightenment, and in one instant of 

thought I perceive the endless oceans of their shining halos. In one 

instant of thought I also enter into the oceans of assemblies [which 

gather around] them without finding obstruction [in their movement], 

and I attain to all their samadhis, and all their inmeasurable ways of 

manifestation and release (vimoksa). I uphold their all-inclusive 

course of conduct, and enter all its paths and levels without exception. 

At every moment I enter into infinite vast seas of countless vows. 

Though I be contemplating the body of the Superior Man, and follow¬ 

ing his course during endless kalpas, I will still be unable to reach the 

limit of the transformations He displays in every single hair pore 

[of his body]. Yet I perceive the seas of fields in one of His hair pores. 

Beyond reckoning, [these seas of fields all] include [their own] Base 

of Wind, and Great Waters, they are pervaded by Fire, contain Earth 

Bodies. There are bodily forms without end nor middle, conforming 

to the various kinds of body humors, occupying different stations, 

with a plurality of shapes, approaching multifarious ways and levels 

[of conduct]. In each one of these measureless seas of fields I perceive 

elements which are ineffable. I see in them human beings trained by 

the works of Dharma, following the Jinas. But this is not the [Bud¬ 

dha’s] bodily action, nor is it the activity of His speech, or His mind, 

it is nought but His rddhi power, His various transformation forms 

following the all-inclusive course of conduct through many kalpas. 

By the fact that their own bodies reflect all things and are reflected in 

them, by sheer rddhi power, by the effortless force of their samadhi, 

Buddhas and Bodhisattvas set beings in the path of Awakening. By 

presenting the whole Dharmadhatu in one atomic particle through the 

power of reflection, they are able to reveal the true nature of all dharmas 
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without effort. For a Buddha’s thaumaturgic display of endless reflec¬ 

tions—his production of illusory worlds and bodies—corresponds to 

the true nature of the world. 

The power to hint at, or actually manifest the world’s illusory charac¬ 

ter through the creation of apparitional beings lies within the reach 

of only Buddhas and Bodhisattvas of the highest stages (ninth janma- 

bhtimi) who have bodies born of the very Dharmadhatu.30 In other words, 

the capacity to be the immutable mirror of mutable reality belongs to 

the sphere of only those who have achieved identity with the very 

foundation of all dharmas (<dharmadhatvasambheda). Because of this i- 

dentity with the Dharmadhatu, the Awakened possess two bodies, a Dhar- 

ma Body (dharmasarlra) and Form Body (rupasarlra), corresponding 

to the two aspects of the Dharmadhatu: the undivided (asambhin- 

nadharmadhatu) and its “manifestations” (dharmadhatutalabheda).n The 

Dharma Body is the very essence of Buddhahood, incorporeal, at peace, 

nondual. That this body is the Dharmadhatu itself becomes clear in 

Sudhana’s description of Vasanti’s Dharma Body:32 

Your Dharma Body is completely pure, the same in three times, free 

of discrimination, into which the whole world flows, comes into existence 

and ceases to be without impediment. 

This body represents the totality of all dharmas which constitute a Bud¬ 

dha, seen in their identity with non-essence. A non-essence which, to be 

consistent with its lack of determination, acquiesces to all transforma¬ 

tions, but it is in its role as undifferentiated, pure, foundation that it is 

properly called Dharmadhatu or Dharmasarlra, as the basis or root for 

the virtues of Buddhas, and as the metaphysical foundation behind ap¬ 

pearances. The Form Body, on the other hand, is the aggregate of all 

the qualities of perfection pertaining to a Buddha, and the aggregate of 

illusory transformations which the Dharmadhatu undergoes in its pro¬ 

cess of manifestation and salvation. It is the perceptible body, or bodies 

of Buddhas and Bodhisattvas, of infinite forms and manifestations. The 

Form Body represents the power of transformation (vikurvana) inherent 

in the (unchanging) Dharmadhatu, the power by which the Buddhas and 

Bodhisattvas train the world in the foundation of all dharmas. With this 

body they pervade all worlds and display the reflections of each world in 

all other worlds within every speck of dust. 

Going beyond the common ground of Mahayana, the Gv is trying to 
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establish an equation between the true nature of dharmas, the Dharma- 

dhatu, the ultimate essence of Buddhahood, and the Bodhisattva’s course 

(carya) represented by the functions of the Form Body. To. this purpose 

the sutra expands the notion of rddhi. The principal fruit of concentra¬ 

tion and trance is presented then as the attainment of the faculty of re¬ 

producing reality. Thus the Bodhisattva’s course is often described as 

consisting in the display of these fantastic manifestations, the vikurvaria, 

which show, on a cognitive level, the emptiness of all things (dharmas), 

while, on a different level (which could perhaps be provisionally or heu- 

ristically referred to as soteriologial or ethical) bring about the release of 

numerous living beings. One should not overlook, however, two other 

important levels at which the image of the wonder-worker was inter¬ 

preted by the Buddhists. There is, firstly, the fact that to many, if not 

most Buddhists, these supernal visions were instances of magical feats 

pure and simple, or at least, that they occurred as factual irruptions of 

the spiritual into the physical realm or as concrete manifestations of the 

Grace of Buddhas and Bodhisattvas in their response to the petitions of 

living beings. Secondly, as we have seen in Lin-chi, the Bodhisattva’s 

capacity to freely reflect the universe, his ability to allow the whole world 

to unimpededly flow within his own body, was seen as a figure of his 

complete detachment. In this last sense, the image of the wonder-worker 

goes beyond the purely magical, the purely visionary or metaphysical, 

into the realm of meditation as a path to the actualization of spiritual 

freedom. 

These four levels can be discerned in the Gv, though the sutra itself 

never makes such distinctions. The fact that the sutra itself does not 

seem to discover any tension between these levels (contrary to, say, Lin- 

chi who does see a tension) is significant; for the message of the sutra is 

precisely the identification of the four levels: a Bodhisattva’s wonder¬ 

working (his vimoksa) is the totality of his career, first as the realization 

of absolute emptiness, then as the actualization of his dedication to the 

welfare of living beings, by salvation (<dharmadana) and material assis¬ 

tance (dmi-sadana); it is symbolic magic and wonder-working pure and 

simple; finally, it is the actualization of the Bodhisattva’s complete 

detachment. 

Ill 

Wonder-working as a metaphor for perfect Buddhahood, and magic 

deception as an image for the true nature of all things is masterfully 
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depicted in the imagery of the Tower of Maitreya, to which Lin-chi has 

alluded, and which was one of Suzuki’s favorite passages from the Gv. 

The chapter on the meeting with Maitreya begins with the arrival of 

Sudhana at the home of the Bodhisattva in Kutch. By a gradual process 

of purification the inner workings of which are left unexplained by the 

sutra, Sudhana has acquired the equipment of good roots (kusala- 

mulasarhbhara), understanding of the transformation of Tathagatas and 

Boshisattvas (tathagatabodhisattvavikurvandsambodha), the power to 

pervadej all the levels of the Dharmadhatu (dharmadhdtutalabhedaspha- 

rana), and scores of other virtues associated with the Bodhisattva’s 

perfection in the Gv. He is now prepared to receive the supreme teaching 

from Maitreya. ,, • 

Sudhana falls prostrate in awe before the qfyode bf Maitreya, the 

marvelous storeyed building called Vairocanavyuhdlamkaragarbha- 

mahakutagara. Standing before the Tower he is able to place himself 

before all the Tathagatas, Bodhisattvas, Pratyekabuddhas, and Srava- 

kas of all times ; he understands the absolute sameness of all dharmas 

without limit,33 

... a sameness equal to that of the space element, the unobstruct¬ 

ed sameness of the Dharmadhatu, ... the sameness of the non-dis¬ 

crimination of a Tathagata ... the sameness which consists in the 

conception of all worlds being like a reflection, the sameness which 

consists in the fact that the arising from causes and conditions is like 

an echo, . . . the sameness of coming to be and ceasing to be, the 

sameness which consists in the fact that becoming by dependence on 

conditions is like non-being ... . 

Due to this very understanding he now aspires to Supreme Buddhahood 

and its perfections, to the powers of transformation which like an or¬ 

nament pervade and raise the Dharmadhatu, which are the proper sphere 

of the Bodhisattvas’ conduct and of all knowledge. 

Sudhana then arises, beholds the tower with unblinking eyes, and, 

while circumambulating it, describes it thus:34 

This is the abode of those who abide in emptiness, signlessness and 

desirelesseness. This is the abode of those who abide in the non-dis¬ 

crimination of dharmas,, of those who abide in the non-difference of 

the Dharmadhatu, in the non-apprehension of a Sattvadhdtu, in the 
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non-arising of all dharmas, in homelessness in all worlds, ... in 

non-support on any support, . . . 

; This is the abode of all and each one of the sons of the Jina who course 

the Dharmadhatu clinging to nothing . . . dedicated to the manifesta¬ 

tion of the reach of the great gnosis . . . without impediments . . 

they have reached the nature of dharmas, essentially like the sky. 

Nowhere do they seek support, like a bird in the sky . . . 

This radical non-attachment, however, is not to be taken to imply aloof¬ 

ness or indifference with regard to the suffering world. In the first place, 

the Bodhisattvas, inhabitants of Maitreya’s tower, have not lost, but ra¬ 

ther have enhanced, their mastery over the multifarious appearances of 

the world. Secondly, their compassionate works are coupled with the 

perception of unity or sameness already attributed to Sudhana himself:35 

They abide in the abode of the non-differentiation of one field, which 

consists in the presence of all fields within one field; non-incompati¬ 

bility of one dharma with all dharmas, consists in the presence of all 

dharmas in one dharma; they abide in the abode of non-multiplicity 

within one living being, which consists in the presence of all beings in 

one living being. 

Yet, they avoid the extreme of quietude, “experts in the union of 

wisdom and expedients.” Their mission, their ideal of holiness, there¬ 

fore, does not consist in empty stillness, foreign to the world of ap¬ 

pearance:36 

. . . into the tip of one hair they cause to descend all fields, Buddhas, 

living beings and kalpas . . . everywhere they show the divisions of 

death and birth, firm in the practice of illusion, their conduct not 

clinging to these salvational apparitions. 

It is evident, thus, that this conception of unity does not lead to aloof¬ 

ness. On the contrary, the perception of sameness is simply the starting 

point for the development of the Bodhisattva’s mastery over the multi¬ 

farious appearances of the world:37 

This is the abode of those who abide in the abode where one is to at¬ 

tain the arising of all fields within one thought, those who abide in the 

abode wherein are reflected the habitations of all living beings, those 
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who abide in the abode wherein there are only thoughts of welfare and 

happiness for all living beings, those who abide in the abode wherein 

one attains to complete freedom .... although they have given up 

their home in the world, they appear in the habitations of all worlds 

in order to bring beings to maturity; although they fix no support in 

all fields, they dedicate themselves to the adoration of the Tathagatas 

in all fields; they traverse all Buddhafields for the sake of the attain¬ 

ment of the manifestations of all Buddhafields, yet never abandon 

their station .... 

Through these marvelous powers they are able to preserve their purity 

while acting in the world :38 

They who fall at the feet of all Tathagatas, yet have abandoned all 

inclination towards the idea of a Buddha: . . . they who abide in the 

abode wherein are all of Mara’s habitations, yet are free from the de¬ 

light in the qualities of pleasure (desire); they who abide in the abode 

which is the entrance to all conceptions (apperceptions), yet their 

minds have shaken off all conceptions; they who possess bodies that 

conform to all the bodily forms of the world, yet no longer abide in 

the duality of self and living beings; they who possess bodies within 

all Lokadhatus yet no longer abide separated from the Dharma- 

dhatu . . . 

The essential purity of these marvelous beings is samatd(samenQss), 

but in the Gy this term does not only mean the meeting of the Bodhisat- 

tva’s mind with the absolute nature of all dharmas in its pristine purity 

and serenity. What the Tower of Maitreya teaches us is that “sameness” 

does not annul difference. It is the identity of the reflected image and the 

mirror, of the various reflections among themselves. Though all reflec¬ 

tions gather in the mirror, they do not clash with each other, nor do they 

alter the pristine purity of the mirror. Though they have no reality out¬ 

side the mirror, they move freely on it, without clinging to any part of its 

surface. The interpenetration and reciprocal reflection of all dharmas, 

represented in the metaphor of Maitreya’s Tower, is the Dharmadhatu, 

the object of a Bodhisattva’s gnosis, the sphere of his activities. But, 

more than the poetical formulation of a doctrine, the vision of the Tower 

of Maitreya represents the inner panorama of the Bodhisattva’s ef¬ 

fortless samadhi, which is one with the outer panorama of his wonder- 
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working activity for the sake of all living beings. Sudhana’s verses of 

exultation conclude with a summary of these ideas. The stanzas ex¬ 

plain how the inhabitants of the Tower, because they perceive the differ¬ 

ence between Buddhas and non-Buddhas, are intent upon saving the 

world yet having perceived their essential sameness, they are able, by the 

wonder-working powers acquired through their mastery of sameness, to 

manifest the interpenetration of all dharmas of the Lokadhatu among 

themselves and within the Dharmadhatu,39 

Their minds free of obstructions, they review here the number of all 

fields, and the number of all dharmas in all kalpas, and the number of 

all Jinas. The sons of the Jina standing here cause to appear in one in¬ 

stant the arising and ceasing of all the fields that have appeared in the 

three times. They stand here, in their habitation of sons of the Jina; 

while coursing in non-sameness they perceive the conducts and vows 

of the Jinas and the faculties of the worldly. [But, because] in this 

[non-sameness] they find no obstacle, they perceive that all fields, as¬ 

semblies, living beings and kalpas, which are as many as all the par¬ 

ticles of dust [in the universe] are all contained in one particle of dust. 

They perceive likewise that the assemblies, fields, living beings, and 

kalpas are all unconfusedly reflected within all particles of dust. By 

means of the ways of non-arising they cause to appear those who in 

all. fields, times and kalpas have awakened completely to the true 

nature of dharmas, who have become free of the true nature of becom¬ 

ing. Standing here and perceiving the sameness of living beings and 

the sameness of Buddhas in [all] dharmas, they enter into the same¬ 

ness of the fields in the three times and the sameness of aspirations. 

Evidently, the sutra draws a distinction between the beings present in the 

manifestations which appear in the various levels or stations of the 

Tower and the inhabitants of the Tower. The first are all on the levels of 

mere reflection (pratibhasa) or magical production (maya). They do 

move within the tower; they are indeed already in the Dharmadhatu, 

yet they do not realize their presence in it. The “inhabitants” (viharin) 

of the Tower, on the other hand, have realized the true nature of this 

dwelling and they manifest it to all beings.40 

Sudhana asks to be admitted into the Tower; he is desirous of pene¬ 

trating to the very core of this Tower which appears as the mirror, the 

foundation, upon which are reflected the appearances constituting the 
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world. He is anxious to enter into the city of the Three Dhatus, the city 

of Nirvana.41 After an elaborate praise of Sudhana and the classical 

“eulogy of the Bodhicitta”, Maitreya finally admits Sudhana into the 

Tower with this preamble.42 

But you have also asked, Son of a Family, “How is the Bodhisattva 

to train in the conduct of a Bodhisattva? How is he to put it into 

practice?” Go, Son of a Family, enter and behold within this great 

storeyed palace containing the ornament of the manifestations of 

Vairocana. There you shall know how to train in the conduct of a 

Bodhisattva, and how he who trains in it will obtain the perfection 

of good qualities . . . 

Sudhana enters this Tower where he will receive the final answer to his 

quest. He is now able to perceive the whole Dharmadhatu and the posi¬ 

tion of the Bodhisattva within it:43 

He saw that the storeyed palace extended broadly, it extended for 

many hundreds of thousands of yojanas, having the extent of the fir¬ 

mament, extending in all directions like the space element . . . And 

within this great storeyed palace he saw hundreds of thousands of 

other storeyed palaces equally adorned with manifestations, adorned 

with innumerable jewels, parasols, banners and flags ... He saw the 

storeyed palaces extending in all directions within the measureless 

confine of space broadly extended, each separate from the other. And 

on the terrace upon which he stood came, by the power of reflection, 

the images of all the storeyed palaces, yet all each separate from the 

other, each in harmony with the other, not becoming fused one with 

the other. And in all the other terraces there occurred the same as in 

this one terrace. . . . and by the power of mastery of Bodhisattva 

Maitreya, Sudhana recognized himself within all the storeyed palaces. 

Everywhere within the storeyed palaces he sees all the stages in Bod¬ 

hisattva Maitreya’s career. He perceives the Bodhisattva saving the deni¬ 

zens of hell, feeding the hungry ghosts, preaching to the gods of the 

higher heavens. He sees other Bodhisattvas showing their magical 

powers, acquired through the Bodhisattvas’ samadhi. “From all the hair 

pores in their bodies emanate clouds of magical productions of living 

beings ...” 
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But there also appear all the Lokadhatus; reflected as in a mirror ap¬ 

pear the assemblies of Tathagatas, Bodhisattvas, Sravakas, Pratyeka- 

buddhas, impure and purified Buddhafields, all forms of Lokadhatus, 

Lokadhatus where all are Buddhas, Lokadhatus where dominate hell 

dwellers, animals and pretas, one full of humans and gods, etc.44 

Thus, Sudhana sees the different towers contained within the Tower, 

and he sees himself reflected everywhere. He sees the complete course 

of the Bodhisattva, the destinations of all beings, the saving wonder¬ 

working powers of the Bodhisattvas, and all this as mere reflections 

within the kutagara. 

The philosophical import of this vision is suggested by the Gv’s own 

characterization of it. The sutra describes the vision with a series of com¬ 

parisons. It is like the visions perceived by a man who has entered into a 

Naga palace, he perceives time as Nagas do and thus in an instant he will 

experience clearly days and even years of his life. In the same way Su¬ 

dhana perceived the whole course of time in an instant. Again it is com¬ 

pared to the palace of Brahma, called the “Repository of the world’s 

Splendid Manifestations”. By the power of reflection all the worlds 

appear simultaneously in this palace, yet they can all be clearly distin¬ 

guished.45 The very abode of the Bodhisattva is the world seen as empty 

illusion, or, rather as magical trickery. But in what sense is it empty? 

It is empty for there seems to be no ultimate self nature; only total 

unity and interdependence characterize the Dharmadhatu. 

The unity of the Dharmadhatu, and its connection with samadhi is 

clearly hinted at in a comparison which is also a masterful description 

of the psychological effect of the krtsnayatana exercise:46 

It is like a bhiksu who abides in the contemplative attai iment of total- 

scope: whether in bed, walking, on a couch, standing, or sitting he is 

one, without a second, he conceives, perceives and experiences the 

whole world as if it had entered the field of the [one] attainment of 

total-scope [he is practicing], reaching inconceivability [in proportion 

to] his excellence as a contemplator. In the same way, Sudhana the 

Merchant’s Son, perceived and conceived all those manifestations as 

if they had entered into this realm [of Maitreya’s Tower]. 

Reciprocal reflection and endless activity are depicted in the next com¬ 

parison:47 
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As the ornaments of all the manifestations of the cities of the Gand- 

harvas appear in the sky and do not obstruct anything; as one would 

perceive at wish, when one’s sphere of vision is properly purified, 

human palaces being pervaded by the palaces of the Yakshas and 

pervading the Yakshas’ palaces without the ones mingling with the 

others; as the oceans of the reflection of the whole three-thousandfold, 

multi-thousandfold world system are seen upon the Universal Ocean; 

and as a magician through the mastery of the power of formulas and 

herbs shows all sorts of forms and actions, thus did Sudhana, the Mer¬ 

chant’s Son, see the transformations of all manifestations throughout 

this inconceivable region which is the magic, the gnosis, and the mas¬ 

tery of Bodhisattva Maitreya, produced by the magic power of the 

gnosis of all dharmas, pervaded by the magic of the gnosis which is 

the Bodhisattvas’ mastery. 

At this point Maitreya himself enters into the Tower, approaches 

Sudhana, who evidently has been all the while deeply absorbed in sa- 

madhi, and snapping his fingers arouses him:48 

Arise, Son of a Family, this is the true nature of all principles (esa 

dharmdndm dharmata). Characterized by not being fabricated or set 

up, Son of a Family, all dharmas are mastered by the Bodhisattva’s 

gnosis. In this way deprived of all self-nature, they are like magical 

acts, dreams or reflections. 

Sudhana fails to realize the true import of what he has just seen, of its 

sudden disappearance and of Maitreya’s words. “Where, O noble one, 

is this manifestation gone?” he demands. “Exactly whence it came” 

is the answer.49 

It has come from the productions of a Bodhisattva’s mastery and gno¬ 

sis. It remains in that very mastery. It does not go anywhere, does not 

come from anywhere. It does not spread out, nor does it accumulate 

. . . it is not in every quarter, nor is it in one locality. . . . Without 

coming or going, a Bodhisattva’s course has no moving and no stand¬ 

ing, no resting place, no dwelling, no dying, no birth . . . 

The .nature of this vision, the true meaning of the Tower of Maitreya, 

is beyond all concepts of description, origin, order, disposition, or es- 
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sence. It is the very nature of all dharmas without origin or end. Signi¬ 

ficantly, the ineffable, unborn, true nature of all dharmas is depicted as a 

thaumaturgic feat of the Bodhisattvas. The capacity to manifest at will 

and, thus, act freely upon the illusory phenomena within the Dharma- 

dhatu, is the culmination of the Bodhisattva’s course, according to the 

Gv. 

But the weight of emphasis in the whole sutra is not upon the philoso¬ 

phical conception of the Dharmadhatu, but rather on the marvelous 

achievements of the Bodhisattva. The latent possibilities, in terms of phi¬ 

losophy (as developed, say, in the Hua-yen), or in terms of ethics (ac¬ 

tivity within illusion), are always clouded by the enthusiastic eulogies 

of the Bodhisattva as wonder-worker. The Indian Avatamsaka readily 

accepts the identity of knowledge with magical power, and the Gv was 

np doubt read mostly as a panegyric of the Bodhisattva’s thaumaturgic 

prowess. Yet, one should not overlook the fact that the dominant ele¬ 

ment in the Gv’s conception of Dharmadhatu is still emptiness, under¬ 

stood both as interdependence and magical delusion. Its dedicated 

praise of thaumaturgy notwithstanding, the Gv is explicit in this respect: 

the Bodhisattva’s wonder-working reveals the Dharmadhatu, it is his 

activity within the Dharmadhatu. In the culminating loftiness of the 

Maitreya-vimoksa, the Gv explicitly presents Maitreya’s Tower as the 

apparitional vision of the very nature of the Dharmadhatu. This dhatu, 

in spite of the frequent reference to its illusory character, constitutes the 

foundation and form of the Bodhisattva’s course (carya), the source 

and true nature of his “good works”. Through the similes of reflection 

and magical production the Gv implies that the emptiness of the appari¬ 

tions does not contradict the Bodhisattva’s mastery of the art of wonder¬ 

working. In this way, the Gv ’s conception of Dharmadhatu clearly 

suggests not only a metaphysics derived from the experience of 

samadhi, but also shows the traditional Mahayana resolution of the con¬ 

flict between the so-called “world negation” of ascetic Buddhism and 

the ideal of the active Bodhisattva. 

One word of caution is in order with regard to the value of a meta¬ 

phorical interpretation which excludes purely mythico-magical belief. 

In the last analysis the interpreter has little ground on which to recon¬ 

struct the putative “metaphysical doctrines” of the sutra. On the other 

hand, the Buddhist believed for sure, and still believes, in the literal 

sense of the Bodhisattva’s magical skills, and the Gv uses these skills 

as a figure of the Bodhisattva’s course without rejecting at any point 
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their literal existence. This is one trait which the Gv shares with the 

Tantra. Instances of the conciliation of mystic insight and metaphysical 

ideology with the rhetoric and practice of magic are indeed common in 

the history of Buddhism. Cases, such as that of Lin-chi, in which the 

value or factuality of magic are discarded, while retaining the imagery, 

cannot be discerned easily in the Indian texts, and it is more than likely 

that the introduction of magical imagery, apart from its ideological 

and poetical aptness, often responded to the adoption of magical prac¬ 

tices pure and simple, or to sheer proselytistic convenience. 

The Gandavyuha’s world of magical production and apparitions could 

be regarded as merely a display of thaumaturgy, as most devout be¬ 

lievers probably interpreted it; it may be construed as a figure of absolute 

truth, as the Hua-yen would do; or it may be taken as a symbol for the 

unattached conduct of the Bodhisattva, as seen in the Lin-chi lu. The 

sutra evidently is amenable to all and any of these interpretations, and 

there is no reason why we should attempt to validate one in preference 

to the other. 

IV 

It would be a great mistake to attempt to force the Gv into a system or 

path-map. Although the text itself claims that each kalyanamitra 

stands one step above the preceding one,50 there is no clue whatsoever 

as to why this is so. Though it is evident that true mastery of wonder¬ 

working is the exclusive sphere of higher Bodhisattvas and Buddhas, 

Sudhana’s pilgrimage only hints here and there at differences between 

the various Bodhisattvas. There are, nevertheless, two systems, one 

external, the other contained in the sutra, which aptly represent the 

ideological framework of the GVs praise of the wonder-working 

Bodhisattva. 

The doctrine of the four (later five) gnoses (pahca-jhandni) which con¬ 

stitute Buddhahood may serve indeed as a summary of the Gv’s mes¬ 

sage, though the doctrine is never formulated with reference to the 

Gandavyiiha. 

As explained in the Mahay anasiitralamkara, there are four gnoses of 

a Buddha, the mirror-like gnosis, the gnosis of “sameness”, the gnosis 

of distinctions, and the gnosis of the fulfillment of the task.51 The last 

three depend or find support in the first, which is unmoving (later the 

motionless nature of the mirror will be distinguished from the mirror 

as an instrument of reflection by the introduction of a previous gnosis 
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which consists in the pristine purity of the Dharmadhatu).52 “Maitre- 

ya’s” stanzas describe the mirror-like gnosis with the following words:53 

The mirror-like gnosis is without possessiveness or confinement, it 

conforms to objects unbewildered [by them], yet never moves toward 

them. Because it is the cause for omniscience, it is equal to the Great 

Gnosis, also because in it arises the reflection of the gnosis of the Bud- 

dhahood of enjoyment (sambhoga). 

Since the Dharmadhatu is the pure ground for the Form Bodies (Sam- 

bhogya and Nirmana) of Buddhas and Bodhisattvas, the other three gno¬ 

ses of a Buddha are the fruit of these mirror-like qualities of the first 

gnosis. The stanzas define the first of these as follows:54 

One regards as gnosis of sameness the knowledge of the sameness of 

[all] living beings when by means of purity achieved through con¬ 

templative cultivation, [knowledge] enters a supportless state. 

The commentary clarifies: “We regard as gnosis of sameness the know¬ 

ledge of the sameness of all living beings attained by the Bodhisattva at 

the time of his encounter (abhisamaya) [with the pristine purity of the 

Dharmadhatu], when this knowledge, having been purified by contem¬ 

plative cultivation rests on the supportless Nirvana of those who have 

attained enlightenment.” Precisely because this sameness is not static 

identity, it preserves the power of reflection, which generates the third 

gnosis: 

It manifests the image of the Buddhas, present in all of the three times, 

conforming to the aspirations of living beings, out of compassion and 

benevolence. This gnosis of distinction is never obstructed by objects, 

it is like the treasure house of [all] samadhis and dharanis, manifesting 

all powers in the circle of the assemblies, cutting through all doubt, 

raining down the Great Rain of Dharma. 

The perfection of this power of manifestation occurs when the Buddha 

or Bodhisattva, like Maitreya, is capable of creating his own bodies of 

magical production: 

The gnosis of the fulfillment of the task brings about the well being of 
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living beings by means of multifarious, immeasurable and unthink¬ 

able apparitional manifestations [produced] in all dhatus. 

The question of the position of these achievements within the ascend¬ 

ing path of the Bodhisattva is clarified by the Gv itself in one of its few 

attempts at suggesting some order in the development of the Bodhi- 

sattva’s career. It is rather difficult to conciliate this passage, Sutejoman- 

dalaratisrl’s ten janmabhumis, with the rest of the sutra if we attempt 

to use it as a model for the development of the Gv’s “argument” or for 

Sudhana’s “ascent” in the path. The ten “birth-stages”, however, do 

give a rough idea of the relative position in the path of some of the ac¬ 

hievements which go into the making of a wonder-working Bodhisattva.55 

It is quite clear from the text that the instantaneous apparition of the 

wonder-filled Dharmadhatu is reserved for Bodhisattvas of the highest 

levels. In fact, the entrance into the Dharmadhatu takes place in the sixth 

“birth-stage”, and the Bodhisattva has no ability to produce apparition¬ 

al bodies until the seventh. Even then, he must wait until the ninth stage 

in order to acquire the complete mastery over transformational power 

needed to purify the fields, and he is unable to move unimpeded through 

all levels of the Dharmadhatu until the tenth and last birth-stage. 

In the lower stages the Bodhisattva increases his original resolve 

through service to the Buddhas, (first birth-stage), and he produces the 

thought of enlightenment (second-stage). Beginning with the third stage, 

he sets out on the path and attains to accomplishments roughly reminis¬ 

cent of the five gnoses. In the third stage his mind becomes equal to 

empty space, unimpeded, pure, yet it is able to reflect the vast panorama 

of worldly transformation. With an increase in the purity of his resolve, 

he develops compassion and enters the fourth birth-stage, hardly dis¬ 

tinguishable from the previous one. The fifth stage marks the develop¬ 

ment of the paramitas and the end of the preparatory period. 

In the sixth level the Bodhisattva is finally born into the family of the 

Tathagatas, and he penetrates the true nature of the Dharmadhatu. It 

is a stage of oneness and identity with the Buddhas of the universe. But 

at the next level of the path the Bodhisattva goes beyond mere reunion 

with the essence of Buddhahood into the higher attainment of acquiring 

the powers of a Buddha which are his as heir to Buddhahood. For the 

first time he is able to produce his own apparitional bodies (nirmdna). 

For he has truly understood in what sense the world is like a dream, and 

all the teachings of the Tathagatas like mere echoes. The eighth stage 
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brings mastery over the various samadhis and the first step toward om¬ 

niscience; the Bodhisattva becomes true True Prince of Dharma; he 

penetrates the dharmata as it truly is, with its illusoriness and multi¬ 

plicity. 

In the ninth birth-stage, the Bodhisattva becomes a consummate 

magician; though the range of his wonder-working is still limited, he 

now shows transformations at will, he shares in the gnosis of Vairocana, 

whose magical power is not limited to the projection of apparitional 

bodies, as he also manifests worlds and universes. In the last stage the 

Bodhisattva is hardly distinguishable from a Buddha: he is now master 

of the sphere of all the Tathagatas in the universe, his apparitional ac¬ 

tivity is manifested without impediment in all levels of the Dharmadhatu. 

This schematic description of the path, however, does not exhaust the 

message of the sutra. It still somehow lacks the magnificence and depth 

of the vision of the Tower of Maitreya. After all, the purported author 

of this description of the ten birth-stages, who, as a goddess living in 

LumbinI, had been a witness to the birth of countless Buddhas, must 

confess:56 

How could I know the true course or describe the virtues of those 

Bodhisattvas who in every single instant of thought produce a thought 

which contains the conditions in all the kalpas, who manifest a birth 

which is the repository of all approaches to dharma, who produce the 

resolve of the vow to worship all the Tathagatas, set before themselves 

the vow to awaken to the dharma of all Buddhas, generate the reflec¬ 

tion which shows all destinies and births in all types of families and 

lineages, bow at the lotus feet of all Tathagatas, know the time when 

all worlds will have reached maturity, manifest the transformation 

powers of birth and death in order to dedicate themselves to the train¬ 

ing of all [living beings], manifest clouds of transformations in the 

expanse of all the fields, attain to the illumination of all the destinies, 

clans and families in the world. 

Nothing could be more appropriate than these lines as a sample of the 

dominant tone of the Gandavyuha, its love for the miraculous and its 

little regard for system and clarification. These words represent some¬ 

thing more than what is revealed by their fact-value, as the standard lauda¬ 

tory conclusion that must accompany every chapter. Throughout the 

sutra the tone is one of exultation and marvel; beyond sheer grandilo- 
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quence there is certainly a meaning behind the sutra’s style. It would be a 

serious mistake of interpretation to ignore this dominant tone, and for¬ 

get that the sutra does want to say that the Bodhisattva’s wonder¬ 

working, no matter how it is interpreted, is still unthinkable. 

\ APPENDIX 

\ The Ten Birth-Stages: Translation.57 

\ ! ' '» 
^ Stage One: , ( ' ; 

5 (289/100a) Those beings possessed of good thoughts {sumedhah/ 

i mkhas-pa) who perceive the Victor by means of an immaculate higher 

11 resolve free from turpitude, [and,] remaining forever unsatisfied, aspire 

to [serve] all the endless clouds!of arrays of the Victors (sarvan jindna 

aparantaviyuhameghanpranidhyentif rgyal-ba kun-gyiphyi-ma’imtha’i 

rgyan-sprin-la smon-pa), they are in [their] first birth. 

(285/94a) Among these, Son of Good Family, what is this First Bo- 

dhisattva Birth called [the Birth] into the Womb of the Practice (-prayo- 

gagarbham/spyod-pa’i snih-po) of the Vow which consists in Ap¬ 

proaching and Serving (upasthana/bsnen-bkur-ba) All Buddhas? Here, 

Son of a Good Family, a Bodhisattva from the very beginning engages 

himself in rendering honor and service to Buddhas (buddhopasthanaya 

prapiijyate (read: prayujyate)/ sahs-rgyas mchod-cin rim-gror bya-ba- 

la jug-ste). And while honoring, respecting, regarding highly, venerat¬ 

ing, serving, pleasing, never displeasing all the Buddhas, the Blessed 

j. Ones, he never becomes satiated with the sight of the Tathagatas, his 

mental disposition is nurtured by the impelling force of the Buddhas’ 

joy at his being engaged in the service of Buddhas, the impelling force 

of his faith is generated by the sight of the Tathagatas (buddhasatkara- 

prayukta{ ?)-buddhapritivegavivardhitacetds tathagatadarsanaprasada- 

vegasamjatahlsahs-rgyas-la rim-gror bya-bar brtson-pas/ sahs-rgyas-la 

; dga’-ba’i sugs-kyis rnam-par spel-ba’i sugs dan Idan-paj de-bzin-gsegs-pa 

mthoh-ba smos-pa’i sugs drag-po yohs-su skyes-paj). With unwavering 

: faith (286-94b) he remains unsatiated in his gathering of merit, engaged 

in the collection of the equipment {sambhara) consisting in venerating all 

the Tathagatas, unencumbered in his practice (apratiprasrabdhaprayogo/ 

sbyor-ba rgyun mi gcod-pa). Son of Good Family, this First Bodhisattva 

Birth, called [the Birth] into the Womb of the Practice of the Vow which 

consists in Approaching and Serving All Buddhas, leads to the Bodhi- 

sattvas’ gathering of the equipment [necessary for the attainment] 
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of All-knowledge, a gathering made possible by the wholesome roots 

(sarvajhatdsambhdra-kusalamulasambhava-samdrjanatdyai samvartatef 

thams-cad-mkhyen-pa-hid-kyi tshogs dge-ba’i rtsa-ba yohs-su ’grub-pa 

yah-dag-sdud-par 'gyur-ba’o). 

Stage Two: 

(289-100a) When the thought of those who are beyond thought, per¬ 

vading the whole world in all of the three times (sarvatriyadhvagam), 

as well as all fields, dharmas and Buddhas, displays the array of the 

vows to liberate [all] living beings, this is called their second birth. 

(289-94b) Among these, Son of Good Family, what is this Second Bo- 

dhisattva Birth called [the Birth] into the Womb of the Arising of the Per¬ 

fection of [All] the Elements of the Thought of Enlightenment? Here, 

Son of Good Family, the Bodhisattva produces the Thought directed 

toward the Complete, Perfect, Unsurpassable Enlightenment: the 

thought of Great Compassion, seeking to rescue all living beings; the 

thought of pleasing all Buddhas, seeking their complete gratification; 

the thought of the quest for all the dharmas of a Buddha, seeking not to 

rely on anything (sarvabuddhadharmaparyesticittam sarvavastvanapek- 

satayai/ dhos-po thams-cad-la ’phahs-par mi brtsi-ba’i phyirf sans- 

rgyas-kyi chos thams-cad yohs-su brtsal-bai sems dan); the thought of 

the Great Setting Out, seeking to move in the direction of All-know¬ 

ledge ; the thought of Great Benevolence (mahamaitri), seeking to per¬ 

vade the whole world with the practice of the methods of attraction 

(,samgrahaprayoga/ yohs-su bsdu-ba’i sbyor-bas); the thought of not 

abandoning the whole world, seeking to make firm the equipment (sam- 

naha) [necessary for the attainment] of All-knowledge; the thought 

free of deceit and illusion, seeking to acquire the manifest clarity of the 

knowledge [of things] as they are; the thought of the accord between 

words and action, seeking to enter into the full practice of following the 

path of the Bodhisattva; the thought which agrees fully with [the 

thought of] all the Buddhas, seeking to keep all the vows of a Tathagata; 

the thought of the Great Vow [to seek] All-knowledge, seeking to be 

unencumbered and skillful in training and bringing to maturity endless 

kotis of living beings. The Bodhisattva who produces the equipment of 

the elements of the thought of enlightenment, which, beginning with the 

ones mentioned above, are as many as all the particles of dust in the 

Buddhafields, will be born [for sure] in the Family of the Tathagatas. 

This is, Son of Good Family, the Second Bodhisattva Birth called [the 
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Birth] into the Womb Arising of the Perfection of [All] the Elements of 

the Thought of Enlightenment. 

Stage Three: 

(289/100b) Those beings who are never satiated of drinking [the rain 

from] the clouds of Dharma, when their mind is engaged in the con¬ 

templation [of dharmas], their body unattached to the three times 

(nidhyaptimanasa triyadhva-asahgakayah/ hes-par rtogs-pa'i yid-kyis 

dusgsum chags med lus), their minds and bodies equal to the immacu¬ 

late sphere of empty space (mkha’-dbyihs dri-med mnam med rnams- 

kyi lus Idan-pa (sic): akasadhatuvimala (sic) samacittakayah), to them 

belongs the incomparable third birth. 

(286-95a) Among these, Son of Good Family, what is this Third Bo- 

dhisattva Birth called [the Birth] into the Womb of the Arising of the In¬ 

clination Leading to the Practice of the Right Contemplation of the 

Approaches to Dharma? (dharmanayanidhyaptiprayoganetryabhimukha- 

sambhavagarbhamf chos-kyi tshul-la hes-par gzag-pa’i sbyor-ba’i tshul 

mhon-tu gyur-ba ’byuh-ba’i shin). Here, Son of Good Family, the 

Bodhisattva’s mental disposition becomes inclined towards the right 

contemplation which produces the oceans of approaches to all dharmas 

(sarvadharmanayasambhavanidhyaptimukhacetahl chos thams-cad-kyi 

tshul rgya-mtsho yod do (?) chog hes-par rtogs bsam), tends and inclines 

toward the fulfillment of [all] the aspects of the path to All-knowledge, 

intends to practice a conduct beyond reproach, is inclined toward the 

purification of the oceans of approaches to all the samadhis of the Bo- 

dhisattva, a mind disposed toward the perfection of the full practice 

of all the virtues of a Bodhisattva, towards the manifestation of the 

full array of all the elements in the path of the Bodhisattva, a disposition 

equally energetic and unencumbered in a cosmic age of burning fire as in 

a cosmic age in which have arisen a vast number of opportunities for All¬ 

knowledge (vipulasarvajhatarambanasambhavakalpodddhajvalanakal- 

papratiprasrabdhanryacetdhj thams-cad-mkyen-pa-hid-du dmigs-pa 7 

tshogs rgya-mtsho chen-po yohs-su bsgrub-pa bskal-pa’i me ’bar-bas 

kyahj rgyun mi-gcod-par bya-ba’i setns dan Idan-pa), a disposition 

toward the manifestation of the Bodhisattva’s course, which is without 

end nor middle and is the setting out in the training and bringing to ma¬ 

turity of the whole world, their mental disposition has entered the ap¬ 

proaches to experiencing all the approaches (?) to the coming to be and 

ceasing to be [of dharmas], [an experiencing which takes place] in all the 
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modes of conduct and training which consitute the perfection of the vir¬ 

tues of the Bodhisattvas established in full practice (sarvakarasiksa.su 

pratipannabodhisattvagunaparinispattisu sarvabhavavibhavanayanubhav- 

anayapravistacetas/ yohs-su spyod-pa’i tshul thams-cad-la rab-tu zugs- 

pa ni byah-chub-sems-dpa’i yon-tan yons-su rdzogs-par bya-la dhos-po 

thams-cad mam-par bsgom-pas dnos-po med-pa’i tshul-la zugs-pa’i sems 

dan Idan-payin-te, suggesting: sarvabhavavibhavanabhavanaya-). This is. 

Son of Good Family, the Third Bodhisattva Birth called . . . (same as 

above). 

Stage Four: 

(289/100b) Those beings who enter into the ocean of Great Compas¬ 

sion, while entering the ocean of the approaches to All-knowledge 

with a higher resolve as firm as diamond cored Mount Sumeru 

(adhyasayair vajirasarasumerukalpaih/ sarvajhatanayasamudra visa- 

hamanahj lhag-pa’i bsam-pa ri-rab rdo-rje mtshuns brtan-pas/J thams- 

cad-mkhyen-tshul rgya-mtshor rnam-par ’jug byed cihjf), to them, 

Bulls among Men, belongs the fourth birth. 

(286/85b) Among these. Son of Good Family, what is this Fourth Bo¬ 

dhisattva Birth called [the Birth] into the Womb of the Purification of the 

Higher Resolve in [all] Worlds in the Three Times? Here, Son of 

Good Family, a Bodhisattva becomes perfectly pure in his element of 

higher resolve. He become possessed of clarity with respect to the en¬ 

lightenment of a Buddha. He enters the oceans of a Bodhisattva’s ap¬ 

proaches. He becomes firm, his mental disposition firmly in possession 

of a higher resolve which is as firm as the diamond element (drdha- 

dhyasayavajradhatusamgrhitacetdhf bsam-pa br tan-pa rdo-rje’i khams 

Ita-bus yons-su zin-pa’i sems dan Idan-pas). He turns away from rebirth 

in any of the destinies of becoming. He turns towards the perfection of 

the magical transformations brought about by all the Tathagatas. He 

becomes possessed of a way to excellence, leading to an increase in the 

acute faculties of a Bodhisattva (visesagaminiprapto bhavati bodhi- 

sattvatiksnendriyatavardhanatayai / byah-chub-sems-dpa’i dbah-po 

rnam-par spel-pa-la khyad-par-du ’bogs-pa rab-tu thob-pa yin). He ac¬ 

quires a mind for goodness (kalyanacitto bhavatijsems sin-tu dge-ba yin), 

in order to make manifest the splendour of his higher resolve. He be¬ 

comes unshakable, so as to nurture the steadfast Great Vows. They 

direct their thoughts (?) to all the Tathagatas, in order to pulverize all the 

mountains of obstructions (sarvatathagatasamanvahrto bhavati sarvava- 



ranaparvatavikiranatayai / sgrib-pa thams-cad-kyi ri mam-par gtor-ba’i 

phyir de-bzin-gsegs-pa thams-cad-gyis ( ?) yah-dag-par dgons-pa yin). They 

become a true refuge, the source of livelihood for the whole world. This 

is, . . . (the same as above). 

Stage Five: 

(289/100b) Those who, having pervaded the ten directions with bene¬ 

volence (maitraya / byams-pas), bring to fulfillment (abhinirharanti / 

mhon-bsgrubs-te) oceans of immaculate perfections, and bring to 

maturity the [whole] world by means of the light [rays] of Dharma 

(dharmaprabhabhiranta / chos-kyi ’od ygyed: bhajantah (?)), to them. 

Great Men, belongs the fifth birth. 

(287/96a) Among these, Son of Good Family, what is this Fifth Bo- 

dhisattva Birth called [the Birth] into the Womb of Universal Splendor? 

Here, Son of Good Family, the Bodhisattva perfects his practice (prayo- 

gasampanno bhavati), he practices fully the maturation and training of 

the whole world. He removes himself from all apperception of things 

{sarvavastusamjnoccalito bhavati), truly renouncing whatever he has 

given up (pramuktatyaga: sbyin-pa Ihug-par gtoh-bas) (perfection of 

giving). He becomes perfectly pure, possessed of endless good habits, 

making his abode in the sphere of the Tathagatas (tathagatavisayasam- 

vasana / Tibetan has this phrase with virya below, where it is equally 

out of place: de-bzin-gsegs-pa’i yul-la gnas-pa) (perfection of morality). 

He perfects acceptance, possessed of the splendor of the acceptance of 

all the dharmas of a Buddha (perfection of patience). He becomes pos¬ 

sessed of great zeal and energy, and has set out toward All-knowledge 

through a wide, shelterless [road] (?) (sarvata udaranihsaranapratipan- 

nah/ thams-cad-mkhyen-pa-hid-duyah-spar 'byuh-ba-la zugs-pas) (perfec¬ 

tion of energy). He has been released by contemplation, purified in the 

circle of the gnosis of the samadhi which faces every direction (saman- 

tamukhasamadhi) (perfection of contemplation). He is possessed of the 

light of the energy of discernment (prajha viryaprabho), he has acquired 

the splendor which illuminates all dharmas (perfection of wisdom). 

He has the eye of unimpeded vision (asahgacaksur), he has entered 

the recognition of the oceans of the vision of the Buddhas. He becomes 

capable of manifesting the reality of all dharmas, bringing full satisfaction 

to the whole world. He becomes well engaged in the acquisition of the 

proper approaches to Dharma. This_(same as above). 
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Stage Six: 

(289/100b) 

Those who enter the ocean of approaches to the Dharmadhatu, having 

penetrated (pratividdha j rab-iu rtcgs-pas) into the nature ([svabhava) 

of dharmas, their minds unattached (<asahga:), now reborn into the 

family of the Buddhas, incomparable in the three times, to these 

wise ones belongs this great sixth birth. 

(287/96a) Among these, Son of a Family, what is this Sixth Bodhisattva 

Birth called [the Birth] into the Womb of the Arising of t ie Lineage of 

the Family of All the Tathagatas? (sarvatathagatakulagotrasambhava- 

garbham/ de-bzin-gsegs-pa7 rigs-kyi rgyud-du byuh-ba'i snih-po). 

Here, Son of Good Family, the Bodhisattva is born into the family of 

the Tathagatas, he is reborn into the lineage (yamsa) of the Tathagatas. 

He has reached the entrance into the approach to all the dharmas of a 

Buddha, he has been purified in the Great Vows of the Tathagatas of the 

past, the present and the future. His wholesome roots become common 

property with the wholesome roots of all the Tathagatas. He becomes of 

one body with all Buddhas. By means of his clear dharmas he goes into 

the supramundane path. He abides with dharmas of Great Nobility 

(mahatmadharmavihari) in the samadhi of the vision of the Buddhas’ 

masteries (<adhisthana). At all times he practices the dharma of purifying 

living beings. His eloquence knows no encumbrance when asked about 

the Buddha Dharma. This is ... (same). 

Stage Seven: 

(289-290/100b) Those who, possessed of a mind free of attachement, 

have purified the Body of Dharma, completely pervading the fields. 

with their own bodies (svakaih sariraih), having entered and followed 

through all the powers of a Buddha, to these awakened beings belongs 

the unthinkable seventh birth. 

(287/96b) Among these, Son of Good Family, what is this Seventh Bo¬ 

dhisattva Birth Called [the Birth] into the Womb of the Ornament of 

the Light Manifestation of the Powers of the Tathagatas? Here, Son 

of Good Family, the Bodhisattva does not cease to manifest the en¬ 

trance into the powers of a Buddha to those who are in the Buddhafields. 

He does not turn back from his dedication to the ocean of the various 

virtues of a Bodhisattva. He is not afraid of the knowledge of all 

dharmas as they really are: pure magical apparitions. He understands 



that the whole world is like a dream. He brings to realization (abhinir- 
haratifmhon-par bsgrub-po) the fact that whatever is based on the 
ideation (vijhapti) of form is like a mere reflection. He masters the 
transformations brought about by the higher gnoses, which are like 
magical creations (nirmitopamdbhijhdvikurvitavasitdprdpto/mhon-par 
ses-pas rnam-par ’phrul-ba sprul-ba Ita-bu-la dban rab-tu thob-par byed- 
do). He shows the entrances into rebirth in the various destinies of 
becoming, which are like shadows. He discerns that the turning of the 
wheel of Dharma by all Tathagatas is like unto an echo. He acquires the 
ultimate perfection in explaining the approaches to the Dharmadhdtu, 
dedicated to the exposition of the various means and approaches to the 
goal (nanarthopayanaya- / thabs-kyi tshul don sna-tshogs). This is... 
(as above). 

Stage Eight: 
(290/100b) Those who are masters and experts in the approach to 
oceans of gnoses, who now examine (vyavacarayanti / rnam-par dpyod) 
the door to All-knowledge, who have entered all the oceans of ap¬ 
proaches to samadhi, to these beings grounded in reality is considered 
to belong the eighth birth. 

(287/97a) Among these, Son of Good Family, what is this Eighth Bodhi- 
sattva Birth called [the Birth] into the Womb of the Production of the 
Consummation of the Examination of the Door to All-knowledge? 
Here, Son of Good Family, the Bodhisattva becomes a True Prince 
[of Dharma] and is to be properly called [for the first time] a “Bodhi¬ 
sattva” (kumarabhuta eva bodhisattvavyavasthanavyavasthito / gzo-nur 
gyur-cih byari-chub-sems-dpa’i rnam-par dgod-pa-la rnam-par gnas-pa 
yin-te: is still a suckling, since he was only recently born into the family 
of the Tathagatas??). Taking his stand on this [new condition of perfect 
Bodhisattvahood] he examines {rnam-par dpyod, for vyavacarayati (?)) 
the approach to the gnosis of an All-knower. When he shows the meas¬ 
ureless range [of knowledge] of the Bodhisattva, countless kalpas go to 
their destruction in each approach and door to gnosis. He is a master of 
all the samadhis of a Bodhisattva, having become a consummated 
expert. In one instant of thought he comes to stand (upapadyatef 
skyes-te) at the feet of the Tathagatas in the unutterable number of 
Buddha Fields in the ten directions in all.instants of thought. He attains 
to an undivided gnosis {asambhinna / tha mi dad-pa) with respect to ob- 
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mastery of undivided (asambhinna) gnosis with respect to dharmas 

which do not intermingle {asambhinna). And, in the Dhatu which is free 

of objective stations {andramband) he descends into objective stations 

without end. Even in the most limited (parltta / chuh-ba) stations he 

enters the stage {bhiimi) of endless instruction. And he penetrates the 

Dharmata which is at the same time circumscribed (parltta) and vastly 

pervasive (mahadgata). He understands that the whole world is equal to 

ideation (vijhaptisama / mam-par dmigs-pa dan mnyam-pa).59 By means 

of contemplative development (bhavanaya) he conforms {anugacchati / 

khoh-du chud-par byed) to the stations of all dharmas, [understanding 

{anugacchati)] that they are the paths of ideation {vijhapti / mam-par ses). 

This is . .. (as above). 

Stage Nine: 

(290/100b) Those who purify the [whole] expanse of Buddhafields, 

who are fully engaged in the approaches to the maturation of living be¬ 

ings, who display the full array of magical transformations of a 

Buddha, to them, possessed of the Greater Resolve, belongs the ninth 

birth. 

(288/97b) Among these, Son of Good Family, what is this Ninth Bodhi- 

sattva Birth called [the Birth] into the Womb of the Array of Magical 

Apparitions in the Dharmadhatu? Here, Son of Good Family, the 

Bodhisattva in an instant of thought produces everywhere by his own 

mastery {adhitisthati) multifarious arrays of Buddhafields. He has 

attained ultimate perfection in his confident ability {vaisaradya) in the 

magical production of living beings {sattvanirmdna). He has attained to 

skill in the magical production of Buddhas {buddhanirmana). He has 

purified his confident ability in the magical production of dharmas 

{dharmanirmana). He is now in possession of the unimpeded, sublime 

range [of action and knowledge] which is the Dharmadhatu {asahga- 

varadharmadhatugocara j chos-kyi dbyihs dam-pa chags-pa med-pa’i 

spyod-yul dart Idan-pa). He is skillful in the mastery over the magical 

transformation of all bodies in accordance with the disposition and 

resolve [of living beings] {yathdsayasarvakayavijnapty-{read: vikrty-)- 

adhisthanakusala / bsam-pa ji-lta-ba bzin-du sems-can-gyi (misreading 

“sarva”?) I us mam-par bya-ba’i byin-gyi rlabs-la mkhas-pa). He has 

acquired skill in the inconceivable training of [all] living beings. He 

manifests the various courses [of the Bodhisattva path] together with 

full enlightenment. And he becomes skillful in the realization of the 
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path to All-knowledge free from the [two kinds of] obstruction (dvara- 

na). Upon [the development of] this [skill], he displays the skill of turning 

the wheel of Dharma, and acquires the skill of bringing to fulfillment 

the means for the training of living beings without middle or end. In the 

course of time, he reaches the very heart of the Gnosis of Vairocana 

(vairocanajnanagarbhakosa), his mind always collected in the training of 

living beings. This is.... 

Stage Ten: 

(290/100b) Those who have entered into the very powers of the 

Victors, [now] being nurtured by the all pervading impelling force of 

All-knowledge, who are unattached and unimpeded (asafiga) in [all] 

the approaches to [all] the levels of the Dharmadhatu (dharmadhatuta- 

labhedanayesu / chos-dbyihs gzi / tshul tha dad chags med-pa), to them, 

True Sons of the Victors, belongs the tenth birth. 

(288/98a) Among these, Son of Good Family, what is this Tenth Bodhi- 

sattva Birth, called [the Birth] into the Womb of the Impelling Force 

(vega / sugs-drag-po) produced by the Attainment of the State of a Tatha- 

gata (tathagatabhumi)? Here, Son of Good Family, the Bodhisattva 

becomes confirmed (abhisikto (Suzuki), vivikto (Vaidya), perhaps: avi- 

vikto/ Tib. no equivalent), his sphere [of knowledge] (visaya) becoming 

one with that of the Tathagatas in the three times. He enters a sphere 

corresponding to all the Lokadhatus. He knows directly the arising of 

thoughts of all living beings, from that of their very first birth to that of 

their very last death. He discerns a sphere corresponding to the conduct 

and gnosis of all Bodhisattvas. He discerns directly the full enlighten¬ 

ment of all Buddhas in the past, the present and the future. He discerns 

directly the skill of rendering service to all dharmas. He discerns directly 

all kalpas, whether a creation kalpa or a destruction kalpa, whether in 

past beginnings, in the present, or in the limits of the future, he discerns 

the name of each and the doctrines preached in each. He brings to ful¬ 

fillment the gnosis of the mastery in displaying before all living beings, 

to each according to his maturity and in due time, the sphere of the 

manifestation and illumination (?) (vyuhavibuddhyanavisaya / gdul-bar 

bya-ba (?)) of full enlightenment. He displays directly, upon the birth of 

all Buddhas, their skill and methods in turning the wheel of Dharma 

which leads to full enlightenment, because he is skillful in the full appli¬ 

cation (abhinirhara) of the means to train an endless number of spheres 

of living beings (sattvadhatu). This is. Son of Good Family, the Tenth 
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Bodhisattva Birth of the Bodhisattvas, called [the Birth] into the Womb 

of the Impelling Force produced by the Attainment of the Stage of a 

Tathagata. 
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NOTES 

1 Edward Conze, Buddhism: Its Essence and Development (New York: Philo¬ 

sophical Library, 1952), pp. 81-85, 103-105, 174-176. 

2 Ibid., pp. 174-176. The importance of these beliefs for the history of the origins 

of Tantra has been highlighted by Conze. No doubt a greater understanding of the 

role of magical belief and imagery in Buddhist doctrine has contributed significantly 

to our understanding of Tantra (maligned by early researchers in the field). 

3 DN1.210-223. Cf. DNIII. 3-4; SNIV. 290; AN1.170, V. 327; Vism XII. 19-24. 

4 Vin Mahdvagga I. It is all-important to remember that the display of these 

marvels, though obviously concentrated in the latter strata of the Canon, is not 

absent from the Nikayas, e.g. SN V. 282 IF. 

5 Cf., e.g., AN III. 340, 425, and the four iddhipada (earlier usage) in AN I. 39, 

297, II. 256 III. 82; DNII. 213, MNl. 130, Ps 1. 111. The ariyan iddhi: DN III. 

112; AN I. 93. Vinaya regulations: Vin II. 111-112, 183, 193, 240, III. 67, 91, 101, 

also I. 31. 

6 Lin 57, cp. 27 Cp. the Abhijfid-parivarta of the Avatamsaka, T.T. 761 (34), T. 

279, 229c-237b. 

7 Lin 55, cp. 58. 

8 Lin 42, cp. 29-30, 39^K), 57, 66, 73, 75, 85, 90, 94, all of which are reminiscent 

of, when not containing direct allusions to, the Avatamsaka. 

9 Su 101a-103b. 

10 Lin 40, cp. 87. In note 166 of the recently printed translation of R. F. Sasaki 

(The Record of Lin-chi, Kyoto: Institute for Zen Studies, 1975), it is suggested that 

statements such as those in passage 40 contradict Lin-chi’s use of the Avatamsaka 

ideal as a paradigm for higher Bodhisattvahood. There is certainly no contradiction. 

The Ch’an master simply is insisting on the necessity of understanding the teachings 

of the Avatamsaka figuratively as a symbol of the non-dual, of complete detachment, 

and not literally as the description of a transcendent realm. 

11 “The Tower of Maitreya”: Gv 368 ff.; “Vairocana Dharmadhatu”: 308, pas¬ 

sim; “Lotus Womb World”: (Kusumatalagarbhavyuhalamkdralokadhdtu) 307 and 

passim.; “Mother of All Buddhas”, the special attainment of Mayadevi is to be the 

Mother of all the Tathagatas, beginning with Vairocana himself, Gv 346 ff. cf Asta 

253 ff. Another Ch’an passage reminiscent of the Avatamsaka (chosen at random): 

Ch’ang-sha’s sermon in Ching-te ch’uan-ieng-lu, Chap. X, T. 2076 (LI): 274a: 12-16. 

Another Ch’an view of magical apparitions: Pi-yen-lu, Case XI, commentary on the 

“gatha” (P’ing-ch’ang). 

12 Sr (D) 314, 411. The passages where these lines are found (Chap. XXIV. st. 

1-15, and XXXII. st. 5-53, respectively) represent one of the clearest classical ex¬ 

positions of the dogmatic transition from nairatmya to siinyatd, from sunycita to the 

identity of form and emptiness, and thence to samata and the simile of the wonder¬ 

worker. 

13 Gv 19, and Sr(D) 410, respectively. The magical transformations of Buddhas 

are also like empty space, because they have no ground or footing (Gv 19: st. 27, 

also 26); in this sense, magical transformation, dharmas, and nirvana are identical 

(Sr (D) loc. cit.). 
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14 5r(D) 412, 411. 

15 Sr (D) 410-411. The change in grammatical number in the last line is in the 

original. 

16 Sr (D) 412. cf. 410. On the image of the magician the literature is vast. A few 

examples: Conze, op. cit., p. 175; Rgs X. 19; Astadasa 251a-251b (cf. 307b-308a); 

Asta 38-41, 441-443 (cf. 513-514); Rgs XX. 2,10-12; Questions of NSgairi, T. 234 

(VIII): 745c-746a; BuddhabaladhanapratiharyavikurvdpanirdelasUtra (ed. N. Dutt, 

Gilgit Manuscripts, Vol. IV, Calcutta, 1959), pp. 182-183; tfgj 632c-633a (148-149); 

Ratnakuta, T. 310 (XI): 590a-591c, Section 9 of Chapter 36, titled Shen-t'ung cheng- 

shuo p’in (the classical example of the use of magical powers to illustrate emptiness 

and nonclinging; important text in the history of Zen), 486b-492b, Chapter 21, the 

Bhadramayakaravyakarana (ed. and trans. of Tib. text by Konstanty Regamey, 

Warzawa: Warsaw Society of Sciences and Letters (Publications of the Oriental 

Commission, No. 3), 1938) (cf. the story of Sirigutta and Garahadinna in Dhpd Com 

I. 2, pp. 435-445); SP(KN) 318 (also st. in Chap. XV). In the Sastras, cf. Kamalasila’s 

use of Dharmasangiti (T. T. Vol. 36, 47a) in BhKI 219, BhKII 54a, and BhKIlI 29, 

also BhKI 221 and BhKII 53b; Pros 46-50 (especially Subhuti’s conversation with 

the two “phantom” monks, quoted from the Ratnakuta, p. 49), 330-339 (MK XVII. 

31-33), 443-446,463; BcaP 90-91, 382-383,411-412, 582-548; MavtlAl. In the Gw, 

passim, but see, e.g., 19 (st. 35) See also note 6, above. 

17 Pros 540. On akasa, cf., Rgs I. 19, X. 9, XVI passim, XVIII 6-8, XX 5-7, 

XXVIII 2; Asia 192-193, 196-198, 201, 205-206, 279, also 21, 24; RGV 1.49-50, 

XV. 73-74, 96; Mart 245; on the Dharmadhatu as akasa, cf. BuBhu 39a-40b {Bu- 

Bhuvya 300b-311a); akasa as a mere denomination for the absolute, Siddhi 75-77. 

In the Gv., passim, but see, e.g., 240-242. 

18 Gv. 288. See Appendix for a full translation of the relevant passages. The 

Dharmadhatu is, in fact, all dharmas, as they are when approached as the field for 

the application of the gnosis of detachment (cf. Gv 20, st. 48; Dsbhu 145). 

19 Gw 308, also, cp. 373-4. 

20 Ibid.; the last phrase, “dharmadhatuparama”, may also mean in other contexts 

“having the Dharmadhatu as their goal or end result”. Similar expressions are used, 

however, to describe the Kusumatalagarbhavyuhalamkara Lokadhatusamudra in Gv 

307, and all Lokadhatus in 308. 

21 Gv. 290. See Appendix. 

22 Gv. 234. Cf. also, 7, 18, 20, 384, 387. On the Dharmadhatu, cf. also, Lank 290, 

$gs 144-145, 175; Mavt 51, RGVl. 154-155 and commentary (also, p. 10). 

23 Bodhisattvabhumi, Prabhavapatala. Comparing MV I. 34 to MN I. 103-104, 

there would seem to be a difference between iddhi as achievement in concentration 

(1iddhipada) and iddhi as magical power (iddhividha); the distinction, however, is 

not maintained. For the Abhidharma, cf., Vism XII. 20 ff., AKosa VII. 48a. Some 

Mahayana references for the power of rddhi: Asta 508; Panca (D) 54, 207 (definition 

of rddhipdda, similar to AN III. 82 and the like, cf. note 5, above), 83-84 (rddhi 

and wofldy illusion); RgsXX. 10-12(prajhopaya as rddhi)’, Vkn 250-258; Sgs 32. 34. 

On vikurvana, cf., &gs 135. On abhijha, DN I. 89 ff., AN II. 246-247, et al.; Vism 

XII-XIII, AKosa VII. 42-56 (containing a comment on the fact that the purely 

thaumaturgic abhijhds are also the dominion of the unenlightened); BedP 428 (quot- 
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ing a Prajnaparamita passage I have not been able to identify: nastibhavasamjninah 

sadabhijnabhavana.). Related questions: rmnomayakdya Vin II. 185, ANI. 24, III. 

122, SNIV. 71, et al.; VismXU. 135,139, VII. 30; Lank 80-81,136-137; mayopama- 

samadhikaya, cf., MarylaFalk, Nama-rSpa and Dharma-rUpa (Calcutta: University 

of Calcutta, 1943), pp. 180-181. 

24 These are stock phrases, more or less expanded in a legion of texts. For re¬ 

ferences, cf. Vkn 132-133 (and notes), 263-265, and Traite 357-387. Specifically, on 

mdya, cf., Asia 16-17, 39-40,438-441; Rgs I. 14, 19, XIX. 4; Panca (D) 37; Lank 

90-96; iWsj 330-331; on marici, Ratnaydii I. 55-57; onswufy, Asta 38-40,512-516; 

Panca (D) 153-154. Also, Gv. passing, ^ee, e.g., 417. ;; ! 

25 Gv 195, cp. 337-338 (st. 116-120, quoted below). 

26 Gv 403. ' ' M 

27 Gv J231-232 (st. 16 ff.); cp., Vasanti Chapter, pp. 181-182 (st. 22 ff.) and the 

passage ■ from the Gopa Chapter quoted below. 

28 Gv 195. 

29 Gv 337-338. 

30 Gv 288,290, and Siddhi (on Ta-chih-tu-lun) 779-783. 

31 Gv 18 (st. 20). 1 

32 Gv 181. 

33 Gv 369.On^ama/a,cf.,S'P(KN)49,128,131-132,142-143 ;&y 28-29,129-131, 

184-188, 217; Vkn 108, 143-144, 153, 156-157, 235, 239, passim. 

34 Gv 370. 

35 Ibid. 

36 Gv 374-375 (st. 23, 28, cp. st. 25-27); cp. Gv 25-35, etc. 

37 Gv 370, cp. 375 ff. 

38 Ibid. These descriptions of the conduct and state of the higher Bodhisattvas is 

certainly reminiscent of the apratisthitanirvana concept; cp., e.g., Siddhi 671-2, 677; 

BhKl 197-198, (also 188), BhKIl 42b. 

39 Gv 376-377 (st. 45ff.) 

40 Cf. the description of the viharin in 369 ff. with that of the worlds contained 

within the Tower in 410 ff., and Sudhana’s own reflections (414 f.). 

41 Gv 395. 

42 Gv 407. 

43 Gv 407-408. 

44 Gv 410-411. 

45 Gv 415, lines 9-15. 

46 Ibid., lines 15-19. 

47 Ibid., lines 19-25. 

48 Ibid., lines 26 ff. 

49 Gv 416. 

50 At the end of each section the kalyanamitra in question confesses his limitations 

and incapacity to answer Sudhana’s question (maya . . . anuttardydm samyaksam- 

bodhau cittam utpaditamlna ca janami katham bodhisattvena bodhisattva-caryayam 

siksitavyam katham pratipattavyam p. 81, stereotyped phrase repeated throughout 

the sutra with minor variants.). Though the kalyanamitra may sometimes explain 

the reasons for or expound on his/her ignorance, there is no hint as to the reason whv 
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one vimoksa is superior to another, or, for that matter, whether one vimoksa is or 

is not superior to another. 

51 Mahayanasutralamkara IX. 67-75. Cf., also, Mahavyutpatti 109-114; Siddhi 

681-69. 

52 BuBhuvya 298a-332a. 

53 St. 68-69. Cf. the reflection (pratibhasa) of the Towers, Gv. 408 ff. 

54 St. 70. See note 33 above on samata. Also Gv 376-377. The characteristics of the 

following two jiianas (st. 71-73) also correspond to the description of the Tower as 

embodiment of the Bodhisattva’s jfidna. 

55 See Appendix. The Dsbhu is not as careful in fixing a position to wonder¬ 

working in its ten levels of the path. I 

56 Gv 299. 

57 Figures in parentheses refer to page in Gv. and folio in T.T. (Vol. 26). In the 

original the verses follow the prose section; here, we have placed each stanza before 

the corresponding prose description of the bhumi to facilitate comparison. It is dif¬ 

ficult to understand what type of system, if any, underlies the description of the 

ten Birth-Stages. No certain correspondences can be established, except for the very 

obvious adhimukti (1), cittotpdda (2), tathagatakulajanma (6), kumarabhuta (8), 

buddhakarya (9), sarvajiiajnana (10). A different system of janmabhumis is outlined 

without any explanation in Gv. 416-417. 

58 sam-bhid-: “to divide, split,” as in sambhinnavrtta; but, also, “to contract, to 

gather,” as in sambhinnasarvanga, and, “to mix, to fuse,” as in sambheda. The Gv 

is constantly playing on the ambiguity of this word, but the Chinese and Tibetan 

translators take it only in its first meaning. 

59 Cp. T. 279, 288-C-5-6 and note 27, above. 
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The gotra, ekayana and tathagatagarbha theories 
of the Prajnaparamita according to Dharmamitra and 
Abhayakaragupta 

D. Seyfort Ruegg 

In the course of his monumental work on the Prajnaparamita Sutras 

E. Conze has written: ‘It is quite a problem how the Dharma-element 

which is common to all can be regarded as the source of a variety of 

“lineages” [gotra]'} It has been the endeavour of the present writer in a 

series of publications starting in 1968 to shed light on this very funda¬ 

mental and interesting question. An article in the Festschrift dedicated 

to the late E. Frauwallner was devoted to the interconnexion between 

the single, unique and undifferentiated dharmadhatu, the naturally ex¬ 

istent spiritual element or germ (prakrtistham gotram) and the variously 

conditioned psycho-spiritual categories {gotra)2 reoognized by the 

Buddhist texts as explained by Arya Vimuktisena (ca. 500 ?) and his 

successor Bhadanta Vimuktisena in their commentaries on the Abhisa- 

maydlamkdra (i. 37-39), which they correlate with the topics of the 

Paheavimsatisahasrika Prajnaparamita.3 And shortly afterwards there 

followed a more detailed study of this question as it relates to the notion of 

the tathdgatagarbha or buddha-nature in La theorie du tathdgatagarbha 

et du gotra: Etudes sur la soteriologie et la gnoseologie dubouddhisme 

(Paris, 1969) and Le traite du tathdgatagarbha de Bu ston Rin chen 

grub (Paris, 1973). In the last publications Haribhadra’s commentaries 

on the Prajnaparamita were discussed, and the importance of the doct¬ 

rine of the One Vehicle {ekayana), was taken up at some length not only 

from the point of view of soteriology but also from that of gnoseology. 

Between the two Vimuktisenas and Haribhadra (fl. c. 750-800) on the 

one side and the Tibetan exegetes on the other there lived a number of 

important Indian commentators whose work could be only briefly 

touched on in the Theorie. Amongst the most important of these later 

Indian masters of the Prajnaparamita are Dharmamitra and Abhaya¬ 

karagupta, both of whom have been reckoned by Buddhist doxogra- 

phers as being, for certain systematic reasons, close to the Svatantrika- 

Madhyamika school, and Ratnakarasanti (first half of the 11th century). 

283 
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a Vijnanavadin (of the Alikakaravada branch) who appears to have un¬ 

dertaken a harmonization of the Vijnanavada and the Madhyamaka 

in the manner of the synthesizing movements especially characteristic 

of later Buddhist thought in India. 

One of Ratnakarasanti’s main works on the Prajnaparamita—the Sa- 

rottama (or Saratama ?), a Panjika on the Astasahasrika, which until 

recently was known only by its Tibetan version in the Bstan ’gyur—has 

now been recovered in an incomplete Sanskrit manuscript. Since the 

promised publication of this text is awaited with keenest interest by 

students of this literature, his work must be left for another occasion.4 

The present paper will therefore consider the discussions by Dharma- 

mitra and Abhayakaragupta of the relation between the gotra, the 

dharmadhatu, the ekayana, and the tathagatagarbha. 

Little reliable information is now available on the life of Dharmami- 

tra. In the colophon of the Tibetan translation of his Prasphutapada 

he is referred to as an Acarya of the Madhyamaka born in Ban-la (Ban- 

gala ?). Taranatha, who makes him a contemporary of Dharmottara 

(fl. ca. 800), Vimalamitra and Dharmakara, places him in the reign of 

the Pala king Dharmapala (rg. ca. 770-810), who was a patron of Hari- 

bhadra.5 Dharmamitra’s only extant work, included in the Bstan ’gyur, is 

the Prasphutapada, the full title of which is Abhisamaydlamkarakdri- 

kdpra jhaparamitopadesasdstratikd; it takes the form of a commentary 

on Haribhadra’s shorter commentary (’grel chufi), tHe Sastravrtti known 

as 9Grel pa don gsal (*Sphutartha,) which is also available now only 

in a Tibetan translation.6 

More is known about Abhayakaragupta, who was a scholar of the 

Vikramasila seminary and a prolific polymath. He flourished at the time 

of King Ramapala (rg. ca. 1077-1130), in the thirtieth year of whose 

reign he composed his Munimatdlamkara? He is thus one of the last of 

the great Indian Buddhist masters whose works we possess; and his 

principal independent philosophical work, the Munimatdlamkdra, is an 

extensive treatise of somewhat encyclopaedic character in which he ex¬ 

pounds Mahayana thought with special reference to the Prajnaparamita 

doctrine and with copious references to the basic sources of the Ma¬ 

dhyamaka and Vijnanavada. The commentary on the Asta entitled Mar- 

makaumudl is the second of Abhayakara’s works to be considered here. 

In addition, he wrote a number of important works on ritual and ico- 

nology (the Va jravail and Nispannayogdvali), several Tantrik cycles 

and astronomical calculation (ganana, in his Kdlacakrdvatdra). 
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Dharmamitra’s Prasphutapada is of interest to the student of the 

Prajnaparamita literature from many points of view. For our present 

purpose suffice it to say that Dharmamitra attributes to the Yogacarins 

(Vijnanavadins) the theory that there exists a category of persons whose 

gotra is cut off (fol. 56a). This tenet is considered'a major point of dif¬ 

ference between them, especially as their doctrines came to be codified 

by many of the Tibetan doxographers,8 and the Madhyamikas who on 

the contrary maintain the theory of the One Vehicle (ekayana) and hold 

that all sentient beings are certain to attain supreme Awakening or bud- 

dhahood, an attainment that necessarily presupposes that the naturally 

existent (prakrtistha) gotra can never be totally cut off.9 In accordance 

with this Madhyamika view Dharmamitra explains the scriptural allu¬ 

sions to a cut-off gotra or agotra as referring simply to the great dif¬ 

ficulty some experience in attaining liberation.10 

In this regard Dharmamitra quotes both the (Samadhiraja-)Candra- 

pradipasutra and the Adhyardhasatika, a Sutra that explicitly men¬ 

tions, evidently for the first time in the Prajnaparamita literature, the 

doctrine that all sentient beings are tathagatagarbha.11 And his Pra¬ 

sphutapada is the first known commentary on the Abhisamaydlamkara 

to introduce the tathagatagarbha notion into the discussion of the 

prakrtistha-gotra. This doctrinal elaboration was prepared for example 

by Kamalasila (ca. 740-795), and it was continued by a host of later 

writers such as Abhayakaragupta. 

Dharmamitra also refers to three characteristics (laksana) taught in 

certain Sutras, namely the imaginarily constructed (parikalpita), the de¬ 

pendent (paratantra) and the perfect {parinispanna). These laksanas, 

otherwise known as natures (.svabhava), as such are of course special fea¬ 

tures of the school of the Yogacarins/Vijnanavadins, whose philosophi¬ 

cal system is largely articulated round them. And they are mentioned in 

the context of Prajnaparamita philosophy by Dignaga in his Prajha- 

paramitapindartha.12 But on the basis of this evidence alone it cannot be 

concluded that Dharmamitra was himself a Vijnanavadin in the strict 

sense. A parallel set of categories, termed kalpita, vikalpita and dhar- 

matarupa, is to be found in the Maitreya-chapter of two of the Prajna- 

paramitasutras, the Pancavimsatisahasrikd and the Astadasasaha- 

srika;lz and they are also evidently referred to by Haribhadra in his 

commentary on the Astasahasrikd.14 Dignaga’s and Haribhadra’s 

explanations of the kalpita and vikalpita differ somewhat from Dhar- 
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mamitra’s interpretation of the first two laksanas. 

It has also to be noted that Dharmamitra, like many other later mas¬ 

ters who follow the synthetic Yogacara-Madhyamaka established by 

^antaraksita, makes abundant use of texts ascribed to Bhattaraka Mai- 

treya(natha), such as the Mahayanasutralamkara. 

As one of the last of the great masters of Indian Buddhism, Abhaya- 

karagupta deserves particular attention, and his theory of the gotra 

is certainly of very considerable interest. 

He clearly supports the assimilation of the prakrtistha-gotra and the 

tathagatagarbha.18 And he points out that the tathagatagarbha per¬ 

meates the living (jahgama, i.e. sentient beings, sattva) only, to the ex¬ 

clusion of the insentient (sthavara) world (which, according to certain 

East Asian Buddhist schools, is also destined to attain buddhahood 

since it too possesses the buddha-nature).16 Unlike Dharmamitra, but like 

Haribhadra and the latter’s predecessor Kamalasila, Abhayakara also 

devotes special attention to the doctrine of the ekayana, the gnoseo- 

soteriological corollary of the theory of the prakrtistha-gotra and of the 

tathagatagarbha according to which all sentient beings as potential 

Buddhas are certain to achieve supreme and perfect Awakening (anut- 

tarasamyaksambodhi).17 With regard to the ekayana he quotes the*SW- 

dharmapundarika and the Lankavatdrasutra as well as Nagarjuna’s 

Niraupamyastava.18 Concerning the contrary view that postulates three 

ultimately separate and distinct vehicles, and which is associated with 

the Vijnanavada and Maitreyanatha, Abhayakara explains it as based 

simply on the consideration that the doctrine of the triyana serves to in¬ 

troduce beginning disciples to the teaching in conformity with their 

respective abilities, at which point it would not yet be appropriate to 

state that this doctrine is not absolutely and ultimately true and that 

only the ekayana doctrine corresponds to the soteriological and gno¬ 

seological theory actually intended by the Buddha.19 

Abhayakara furthermore clearly reveals how it is that the ekayana 

is neither a mere polemical device serving to establish the claims of the 

Mahayana against the Hinayana nor even an exclusively soteriological 

concept, for philosophically it is the necessary corollary of the principle 

of the non-differentiation of the prakrtistha-gotra. The ekayana theory 

is in fact founded gnoseologically on the oneness of the knowledge of 

reality (tattvajhana), which has as its ‘object’ the single undifferentiated 

reality (tattva) or dharmadhatu20 And it is of course intimately bound up 

with the non-differentiation of the prakrtistha-gotra since this factor has 
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the nature of the single dharmadhatu according to the Abhisamaydlatp- 

kdra (i. 5).21 

Concerning the tathagatagarbha Abhayakara refers to-verse ix. 37 

of the Mahdydnasutrdlamkara quoted in the commentary on the Ratna- 

gotravibhaga (i. 148), a passage which deals with the universal pre¬ 

sence of Thusness (tathata) in all incarnate beings, saying that by his 

use of the expression tathagata the author of the verso accepts the 

naturally luminous dharmadhatu which has as its characteristic the non¬ 

substantiality of both the individual (pudgalanairatmya) and the factors 

of existence (dliarmanairatmya).22 

In this way Abhayakara links together in a remarkable manner the 

scriptural teachings on the prakrtistha-gotra, the ekayana, the dharma- 

dhdtu, and the tathagatagarbha, as well as on nairatmya (: siinyata) and 

nihsvabhavata,23 

But it is to be noted that Mahdydnasutrdlamkara ix. 37 concerns only 

one single aspect of the tathagatagarbha theory, i.e. that form of it that 

is founded on the universal presence of tathata.2* Now, to the extent that 

the tathagatagarbha theory is connected with this aspect only, it does not 

necessarily commit its advocates to the doctrine that all sentient beings 

are certain to achieve Awakening and hence to the basic principle of 

the ekayana doctrine.25 It is for this reason that a Vijnanavadin remains 

free, even while maintaining the theory in the particular form set out in 

this verse, to hold that some sattvas are without gotra (agotra) or that 

their gotra is cut off, and also that there are three distinct and ultimately 

separate vehicles only one of which actually culminates in supreme and 

perfect Awakening or buddhahood.26 

The aspect of the tathagatagarbha doctrine based on tathata found in 

Mahdydnasutrdlamkara ix. 37 presupposes an interpretation in which 

the compound tathagata-garbha is to be analysed as an adjectival com¬ 

pound (bahuvrlhi) meaning ‘having as embryonic essence the tathagata, 

containing the tathagata'21 The Tathagatagarbhasutra’s statement sar- 

vasattvas tathdgatagarbhah then means ‘All sentient beings contain the 

tathagata’ (as a spiritual potentiality within them).28 A corresponding 

interpretation of the term is found in the explanation of tathata as one 

of the three meanings intended by the scriptural statement sarvasattvds 

tathagatjagarbliah given in the commentary on the Ratnagotravibhdga 

(i. 14f>, where we find the analysis tathagatah tathataisatr garbhah sar- 

vasattvdnam), and also seemingly in the explanation of the gotra in the 

same commentary (i. 149-152, where we read tathagatadhatur esamgar- 
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bhoh sarvasattvanam, where dhatu has the meaning of element29). 

This formulation of the tathagatagarbha doctrine based on an inter¬ 

pretation of the term as an exocentric compound is parallel to, and in 

fact it may have been influenced by, a statement like the following one 

in the Astasdhasrika prajndparamita where dhatu in the expression ta- 

thagatadhatu refers to a relic contained in a stupa (iii, p:. 62): yah kascit 

kulaputro va kuladuhita va tathagatasyarhatah satnyaksambuddhasya 

parinirvrtasyapujayai kotisah saptaratnamayams tathdgatadhdtugarbhan 

stupan karayet, karayitva ca tanyavajjivam . . . divyabhih pujabhih sat- 

kuryad ... tat kim manyase, Kausika, api nu sa kulaputro va kuladuhi- 

ta va tato nidanam bahupunyam prasavet/ Sakra aha: bahu, Bhagavan, 
bahu, Sugata . . . ‘If a son or daughter of family constructed by tens of 

millions stupas made of the seven precious substances30 and containing 

the relic {dhatu) of the Tathagata31 for the sake of worshipping the Ta- 

thagata-Arhat-Samyaksambuddha \yho has passed into Nirvana, and 

if they honoured these stupas as long as they lived by all kinds of divine 

worship . . ., do you think, Kausika [i.e. Sakra], that this son or daugh¬ 

ter of family would accordingly produce much merit?—Sakra replied: 

Much, Lord, much, Sugata . . . ’ Inasmuch as this notion of the stupa 

as tathagatadhdtugarbha is thus found in the Prajnaparamita literature, 

it could indeed be supposed that at least one forerunner of the classical 

tathagatagarbha theory is attested in this body of texts. But, as already 

observed, the tathagatagarbha doctrine in the more strict sense actually 

appears explicitly in this literature only in an apparently later work, the 

Adhyardhasatikaprajna paramitd. 

According to the parallel and alternative interpretation, tathagata- 

garbha is to be analysed as an endocentric nominal compound the first 

member of which has the value of a genitive (sasthTsamasa) and which 

therefore means ‘embryonic essence of the tathagata1. This value is 

found for example when the theory refers to the dharmakaya, as1 ex¬ 

plained in the commentary on the Ratnagotravibhdga i. 146-147 (tatha- 

gatasyeme garbhah sarvasattvdh) and also in a number of Sutra-texts.32 

It is interesting to observe that the same multivalence, due to the 

fact that a compound word can properly be interpreted either as a ba- 

huvrlhi or as a tatpurusa, is also to be found in the case of the word dha- 

tugarbha, which may be either an epithet of the stupa (‘containing the 

relic’) or a noun designating the stupa (cf. also Sinhalese dagabajdagabal 

dagoba)P 

This dhatu of the Buddha is frequently regarded as being strictly equi- 



valent to him and offerings made to a stupa containing such a dhatu are 

then effective.34 Harm intentionally done to a stupa is correspondingly 

a most heinous act.35 

Concerning the doctrinal background of the link between the gotra, 

ekayana and tathagatagarbha theories, it is to be observed that the Yo- 

gacara-Madhyamika master Kamalaslla, who maintains that the eka¬ 

yana is of explicit and certain meaning (nltartha), at the same time 

expounds both the gotra and tathagatagarbha doctrines and holds that 

all sentient beings without exception are certain to attain Awakening. 

While we have no commentary by him on any of the larger Prajnapara- 

mita-Sutras or on the Abhisamayalamkara to which we could turn for 

an exposition of these points, Kamalaslla’s fundamental Madhyama- 

kaloka provides very important observations on this complex of top¬ 

ics.36 

Dharmamitra’s and Abhayakaragupta’s expositions of the subject are 

given below. It is to be noted that, unlike his predecessor Haribhadra 

(in his Abhisamayalamkaraloka) as well as his successor Abhayakara- 

gupta, Dharmamitra in his explanation of the second chapter of the 

Abhisamayalamkara (following Haribhadra’s *Sphutartha) has not 

gone into the question of the ekayana in detail, although he has treated 

related topics. 

dharmamitra, Prasphutapada 

[T.T. vol. 91 (Na: fol. 52b-56a)] 

The teaching concerning the factors of penetration {nirvedhabhagiya) 

having been analysed [53a],37 the gotra which is the ground (<adhara) 

for practice {prat ip at ti) is now to be investigated. 

[54a4] If the gotra is accordingly the ground for all [practice of the 

paths], why is it not taught at the very beginning? This [sequence which 

discusses the gotra after its effects, was adopted] so that the result might 

be known through its cause [i.e. the gotra], in accordance with the state¬ 

ment: ‘By reason of the cause of the cittotpada [indicated in Abhisama¬ 

yalamkara i. 18] and the other factors [indicated in the following verses], 

both sambharamargas are practised and the prayogamarga is then at¬ 

tained, and this is reckoned as being resident in gotra (gotrastha)'.38 [But] 

others explain: Since this procedure has reference to the gotra that is 

effected (abhisamskrta), whereas it would have been correct to speak at 

the very beginning of the gotra with respect to that gotra which is exist- 
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ent by nature (prakrtistha), what has been taught here serves to make it 

known that there are two gotras.39 

If these practices (pratipatti) have been indicated first because the 

gotra is the support (pratistha) for practice, what is meant by saying that 

the gotra is the support for practice? What is termed gotra is therefore 

to be understood under the rubrics of (i) proof of its existence, (ii) 

nature, (iii) varieties, (iv) inferential mark, [53b] (v) good qualities, (vi) 

disadvantages, and (vii) the hermeneutic etymology. 

(i) There are the elemental natures (dhatu), convinced adhesion 

(adhimukti), objectification of various practices, objectification of 

various results (phala), and exposition of the existence (astitva) of the 

gotra.40 

(ii) Concerning the nature of the gotra it has somewhere been stated 

to be the dharmadhatu [as in the following scriptural statement]: ‘O Jina- 

putras, what is termed the gotra of the bodhisattva assumes the dharma- 

dhatu, it is as extensive as space (akasa), and it is naturally luminous 

(prakriiprabhdsvara); the bodhisattvas residing in it are born in the 

family of the Buddha-Bhagavats of the past... future . .. and pres¬ 

ent’.41 

An objection [against the doctrine of the varieties of the gotra] has 

been raised since it has been stated that, because there is no differentia¬ 

tion in the dharmadhatu, the gotra cannot contain differences.42 It has 

also been stated: ‘O Manjusri, if the dharmadhatu is one and if the 

bhutakoti is one, how can one suppose that there are recipients (bhajana) 

and non-recipients?’43 

Moreover, it is known that what is termed gotra has been considered 

by some to be certainly a particularity of the sense-bases (ayatanavise- 

sa).44 In the Abhidharma it has been stated: ‘Some [Arhats, vi. 56a] are 

of their gotra from the outset, while others become so by a process of 

perfection’.45 

Also, with regard to the Mahayana, it is stated in the Dasadharmaka- 

siiira: ‘Just as one knows [the presence of] fire [by inferring it] from 

smoke and [the presence of] water [by inferring it] from aquatic birds, 

similarly one knows [the presence of] the gotra of the intelligent bodhi¬ 

sattva46 by means of [its] inferential mark (lihga)\47 Concerning the 

inferential mark in this context, [54a] this refers to the fact that there 

are certain particular natural marks in a case where there exists some 

person possessing a particular sense-base (,ayatana). But it is not correct 

to speak of an inferential mark in this case where there is existence of the 
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dharmadhatu, because the dharmadhatu is universal (samanyavartin).48 

Hence the Lord {bhattaraka, viz. Maitreyanatha) has stated that here 

the gotra has the dharmadhatu as its nature.49 Nevertheless, it is not the 

case that there are [therefore] no varieties [of the gotra]; although it is 

settled that in reality the gotra is one, still what the comparison has 

indicated to be the intended meaning is that the postulation of difference 

as such depends on people’s special ayatanas due to nature or to the 

process of perfection.50 

(iii) As for these varieties, it has indeed been already stated in prin¬ 

ciple in the Lahkavatdrasutra [ii, p. 63] that they are the Mahayana 

[i.e. the Bodhisattva], the Pratyelcabuddha, the Arya-Sravaka, the unde¬ 

termined (aniyata), and the non -gotra (agotra). However, this allusion 

to a cut-off gotra refers simply to the difficulty of attaining liberation. 

Otherwise how does one interpret the scriptural statements in the 

Adhyardhasatika Prajnapdramita, ‘Bodhisattva Samantabhadra, all 

sentient beings are tathagatagarbha(sy51 and the (Samadhiraja-) Can- 

di apradipasiitra, ‘There exists here no sentient being who is not a recipi¬ 

ent (bhajana): all these living beings without exception will become 

Awakened’?52 

(iv) With respect to the inferential marks (lihga), a verse mentions 

compassion (karunya), convinced adhesion (adhimukti), constancy 

(ksanti), and the realization of the wholesome {subha) as the marks of 

the gotra.53 

(v-vi) [The advantages (<anusamsa) of the gotra are furthermore men¬ 

tioned in verse iii. 8 and the disadvantages {adlnava) in verse iii. 7 of the 

Mahayanasutrdlamkdra.]54 
(vii) [54b2] With regard to the hermeneutic etymology (nirukta), the 

word go- has the sense of protecting a region or the earth; this is because 

it has been stated that the scholar is to know that the word go- has the 

meanings of mountain, light, earth, vajra, heaven, cow, and water.55 

Also, the word kula derives from the fact that [the Bodhisattva born in 

the kula ‘family-’ of the Buddha] descends (/z-) into evil (ku) forms of 

existence, such as hell, in his compassion. Others follow the explanation 

on linguistic roots, where it has been said that a kula is so called because 

it is the support of an assemblage of qualities.56 As to the meaning of the 

term, gotra is so called because it realizes qualities (gunottarana),57 for 

it has the meaning of ‘germ’ (bija) and ‘capacity’.58 

[Haribhadra’s] statement ‘[The gotra] has the nature of the dharma- 

dhatu5i) has in mind the fact that in the initial summary it was stated that 
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[the gotra] is the ground for practice and has the nature of the dharma- 
dhatu [Abhisamayalamkara i. 5]. The dharma thus explained comprises 

the fourfold practice (pratipatti), etc.60 

As for being a ground (adhara), the dharmadhatu, it has been stated 

that what is termed gotra indicates the thirteenfold bodhisattva whose 

nature is connected with this by comprehension (adhigama).61 Concern¬ 

ing the bodhisattva, the path leading to attainment of the Immortal 

(amrta) is not this [bodhisattva per se]; but by being made to eschew evil 

ways and to adopt the superior way, sentient beings understand the bad 

opinions after having seen [it]. For this reason one speaks of a bodhisatt¬ 

va; and hence, because the sattva is for the sake of establishment in 

Awakening (bodhi), the bodhi-sattva is so named [55a]. 

Concerning what is termed the thirteenfold [bodhisattva], the thirteen 

are counted in the following manner. First there are the four [nirvedha- 

bhaglyas] comprised in theprayogamarga; the fifth is the darsanamarga\ 

the sixth is the bhavanamarga; the seventh and ninth are disconnexion 

and the attainment of disconnexion; the eighth is from the [third] Pra- 

bhakarl stage (bhumi) to the sixth [stage]; the tenth is the seventh [stage]; 

the eleventh is from the Acala [or eighth stage] to the Dharmamegha [or 

tenth stage]; the twelfth is the one having only one more birth (ekajati- 
pratibaddha) and the one in his final existence (caramabhavika); and the 

thirteenth is the visesamarga, the vajropamasamadhi.62 

Since the [bodhisattva] on the stage involving only one more birth as¬ 

sists living beings by the Buddha-activity, ordinary disciples (■vineya) 

are established in the teaching {sasana), so that it is stated: ‘Thereafter, 

by means of [four kinds of] oblique expressions (abhisamdhi) such as 

introduction to the teaching {avataranabhisamdhi) in accordance with 

one’s disposition. .. ’63 In this connexion, in order to introduce some 

living beings to this teaching, [the Blessed One] has spoken concern¬ 

ing the parikalpita, the paratantra and the parinispanna-laksana,64 

[teaching] first that there exists a self (atman), an individual (pudgala) 

and an element (khams = dhatu) as a means for eliminating the ob¬ 

stacles (<avarana) of these [living beings], [next] that all dharmas are non¬ 

existent (med pa) and that they originate in dependence, and [then] that 

all dharmas are free from error (viparyasa) and are naturally luminous 

(prakrtiprabhasvara). . .65 

[Dharmamitra then goes on to mention other teachings that are inten¬ 

tional {abhiprayika) inasmuch as they refer to a certain meaning without 

expressing it directly and explicitly (fol. 55a8-56a4).] 
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.[56a4] Saying: ‘In accordance with objectification in graded stages of 

comprehension belonging to the Vehicle of the Auditors (sravakayana) 

and the other Vehicles. . . .’,66 [Haribhadra] gives the stated teaching, 

namely that since the Auditors (sravaka) do not maintain, as do the 

Yogacarins, that there are different gotras and that there is a cut-off 

gotra, they therefore hold that all sentient beings are of undetermined 

(aniyata) gotra}1 Following this doctrine, the gotra of your [Sravaka] 

system is of one nature; but the gotras may still be different simply 

because of the different comprehensions (adhigama) brought about by 

conditions. Similarly, while we also hold that the nature of the gotra 

is in accord with the exclusively single dharmadhatu, we still hold the 

differentiated gotras to be thirteen consequent on the graded stages of 

comprehension of this [dharmadhatu]. This is what is meant by the well- 

known example mentioned in the treatise.68—‘As a simple teaching’ 

(sla chos hid du),69 namely the example well-known ir common usage 

that is simple to set forth and understand.70 

abhayakaragupta, Marmakaumudl 

[T.T. Vol. 92 (da: fol 54a-57a)] 

In his commentary on the Astasakasrika, the Marmakaumudi, Abha- 

yakaragupta takes up the theme of the gotra when commenting on the 

first chapter, the Sarvakara-jhatacaryd-parivarta. On the subject of the 

non-differentiation of the bodhisattvagotra in particular he has the 

following to say (fol. 56bl-57a3). 

The bodhisattvagotra is pure by nature (prakrtivisuddha) [although] 

hidden in adventitious impurities (agantukamala). The tathagatagarbha, 

the dispersal of the darkness of factors such as ignorance, termed 

naturally existent, is the support (pratistha) of the twenty-two progres¬ 

sive productions (utpdda) of the thought (citta) [of Awakening].71 And 

accordingly Arya Vimuktisena has interpreted it as relating to the four 

factors of penetration (nirvedhabhagiya), etc., with respect to the 

cittotpada, etc.72 As a consequence, that Haribhadra’s nirvedhabhagiyas 

are the support of the dharmadhatu is incorrect.73 

Concerning this [prakrtisthagotra of the bodhisattva], the absence of 

own being (nihsvabhavata) of all dharmas, since [its] characteristic is the 

series of dryadharmas, it is the dharmadhatu?* And that this is being 

taught here is shown by the treatise which states: ‘Because of the non- 
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differentiation of the dharmadhatu the gotra cannot be differentiated’.75 

—Objection: How can one then differentiate, saying that this is the bu- 

ddhagotra, this thepratyekabuddhagotra, and this the sravakagotraV6— 

The treatise has given the following answer: ‘By virtue of the differen¬ 

tiation of the supported factors (adheyadharma) one speaks of its differ¬ 

entiation’,77 i.e. because of possession of the supported factors of the 

buddha and so forth.78 This dharma is [indeed] without differentiation; 

yet tl>ere is differentiation of the gotra here owing to differentiation of 

the [Supported factors]—‘just ^S| in the undifferentiated sky (akasa) 

there! are all those proceeding aloqg [yariQus] vJajjs such as the way of the 

sun, that of a bird, that of a butterfly’.. I79 |1 j. i i 

‘What is the support-object?’80—because of what sort of gotra does 

one objectively speak of existence [of the bodjhfsattva]!—‘There is no 

support-object’81—i.e. a gotra tof the [bodhisdttva] does not exist as a 

thing.82 And such is . the meaning of dharmadhatu. 

[57a] Whatever group (skandha), Qtc., may be the object (visaya) of the 

customary expression Bodhisattva, there is absence of. own being 

(inihsvabhavata.), Emptiness (sunyata), and dharmata; perfected in pure 

nature in its dharmadhatu this will be comprehended, and the name 

“bodhi” is given to this. What is gotra consequently is no thing. This 

sunyata is due to the characteristic of no thing* Or again, with regard to 

Awakening, there is no support in what is gotra. By surface convention 

(,samvrti) and by mutual non-differentiation there is no [real] differenti¬ 

ation into a support and a supported (adharadheyabhava), for this 

[differentiation] is fabricated by designation (prajhapti) [only]. 

‘How so?’83—how being dharmadhatu is it precisely bodhi-gotral84— 

All factors (sarvadharma) have been set out with reference to the six 

adhigamadharmas,85 

Abhayakaragupta then, goes on to comment on the Asta's statement 

(i, p. 18): ‘The Bodhisattva-Mahasattva exercises himself in non-attach¬ 

ment (iasaktatayam siksate)\ and he next turns to explain the object 

((alambana, Abhisamayatamkdra i. 40) as ‘all dharmas’ (fol. 57bl sq.). 

ABHAYAKARAGUPTA, Munimatdlamkdra 

[T.T. Yol. 101 (Ha)] 

In Abhayakaragupta’s independent treatise entitled the “Ornament of 

the Sage’s Doctrine” we find a more detailed discussion of the gotra 
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in connexion with the question of the ekayana, both in Chapters i and ii 

which treat of the bodhicitta and its realization (bhavana) and in Chapter 

iii which deals with the eight abhisamayas under the first of which, the 

sarvdkdrajnata, the gotra theory is explained by the commentators, as 

has already been noticed above. 

Chapter i of the Munimatalamkara contains the following observa¬ 

tions on these interrelated topics (fol. 182b6-183a8). 

The Prajnaparamita itself, the Bhagavatl, is the essence of the'Maha- 

yana, the ekayana precisely. The system postulating (three)86 different 

vehicles (yana) was set out by the Blessed One (bhagavat) in order to 

introduce the childish {bald) (progressively to the teaching); it is not of 

certain meaning (nltartha).87 This is what has been stated in the Lah- 

kavatarasutra: ‘No system postulating (different) vehicles indeed exists 

(in certain meaning): I teach that the vehicle is one (ultimately). [But] 

in order to attract the childish I speak of different vehicles’.88 [183a] 

Although [a difference is] postulated according to whether one has little 

preparation (sambhdra) or immeasurable preparation, the yana is not 

different [in reality]; for the dharmadhatu is without differentiation. This 

(difference of vehicles) is taught [then merely] as a gate of entry (to the 

Mahayana). And the Arya [Nagarjuna] has declared: ‘O Lord, because 

of the non-differentiation of the dharmadhatu there is no difference of 

vehicles; you have spoken of these vehicles in order to introduce sen¬ 

tient beings’ (progressively to the teaching).89 

Consequently (it is objected), it is the teaching concerning the one 

vehicle that is intentional (abhiprayika), and [only] because of the equi¬ 

valence (which [the teacher] has in mind) of the vehicle having the 

characteristic of the dharmadhatu (the intended foundation, dgohs gzi), 

etc., has the oneness (of the vehicle) been taught.90—[Reply:] As for this 

objection, it has been expressly stated in the Saddharmapundankasutra: 
‘O Sariputra, in the future you will be the Samyaksambuddha named 

Padmaprabha’91 And [an interpretation which postulates several 

ultimately different vehicles] is not in accordance with this explicit can¬ 

onical statement (of certain meaning). 

In the Dasadharmakasutra it is stated that, in order to indicate the 

teaching of the three vehicles as (being) an expedient (updya), the 

Blessed One taught the ekayana intentionally to beings to be trained 

(vineya) (as an indirect meaning);92 for (if it be asked why three vehicles 

were taught) it would have been impossible to introduce these disciples 
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saying that this teaching of three vehicles is [nothing but] an expedient 

employed by the Blessed One, and that it is not true. It is [then simply] 

in accordance with this [consideration] that Arya Maitreya has taught in 

the Mahdydnasutrdlamkdra (in the Dharmaparyesti chapter) that the 

teaching of the ekayana is intentional (abhiprayika).93 

Abhayakaragupta next proceeds to discuss the gnoseo-soteriological 

questions that arise with respect to the bodhi of the Sravaka and 

Pratyekabuddha, the ‘conversion’ of their two vehicles into the Bodhi- 

sattvayana or Buddhayana, and their final attainment of buddhahood. 

He then writes the following (foL 186a7-186b7). 

In the Prajnaparamita the [Blessed One] has stated: ‘If they were to 

produce the thoughts (citta) directed toward complete and perfect 

Awakening, I place no obstacle in the way of the [resulting] wholesome 

root’.94 And in the Samadhira jasutra it is stated: ‘All these living beings 

will become Awakened: [186b] there exists here no sentient being who is 

not a recipient (bhajana)'.95 Owing to the adventitiousness of the impuri¬ 

ties and because of the natural luminosity of the citta (since it is sunya) 

(because it is exempt from the unitary and multiple, the nature of citta 

which is unborn in own being is luminous, and it is stated that all the 

darkness of mental construction is illuminated), there indeed exists in 

all living beings the capacity96 for Buddhahood, as has been correctly 

explained to be the intended meaning. Thus, by saying in the Sutra ‘All 

sentient beings are tathagatagarbha{s)’,97 the Blessed One has fully set 

out the capacity that all have for comprehending (or: attaining) the 

level (pada) of supreme Awakening. (According to the above mentioned 

scripture, whereas the tathagatagarbha does not permeate (yyap-) all the 

insensible (sthavara) as well as the living (jangama), it permeates the 

conscious series (<cittasamtana) of the living.)98 For in the Ratnagotra- 

vibhdga(-Commentary), where it is said [i. 148] (quoting the Bodhi- 

chapter of the Mahay ana sutrd lain kara):99 ‘Although in all without 

differentiation, Thusness (tathata) once it has reached purity (from 

adventitious impurities) (is) this tathagata-ness; all living beings there¬ 

fore have this (tathagata) as embryonic essence’ etc., (teaching that all 

living beings possess the buddhagarbha), Arya Maitreya too has, by 

using the expression tathagata (in this text), accepted the statement that 

the dharmadhatu, having the characteristic of non-substantiality (nairat- 

mya) of the individual (pudgala) and the dhar mas, is naturally luminous 
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(prakrtiprabhasvara).100 

Abhayakaragupta then takes up the question of the gnoseological 

foundation of the ekayana theory (fol. 186b7-187a6). 

Moreover, the word yana denotes the path (marga) leading to the 

place of nirvana, i.e. the nature of knowledge of reality (tattvajndna) 

(the means of progression), and nirvana (the goal of progression). . .101 

[187a] For liberation (viz. nirvana) is attained by knowledge of reality 

only, and not otherwise. Now this reality (tattva) (comprehended by 

transcending discriminating knowledge [prajna]) is only (eva) one; 

although theory (drsti) is differentiated (in virtue of this or that theory), 

the real (vastu) [i.e. the ‘object’ of tattva-jnana] is not objectified as 

diverse realities, for this would involve over-extension (atiprasahga). 

Therefore, (there being no multiplicity in reality,) gnosis (jhana) that 

has as its object reality having a single nature is also only one in (the 

mode of) nature. It being in fact gnosis consisting of the buddha's and 

bodhisattva's exact knowledge of reality, it has reality as its object; for 

it is the counteragent against confusion (sammoha) in all its forms. 

Partial (pradesika) knowledge (of the Sravaka and the other) [on the 

contrary] will not comprehend reality; for this (namely understanding 

reality through partial knowledge) would involve over-extension, and 

thus (by comprehension through partial knowledge) everybody would 

see reality. Therefore, (the yana being the marga and this being estab¬ 

lished as one,) that very gnosis which directly knows (saksatkr-) reality 

consisting in non-substantiality (nairatmya) of pudgala and dharmas is 

the exact path allowing nirvana to be attained, and there is no other 

[such path]. In view of the preceding, the vehicle is only (eva) one. 

After having discussed the three natures (svabhava) and non-substan¬ 

tiality (nairatmya) in connexion with the parinispannasvabhava (fol. 

187b-188a), Abhayakaragupta concludes his first chapter with the 

following observation (fol. 188b4-6): 

Thus (or: therefore) the nature of the Mahayana is established as 

being only the one vehicle (ekayana) and the absolute (paramartha) 

absence of own being (nihsvabhavatd) of all dharmas. This (the Great 

Vehicle) is the Bhagavati Prajnaparamita. This (Prajnaparamita) is to 
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be known as the absolutely real (paramarthika) bodhicitta, which con¬ 

sists of the non-differentiation of the Empty (comprehension of sunyata) 

and compassion. 

Chapter ii of the Munimatdlamkara begins explaining the process of 

realization (bhavana) of the bodhicitta by recalling that all living beings 

are endowed with the certain capacity102 to eliminate the obstructions, 

viz. the klesdvarana and the jheyavarana (fol. 188b7). 

[188a8] Furthermore, the teaching concerning the ekayana being thus 

quite certain, it has been established that apart from the dharmadhatu 

having the nature of the non-dual gnosis (advayajhana) of transcending 

discriminative knowledge (prajna) and means (upaya),10Z [189b] there 

exists no other vehicle of liberation. < Therefore (if it be asked why 

different forms of bhavana have nevertheless been taught), when the 

Blessed One teaches bhavana by introducing divisions in the true (satya) 

(and the Prajiiaparamita and Mantra), this involves differentiation in 

name only (namamatra) in accordance with the different convictions 

(adhimukti) of beings to be trained (vineya); and this serves as an intro¬ 

duction. Consequently, while reality (tattva) itself is without differen¬ 

tiation, in order to conform to the spiritual propensities of sentient 

beings toward one thing or another (e.g. the impermanent) with this 

or that term (naman) (e.g. impermanent) in the Sutras and Abhidharma, 

the Buddha-Bhagavats have given instructions while proceeding as if 

there were differentiations. 

Abhayakaragupta explains that this procedure involves teaching im¬ 

permanence to persons whose faculties are weak (hlnendriya) by eradi¬ 

cating any imputation (samaropa) of reality, only self-awareness 

(svasamvedana) to persons with middling faculties by eradicating the 

imputation of [a real duality between] object and subject (grahya- 

grahaka), and sunyata or absence of discursive development (prapahca) 

to persons with sharp faculties by eradicating all imputation whatsoever. 

This is what Dharmaklrti was referring to when he wrote in his Prama- 

navarttika (ii. 253cd): ‘But release results from the theory of sunyata, 

and the realization of the remainder [viz. anitya, duhkha and anatman] 

has that purpose’ (fol. 189b).104 Also, the postulating of a single cause 

such as a creator (iisvara), the Samkhya’s pradhana, or the philosopher- 

grammarian’s sabdabrahman rests on names only, which have then to be 
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surmounted by certain teachings serving as counteragents (pratipaksa) 
(fol. 190a). 

In his treatment of sarvakarajnata, the first of the eight abhisamayas 

which are the subject of Chapter iii of the MunimatalamkSra, Abhaya- 
karagupta provides a fuller statement of his theory of the gotra (fol. 
217b2-219a5). 

[217b2] Because (according to the commentary on the Panca) the dhar- 

madhatu, which has precisely as its characteristic the absence of own 

being (nihsvabhdvata) of all dharmas, is the [motivating] cause (hetu) 

of the aryadharmas,105 use is made of the verbal equivalents (paryaya) 

gotra existent by nature (prakrtistham gotram), ground (gzi — adhara) 

base {[fie bar]rton pa — upastambha), [motivating] cause (rgyu = hetu), 

foundation (rten — nisraya), upanisad (he bar gnas pa), precursor (shon 

du ’gro ba == purvamgama), residence (gnas = nilaya), germ, (sa bon = 

M/a),106 element (khams = dhaiu), and nature (rah bzin = prakrti).107 It 

is thus that this gotra, which is very pure by nature (prakrtivisuddha) 

[although] concealed by adventitious impurities (agantukamala), once 

it has become freed from all impurities (owing to the absence of the 

hindrances, viz. repetition of passions, evil friends, lack, and de¬ 

pendence108) shines forth; it is then like the ore of iron, copper, silver and 

gold in rocks (as is said in the Mahayanasutralamkara).109 This very 

dharmata, the atma-gotra (bdag hid kyi rigs) (existing in the sunyata 

[of] the conscious series of the sentient being) is termed (in the Sutra) 

tathagatagarbha.110 Although this gotra of nature (prakrti) exists, living 

beings so long as they are covered by adventitious impurities such as ig¬ 

norance (avidya) are not completely Awakened. [But] once they are freed 

from all the impurities of dichotomizing conceptualization (vikalpa) 

(by constant practice of the path), there is achieved Awakening wherein 

the very pure dharmadhatu (because of freedom from the adventitious 

impurities) shines forth. Therefore (buddhahood not being achieved 

in virtue of the bare existence of the dharmadhatu), [218a] the saint 

(drya) in particular (free from the four disadvantages)131 (is) gotra;112 

and as the ‘cause of application’ (pravrttinimitta) of the word' ''bodhisat- 

tva\112 (the gotra) is referred to as the ground (adhara) for the twenty- 

two bodhicittotpddas114 and of the practices (pratipatti) of the outfit 

(samnaha) connected with wish (chanda) as the particularity of this (viz. 

the cittotpada).115 So the gotra is to be known as the support (pratistha) 
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of the six factors of comprehension (adhigamadharma, nos. 1—6),116 

the counteragent (pratipaksa, no. 7) and elimination (prahana, no. 8), 

surmounting (yons su gtugs pa — paryupayoga, no. 9) the preceding, 

prajhd accompanied by compassion (no. 10), superiority over the 

Auditors (sisya [= sravaka], no. 11), progressive action for the benefit 

of others (pararthanukrama, no. 12), and effortless action (<ayatnavrtti) 

of gnosis (no. 13). This is what has been stated in the relevant verses of 

the Abhisamayalamkara [i. 37-38], as well as by Arya Vimuktisena in 

his commentary on the text of the Pahca. Consequently, concerning the 

cittotpada, with respect to the four nirvedhabhaglyas [of the prayogamar- 

ga], the darsanamarga and the bhavanamarga [i.e. nos. 1-6] the bodhi- 

sattva in each case has been called ibodhisattva'> by the Blessed One.117 

The counteragent [no. 7] is the Prajnaparamita; elimination [no. 8], 

namely (elimination) of the obstaples (vipaksa), is the dharmadhdtu, the 

characteristic of complete purity (from any adventitious impurities). 

(According to the Suddhimati,118) paryupayoga ‘surmounting’ [no. 9] 

of both counteragent and elimination is progression to the ultimate 

limit, i.e. ultimate perfection of the perfect counteragent and ultimate 

exhaustion of the obstacle. Haribhadra indeed explains paryupayoga 

as the condition of elimination of dichotomizing conceptualization 

connected with origination (of the counteragent) and stoppage (elimi¬ 

nation).119 

Now the prakrtistha-gotra comes from beginningless time (anadi- 

kalagata) and is attained in virtue of dharmata (dharmatapratilabdha) 

[218b]. The developed (samudanlta) [gotra on the other hand] is attained 

by the continual practice of the previous wholesome roots. The tem¬ 

porarily determined (niyata) (not ultimately determined) [gotra] is the 

gotra of the Sravaka and Pratyekabuddha. The permanently determined 

(niyata) one is the tathagata-gotra. The gotra of the Sravaka, Pratyeka¬ 

buddha and Tathagata may be (temporarily) undetermined since it is 

removable (harya) through conditions (pratyaya). But that the gotra 

is by reason of this statement [really] differentiated is not correct.120 

For the Blessed One also has stated:121 ‘O Manjusri, if the dharmadhdtu 

is one, if the tathata is one and if the bhutakoti is one, how is it that one 

speaks of one who is a recipient and one who is not a recipient?’ (such a 

designation is not correct). This is true.122 And thus, because of dif¬ 

ference in the factors of the Sravaka and Pratyekabuddha, the supported 

(adheya), the gotras of the Sravakas and the others (the Pratyekabud¬ 

dha s) are differentiated in customary usage; for example, in the case of the 
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sky (<akasa) which is without differentiation, with respect to the different 

[entities] who have their [various] ways [in it] one speaks of the way of 

a being, the way of the birds, and the way of the sun.123 Hence, when the 

comprehension (adhigama) of great Awakening is preceded by the com¬ 

prehensions of the Awakenings of the Sravakas and the others (the Pra- 

tyekabuddhas) these [the two latter] have been indicated as temporary, 

as a consequence of which it has been taught that they are connected 

with the gotra of the Sravakas and the others (the Pratyekabuddhas). 

According to customary usage, those persons who progressively culti¬ 

vate supreme bodhi attaining the Pramudita and the other [stages of the 

Bodhisattva] to start with (without depending on another [path]) are 

said to have the mahayana-gotra. A differentiation of the gotra is 

therefore not [in fact] inconsistent [with the theory of the undifferen¬ 

tiated gotra and the ekayana]; but this (differentiation of the gotra) is 

not real (tattvatah). 

As has been stated (concerning the non-differentiation of the gotra): 

‘Where there are no conditionings (samskara) whatsoever, there is the 

unconditioned (asamskrta). It is equal to the gotra of the Aryas; this 

gotra is without differentiation in virtue of equality (samata) with space 

{akasa)’, this gotra [219a] is permanent (nitya) in virtue of the fact that 

all dharmas are of one value (ekarasa) ; and because this gotra is always 

dharmata, it is knowledge, etc.’124 

Concerning the hermeneutic etymology (nirukta), because the good 

qualities are realized—produced—from it,125 it is gotra. Again, because 

they go {gam-) sentient beings are go-; and because of protecting them 

{tra-) it is go-tra-. Again (according to the Sudd hi mat i),126 here gam- 

(the root of go-) is used in the sense of being present; for example, the 

akasa is universally present, and accordingly go- meaning ‘to go, be pres¬ 

ent’ [is] the supported factor {adheyadharma). And because of protec¬ 

tion, holding unshakeably (indestructibly), one Speaks of a go-tra, viz. 

(what is termed) support.127 

Question: Now how is the dharmadhatu, which is without own being 

{svabhava), the support {pratistha) of the cittotpadal128—[Reply:] For 

example, (it having been stated by Arya Nagarjuna in his Vigrahavya- 

vartani that ‘All things prevail for somebody for whom this sunyata 

prevails, [but] nothing prevails for somebody for whom sunyata does 

not prevail’),129 this is like (being the support of) the removal of dark¬ 

ness by the rays of moon and sun [in] the sky {akasa) which is [never¬ 

theless] without own being.130 



CONCLUSION 

With Dharmamitra the tathagatagarbha doctrine enters clearly and 

definitively into the commentarial literature on the Abhisamayalamkara 

in connexion with the explication of the theory of the undifferentiated 

prakrtisthagotra. These two theories were of course already associated 

in the Ratnagotravibhaga. And in the canonical literature of the Pra- 

jnaparamita-Sutras the tathagatagarbha theory is attested in the Adhy- 

ardhasatika, evidently a later Prajnaparamita text showing certain 

Tantrik influences.131 Previous to Dharmamitra, a synthesis of the 

prajhaparamita and the tathagatagarbha was elaborated by Kamalaslla. 

The tathagatagarbha notion may well be linked with the concept of 

the stupa or caitya as tathagatadhatugarbha which is to be found also in 

the Prajnaparamita literature, but the connexion has not been made 

altogether explicit in our sources. 

Emphasis on the ekayana (which is lacking in Dharmamitra’s Pra- 

sphutapada) is to be found in both Haribhadra’s great commentary and, 

earlier, in Kamalaslla’s Madhyamakaloka. Its significance as a gnoseo- 

soteriological principle was worked out in a final form for Indian 

Buddhism by Abhayakaragupta in the context of the theory of the 

prakrtisthagotra and tathagatagarbha. The association between the eka- 

yana and the tathagatagarbha theories goes back at least as far as the 

Srimalddevlsimhanadasutra}31 

In Abhayakaragupta’s comments it is especially interesting to find the 

assimilation of the tathagatagarbha with the prakrtisthagotra whose 

nature is dharmadhatu, in other words non-substantiality (nairatmya) 

of both pudgala and dharmas, absence of own being (nihsvabhavata) 

and Emptiness. The Marmakaumudi thus mentions absence of own be¬ 

ing and sunyata in connexion with the prakrtisthagotra, which has the 

nature of dharmadhatu.133 The Munimatdlamkdra explains that the 

dharmadhatu has the characteristic of non-substantiality of pudgala and 

dharmas, and that it is naturally luminous.134 The ekayana also is linked 

with absolute absence of own being.135 (And a note in small letters in the 

Peking edition of the Tibetan translation of the Munimatdlamkara 

specifies that there is natural luminosity of citta since it is empty {sunya) 

of all impurities.136) Abhayakaragupta’s comments accordingly support 

the connextion of the prakrtisthagotra of the Prajnaparamita literature 

not only with the tathagatagarbha and ekayana, but also with non¬ 

substantiality, absence of own being and sunyata}31 



Apart from the ‘Tathagatagarbha School’ represented by certain 

Mahayana sutras (such as the Tathagatagarbha, the Srimaladevisim- 

hatiada and the Malta pa ri nirvana) and the Ratnagotravibhaga togeth¬ 

er with its commentary, this complex of problems seems to have come 

to the fore in India above all in the synthetic Yogacara-Madhyamika 

school which was firmly established in the eighth century by Santaraksita, 

and whose masters were responsible for several important commentaries 

on the Abhisamayalantkdra. 

It is probably due at least in part to the great influence of the Yoga¬ 

cara-Madhyamika school in Tibet from the time of Santaraksita and his 

disciple Kamalaslla that the gotta and ekayana (as connected in par¬ 

ticular with the Prajnaparamita literature) and the tathagatagarbha 

(connected earlier with a distinct corpus of Sutras and Sastras) came to¬ 

gether to play such a prominent and important part in Tibetan Buddhist 

thought.138 This theory evidently had a deep influence on the later 

Prasangika-Madhyamikas too, in particular on the Tibetan represen¬ 

tatives of this school who lay special emphasis on these three concepts 

which they explicate in the framework of the sunyata theory as elabo¬ 

rated by them. 
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NOTES 

1E. Conze, The Large Sutra on Perfect Wisdom (London 1961), p. 105 note 2. 

References hereunder to the folios of Tibetan translations of Indian texts contained 

in the Bstan ’gyur relate to the Peking edition as reproduced in the Japanese re¬ 

print published by the Tibetan Tripitaka Research Institute (Tokyo and Kyoto). 

Prints of other editions of the Bstan ’gyur were unfortunately unavailable during 

the writing of the present paper. 

2 On the meanings of the term gotra, and in particular on the two meanings ‘(spiri¬ 

tual) element, germ, capacity’ and ‘(spiritual) lineage, class, category’ which might 

be described respectively as the intensional and extensional meanings of the word 

when the gotra as germ determines the classification of persons possessing it in a 

gotra as category, see the present writer’s article in BSOAS 39 (1976) p. 341sq. 

3 “Arya and Bhadanta Vimuktisena on the gotra-theory of the Prajnaparamita,” 

Beit rage zur Geistesgeschichte Indiens (Festschrift ftir Erich Frauwallner), WZKSO 

12-13 (1968/1969), pp. 303-317. 

4 Ratnakarasanti’s other work on the subject, a commentary on the AA entitled 

Suddhimati, (or: Suddhamati) will be referred to below. 

5 Taranatha, Rgya gar chos ’byuh (ed. A. Schiefner), p. 171. Dharmakara(datta) 

was the religious name of Areata (ca. 730-790?) (cf. Durvekamisra, Arcataloka 

[GOS ed.], p. 233). 

Taranatha accordingly distinguishes our Dharmamitra from another master hav¬ 

ing the same name whom he describes as a Vaibhasika, and who wrote a commen¬ 

tary (Tika) on Gunaprabha’s Vinayasutra. This earlier Dharmamitra is in fact 

reported to have been a pupil of Gunaprabha (see Bu*ston, Chos ’byun II, p. 161), 

which would make him approximately a contemporary of Arya Vimuktisena. 

6 Cf. Bu*ston, Chos ’byun II, p. 140; Taranatha, Rgya gar chos byuh, p. 153. 

7 According to the colophon of the Tibetan translation in the Bstan*’gyur. Cf. 

Taranatha, op. cit., pp. 189 sq., 198-199. 

8 Exceptions to this classification were for example Na • dbon • Kun • dga’ • dpal (cf. 

Theorie, p. 140) and other masters of the so-called Great Madhyamaka (dbu ma chen 

po) who undertook a harmonization of the Madhyamaka and the Vijnaptimatra. 

9 See e.g. Nfa• dbon*Kun*dga’*dpal’s Yid kyi mun sel, fol. 237a (translated in 

Theorie, p. 140). 

10 T.T. Fol. 54a.—Cf. for example Tson*kha*pa, Legs bsad gser phreh. fol. 210a 

Theorie, p. 122). 

11 On the meanings of this statement see below, pp. 287-8. 

12 Dignaga, Prajndparamitapindartha 27-29: 

prajndpdramitdyam hi trin samasritya desand / 
kalpitam paratantram ca parinispannam eva ca // 
nastityadipadaih sarvam kalpitam vinivaryate / 
mayopamadidrslantaih paratantrasya desand // 
caturdha vyavadanena parinispannakirtanam / 
prajndpdramitdyam hi nanya buddhasya desand // 

13 Chapter 83 of the Tibetan version. Cf. E. Conze and S. Iida, in Melanges 

d’indianisme a la me moire de Louis Renou (Paris 1968), p. 238. 
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These three aspects cannot, however, according to many commentators be simply 

equated with the three laksanas or svabhavas of the Vijnanavada. Cf. Theorie, pp. 

325-327,J343, 147-148. 

14 AAA 1.28-30 (p. 47): tat punas trividham rupam / kalpitam rupam grahyagraha- 

karupena kalpitatvatj vikalpitam rupam asadbhutaparikalpenajhanam eva tatha prati- 

bhasate iti vikalpitatvatj dharmatarupam tattvato 'rupam eva sunyatarupena parini- 

spannatvatf 

15 Marmakaumudi, T.T. fol. 56b. 

16 See Munimatalamkara, T. T. fol. 186b. On this point see Theorie, p. 152 note. 

17 On the link between the ekayana and tatha gatagarbha doctrines see also the 

Srimaladevisimhanddasutra (Theorie, p. 182 sq.; Le traite du tathagatagarbha, 

(Publications de 1’EcoIc frangaise d’Extreme Orient Vol. LXXXVIII, Paris. 1973) 

p.142 sq.). 

18 Munimatalamkara, T. T. fol. 183a. 

19 Munimatalamkara, T. T. fol. 183a. 

20 Munimatalamkara, T. T. fol. 186b-187a. Cf. Theorie, pp. 180, 185. 

21 Marmakaumudi T. T. fol. 56b; Munimatalamkara, fol. 182b sq.; 218b-219a. 

22 Munimatalamkara, T. T. fol. 186b. 

23 The connexion between the ekayana, the prakrtistha-gotra and the tatha gata¬ 

garbha on the one side and nairatmya, nihsvabhavata and sunyata on the other is 

especially noteworthy. The question of the relationship between the tatha gatagarbha 

and sunyata is taken up in the RGV (J) i. 154 sq., as well as in some of the relevant 

Sutras. Cf. Theorie, p. 313 sq.; Le Traite du tatha gatagarbha Index. S. v. sunya 

(to). 

24 See RGV (J) i. 148. 

The other two aspects on which the theory is based are (the irradiation, spharana, 

of) the dharmakaya and the prakrtistha-gotra. See RGV (J) 1.27-28; 148-152; The¬ 

orie, pp. 34, 275 sq., 424; Le Traite du tatha gatagarbha, pp. )0, 96 sq. 

25 This was already observed by Kamalaslla, Madhyamakaloka T. T. fol. 159b. 

Cf. Theorie, pp. 34, 276-277; Traite du tatha gatagarbha, p. 99. 

26 See MSA chapters iii and xi; Theorie, pp. 179 sq.; 185 sq. 

27 See MSABh ix. 37. 

28 This meaning of the compound tathagata-garbha can be rendered in Tibetan by 

means of the particle can, which serves inter alia to translate Sanskrit bahuvrihi com¬ 

pounds ; the same particle also translates the Sanskrit suffixes-mant-J-vant-, etc. 

29 Rather than of ‘relic’ (see below). 

30 Cf. for example SP chapter xi, which enumerates at the beginning suvarna, rii- 

pya, vaidurya, musaragalra, asmagarbha, lohitamukti and karketana. 

31 Haribhadra glosses (AAA ii. 18, p. 218): tathagatadhatumadhyan ‘having in 

their core the Tathagata-relic’. 

For the idea compare e.g. the word ahgarastupa (in the Mahaparinirvdnasutra, 

ed. E. Waldschmidt, § 51.20) and the phrase stupah . . . ahgarcgarbhah ’stupa con¬ 

taining carbonised [relics]’ (in E. Waldschmidt, Sanskrithandschriften aus den Tur- 

fanfunden I, 931bAd). See also Samadhirajasutra 33, p. 456.6; Divyavaddna 26, p. 

369.1\ 

32 On these two senses of the compound tathagat a-garbha see Theorie, p. 507sq.; 
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Traite du tathdgatagvarbha p. 52 sq. 

33 Cf. ahgarastupa mentioned above, note 31. ; 

34 See Abhidharmakosabhasya,\s. 73 (but cf. iv. 121); compare e.g. Mahavamsa 

xvii. 65. Cf. A. Bareau, Les sectes bouddhiques du Petit Vehicule (Paris 1955), pp. 154 

(Mulasarvastivadins), 192 (Dharmaguptakas) (the thesis that this cult of the stupa 

can produce good fruit was combatted by other schools such as the Caitiyas, Purva- 

§ailas, the later Mahisasakas, and the Apara§ailas); E. Lamotte, Histoire du boud- 

hisme indien (Louvain 1958), p. 702-703. 

3f Abhidharmakosa iy. 107.' , , 

3t MadhyamakalokaT. T. fol. ^S^, 267a,.'27lb-j2f7£b. ' 

3f The four nirvedhabhagiyas Aire Usman (iusmagtjth|, mUrdhan, ksanti, and lauki- 

kagradharma, all of them being {assigned to the pmyogamarga. Together with the 

following, darsanamarga and bha vandyiarga they constitute the six adhigamadharmas 

(see below, p. 297). See AA il 5; 2^sq.; 37; Abhidharmakosa vi. 17 sq. 

38 This point has already been mentioned by Arya Vimuktisena, who speaks of a 

didactic sequence (pratipadananupurm) as distinct from the actual sequence (artha- 

nupurvi); see his Vrtti (ed. C. Pensa p. 78). Similarly, Haribhadra speaks of a se¬ 

quence founded on the stages of understanding (adhigamanukrama) (AAA i. 37-38, 

P. 77). 
On the gotra as a motivating cause, as distinct from a productive cause, cf. The- 

orie, pp. 119 note, 131, with WZKS 12-13 (1968), p. 316. See also below, note 

73; p. 308. 

39 That is, the sequence adopted in the AA indicates that it is the effected or caused 

(abhisamskrta) gotra that is in question, rather than the fundamental and universal 

prakrtistha-gotra. (The second gotra would then correspond to the samudanita or 

paripustagotra, which may be considered as a productive cause since it is conditioned 

[samskrta].) This alternative explanation of the sequence adopted in the AA has 

not been mentioned by the Vimuktisenas and Haribhadra; but Arya Vimuktisena’s 

Vrtti (p. 76-77) does mention a gotra that is pratyayasamudanita and functions as a 

cause (karana). See below, p. 300 

? 40 See MSA iii. 2. 300. 

41 On this see Theorie, p. 1,41 note 5. 

42 AA i. 39ab: dharmadhator asambhedad gotrabhedo na yujyate / 
43 The Sanskrit text of this passage is quoted by Arya Vimuktisena (p. 77): yadi 

manjusrir eko dharmadhatur eka tathatd eka bhutakotis tat katham bhajanam 

abhajanam va prajnapayatha (?). Here pra-jnapay has been translated into Tibetan 

by brtags; but in Abhayakaragupta’s Munimatdlamkdra it has been written more 

correctly gdags (see below, p. 300). 

44 Cf. WZKS 11-12, p. 309-310; Theorie, p. 103. 

45 Abhidharmakosa vi. 57cd: tadgotra aditah ke cit, ke cid uttapanagatdh || 
40 When the term bodhisattva is used in the sense of a spiritual principle that is no 

padartha (see below, p. 292), rather than a (type of) person, it is written here as an 

italicized technical term. Cf., Arya Vimuktisena, Vrtti, p. 73. 

47 Cf. Theorie, pp. 109, 89. 

48 Haribhadra, ’Grel pa don gsal, T. T. fol. 105b8; AAA 1.39 (p. 77). Cf. Arya 

Vimuktisena, p. 77.5. 
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If the linga (or hetu) ‘logical reason’ is present in all cases (as is necessarily the case 

with the universal dharmadhatu), there could be no heterologous examples (vipaksa) 

in which it would be absent; but this lack of absence (xyatireka) makes it impossible 

to make a valid inference (anumana) following the rules of logic widely accepted by 

the Buddhists after Dignaga. 

49 AA i. 5cd: adharah pratipattes ca dharmadhdtusxabhaxakah |j 

50 Cf. AA 1.39cd: adheyadharmabhedat tu tadbhedahpariglyate || See also below, 

p. 294. 

61 Adhyardhasatika prajndparamita (ed. P. L. Vaidya Mahayanasutrasamgraha 

I, p. 92). Cf. E. Conze, in Studies of Esoteric Buddhism and Tantrism (Koyasan Uni¬ 

versity, Koyasan, 1965), pp. 101-115, and Short Prajndparamita Texts (London, 

1973), pp. 184-195, where Conze translates ‘tathagatas in embryo’. 

52 Cf. Theorie, p. 209. 

53 MSA iii.5. 

54 See also Arya Vimuktisena, Vrtti, p. 76. 

'55 Cf. Arya Vimuktisena, Vrtti, p. 77-78, and WZKS 12-13, p. 311 note 34. (On 

such etymologies see also J. Gonda, Lingua 5 [1955-563, p. 61 sq.) 

56 Cf. Theorie, p. 144. 

57 See MSABh iii. 4: gunottarandrthena gotram xeditaxyam guna uttaranty asmad 

udbhaxantiti krtxa, and the passage from the Vrtti referred to above, note 55; cf. 

WZKS 12-13, p. 311 note 32. 

58 This definition of the gotra is adopted by Abhidharmikas such as Yasomitra 

(Abhidharmakosavyakhya, p. 583-584); it is mentioned also by Sthiramati (Ma- 

dhyantavibkagatikd iv. 13). 

59 ’Grel pa don gsal, T. T. fol. 105b7. 

60 The four pratipattis comprised by the four margas (jprayoga0, darsana0, bha- 

vana° and xisesa-marga) (AAA i. 6, 43)? 

61 ’Grelpa don gsal, T. T. fol. 105b6-7. Cf. AA i. 5. On the trayodasaxidho bodhi- 

sattvah see also AAA i. 37-38: samvrtya punahpratipattidharmasyavasthdntarabhe- 

dena dharmadhatusvabhava eva buddhadharmadharo bodhisattvas trayodasaxidho 

gotram iti nirdisyate; Arya Vimuktisena, Vrtti, p. 77. And on the dharmadhatu as the 

cause of comprehension of the aryadharmas see AAA i. 39 :yadi dharmadhator exary- 

adharmadhigamaya hetutxat tadatmako bodhisattxah prakrtistham anuttarabuddha- 

dharmanam gotram dharmatdsamjhakam, tada . . .; Vrtti, p. 76. 

62 Here Dharmamitra correlates all thirteen aspects with the stages of the Path, 

and he thus develops the explanations previously given by the Vimuktisenas and 

Haribhadra. 

63 ’Grel pa don gsal, T. T. fol. 105b4-5. Cf. AAA p. 77: tato yathasayam axatarana- 

dyabhisamdhidvarena ydnatrayapratisthdpanalaksanapardrthdnukramasya[ddharah}. 

Cf. Theorie, p. 165-166; Le Traite du tathdgatagarbha, p. 83 sq. 

64 See above, p. 285. 

65 Dharmamitra thus clearly distinguishes this teaching—corresponding to that 

of the tathdgatagarbha—from that of a self (atman) or dhdtu (khams, not dbyins), 

which he mentions first, in connexion with the parikalpita. 

66 'Grel pa don gsal, fol. T. T. 106al-2. 

67 Cf. Theorie, pp. 140, 151, 154-155, where it is noted that this statement of the 



Sravaka doctrine does not correspond with what is usually regarded as their doc¬ 

trine. 

68 AA i. 39cd quoted above, note 50. 

89'Grelpa don gsal, T. T. fol. 106a3. 

70 As just observed, AA i. 39cd speaks of different contained factors (adheyadhar- 
ma)—the various particularized gotras differentiated in terms of the various condi¬ 

tional paths—instead of the single container/support (adhara)—the unparticularized 

gotra defined in terms of the single and unique dharmadhatu. 

71 The twenty-two cittotpadas are enumerated in AAA i. 19-20. 

72 Arya Vimuktisena, Vrtti, p. 73: yata aha: cittotpadadarabhya nirvedhabhagi- 

yesu darsanamarge bhavanamarge ca . . . 
73 senge bzanpo’i hespar ’byedpa’i cha dan inthunpa mams ni chos kyi dbyihs kyi 

rten no zes pa ni mi ’thad do. The meaning of this is unclear. Haribhadra has stated 

that the gotra is the adhara of the four nirvedhabhagiyas etc., and that it receives the 

designation of dharmata because the dharmadhatu is the cause (hetu) of the compre¬ 

hension of the aryadharmas (AAA i. 37-39). Similarly, in the ’Grelpa don gsal (T. T. 

fol. 105a) also, Haribhadra speaks of the gotra as the support of practice etc., adding 

(fol. 106a) that the dharmadhatu, which is really without differentiation, functions as 

a cause for the comprehension of the aryadharmas. 

74 AAA i. 37-39; Arya Vimuktisena, Vrtti, p. 76.17-18. 

75 AA i. 39ab (above, note 42). 

76 This objection is found also e.g. in AAA i. 39. 

77 AA i. 39cd (above, note 50). 

78 Viz. the Arya-Sravaka and Pratyekabuddha. 

79 Pancavimsatisahasrikaprajnaparamita in the version edited by N. Dult, p. 160; 

Cf. infra, p. 300-01. 

80 gzi’i don:padartha. See Astasahasrika prajnaparamita i, p. 18: tatrabodhisattva 

iti bhagavan ka padarthahl 

81 Astasahasrika prajnaparamita i, p. 18: apadarthah subhute bodhisattvapadar- 

thah. Cf. Pancavimsatisahasrika, version edited by N. Dutt, p. 160. 

82 Arya Vimuktisena, Vrtti, p. 73: na tu vastubhiitah paddrthah. 

83 Astasahasrika prajnaparamita i, p. 18: tat kasya hetohl 

84 byah chub kyi rigs. Cf. AAA i. 39 (p. 77) prakrtistham anuttarabuddhadharmd- 

nam gotram dharmaiasamjnakam. 

85 See AA i. 37. Cf. AAA p. 76: yasmat sarvadharmanam vastutannimittabhini- 

vesabhavena ‘asaktatayam’ satyam anyathadhigamanupapattyd buddhadhannadhiga- 

maya mayapurusa iva siksate, tasmdt katham tattvatah pratistharthah iti bhavahl 

samvrtyd punah pratipattidharmasydvasthdntarabhedena dharmadhdtusxabhdva era 

buddhadharmadharo bodhisattxas trayodasavidho gotram iti nirdisyate . . . 

86 Here and in the following extracts the notes printed in small letters in the Pek¬ 

ing text of the Tibetan translation of the Munimatdlamkara have been placed in 

parentheses in the present English rendering. These notes are not found in the Sde- 

dge edition. 

87 On the avatarandbhisamdhi etc. see above, p. 292. 

88 Lankavatarasutra x (Sagathaka) 445: 

yanaxyaxasthd naixasti yanam ekam vadamy aham \ 



parikarsanartham balanam yanabhedam vadamy aham 11 
Cf. ii. 203. * 

89 Niraupamyastava 21: 

dharmadhator asambhedad yanabhedo ’sti na prabho | 
yanatritayam akhyatam tvaya sattv avataratah 11 

90 On tulyatva ‘equivalence’ of dharma, nairatmya and mukti between the yanas 

as a justification for the intentional teaching of the ekayana according to the Vijna- 

navada, see MSA xi. 53 and Bhasya. This objection reflects then the position of the 

Vijnanavada as described by many of the doxographers. Cf. Theorie, pp. 187, 195. 

91 Saddharmapundarika, chapter iii (ed. N. Dutt, p. 50). Cf. AAA ii, p. 133; Theo¬ 

rie, p. 194. 

92 See AAA ii, p. 133-134; Theorie, p. 194. 

93 MSA xi. 53 sq. 

94 Astasahasrika Prajhaparamita i, p. 34: sacet te ’py anuttarayam samyaksam- 

bodhau cittany utpadayeran naham kusalamulasyantarayam karomi. 

95 See above, p. 291. 

96 run ba; run ba hid = bhavyata (cf. commentary on RGV(J.) i. 41). On abhavya 

‘incapable (of attainment)’ see Astasahasrika ii, p. 34, AA viii. 10, and Bodhisatt- 

vahhumi § 1.1 

97 Tathagatagarbhasutra: sarvasattvas tathagatagarbhah. On the interpretation 

of this statement, in which tathagatagarbha is a possessive compound meaning 

‘containing the tathagata’ (as a potentiality within), see above, p. 287-8 

98 Cf. Theorie, p. 152. 

99 MSA ix. 37: 

sarvesam avisistapi tathata suddhim a gat a. / 
tathagatatvam tasmac ca tadgarbhah sarvadehinah // 

‘Thusness, although without differentiation for all, once it has attained purity is 

tathagata-ness; all incarnated beings therefore have it as their embryonic essence 

[i.e. contain it]’. The notion of the tathagatagarbha in question here is founded on 

the interpretation that takes the compound as a bahuvrihi; see above. 

100 ’phags pa byams pas kyah theg pa chen po rgyud bla mar (7 ’grelpar / mdo sde 

rgyangyi by ah chub kyi skabs sugsuhs par drahs pa) / thams cad la ni khyad med kyah / / 
de bzin hid ni (glo burgyi dri ma) daggyur pa // de bzin gsegs hid (yin pa) deyi phyir 

H ’gro kun (de bzin gsegs pa) de’i shin po can // zes pa la sogs pas (kun sans rgyas kyi 

shin sems can du bstan pas) so I j (gzuh de’i) de bzin gsegs pa’i sgras kyah chos kyi 

dbyihs gah zag dan chos kyi bdag med pa’i mtshan hid can rah bzin gyis ’od gsal ba 

brjodpar bzedpa hid kyi phyir ro // 
101 Compare the explanation of the different senses of yana in MSABh ix. 53. 

102 skal pa — bhavya. 

103 On advayajhana and the Prajnaparamita, see also Dignaga’s Prajnaparamita- 

pindartha. 

104 Pramanavarttika ii. 253: 

yd ca nah pratyayotpattih sa nairatmyadrgasraya / 
muktis tu sunyatadrsteh, tadarthd sesabhavana // 

(Cf. the quotation of this verse in Gunaratna’s commentary on Haribhadrasuri’s 

$addarsanasamuccaya 11.) The four aspects of the duhkhasatya are anitya, duhkha. 



anatman and sunya. (cf. Abhidharmakosa vi. 17, vii.12). 

105 See above, note 38, and note 73. 

106 See BodhisattvabhUmi 1.1; Theorie, p. 87-88. 

107 On the dhatu see also Munimatdlaqtkara, fol. 277b, where it is defined as an 

upadanakarana (cf. supra, notes 38 and 39). 

108 See MSA iii. 7, and Arya Vimuktisena, Vrtti, p. 76. 

109 MSA iii. 9. Cf. Sthiramati, Madhyantavibhagatika i. 15 (Theorie, p. 97);RGV- 

commentary i. 2. 

110 That is, in the TathagatagarbhasUtra. On the use of bdag Hid — dtman in the 

tathagatagarbha texts see the indices in La Theorie du tathdgatagarbha and Traite 

under dtman. 

111 See above, note 108. 

112 (chos did yod tsam gyis sans rgyas mi ’grub pa) de did kyi phyir khyad par du 

‘phags pa (despa bzi dan bral zin sad[ ?] pa) ni rigs (yin) te. The syntactic construction 

here is somewhat unclear, the usual expression in Sanskrit being aryagotra. 

113 The (bodhisattva)gotra is what is referred to by the word ‘bodhisattva’. See 

Arya Vimuktisena, Vrtti, p. 73: sannampdramitanam dharmatalaksano viseso gotram 

bodhisattvapravrttinimittam na tu vastubhutah padarthah iti vedayati. Cf. AAA 1.35, 

p. 71. 

114 See above, note 71. 

115 AA i. 43. 

116 Viz. Usman, ksanti, murdhan, laukikagradharma (all on the prayogamdrga), 

darsanamarga, and bhavanamarga. 

117 Arya Vimuktisena, Vrtti, p. 73. 6-8. 

118 Ratnakarasanti, Suddhimatl, T. T. fol. 116b5. 

119 AAA i. 37, p. 76: tayor vipaksapratipaksayor nirodhotpadayuktavikalpapaga- 

masya [adharah]. See also Arya Vimuktisena, Vrtti, p. 75. Cf Pancavimsatisahasrika, 

Dutt, p. 163. 

120 AAA i. 39, p. 77 (from which the text of the MunimatalairtkSra differs slightly). 

121 See above, note 43. 

122 Arya Vimuktisena, Vrtti, p. 77: satyam exam etat . . . 

123 Padcavimsatisahasrika, version edited by Dutt, p. 160; cf. supra, p. 294. 

124 gad ’du byed cun zad kyan med pa de ni’dus ma by as pa ste de ni ’phags pa mams 

kyi rigs su mtshuns la rigs de ni nam mkha’dan mdam pa didkyis khyadpar medpa’oH 

rigs de ni chos thams cad ro gcig pa did kyis rtag pa ste/ rigs de ni thams cad kyi tshe 

chos did yin pas ses pa la sogspa’o/j The Sanskrit text quoted in Pensa’s ed. of Arya 

Vimuktisena’s Vrtti (p. 77) differs slightly : yatra na kecit samskards tadasamskrtamj 

yad asamskrtam tad aryanam gotram/ samarn tad gotram akasasamatayd/ nirvisesam 

tad gotram dharmaikarasataya/ nityam tad gotram sad a dharma tat hatay 5/ (This cor¬ 

responds to what we find in Kasyapaparivarta §§102-104; cf. the commentary on 

the RGV (J) 1. 86). But the Tibetan translation of the Munimatalamkara agrees with 

the Tibetan translation of Vimuktisena’s Vrtti (T. T. fol. 68b) except at the end: 

. . . rigs de ni thams cad kyi tshe chos kyi de bzin did yin pas chos kyi ro gcig tu gyur 

pa did kyis rtag pa’ojj In these versions of the passage nothing corresponds to ses pa 

at the end of the Munimatalamkara passage. 

125 See above, note 55 and note 57. 
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126 Ratnakarasanti, Suddhimati, T. T. fol. 114bl—2: go ies bya bani ’grobadah 

gnaspa la \'jugpa’o // ’dir nignaspa na \'jug pa ste / rten pa zes bya ba’idon tc / dpcr na 

nam mkha’ ni thams cad du ’gro ba zes bya ba Ita bu’o // mi g-yo ba’i tshulgyis ’dzin pas 

skyob pa ste j des na rigs ni rten no // 
127 See Marmakaumudi, T. T. fol. 57a7-8. 

128 See above, pp. 293-2 

129 By this annotator’s reference to VigrahavySvartanl 70 in the present context the 

prakrtistha-gotra, whose nature is dharmadhatu and which is acquired in virtue of 

dharmata, is evidently assimilated with sunyata. This assimilation is of importance 

also for the theory of the tathagatagarbha since the latter has been connected with 

this gotra. 

That the pronouns yasya . . . tasya in Vigrahavyavartani 70, as well as in the par¬ 

allel MulamSdhyamikakarika xxiv. 14, refer not to a thing but to a person is shown 

both by the context and the commentaries. 

130 Cf. Marmakaumudi, T. T fol. 57a8: nam mkha’ ciyaii medpa la zla ba dan hi 

ma'i ’od zer gyis mun pa zadpar byed pa. (Compare the PrajnapSramitSsutra on the 

pratipaksddhara, theprajhakaritnadhara and the asadharanagunadhara, e.g. in Dutt’s 

edition of the PahcavirpsatisahasrikS, p. 163-164.) 

Like the empty sky, then, the dhannadhdtu is without own being, yet it serves as a 

‘support’ for certain things. 

131 This work is quoted in Candrakiirti’s Prasannapadd; cf. Haribhadra’s AAA ii, 

p.i32. 
132 Cf. Le Traite du tathagatagarbka, p. 142 sq. 

13:5 Marmakaumudi, T. T. fol. 56b-57a (above, p. 294). 

134 Munimatalamkara, T. T. fol. 186b (above, p. 296). See also Dharmamitra, 

PrasphutapadS quoted above (pp. 290, 292). 

135 Munimatalamkara, T. T. fol. 188b (above, p. 297) 

130 Munimatalamkara, T. T. fol. 186bl (above, p. 296). 

137 The philosophical links mentioned here by Abhayakaragupta between the 

tathagatagarbha theory and naira: my a, niksvabhavata and sunyata clearly establish 

that this idea is not simply a Tibetan development characteristic especially of the 

Dge*lugs*pas (as has seemingly been argued by L. Schmithausen, WZKS 17 [1973], 

p. 132 sq.; the question whether such an interpretation is‘schliissig’, raised by Schmil- 

thausen [p. 133], is not at issue here, only whether such interpretations were 

actually maintained by important Indian Buddhist masters). The connexion re¬ 

ferred to with the concept of the luminosity of mind is also remarkable (Schmithau¬ 

sen has reservations also on this subject expressed op. c/7., p. 140-141); no doubt 

the luminosity notion of the Agama/Nikayas (see Anguttaranikaya I, p. 10) was not 

in its origins connected with the sunyata theory (cf. also J. W. de Jong, AM 1971, 

p. 110: ‘The cittam acittam of the Prajhapdramitasutra is not identical with the 

sunyata of the Madhyamaka’), but that the theories did in fact converge in the 

development of Indian Buddhist thought is shown also by this section of the 

Munimatalamkara. Concerned as he evidently was in his article cited above with the 

‘original’ alone, Schmithausen did not take into account the fact that the interpre¬ 

tations offered by the Dge*lugs*pa school are usually based on an Indian source and 

that, in any case, the developments of the tathagatagarbha and gotra doctrines in the 
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Indo-Tibetan exegetical traditions can be of as much interest to historians of Bud¬ 

dhism as ‘original’ doctrines. Even if it may be fe^lt that these later interpretations are 

not ‘schliissig’, still what must concern the historian of these traditions is not their 

‘conclusiveness’ but their existence and the question of the influence they had in the 

history of Buddhist thought in India and elsewhere. 

138 Some of these problems have also occupied an important place in the history 

of Buddhism elsewhere in Central Asia (e.g. Khotan) and in China, where the Yoga- 

cara-Madhyamika school is not known to have been an influential school, so that 

the significance attached to them must be assumed to have other origins too. (The 

Chinese documents on the subject in particular are now in urgent need of systematic 

study.) 
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Notes on the Vision Quest in Early Mahayana 

Stephan Beyer 

It is with great pleasure that I take this opportunity of honoring 

Edward Conze with a few modest notes that may highlight a feature 

of Prajhaparamita literature that seems to have received little attention. 

It was Edward Conze, of course, who first introduced the English-speak¬ 

ing world to the tale of Sadaprarudita—“Ever-Weeping”—and his quest 

for the Law: this article is a brief prolegomenon to research on the ways 

in which this quest relates to contemporaneous literary themes in both 

Hinduism and Buddhism. 

Lewis Lancaster (“The Story of a Buddhist Hero” The Tsing Hua 

Journalof Chinese Studies 10(1974) 83-89)has pointed out that the tale 

as found in the Sanskrit text corresponds to the Chinese translation by 

Moksala in 291 AD, but that an earlier and expanded version is available 

in the Lokaksema translation of 179 AD. The episodic structure of Sa¬ 

daprarudita A is: (1) Sadaprarudita has two dreams that tell him to seek 

the Law, but his initial quest is unsuccessful. (2) He has a vision of a 

deity who gives him instructions, but he is overcome with doubt. (3) 

He has a vision of a magically created Buddha who tells him of the land 

of Gandhavatl and of the Bodhisattva Dharmodgata who lives there. 

(4) He enters into a samadhi wherein he sees the Buddhas of the ten 

directions. (5) He overcomes tremendous obstacles and makes great 

sacrifices on his quest for Gandhavatl. (6) He reaches the realm of 

Dharmodgata, hears the Law, and enters once more the samadhi of 

episode (4). Sadaprarudita B has the same structure but begins at 

episode (2) with a voice from the sky, and episode (6) consists in his 

asking Dharmodgata about the metaphysical implications of the 

samadhi: “Where do the Buddhas go?” 

Both tales are temptingly allegorical, and two questions present 

themselves: what is the allegory? and how can we account for the change 

in the two versions? We might begin by seeking to understand the na¬ 

ture of the land of Gandhavatl. Its description in the tale is strikingly 

like the standard descriptions of Buddhafields—“Pure Lands”—that 

we find elsewhere in Buddhist literature, and Dharmodgata is a Bo- 
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dhisattva who has “purified” his field—that is, who has “attained to 

mastery over magical creations” on the very highest Bodhisattva stages. 

Sadaprarudita has an escalating series of revelations—dreams (in the 

earlier version), a vision of a deity or a voice from the sky, a vision of a 

Buddha, and finally a samadhi vision of all the Buddhas—all of which 

have in common that they are gratuitous, unsought, given: we may 

group episodes (1-4) together as: (I) Sadaprarudita has an involuntary 

visionary revelation. The remaining episodes can then be described as: 

(II) He goes on an arduous quest for a magical Buddhafield. (Ill) He 

reaches the Buddhafield and hears the Law. Episodes (II) and (III) mean 

that he does for himself what he got for free in episode (I): he reaches a 

shining, revelatory, and visionary world. Version A closes the circle 

explicitly by having Sadaprarudita enter the samadhi once again: in 

version B the reference is implicit and presupposed in the metaphysical 

question. 

This abstract tripartite structure can be found elsewhere in early 

Mahayana literature. In chapter nineteen of the SP, Sadaparibhuta 

hears a voice from the sky at the moment of his death: the voice ex¬ 

pounds the Lotus Sutra, whereupon Sadaparibhuta becomes perfect in 

all his faculties and vows to live for billions of years preaching the text. 

Then he worships billions of Buddhas named Candraprabhasvararaja, 

billions of Buddhas named Dundubhisvararaja, billions of Buddhas 

named Meghasvararaja: he honors, respects, esteems, worships, ven¬ 

erates, and reveres billions and billions of Buddhas. The Blessed One 

concludes the narrative by saying that he himself was once Sadapari¬ 

bhuta, now attained to complete and perfect enlightenment. Here we may 

characterize the episodes as: (I) Sadaparibhuta has an involuntary visi¬ 

onary revelation. (II) He worships billions of Buddhas. (Ill) He gains 

complete enlightenment and becomes our present Buddha. 

Similar tripartite episodic structures can be found in Pure Land 

materials. In the Amitayurdhydnasutra, Queen Vaidehi—imprisoned 

by her patricidal son—is granted a vision of all the pure Buddhafields 

of the ten directions. She asks the Buddha how to meditate so as to gain 

a vision of the Pure Land of Sukhavati, and she is told: “It is by the 

power of the Buddha that you gain a vision of that Pure Land, as clearly 

as you see the reflection of your face in a bright mirror . . . You are 

still an ordinary person, and your concentration is weak: you have not 

gained the divine eye, and you cannot see what is far off: but all the 

Buddhas have skill in means, that you may be granted the vision.” 



The Queen will not accept that such visions are the product of an un¬ 

controllable grace, and she persists: “It is by the power of the Buddha 

that people such as I can see that land: but after the Buddha has passed 

away, all beings will be evil and without virtue, suffering the five suf¬ 

ferings: how can they see this Land of Happiness?” Whereupon the 

remainder of the text consists in detailed and explicit instructions upon 

the conscious visualization of the Buddha Amitayus, his retinue, and his 

Buddhafield: finally the Queen gains complete and perfect enlighten¬ 

ment. Here the episodes can be characterized as: (I) Queen Vaidehl has 

an involuntary visionary revelation. (II) She is taught how to visualize 

the Buddha Amitayus and his Buddhafield. (Ill) She gains complete 

enlightenment. 

A footnote to the tale: at the end the Buddha predicts that all the 

Queen’s 500 maidservants will be born in Sukhavatl and be able to attain 

“the samadhi of the presence of many Buddhas.” This samadhi and its 

analogues form a recurring motif in the early visionary literature: it is 

the samadhi experienced and sought by Sadaprarudita, structurally equiv¬ 

alent in these tales to complete enlightenment; it constitutes the central 

theme of the important early Mahayana Praiyutpannabuddhasam- 

mukhavasthit a samadhi sutra; in the Dasabhumikasutra it is the last 

samadhi named on the tenth stage before the Bodhisattva enters the 

initiation into omniscient knowledge. 

We might add also the story of the Bodhisattva Dharmakara in the 

larger Sukhavativyuhasutra: through the grace of the Buddha Loke- 

svararaja he learns the excellences of all the Buddhafields of billions of 

Buddhas: he vows to combine these into a single realm, and practices the 

Bodhisattva path for billions and billions of years: he becomes the Bud¬ 

dha Amitabha and creates the Buddhafield Sukhavatl. Here—as also in 

many places in the Dasabhumikasutra—the Bodhisattva path seems 

to be an arduous quest for visonary knowledge and power. According to 

Kamalaslla in the first Bhavanakrama, the criterion of ethical and con¬ 

templative success is the ability “to manifest magical creations, heavens 

and retinues, and to train all beings in the bliss of the perfect Law”: it 

is only on the tenth and final Bodhisattva stage that the Bodhisattva 

“possesses the special knowledge needed to train beings through magical 

creations.” Thus the Bodhisattva Dharmakara and the Queen Yaidehi 

are both trained in the same art of visualization and magical creation: 

both learn to do for themselves what was given them in the first episode. 

These examples are suggestive rather than exhaustive. We might point 
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to the quest of Sudhana in the Gandavyuhasutra for the Tower of Mai- 

treya—called the tower “within which are ornaments in dazzling array” 

like the shining gems visualized by Queen Vaidehl—as a greatly ex¬ 

panded version of the same outline; short tales such as the story of 

Sudatta in chapter nine of the Pratyutpannabuddhasarpmukhavasthi- 

tasamadhisutra manifest the same basic themes. We may summarize 

the tales considered here as follows: 

Sadapra- Sadapra- Sadapa- 
Vaidehl 

Dharma- 
rudita A rudita B ribhuta kara 

I dreams 

vision of voice from voice from 

deity the sky the sky 

vision of vision of teaching by 

Buddha Buddha Buddha 

samddhi of samddhi of vision of 

all Buddhas all Buddhas all Pure 

Lands 

II arduous quest worship of training Bodhisat- 

through the billion of in visual¬ tva 

world Buddhas ization path and 

vows 

III samddhi of questioning Buddhahood enlighten- Buddha¬ 
all Buddhas Dharmodgata ment hood 

Scholars have drawn some attention to the place of dreams, visions, 

and revelations in early Mahayana, notably Lewis Lancaster in his still 

unpublished “Descriptions of Non-ordinary Reality in Buddhist Sa- 

madhis” and Paul Demieville in his sections on Maitreya in “La Yoga- 

car abhiimi de Sangharaksa” BEFEO 44 (1954) 376-395: and although 

I feel that this aspect of early Mahayana is still widely undervalued— 

especially relative to its more philosophical component—my intention 

in the remainder of this note is to explore briefly the correlations sug¬ 

gested by part (II) of the episodic structure: the quest itself as a search 

for the control—for the conscious return—of the originally uncontrolled 

and given visionary revelation. 
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We may note first that the theme of the vision quest is not restricted to 

Buddhist literature: indeed, one of the most remarkable and influential 

structural fragments of the theme constitutes the central theophany of 

chapter eleven of the Bhagavadgita, just as the practice of bhakti con¬ 

stitutes the core of its teaching. 

What is bhaktil Scholars have found for it amazing etymologies, and 

all the practices that were yet to come have been read into its meaning. 

Let us restrict our attention to its technical usage in the Bhagavadgita 

itself. In the first verse of chapter seven we read: “Attach your mind to 

me: practice yoga and base yourself on me: and you will know me ful¬ 

ly . . . ” It is clear that yoga is integral to the practice of bhakti: it is not 

the rather vague emotional dependence and devotionalism denoted by 

the term in current usage, but rather a specific contemplative activity, 

the iconographic visualization of the god—precisely the meditative 

technique that forms the episodic core of the Buddhist vision quest. 

We may recall that Sadaparibhuta receives his initial revelation of 

the Lotus Sutra at the moment of his death: Queen Vaidehl, too, is 

granted her vision immediately after her son takes up a sharp sword to 

slay her, dissuaded at last only by the intervention of his ministers: in 

the fifth verse of chapter eight of the Bhagavadgita Krsna begins a dis¬ 

cussion of the thoughts one should think at the moment of death. These 

final thoughts are of the utmost consequence: the mental vision of the 

moment of death determines the destiny of the soul. And Krsna says: 

“Whoever at the time of death, when he casts aside his body, bears me in 

mind (smarari) and departs, comes to my mode of being: there is no 

doubt of this.” Compare this with verse 23 in chapter seven: “The one 

who sacrifices to the gods will go to the gods: but the one who is my 

bhakta will go to me.” These two verses indicate an equivalence of 

bhakti and smrti. Chapter eight continues: 

Whatever state one may bear in mind (smarari) when he finally casts 

aside his body is the state to which one goes, for that state makes one 

grow into itself: so ever bear me in mind (anusmaran) as you fight, 

for if you fix your mind and buddhi on me you will come to me: there 

is no doubt of this. Let the thoughts be controlled (yukta) by yoga 

and by effort, let them not stray after anything else: one who medi¬ 

tates on the supreme person goes to him. The ancient seer, the ruler, 

smaller than the small, supporter of all, inconceivable in form, sun- 
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colored beyond the darkness: thus let one bear him in mind (anu- 

smared). 

The next verse uses the term bhakti specifically: “With his mind un¬ 

moving as he departs, controlled (yukta) by bhakti and by the power of 

yoga, properly forcing his breath between his eyebrows, he will approach 

the divine supreme person.” And—just as the Amitayurdhyanasutra 

enjoins the repetition of the Buddha’s name—the practice of visualiza¬ 

tion is here explicitly connected to the recitation of the sacred word: 

Let him close all the gates of his body, confine his mind within his 

heart, fix his breath within his head, and establish himself in concen¬ 

tration by yoga: let him utter OM, brahman in one syllable, bearing 

me in mind (anusmaran): then, when he casts aside his body and 

departs, he will reach the highest goal. How easily am I reached by 

him who bears me in mind (smarati), thinking of nothing else—a yogin 

who is ever controlled {yukta). 

For the Bhagavadgita, smrti or anusmrti is the bhakti of the moment 

of death: it is a visualization performed in imitation of the primordial 

revelation, a vast theophany originally granted solely by the grace of the 

deity, but now-through the intercession of a holy person of the past— 

made available to all though contemplative practice. In chapter eleven 

of the Bhagavadgita, Arjuna finally—in an overwhelming visionary 

experience—sees Krsna as he really is: the cosmic Visnu, with all the 

creatures of the world being devoured and spewn forth from the thou¬ 

sand heads with their thousand mouths, with his fiery light filling the 

whole universe and scorching it with fierce radiance. We may note the 

parallel of this vision of blazing light with the analogous visions of 

shining light and dazzling gems in the Buddhist texts, and we may say: 

(1) Arjuna has an involuntary visionary revelation. 

When he has returned to his human form, Krsna says to Arjuna 

(verses 47 and 48) that it was only through divine grace that he could see 

this supreme and luminous form, which can be seen in the world of men 

by no one else: and then he continues (verses 53 and 54): “Not by the 

Vedas and not by tapas, not by charity and not by sacrifice can I be seen 

in such a form as you have seen me: but by bhakti alone can I be known 

and seen in such a form, as I really am, and entered into.” This is striking¬ 

ly reminiscent of the Amitayurdhyanasutra, where also the revealer of 
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the vision initially asserts the primacy of grace, and then relents and 

teaches a visionary contemplative technique. We may characterize this 

episode as: (II) Arjuna is taught the doctrine of bhakti. 

Here the discussion continues into chapter twelve, where in the 

second verse—in response to a question by Arjuna—Krsna eulogizes the 

practitioner who follows his teachings, as opposed to the follower of 

Upanisadic meditation: “The one I consider most controlled (yuktata- 

ma) is the one who fixes his mind on me and meditates (upasate) on me, 

ever controlled, possessed of the highest faith.” The expression yukta- 

tama links this verse to verse 47 of chapter six: “The most controlled of 

all yogins is the one who does bhakti (bhajata) on me, his inmost self 

absorbed in me, possessed of faith.” 

Bhakti, then, is Krsna’s own contemplative technique or form of 

upasana that stands over against Upanisadic upasana: Ramanuja, in 

the introduction to his commentary on chapter seven of the Bhagavad- 

gita, says that only the upasana that has the form of bhakti can be a 

means for attaining the supreme being. This kind of upasana he defines 

in his commentary on Brahmasutra 1.1.1 as “steady anusmrti”: he speaks 

of meditation as “a continuity of unwavering smrti, uninterrupted like 

a flow of oil,” and he explicitly defines this “bearing in mind” as visuali¬ 

zation: “This smrti takes the form of vision (smrtir darsanarupa), and 

it possesses the character of immediate perception of an object (praty- 

aksata) . . . Smrti takes the form of being ‘right before the eyes’ (saks- 

atkararupa smrti)” Again, on Brahmasutra 3.4.26 he says:“. . . 

Terms such as meditation or upasana refer to an awareness which takes 

the form of smrti as clear as immediate perception: by constant practice 

this becomes ever more perfect, until—properly continued to the time 

of death—it secures liberation ...” 

On the second verse of chapter nine of the Bhagavadgita, which speaks 

of “the supreme knowledge known by direct exerience,” Ramanuja 

says: “The object of this knowledge can be immediately perceived. . . 

The meaning is: ‘When one meditates upon me by upasana in the form 

of bhakti, then I become the object of the meditator’s immediate per¬ 

ception.’ ” And on verse 65 of chapter eighteen he says: “ Upasana takes 

the form of immediate perception: it is steady anusmrti: it is inexpres¬ 

sibly precious: it is what is here enjoined in the text, ‘Fix your mind on 

me.’ ” 

We do not have to look far to find Buddhist texts parallel to the 

Bhagavadgita: the meditation manuals produced in Kashmir and Inner 



Asia in the first centuries ad all agree in calling iconographic visualiza¬ 

tion anusmrti. Erik Ziircher (The Buddhist Conquest of China (Leiden: 

E.J. Brill, 1959) 219-229) has demonstrated the profound effect such 

visualizations had on early Chinese Buddhism, especially through Hui- 

yiian and his circle: we may quote his translation of the biography of 

one such contemplative: 

When he had spent just a year concentrating his thought and sitting in 

dhyana,, he saw in samadhi the Buddha. Whenever he met an icon on 

his way, the Buddha would manifest himself in the air, his halo 

illuminating heaven and earth which all assumed a golden color, and 

again (he would see himself) wearing a kasaya and bathing in the jewel 

pond (of Sukhavatl) ... 

The second chapter of the Pratyutpannabuddhasammukhavasthitasa- 

madhisutra gives a description of the contemplative technique for induc¬ 

ing such a samadhi of the presence of the Buddhas: the practitioner—who 

is without impurity in conduct—bears the Buddha Amitabha one-point- 

edly in mind, for one day and night, or for seven days and nights, alone 

in a solitary place. The Buddha appears before the practitioner like an 

image in a dream and preaches the Law: the practitioner should ask: 

“What must I do to be reborn in the land of the Buddha Amitabha?” 

And the visionary Buddha replies: “He who wishes to be born in my 

Buddhafield must think on me repeatedly and uninterruptedly: and 

thus he comes to be born in my land” (compare Bhagavadgita 8.23 and 

Ramanuja ad Brahmasutra 4.1.1: “To meditate is to think: but to think 

in the form of continuous smrti rather than ordinary smrti. . .”). The 

text continues: 

A Bodhisattva uses this anusmrti of the Buddha so that he may be 

reborn in the land of Amitabha. He must think on the body of the 

Buddha with its thirty-two signs, endowed with luster and brilliance 

. . . preaching the Law to the community of monks ... A Bod¬ 

hisattva who seeks to hear the Buddha in his very presence must thus 

think on him, and he who seeks to see the Buddha must think on 

him. . . This is the way a Bodhisattva sees the numberless pure Bud¬ 

dhas of the ten directions . . . 

There is evidence, too, that this Buddhist anusmrti became a prom- 
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inent contemplative technique not only in the Pure Land texts but 

throughout the northwest of India, and precisely at the time that Hindu 

bhakti was given such a central role in the Bhagavadgita. It is typical of 

Kashmir meditation manuals that ancillary contemplative techniques 

are set forth under five personality rubrics, rather than under three as is 

typical of southeastern manuals such as the Visuddhimagga of Bud- 

dhaghosa (see, for example, Alex Wayman, ed. Analysis of the Srdvaka- 

bhiimi Manuscript (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1961) 

86): scholars have already noted the process by which buddhdnusmrti 

becomes an increasingly regular member of the list, displacing such 

items as dhatuprabheda “analysis of elements” (see Paul Demieville, “La 

Yogdcdrabhiimi ...” 356-362, and D. Seyfort Ruegg, “On a Yoga 

Treatise from Qizil” JAOS 87 (1967) 159-161). I would emphasize, 

however, that this change is not so much a matter of Mahayana influenc¬ 

ing Hlnayana as it is a wave of visionary theism sweeping over the 

whole of northern India, influencing Hindu contemplatives as well as the 

yoga masters of Kashmir. 

A short meditation manual, claiming—perhaps spuriously—Kuma- 

rajiva as its translator, the Ssu-wei liu-yao fa (Short Method of Medi¬ 

tation T. 617), can serve as an example. It begins with the five optional 

preliminaries, including buddhdnusmrti: 

When you see a beautiful image that looks like a real Buddha, care¬ 

fully note every sign—from the usnlsa and urna to the feet and back 

from the feet to the usnlsa—and then go to a quiet place, close your 

eyes, and fix your mind on the image, with no other thoughts: if an- 

, other thought arises, gather your mind together and bring it back to 

the image. When you have thus meditated until you can see the image 

whenever you wish, this is to attain to samadhi by meditation on an 

image . . . Only after this will you be able to see the living body of the 

Buddha face-to-face . . . Watch your mind like a mother watching a 

child, that it does not fall into a pit or well or dangerous pathway . . . 

When the practitioner is able to see the image perfectly formed, he may 

proceed to visualize the living body of the Buddha, sitting under the 

tree of enlightenment with shining radiance, or preaching the Law in the 

Deer Park, or blazing with glory upon Mt. Grdhrakuta. Or further: 

Sit facing the bright and shining east, without mountains or rivers or 
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rocks, seeing only a Buddha sitting crosslegged, his hands raised, 

preaching the Law. With the eye of your mind contemplate his bril¬ 

liance: fix your mind on the Buddha, with no other object: if your 

mind finds another object, gather it together and bring it back. When 

you can see this, increase the number of Buddhas to ten, then to a 

hundred, then to a thousand, then to innumerable Buddhas . . . 

When you can see this with the eye of your mind, turn your body to 

the southeast and contemplate as above . . . 

The meditation continues in the ten directions, until the practitioner 

enters the samadhi of the Buddhas of the ten directions. Not only does 

this have obvious resemblances to the contemplative technique set forth 

for example in the Amitayurdhydnasutra, but also the resultant samadhi 

is the same as that Sadaprarudita enters at the beginning and at the end 

of his vision quest. 

Furthermore, Kumar ajiva closes his meditation manual with a sa¬ 

madhi of the SP. We may note in passing the striking resemblance in 

diction and imagery between the SP. and the Bhagavadgita: we might 

point out the “father of the world” passages (SP 7.31 and 15.21-23: 

BG9A1 and 11.43), the “unmanifest savior” theme (SP 15.6-10: BG 

4.6-8), the theophonic symbolism of the blazing stretched-out tongue 

(SP 20, beginning of prose section: BG 11.30), the motif of needing to 

offer but a single flower (SP 2.77-95: BG 9.26) and of the Lord’s equa¬ 

nimity toward all beings (SP 5, parable of the rain: BG 9.29). We may 

note also that the SP. is filled with dreams and visions: the definition of 

a rsi includes his dreams and visions (13.60-72); a vision of the Bud^- 

dha is a test of true belief (16, prose ad 36); the Buddhafield of the pres¬ 

ent Buddha—filled with hills of gems and palaces and blossoming trees 

—is here and now for those with the visionary eye to see it: and above 

all, of course, is the great theophany of Prabhutaratna and his stupa in 

chapter eleven, which Kumarajlva makes the central theme of his medi¬ 

tation : 

For twenty-one days onepointedly and zealously bear in mind the 

Saddharmapundarika : think of Sakyamuni Buddha upon Mt. Gr- 

dhrakuta, sitting with Prabhutaratna Buddha within the seven-jeweled 

stupa. Magically created Buddhas fill all the worlds of beings in the 

ten directions: each Buddha is attended by one Bodhisattva with but 

one more life, as Sakyamuni Buddha is attended by Maitreya. All the 
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Buddhas show their magical powers: their light spreads through in¬ 

numerable lands: wishing to manifest the True Law, the sound of 

their voices fills all the worlds in the ten directions. They preach the 

Saddharmapundarikasutra: “Let all the beings of the ten directions 

and the three times, whether great or small, only once cry out namo bud- 

dhaya, and all will become Buddhas”... If you thus practice medita¬ 

tion, attachment to the five senses will pass away, the five obstacles 

will disappear, and the five faculties will increase until you attain medi¬ 

tative samadhi: abiding therein, you will love the Buddha deeply . . . 

(I must acknowledge the help given me in translating this text by an 

unpublished draft translation by my late teacher Richard H. Robinson.) 

We have come some distance from our original tale. We may perhaps 

picture the great wave of visionary theism of the early centuries AD 

having three major components: the technique of visualization, the 

sense of devotion, and a metaphysical need to explain the soteriological 

potential of the new contemplative technique. In both the Bhagavadgltd 

and the SP. the Lord as vision is the Lord as a present and personal 

spiritual reality, set over against the meditator: the only appropriate re¬ 

sponse to this overwhelming encounter is worship, and Sadaparibhuta’s 

path to enlightenment becomes the worship of billions of Buddhas. 

Vision and worship here go together: to see in awe is to worship, and to 

worship is to hope for vision. It is in worship that there is the ultimate 

coming-together of will and grace: it is in worship that the meditator 

sees but the deity reveals. 

There is no doubt that this combination was an extraordinarily pro¬ 

ductive one for Hinduism, for it could be combined with an essentially 

personalist metaphysics, and grow with all the luxuriance of later Hindu 

mythology, sexual cosmogony, and the emotional fervor of prapatti, 

self-abandonment to the uncontrollable grace of the Lord. It was, I be¬ 

lieve, a failure in Buddhism, for the uncompromising Buddhist antiper¬ 

sonalism left the SP. with no natural metaphysical foundation: the text 

remained an extremely powerful visionary testament, more or less aban¬ 

doned in the later Indo-Tibetan tradition but tempting the awed scholars 

of East Asia to provide the metaphysical orphan with an appropriately 

grandiose home—a sister text, in fact, to that other great and homeless 

vision, the Avatamsakasutra. 

The wave of visionary theism left its lasting mark on Buddhism as a 
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technique: it is striking how—compared to the Bhagavadgita—the Pure 

Land texts manage to divorce visualization from devotion: the saving 

Lord remains impersonal and distant, a power to be tapped by vision 

and recitation, in a cool and dazzling ecstacy rather than in a genuine 

encounter of the human with a divine other. Thus the path of Vaidehi and 

of Dharmakara is a path of training and technical mastery, a progression 

of visionary and magical skills very much like that of the later Tantric 

practitioner, and to the same end of utilizing soteriological force through 

contemplative manipulation. 

The path of Sadaprarudita is different. In the Prajnaparamita texts, the 

Sunyavadin sutras, and the Dasabhumikasutra we find the possibility 

of vision combined with a peculiarly Buddhist metaphysics. The meta¬ 

physics of the Prajnaparamita is in fact the metaphysics of the vision and 

the dream: a universe of glittering and quicksilver change is precisely 

one that can only be described as empty. The vision and the dream be¬ 

come the tools to dismantle the hard categories we impose upon reality, 

to reveal the eternal flowing possibility in which the Bodhisattva lives. 

The question that issues from Sadaprarudita’s samadhi, and the question 

that becomes the climax of the later version, is “Where do the Buddhas 

of the vision go?” For Sadaprarudita, in the speculative context of the 

Prajnaparamita literature, the visionary quest has become a metaphysi¬ 

cal one: in the later version of the tale we can see a hint of the process 

by which Mahayana philosophy seeks to free itself from its visionary 

roots. 
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Mahayana Literature in Sri Lanka: The Early Phase 

Heinz Bechert 

It is well known that Mahayana Buddhism had spread in Ceylon (Sri 
Lanka) during the early mediaeval period, and that there were several 
occasions when the followers of Mahayana were suppressed on the 
instigation of orthodox Theravada monks. The term used for Mahaya¬ 
na in the historical literature of the Sinhalese was Vetullavada. This is 
the Pali term for Mahayana, the word vetulla being the Pali form of 
vaitulya, a synonym of vaipulya, and both vaitulya and vaipulya are known 
from Indian Mahayana texts. For general information on traces of Ma¬ 
hayana influence in Ceylon I may refer here to Professor Mudiyanse’s 
monograph1. A number of other authors have also written on Maha- 
yanism in Ceylon, but it will suffice here to mention Dr. Paranavitana’s 
study which was the first major contribution dealing with the subject2. 

Most of the available evidence for Mahayana influence in ancient 
Ceylon is rather unspecific so that we do not know much of the partic¬ 
ular forms of Mahayana which spread on the island. From the infor¬ 
mation derived from the chronicles and from other traditional sources 
it was concluded that the influence of Mahayana extended to the monks 
of the Abhayagirivasa (or Dharmarucika) and of the Jetavanavasa (or 
Sagalika) sects only, whereas the Mahavihara school is believed never 
to have deviated from strict “hinayanistic” orthodoxy. In many studies, 
it is claimed “that the use of Sanskrit rather than Pali by the monks of 
the Abhayagiri fixed yet another distinction between them and their 
rivals of the Mahavihara” i.e. that these two sects used Sanskrit and not 
Pali as the sacred language of their tradition, and this erroneous belief 
is reproduced even in some very recent publications on the subject3. 
I have discussed this question elsewhere4 so that it may suffice here to 
lay stress upon the fact that we have ample evidence to show that the 
Abhayagirivasin did use the same collection of sacred scriptures in Pali 
which has been handed down to us by the orthodox tradition of the 
Mahaviharavasin with very minor variations. The Pali Tripitaka formed 
the common heritage of all three nikayas (sects) of Buddhism in Sri 
Lanka. There are legends in political history as well as in religious and 
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literary history which tenaciously persist defying all evidence to the 

contrary, and the belief that the Abhayagirivasin used a Tripitaka in 

Sanskrit is one of these legends. 

Another legend of this type is the belief that the monks of the Abha- 

yagirivasa and the Jetavanavasa sects were mostly followers of Mahaya- 

na, whereas the monks of the Mahavihara sect are believed to have 

based their interpretation of the doctrine on the Theravada tradition as 

introduced from India at the time of king Asoka without being much 

influenced by the further development of doctrine and literature in 

India. It has been long since known, however, that late canonical and 

post-canonical Pali literature was heavily influenced by Indian Buddhist 

literature and philosophy of other schools.5 On the other hand, the 

available evidence clearly gives proof that though Mahayanist tenden¬ 

cies were at times tolerated in the Abhayagiri and Jetavana communi¬ 

ties, Mahayana was never made the official creed of these two sects. 

There is, unfortunately, still much confusion on the nature of Bud¬ 

dhist “sects” or “schools” in spite of the enormous amount of writing 

that has been done on Buddhist sects. This confusion is caused by con¬ 

founding different types of sects. In the first instance, a nikaya or sect 

can be described as a group or community of monks that mutually 

acknowledge the validity of their upasampada or higher ordination and 

therefore can join together in the performance of vinayakarmas, i.e., legal 

acts prescribed by Vinaya or Buddhist ecclesiastical law. All members 

of such a so-called “Vinaya sect” recognized the authority of a partic¬ 

ular redaction of the Vinaya texts being the laws governing their 

monastic life. Naturally the controversies leading to the formation of 

these sects did not completely stop after the final codification of the 

various “sectarian” recensions of the Vinaya scriptures, but turned to 

minor matters not clearly regulated in the texts and to disputes on the 

interpretation of the texts. The nikayas formed in this way should be 

termed “sub-sects”, and the three nikayas in mediaeval Ceylonese Bud¬ 

dhism are “sub-sects” of Theravada in this sense. 

A nikaya did not necessarily originate from a split in the Sangha. It 

could also develop from the organizational consolidation of local 

traditions or missionary groups. However, when the period of doctrinal 

dissensions and controversies had begun, particular notions on the is¬ 

sues under discussion were accepted in the different nikayas which 

turned only now into communities which were distinguished not only 

as different “Vinaya sects”, but also as upholders of certain doctrines. 
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The Kathavatthu in the Abhidhammapitaka in the scriptures of Thera¬ 

vada is a document of this period of doctrinal diversification and de¬ 

marcation. Again, the information on these doctrinal controversies was 

subject to a considerable degree of schematizing. At least we can say 

that only a few of the sects mentioned in the context of the early doctri¬ 

nal controversies succeeded in developing a consistent system of philos¬ 

ophy which had its impact on the progress of philosophical thought in 

India. Later sources usually list four schools of Buddhist thought, viz. 

Sarvastivadin (or Vaibhasika), Sautrantika, Sunyavadin (or Madhya- 

milca) and Vijnanavadin (or Yogacara). The first two of these are Hlna- 

yana schools, the other two professed Mahayana. 

There should be no confusion of these philosophical schools with the 

earlier doctrinal and the early Yinaya sects. A Sarvastivadin in the sense 

of the follower of the Sarvastivada philosophy, could well be a member 

of a rather different Vinaya sect, particularly of a sect which had no 

philosophical tradition of its own. There is a well-known Vinaya sect 

which adopted not only the philosophy but also the name of the Sarva¬ 

stivada viz. the Mulasarvastivadin. This sect was not a sub-sect of the 

Sarvastivadin but it had a Vinaya tradition of its own. 

In this context we understand the influence of the philosophical tenets 

of the two main systems of Indian Buddhist philosophy of Hmayana, 

viz. Sarvastivada and Sautrantika philosophy, on the development of 

Theravada philosophical thought in Ceylon as represented in the writ¬ 

ings of the great Pali commentators. D. J. Kalupahana has proposed to 

conclude from the evidence he found for this influence that the Abhaya- 

girivasin and Jetavanavasin had become followers of Sarvastivadin and 

Sautrantika nikayas respectively.6 This conclusion is, however, not ac¬ 

ceptable. Orthodoxy in ancient Ceylon was not always as intolerant in 

dogmatical matters as it is generally supposed. The evidence for Sar¬ 

vastivada influence on the philosophical opinions of Buddhaghosa and 

his contemporaries fits well with the evidence for the influence of Mula- 

sarvastivada literature on some of the narrative portions of the com¬ 

mentaries including details of the life-story of the Buddha. There is not 

the least trace that any of the three great sub-sects of Ceylon Buddhism 

adopted a non-Theravada Vinaya and thus became part of Sarvastivada 

or Sautrantika nikaya. On the contrary, Abhayagirivasin and Jetavana¬ 

vasin always remained Theravada sub-sects.7 
The formation of Mahayana Buddhism was an innovation of a new 

kind, quite dissimilar from the formation of Buddhist sects. It was an 
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event taking place not on the basis of the understanding of monastic 

discipline nor of doctrinal controversies of the traditional kind, but on 

a different level, viz. by a new definition of the goal of the religious life. 

Instead of attaining to personal liberation as a follower of the advice 

given by the Buddha, a Mahayanist has decided to go along the path 

of a Bodhisattva, but a bhiksu of Mahayana Buddhism did not at all 

cease to be a member of one of the nikayas, because nobody could be¬ 

come a bhiksu except by an upasampada based on the Yinaya tradition of 

one of the nikayas. When Mahayana developed, there originated two 

factions in most of the ancient Buddhist nikayas or sects: a mahayanistic 

and a hlnayanistic faction.8 

Considering these general developments, it becomes quite obvious 

that Mahayana ideas could also have developed in the frame-work of 

Theravada in ancient Ceylon. The Theravadin who accepted Mahayana 

could be called Mahayana-Sthaviravadin, a term used by Hsiian-tsang 

for communities of this kind in India. Since Pali was the sacred language 

of the Theravadin, not Sanskrit, Mahayana-Sthaviras can be expected 

to have used Pali for literary works of their school. I have shown else¬ 

where that a particular work written by Mahayana-Sthaviras in Ceylon 

was included in the Pali canon and thus survived the destruction of 

Mahayana literature in Ceylon. This work is the Buddhapadana, the first 

part of the Apadana of Khuddakanikaya. It was composed in the 1st 

century or in the beginning of the 2nd century a.d., before mahayanistic 

tendencies were suppressed by King Voharikatissa (215-237 a.d.). The 

Buddhapadana therefore, can be considered the earliest reliable source 

of information on particular views held by the Mahayana Buddhists of 

Ceylon. It testifies to the development of some of the ideas known from 

a group of Indian Mahayana works represented by the Sukhavativyuha 

and similar texts, but the Buddhapadana is clearly a work of indigenous 

Ceylonese origin, and not imported from India. Its unique importance 

is due to this fact.9 

The earliest known reference to a Mahayana work brought from 

India to Ceylon refers to the reign of King Silakala (522-535). From the 

Mahavamsa (41.37^10) we learn that, in the 12th year of the reign of this 

king, a book called Dhammadhatu (skt. Dharmadhatu) was brought by 

a merchant from a journey to Kasipura (Varanasi) and presented to the 

king. The king had it placed in a particular temple near the palace and 

installed a festival in honour of the book. In the Nikayas an grahayaby 

Jayabahu Dharmaklrti (ed. Don M. de Zilva Wickremasinghe, Colom- 
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bo 1890, p. 16) the name of the merchant is given as Purna. The Mahavi- 

haravasin rejected the Dhammadkatu as false doctrine. The continuation 

of the cult of the Dharmadkatu in Ceylon for a rather long period is at¬ 

tested by a 10th century Sinhalese copper plaque inscription reading 

Dahamda de patek (“two leafs of the Dharmadkatu”) which was dis¬ 

covered near Anuradhapura.10 The cult of the Dharmadkatu is also re¬ 

ferred to in two other 10th century inscriptions.11 We can safely assume 

that Dharmadkatu was used as the name of a Mahayana work of Indian 

origin which was written in Sanskrit, but all attempts to identify this 

book with a particular text known to us have failed or remained pure 

speculation. This must be said also of Paranavitana’s opinion that Dhar- 

madhatu is nothing else than the Saddharmapundarikasutra,12 

Historical sources from Ceylon refer to particular Mahayana works 

by name only in connection with records on the later part of the medi¬ 

aeval period, i.e. for the period from the 9th century onwards. From a 

detailed report of the introduction of Tantric Buddhism during the 

reign of king Matvalasen or Sena I (833-853) which is found in the 

Nikdyasangrahaya (pp. 18 f.) we learn that the Ratnakiita was brought 

to Ceylon at that time along with the doctrines and a number of texts of the 

Vajraparvatas i.e. of Vajrayana. The Nikdyasangrahaya is, of course, 

much later than these events, but Paranavitana’s discovery of fragments 

from the Kasyapaparivarta, one of the texts of the Ratnakiita group, 

amongst the so-called Indikatusaya copper plaques which he dated in 

the 8th or 9th century,13 is a most welcome confirmation of the relia¬ 

bility of Dharmakirti’s record. 

We can, therefore, safely rely on the information that works of the 

Ratnakiita class, though they originated in India much earlier, were 

introduced in Sri Lanka not earlier than in the first half of the 9th cen¬ 

tury, and consequently we can date these copper plaques more accu¬ 

rately to the 9th Gentury and not the 8th century. It now becomes rather 

evident that the appearance of fragments from other Mahayana texts 

in the Indikatusaya copper plaques and in the Vijayarama copper 

plaques as well as in some other inscriptions of 9th and 10th century14 

cannot be made use of for conclusions on the nature of Mahayana in 

Ceylon before King Sena I. These documents in all probability represent 

the tradition of Mahayana and Tantric doctrines and practices intro¬ 

duced in Ceylon during the 9th century rather than earlier local traditions. 

This refers also to the fragments from Prajndpdramita texts written on 

some of the Indikatusaya copper plaques, most of which were identified 
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as extracts from the Pancavimsatisahasrikaprajhaparamita by T. 

Matsumoto and S. Paranavitana.15 

There are only three Ceylonese documents in Sanskrit from the ear¬ 

lier period of Mahayana in Ceylon: the Kuccaveli Rock Inscription, the 

Tiriyay Rock Inscription and the Trikayastava Inscription of Mihintale. 

These three inscriptions are written not in Sinhalese script, but in a 

particularly Ceylonese form of the Grantha script. The Kuccaveli in¬ 

scription is found near Trincomalee, and it can be dated between the 5th 

and 8th century according to S. Paranavitana. The inscription consists 

of two Sanskrit stanzas expressing the author’s wish to become a Buddha 

without more specific details.16 The text of the rock inscription found 

at Tiriyay, a place not far from Kuccaveli, consists of a stotra in 11 

Sanskrit stanzas with the story of the Girikandikacaitya which is said to 

have been founded by successors to the legendary merchants Trapus- 

saka (Pali Tapassu) and Vallika (Pali Bhalluka). Avalokitesvara and 

Manjuvak (i.e. ManjusrI) are named as residing in the caitya, and the 

inscription was dated in the 2nd half of the 7th or beginning of the 8th 

century for palaeographic reasons.17 The third of these inscriptions 

also originated in the 7th or 8th century. Its text was identified as the 

Trikayastavaby Sylvain Levi. The Trikayastavais an Indian Mahayana 

hymn which is known from Chinese and Tibetan translations and 

transliterations.18 

None of these three inscriptions enables us to establish the doctrines 

of Ceylonese Mahayana of the early phase in a more specific and de¬ 

tailed way. We must confess that Ceylonese sources do not in any way 

confirm traditions from non-Ceylonese sources that some of the masters 

of Mahayana, e.g. Aryadeva, were born in Ceylon, had studied in Cey¬ 

lon or visited Ceylon. So far it seems rather impossible to separate truth 

and legend in this respect. Notwithstanding this rather disappointing 

statement, there are a number of points referring to methodology which 

I can propose here as a result of these observations: 

The points of evidence for the spread of Mahayana Buddhism in Cey¬ 

lon before the Sasana reform carried out by Parakramabahu I must be 

arranged and evaluated in the way of a truly historical and critical ex¬ 

amination, but so far scholars have collected and almost indiscrimi¬ 

nately used material from different periods for general descriptions of 

“Mahayanism in ancient and mediaeval Ceylon”. Fortunately, however, 

Sri Lanka has a rather reliable tradition of historiography which allows 

us to establish dates for important developments not only of political, 
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but also of cultural and religious history. In this context, we can estab¬ 

lish three main periods of Mahayanism in Ceylon: 

A first period ends with the suppression of Vetullavada by King 

Voharikatissa (215-237 A.D.). In this first period, all communities in 

Ceylonese Buddhism seem to have been more open-minded towards 

innovations than later on. The only remaining literary work of Mahayana 

from this period is the Buddhapadana. 

The action of King Voharikatissa against the spread of new doctrines 

was instigated by the monks of the Mahavihara. From this time on¬ 

wards, the Mahavihara school does not seem to have allowed the spread 

of Mahayana doctrines in its communities. The other two sects general¬ 

ly remained more open-minded towards these innovations, but due to 

the changing opinions of the rulers, periods of greater influence of 

Mahayana were succeeded by periods of rather total suppression. Un¬ 

fortunately, the evidence as to the particular nature of Mahayana 

doctrines known in Ceylon in this period is very poor, because neither 

the existence of statues of some of the well-known Bodhisattvas and 

Buddhas of Mahayana from this period, nor the references in the three 

Sanskrit inscriptions, nor other available information provides us with 

details as to the particular philosophical schools and thoughts of 

Mahayana in Ceylon during that time. 

The situation is quite different for the third period beginning with 

the time of King Sena I (833-853), because the historical literature 

provides us with detailed information for this period which is confirmed 

by other sources. A rather detailed description of this third period of 

Mahayana in Ceylon can be provided, but this is outside the scope of 

the present contribution and will be given elsewhere. 
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